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ABOUT THIS SURVEY 

INTRODUCTION 
Clark County recently launched a major effort—called Transform Clark County—to establish a cohesive, 

countywide vision for the future and a defined strategy to achieve that vision. This effort will include a complete 

rewrite of Clark County’s key policy and regulatory documents—the Master Plan and Development Code. 

Although the Master Plan has been amended and revised over time, it has not been comprehensively updated 

since 1983. The updated Master Plan will serve as a policy guide for the growth and physical development of 

Clark County over the coming decades and will inform subsequent updates to the Development Code. 

This document summarizes the results of the first of several community engagement opportunities that will be 

provided as part of the Transform Clark County process. Online Questionnaire #1: Vision and Values—was 

available on the project website from mid-June through the end of July 2020, and was widely advertised 

through a variety of channels. The survey was offered in both English and Spanish.  

Results are organized into five parts: 

• Part 1: Issues and Opportunities—includes respondents’ opinions on issues and opportunities in Clark 

County regarding transportation, recreation, natural environment, built environment, housing, 

economy, and quality of life  

• Part 2: Vision and Values—reflects respondents’ opinions for the future vision and values of Clark 

County 

• Part 3: Survey Respondents— provides a summary of who participated in the survey, their relationship 

to Clark County, and how respondents compare to Clark County residents as a whole in terms of age, 

ethnicity, and household income  

• Part 4: Visitor Responses—reports visitors’ responses and their impressions of Clark County 

• Part 5: Open-ended Responses—includes respondents’ free form answers to open ended questions in 

the survey. Free form comments are provided in full. However, some longer-responses were broken 

apart to ensure comments on specific topics were categorized appropriately.  

Where a free response option was offered for a particular question, a summary of major themes derived from 

those free responses is provided. In some instances, references to individuals or details that would reveal the 

individual were removed to protect the privacy of respondents and those referenced. 

NEXT STEPS 

Input received will be used by the project team to establish a draft framework for Master Plan that reflects the 

community’s vision and values. This document will also serve as a starting point for diving deeper into any 

issues, opportunities, challenges, or concerns expressed by survey respondents during the next steps in the 

Master Plan Process.  
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PART 1: ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

BACKGROUND 
Clark County’s Master Plan addresses a wide range of topics. This section of the survey explores existing 

conditions in the following areas: transportation, recreation, natural environment, built environment, housing, 

economy, and quality of life. Input received will help us determine what is working well in Clark County today, 

and what could be improved. While the focus of the Master Plan is on Clark County as a whole, some issues and 

opportunities may be limited to specific geographies within the County. Responses are presented at two levels:  

• Planning Area Specific Ratings for each Topic Area. For each of the topics listed above, survey 

respondents were asked to rate the different elements of each planning topic on a scale of 1 to 5. 1 

meaning very poor, 2 meaning poor, 3 meaning average, 4 meaning good, and 5 meaning excellent.  

• Other Issues and Opportunities. Respondents were also asked to provide feedback on issues and 

opportunities specific to Clark County as a whole. This feedback is reflected in the free responses 

provided in Part 5; summaries of these responses are provided in this section.  

The feedback in this section will be used to inform updated policies for the Master Plan—both countywide, as 

well as those that are tailored to specific planning areas.  

Q 9a: Please rate the different elements of TRANSPORTATION listed below 

on a scale of 1 to 5. 

Planning Area Specific Ratings 

Overall, ease of travel by car received the highest ranking (between 3.6 and 4.4), while ease of travel by transit 

received the lowest rankings. Summerlin South, Lone Mountain, and Laughlin received the highest rankings in 

the remaining categories, while Northeast County, Winchester/Paradise, Sunrise Manor, and Whitney have the 

most room for growth in transportation access.  
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Q 9b: Are there other TRANSPORTATION issues and opportunities that you 

would like to add? 

Some of the most frequently cited issues or concerns related to Transportation included: 

• Biking.  Many respondents said that they would be interested in biking more often or commuting on 

their bike if there were more complete and safer routes for bicyclists.  

• Sidewalks. Many respondents shared that they have no sidewalks in their neighborhood, while others 

cited raised sidewalks, trash on sidewalks, and sidewalks that are not wide enough for those who use a 

wheelchair or stroller as areas for improvement in Clark County. Additionally, respondents would like to 

see more shade and better lighting along walking paths.  

• Roads. Many respondents expressed frustration with the amount and duration of road construction in 

more urban areas of Clark County. However, those living in unincorporated areas felt that their streets 

have been neglected.  

• Traffic. Increased traffic from population growth was a frustration for many respondents. Several 

respondents suggested expanding the roads or adding expressways. Many respondents shared that 

they would like to see traffic lights changed from a timer system to a sensor system in order to improve 

efficiency. Additionally, some respondents in the unincorporated parts of the county do not like the 

replacement of stop signs with lights in their neighborhoods. Speeding and dangerous driving are 

concerns for many of the respondents.  

• Trails. Many respondents would like to see more, better connected trails to use for recreational 

purposes, such as horseback riding.  

• Transit/alternative transportation options. Many respondents feel that a light rail system is needed 

in Clark County. Others would like to see Amtrak passenger rail service restored. Many respondents 

shared their frustrations with using the current bus system in Clark County. They felt that the schedule 

does not always accommodate their trips, and many shared that there is little to no access in the 

unincorporated areas of the county. Additionally, many suggested adding a tram or shuttle to improve 

access to Downtown Las Vegas or the airport, and expanding the availability of scooters, ride-sharing, 

and electric vehicles.  

Q 10a: Please rate the different elements of RECREATION listed below on a 

scale of 1 to 5. 

Planning Area Specific Ratings 

Overall, access to parks and recreational amenities was ranked the highest (between 3.2 and 4.2), while 

connectivity of paths and trails received the lowest ranking (between 2.4 and 3.4). South County, Lone 

Mountain, Summerlin South, and Laughlin received the highest rankings, while Sunrise Manor, Whitney, and 

Northeast County showed the most room for improvement in recreational access. 
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Q 10b: Are there other RECREATION issues and opportunities that you 

would like to add? 

Some of the most frequently cited issues or concerns related to Recreation included: 

• Activities. Many respondents would like to see more activities for those with children and those with 

special needs. Many specific activities, such as rock climbing, skateboarding, and volleyball, were also 

requested. Additionally, respondents felt that public recreation opportunities should be more 

affordable for those who live in Clark County.  

• Amenities. Many respondents requested more programs and amenities specifically for children and 

seniors, such as playgrounds and fitness programs. Public pools and dog parks were also highly 

requested. Concerning existing amenities, outdated equipment and trash were both listed as issues in 

many of Clark County’s parks.    

• Parks. Many respondents shared that there are no parks near their neighborhood, especially in the 

older parts of the county. Those that do have parks shared that they do not use certain parks because 

they are often dirty, feel unsafe, or are not accessible. Many would like to see more trees to provide 

shade and beautify parks.  

• Trails. Many respondents would like to see a more complete trail system in Clark County that feels safe. 

Outside of the urban areas, many would also like to see more nature trails for outdoor activities.  

Q 11a: Please rate the different elements of the NATURAL 

ENVIRONMENT listed below on a scale of 1 to 5.  

Planning Area Specific Ratings 

On average, access to public lands received the highest rankings (between 3.3 and 4.0), while environmental 

protection scored the lowest (between 2.7 and 3.7). Laughlin, South County, and Northeast County received the 

highest rankings for each category, while Whitney, Sunrise Manor, and Spring Valley showed the most room for 

improvement in these categories.  
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Q 11b: Are there other NATURAL ENVIRONMENT issues and opportunities 

that you would like to add? 

Some of the most frequently cited issues or concerns related to the Natural Environment included: 

• Air Quality. Many respondents are concerned about the air quality in Clark County and would like to 

address the heat island effect created by increasing urban growth.  

• Enforcement of Illegal Activity. Many respondents would like to see better enforcement to prevent 

illegal activities such as littering, driving, shooting, etc.  

• Environmental Protection. Many respondents are concerned that urban growth is threatening the 

well-being of native species and important cultural resources.  

• Land Conservation. In general, respondents want to protect the public lands in Clark County.  In order 

to protect the area’s natural resources, many respondents would like to see infill development 

prioritized over new development to prevent sprawl.  

• Recreation Opportunities. Many respondents shared that cost of admission and lack of transportation 

options are two barriers residents face in accessing public lands. Trails specifically designated for 

mountain biking, ATVs, or off-roading were requested by many respondents.  

• Recycling. Many respondents felt that recycling efforts should be improved throughout Clark County 

and that efforts should be made to avoid single-use plastics.  

• Water Conservation. Respondents would like to see water use decrease across the county.  Many 

respondents are concerned about how new development in the county impacts its limited water 

resources.  
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Q 12a: Please rate the different elements of the BUILT ENVIRONMENT listed 

below on a scale of 1 to 5. 

Planning Area Specific Ratings 

The quality of more recent development was rated higher than overall quality of development in Clark County. 

Summerlin South was ranked highest for quality of new development (3.7), while Northeast County had the 

lowest ranking (2.4).  

 

Q 12b: Are there other BUILT ENVIRONMENT issues and opportunities that 

you would like to add? 

Some of the most frequently cited issues or concerns related to the Built Environment included: 

• Aesthetics. Many respondents feel that new development is “cookie-cutter.” Instead, respondents 

would like to see a sense of place created by design. Along those lines, many would like to see older 

neighborhoods and properties in Clark County revitalized.  

• Growth. Many respondents are concerned that the area is sprawling while many older neighborhoods 

are becoming disinvested. They recommend focusing on infill and redevelopment rather than building 

in rural lands. Several respondents feel that development is too dense and that the area is being 

overbuilt in general. At the same time, some in the unincorporated areas feel that their community is 

not experiencing enough growth. Additionally, many feel that transportation infrastructure cannot 

adequately handle the new population growth in Clark County. Whether it is non-existent or in need of 

repair, respondents felt that roads and sidewalks in Clark County need attention.  

• Access to Services. Many respondents would like to see more walkable neighborhoods with 

destinations in walking or biking distance. Many respondents would like to see access to services such 

as healthcare, grocery stores, and schools improve in their area.  Others noted they would like to see 

renovated or new retail centers that are smaller-scale and cater to local businesses. 

• Equity. Some respondents felt that opportunities for development are catered more toward tourists or 

affluent neighborhoods. They would like to see opportunities distributed equitably throughout the 

county.  
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• Regulations. Respondents seem to be split on whether or not they believe that the zoning in Clark 

County is too restrictive or not restrictive enough. Many respondents expressed concern that 

developers have too much freedom when developing in rural areas and would like to see more 

sustainable building practices required in Clark County, such as renewable energy, water-smart 

appliances, and avoiding new development in natural areas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q 13a: Please rate the different elements of HOUSING listed below on a 

scale of 1 to 5. 

Planning Area Specific Ratings 

Availability of for-sale housing options was ranked more highly than availability of for-rent options. Lone 

Mountain received the highest ranking for for-sale housing options (3.8), while Whitney received the lowest 

ranking (2.4).  

 

Q 13b: Are there other HOUSING issues and opportunities that you would 

like to add? 

Some of the most frequently cited issues or concerns related to Housing included: 
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• Affordability. Many respondents feel that there is a great need for more affordable for-rent and for-sale 

housing for both low- and middle-income families. The need for housing options for those who are 

transitioning out of homelessness was also raised repeatedly.  

• Growth. Respondents are split between those who favor higher density housing to preserve rural lands 

and those who would rather see homes developed on larger lots with less restrictions. Many 

respondents feel that too much housing is being built too quickly. One concern is that infrastructure 

and services will not be able to keep up with this rate of growth. Additionally, many respondents would 

like to see better quality materials used in building housing. 

• Diversity in Options. Many respondents would like to see more housing options other than single 

family homes, such as apartments or townhomes, and a mix of affordability as well. Some respondents 

would like to see more mixed-use communities with retail uses in walking distance to homes. However, 

some feel that commercial and residential uses are incompatible. 

• Regulations. Some respondents feel that their HOA is not restrictive enough, while others would like to 

see HOA costs decrease and less HOA developments overall. Many respondents are concerned that new 

zoning regulations will change the character of their neighborhood or affect their property values. Code 

enforcement of run-down properties or illegal modifications to properties was mentioned frequently. 

Additionally, many respondents would like to see more sustainable building practices required in 

building.  

• Services. Many respondents are concerned that there is not enough public safety infrastructure to keep 

up with the housing growth.  

Q 14: If you indicated the availability of either for-rent or for-sale housing 

options was poor or very poor, please explain what type(s) of housing you 

would like to see more of. 

Many of the responses to this question mirrored the broader housing issues addressed above. Some of the most 

frequently citied issues or concerns related to the availability of for-rent or for-sale housing included: 

• More/better quality affordable housing. In general, respondents noted that the cost of for-rent and 

for-sale housing is unaffordable for most low- to middle-income families in the county. Many noted that 

the current affordable housing options are poor quality and typically in undesirable neighborhoods, 

and that rents are too high compared to the cost of living.  

• Diversity of Housing Types. Many respondents would like to see a greater variety of housing types. 

Single-family homes with larger lots, townhome communities, multi-family housing options near transit 

and in walking distance to jobs or retail, and housing types that allow residents to age in place options 

were all citied as important.  

• Location. Many respondents noted that it the availability of housing was not so much of an issue, but 

that the location of available housing made it unworkable. For example, many respondents noted that 

housing that is in walking distance to shopping and services, or near transit stops is much tougher to 

find.  

• Housing to meet the needs of specific demographics. Many respondents would like to see housing 

communities designed for specific groups of people, such as seniors, veterans, those with disabilities, 

and those who are experiencing homelessness.  

• Less “cookie cutter” housing. Many respondents feel that most new housing looks the same and 

would like to see a greater variety in design. The trend toward very small lots was raised numerous 
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times as a frustration—respondents noted that while they didn’t need “a lot” of space, but did not want 

to be crowded against their neighbors with no yard.  

• Energy efficiency. Some respondents noted that they would like to see more energy-efficient 

components in new housing. Additionally, respondents feel that housing should respect the desert 

climate.  
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Q 15a: Please rate the different elements of the ECONOMY listed below on a 

scale of 1 to 5. 

Planning Area Specific Ratings 

Overall, shopping opportunities received the highest ranking (between 1.6 and 4.1), while ease of finding and 

retaining employees received the lowest ranking (between 2.2 and 3.0). Summerlin South and Spring Valley 

received the highest rankings overall, while Laughlin received the lowest ranking in each category.  

 

Q 15b: Are there other ECONOMIC issues and opportunities that you would 

like to add? 

Some of the common themes in open-ended comments related to the ECONOMY include:  

• Shopping Opportunities. Instead of building new shopping centers, many respondents would like to 

see existing centers redeveloped and filled with new tenants. As far as tenants go, respondents would 

like to see diverse retail opportunities, especially dining opportunities, grocery stores, and minority-

owned businesses. 

• Workforce. Many respondents would like to see more adult education opportunities such as trade 

schools or colleges. Many respondents feel that the minimum wage should be raised in order to reflect 

the cost of living.  

• Regulations. Many respondents feel that regulations, taxes, and high rents make it difficult to open a 

business in Clark County.  

• Access to Services. Lack of quality services, such as healthcare, education, or access to transportation 

were all cited as issues for workers and employers that make economic development difficult in Clark 

County.  
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• Economic Diversity. Many respondents would like to see more industries and jobs in Clark County 

besides the gaming and hospitality industries. Numerous respondents noted technology as a potential 

area for growth. Many respondents would like to see more opportunities for more skilled, well-paying 

careers in industries other than hospitality. 
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Q 16a: Please rate the different elements of QUALITY OF LIFE listed below 

on a scale of 1 to 5. 

Respondents were asked to rate different elements of Quality of Life on a scale of 1 to 5. [1-very poor, 2-poor, 3-

average, 4-good, 5-excellent]. Responses are summarized by planning area.  

Cost of Living. Most communities rated the overall cost of living in their area between 3 and 4 (average and 
good). 

Public Safety. Laughlin received the highest ranking for public safety (4.1), while Whitney received the lowest 
ranking (2.6).  

 

 

Medical Care. Most communities rated their access to medical care around a 3 (average), while Laughlin had a 

lower rating of 1.7 (very poor). 

Food. Most communities rated their access to affordable food around a 3 (average), while Laughlin had a lower 

rating of 1.9 (very poor).  
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Access to Recreational Opportunities. All communities rated their access to recreational facilities and 

opportunities between 3 (average) and 4 (good).  

Educational Opportunities. All communities rated the educational opportunities between 2.4 and 3.1.  

 

Cultural Activities. Lone Mountain, Northwest County, and Summerlin South rated their cultural activities 

highest at 3.4 (average), while Laughlin received the lowest rating at 2.4 (poor).  

Access to Childcare and Preschool. Lone Mountain received the highest rating for access to childcare and 

preschool at 3.4 (average), while Laughlin received the lowest ranking at 1.9 (very poor). 
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Openness and Acceptance. All communities rated the openness and acceptance in their area between 3 

(average) and 4 (good). 

Opportunities to Participate in Government. South County received the highest rating for opportunities to 

participate in government at 3.5 (average), while Laughlin received the lowest rating at 2.6 (poor). 

 

 

 

Resilience to Natural and Manmade Hazards. All communities rated their resilience to natural and manmade 

hazards between 3.0 and 3.6 (average).  
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Q 16b: Are there other QUALITY OF LIFE issues and opportunities that you 

would like to add? 

Some of the most frequently cited issues or concerns related to Quality of Life included: 

• Affordability. Many respondents feel that the cost of living is too high in Clark County and are 

concerned by the number of people experiencing homelessness in Clark County. 

• Public Spaces. Many respondents would like to see more parks and public spaces in their communities, 

along with adequate sidewalks to access these spaces.  

• Amenities. Many respondents would like to see more opportunities for recreation, such as pools and 

gyms, and more cultural opportunities, such as museums and festivals, targeted towards Clark County 

residents.  

• Education. Many respondents would like to see more accessible childcare programs for residents and 

are generally unhappy with the amount of funding for and the performance of the Clark County School 

District.   

• Healthcare. Many respondents would like to see more resources for those who are struggling with their 

mental health and overall better healthcare options in Clark County. 

• Community involvement. Many respondents would like more opportunities to engage with local 

government and would appreciate more transparency from local government.  

• Police. Some respondents feel that the police are doing a great job, while others would like to see 

police reform take place in Clark County.  

• Planning. Many respondents feel that development in Clark County is sprawling and is a threat to the 

natural landscape. Better flood mitigation and sustainability measures were highly requested by many 

respondents.  
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COVID-19 

Q 17: What potential effects of COVID-19 (Coronavirus) do you think Clark 

County should be most concerned about (choose your top three)? 

 

ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

Q 18: Are there other issues and opportunities that you would like to add? 

Common themes: Other Issues and Opportunities 

Some highlights from the responses to this question include: 

• COVID-19. Respondents are concerned about public health and economic impacts of COVID-19.  

• Economy. Many respondents feel that Clark County needs to diversify its economy beyond the 

hospitality industry and would like to see more diverse employment opportunities for residents. 

• Education. Respondents would like to see more funding for and improvement of the Clark County 

School District.  

• Services. Overall, respondents envision Clark County as a place that is equitable for all people. Many 

respondents feel that basic services, such as grocery stores, healthcare, and public safety, are lacking in 

their communities.  Additionally, the amount of homelessness was a concern for many respondents.  

• Governance. Many respondents would like to see more ways to get involved with local government 

decisions. There is a general sense of mistrust of government among many respondents. Additionally, 

many respondents are worried about the amount of crime in Clark County. 
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• Growth. Many respondents feel that development is sprawling into rural areas and would like to see 

actions taken to protect rural lands. At the same time, affordable housing was a big concern for many 

respondents. Additionally, the appearance and cleanliness of the built environment in Clark County 

could be improved according to respondents.  

• Community Amenities/Programming. Many respondents would like to see more community centers, 

parks, and pools in Clark County, along with more family-friendly programming for residents, such as 

festivals, concerts, and free events.  

• Transportation. Some respondents feel that the roads need repair, while others feel that there is too 

much road construction in Clark County. At the same time, many respondents would like to see the 

public transportation system improved in Clark County, including the potential addition of a light rail. 

Additionally, the idea of closing some streets down to cars in order to create a friendlier pedestrian 

environment was raised several times.  

• Sustainability. Many respondents would like to see more desert-friendly development and practices in 

Clark County. 
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PART 2: VISION AND VALUES 

BACKGROUND 
The Master Plan is a long-range planning tool. By the end of the planning horizon—2050—the population of Clark 

County is forecast to reach nearly three million people – an increase of over 618,000 people over 2020. Residents 

were asked to take this in mind with respect to the following questions.  

• What aspects of Clark County would you like to see change in the future? 

• What aspects of Clark County would you like to see stay the same in the future? 

• What three words best characterize you vision for Clark County’s future? 
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Q 19: What aspects of Clark County would you like to see change in the 

future? 

Common Themes 

• Services. Many respondents would like to see more public amenities to keep up with the growth in 

Clark County, others emphasized the need for better healthcare options, better funded and better 

performing public schools, and more services for those experiencing homelessness.   

• Aesthetics. Many respondents would like to improve the appearance of public spaces by burying utility 

lines and generally keeping public spaces clean. Others expressed frustration about trash and the 

general appearance of public spaces.  

• Community Focus. Many respondents would like to see a greater sense of community and a greater 

focus on family-friendly events in Clark County. Others noted they would like to see more arts and 

culture specific to the area and more entertainment opportunities other than gaming.  

• Growth and Infrastructure. Many respondents are concerned that Clark County is growing too quickly, 

and would like to see denser growth to preserve land and water. Others noted that development was 

too dense. Many respondents would like to see infrastructure such as roads and sidewalks built and 

maintained alongside new development. As Clark County grows, many respondents would like to see 

more affordable housing options across the county. 

• Economic Diversity. Respondents would like to see more higher paying jobs and industries as an 

alternative to gaming and tourism jobs, including more small businesses and unique retail 

opportunities. Many respondents would like to see more job opportunities in Clark County that pay 

higher wages.  

• Sustainability. Many respondents are concerned with development’s impact on the limited water 

supply and air quality. Additionally, many are concerned about growth overtaking rural parts of the 

county and would like to see more economic and government investment in these parts of the county.  

• Transportation. Many respondents would like to see public transportation routes expanded and 

generally improved across the county. Others noted they would like to see sidewalks and bike lanes 

improved to encourage alternative modes of transportation. Many respondents feel that better traffic 

management or more infrastructure is needed to accommodate the traffic in the county. Others noted 

that roads need repair. 

• Equity. Many respondents would like to see Clark County become a more equitable community for all 

residents.  

• Governance. Many respondents feel that there is too much government regulation and would like to 

see more transparency in government and better coordination between municipalities in Clark County. 

Some respondents would like to see a greater police presence; however, other respondents would like 

to see the police program reformed. 

Q 20: What aspects of Clark County would you like to see stay the same in 

the future? 

Common Themes 

• Access to parks and open space, public lands and outdoor amenities/recreation. By far the most 

frequently cited thing about Clark County that people appreciate today is that they live in a 
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beautiful location, and place very high value on the area’s parks and open spaces, their access to public 

land, and the ability to get outdoors and enjoy them.   

• Affordable cost of living, low taxes/no state tax. Residents appreciate that they enjoy a relatively low 

cost of living in the County, at least in part because of low taxes. This contributes to the overall 

affordability of the County, and is something residents do not want to see change.   

• Entertainment, culture, food and gaming. Residents benefit from all the things that make Las 

Vegas one of the foremost vacation destinations in the country: excellent restaurants, world class 

shows, 24-hour casinos and entertainment.   

• Diversity. The County’s diverse population is an asset that people value, noting also that openness and 

inclusivity are important to them in a place with such a wide variety of people.  

• Tourism. The County’s economy is dependent on tourism, and residents expressed hope that, after the 

pandemic, this would again play a central role in the region’s economy.   

• Police and fire. Residents commend the Las Vegas Metro Police and Fire Departments on the quality of 

service they provide.   
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Q 21: What three words best characterize your vision for Clark County’s 

Future? 

The word cloud below was created from 4,200 vision words provided by 1,400 survey respondents. The most 

common responses appear largest in the graphic. The responses are color-coded into the following categories: 

economy (red), health and environment (yellow), values (blue), growth (pink), and governance (black).
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PART 3: SURVEY RESPONDENTS 

BACKGROUND 
Survey respondents were self-selecting. Of the 2,813 respondents to the online survey: 

• Most are full-time residents. The vast majority or responses came from people reporting they live in 

their place of residence on a full-time basis. Just 1.3% of all responses came from self-identified 

second-homeowners. 

• Most respondents live in either the City of Las Vegas (39.8%) or Unincorporated Clark County (33.7%). 

25.7% of those living in Unincorporated Clark County live in the Enterprise Planning Area; however, all 

11 Planning Areas were represented. 

• The majority of respondents are long-term Clark County residents. 69.8% of respondents have lived in 

Clark County for more than 11 years.  

Not all participants responded to all questions. For the purposes of this summary, responses from Visitor 

responses have been separated out from other responses (See Part 4). 

TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF 

Q 1: How would you describe yourself and where you live? 

Full-time resident of Clark County 1,885 97.2% 

Part-time resident of Clark County/second homeowner 26 1.3% 

Visitor 14 0.7% 

Other 15 0.8% 

Q 2: If you are a full- or part-time resident of Clark County, where do you 

live? 

Las Vegas 762 39.8% 

Unincorporated Clark County (Enterprise, Spring Valley, Sunrise Manor, Laughlin, 
Winchester/Paradise, Northwest County, Northeast County, Summerlin South, 
Lone Mountain, South County, Whitney)  645 33.7% 

Henderson 284 14.8% 

North Las Vegas 136 7.1% 

Other 60 3.1% 

Boulder City 17 0.9% 

Mesquite 10 0.5% 

Tribal Areas (Fort Mojave Indian Reservation, Las Vegas Indian Reservation, or 
Moapa River Indian Reservation) 1 0.1% 
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Other: 

For those that responded “Other,” most respondents reported living in unincorporated parts of Clark County, 

most commonly in Laughlin or Mountain’s Edge. A few respondents noted that they have homes in two different 

parts of the county.  

 

Q 3: If you live in 

Unincorporated 

Clark County, please 

indicate which 

planning area you 

live in. 
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Q 4: How long have you lived (full-time or part-time) in Clark County? 

Less than one year 29 1.5% 

1 to 2 years 113 5.9% 

3 to 5 years 207 10.8% 

6 to 10 years 229 11.9% 

11 to 20 years 494 25.8% 

21 years or more 843 44.0% 

Do not live in Clark County 3 0.2% 

25.7%
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CHOOSING CLARK COUNTY 

Q 8: What brought you to Clark County? 

 

Other: 

Respondents listed a number of factors that brought them to Clark County, including:  

• Affordability. The low cost of living and low housing prices were cited repeatedly.  

• School. Many respondents moved here to attend school, most commonly the University of Nevada, Las 

Vegas.  

• Military. Others moved to the area on military assignment to the Nellis Air Force Base.  

• Friends and Family. Many respondents moved to the area in order to be closer to loved ones.  

• Job Opportunities. Many respondents cited a new job or the availability of jobs as their reasoning for 

moving to the area.  

• Climate. The beautiful weather and access to outdoor opportunities year-round was a reason many 

respondents moved to the area. 

HOW DO SURVEY RESPONDENTS COMPARE TO CLARK 

COUNTY RESIDENTS?  
In reviewing the survey results, it is important to first consider how accurately those who took the survey reflect 

the population of Clark County as a whole. In any open survey such as this, there is the potential for bias in the 

results due to the fact that survey respondents are self-selecting (i.e., respondents chose to take the survey 

themselves; we did not prevent people from taking the survey if they were from a demographic group from 

which was already adequately represented in the survey). As a result of this self-selection bias, there are 
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important demographic and socio-economic differences between those who responded and Clark County’s 

population.   

This is not to say that the results of this survey are wrong or not useful for the Master Plan process. We should 

not assume that a resident’s opinion on a particular topic or issue is determined solely by socio-economic or 

demographic factors, just in the same way we should not assume that every member of a demographic or socio-

economic group hold the same opinions. It does mean that the voices of certain groups are missing from these 

results, and will need to be sought out in future engagement activities to confirm the Master Plan and its goals 

and policies are supportive of the vision shared by all of Clark County’s residents, not just those who took this 

survey.  

The following charts provide a summary of who took the survey. Where possible, data for respondents from 

Clark County is compared to data from the U.S. Census Bureau. Note, the Census data is from 2018 (the most 

recent year for which data is available), and may not accurately reflect the population who lived in Clark County 

while the survey was available. 

Q 5: What is your age? 

 

In general, the middle-aged and older populations were over-represented in this survey. Youth make up 25% of 

Clark County’s population, and outreach efforts through schools or universities could be helpful in targeting this 

demographic. 
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Q 6: What is your race/ethnicity? 

 

Clark County residents who identify as White were highly over-represented by this survey.  

Q 7: What is your annual household income? 

 

Households earning $75,000 or more each year were over-represented by this survey, while those making less 

than $35,000 were under-represented.  
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PART 4: VISITOR RESPONSES  

BACKGROUND 
13 respondents identified themselves as visitors and provided answers regarding their reasons for visiting Clark 

County. Their responses are provided below.   

Q 22: Where are you visiting from? 

• Reno, NV 

• Reno, NV 

• Los Angeles, CA 

• St. Petersburg, FL 

• Roseville, CA 

• Reno, NV 

• Boston, MA 

• Plainfield, IL 

• Idaho Falls, ID 

• Hesperia, CA 

• Bozeman, MT 

• Denver, CO 

• Victorville, CA 

Q 23: Is this the first time you have visited Clark County? 
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92%

Yes

No
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Q 24: How long is your visit to Clark County? 

 

Other: 

• Don't know. Might get interested in the more remote parts of Clark Co., and stay longer. Will avoid the 

heavily populated areas. 

• Family and friends raised in southern Nevada  

• Recreating 

• Recently moved to Reno but visit Vegas frequently 

• I was a resident for 40 years 

• Come often to gamble and visit friends. 

• I work in the county and visit regularly. 
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Q 25: What is the primary purpose of your visit? 

 

Q 26: What activities do you plan to engage in during your visit to Clark 

County? 

 

Other: 

• To petition to remove Confederate statues in Las Vegas 

• Visiting Golf Butte NM 

• OHV 

• OHV 
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PART 5: OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES 

Q 9b: Are there other TRANSPORTATION issues and opportunities that you 

would like to add? 

Transportation: Biking 

• The bike lanes are too small and way to close to traffic. Some bike lanes stop in the middle of nowhere 

where you have to bike with cars driving by at 50mph. Some bushes, walls and trees block turns, and 

you have to drive/inch your vehicle very far out into the street just to see what’s coming. Left turns are 

horrible because you can't see the traffic coming at you when there is another car sitting in the turn 

lane in front of you. The lanes need to be stretched out, so you don't get your view blocked by cars. 

• Add more Bike Lanes 

• dedicated bike routes 

• Segregated bike lanes from car lanes would be helpful for safer and more connected communities. 

Please designate more bike lanes. 

• Incentivize bicycle transportation. 

• Wish there were more bike lanes. 

• I'd also love to see more protected bike lanes throughout the area 

• Bike lanes are not well present making transit by bike difficult 

• I would love to ride my bike to Floyd Lamb Park or Gilcrease Orchard, but crossing the 95 is dangerous.  

Even though there are sidewalks, both Sky Canyon and Durango bridges are dangerous for bicycle or 

walking. High school students can't easily cross to go to Arbor View.  The tunnel had to be closed for 

good reasons. 

• In my area road condition is poor. Really unsafe to ride a bike. 

• We need more bike trails for sure that all connect 

• Very few biking lanes or designated areas for bikes. nowhere to lock up bikes.  

• More shade structural to walk or ride bike 

• Please do what you can to make bike commuting safer. Increase available bike lanes, and consider 

making them partitioned from the road.  
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• More bike lanes would be great as the city grows and there is more traffic on the roads.  

• Use eminent domain to pull sidewalks away from roads and add curbs with trees for shade and 

pedestrian protection.  Use overpasses and underpasses (using storm channels) for bike trails; for 

example, to link the wetlands trail across Craig Road, which is dangerous even for cars.     

• I don’t travel by walking because places are very spread out. It’s too far to walk anywhere. I don’t travel 

by bike because I feel unsafe traveling on the same road as cars, but I see there are many bike lanes and 

many people use them. 

• I would love to bike to work, but I can’t find a safe route. Either there isn’t a bike lane and the traffic is 

crazy, or there’s a bike path, but there’s encampments nearby and I don’t feel safe. 

• Bike lanes!  Also, the wide roads at developments and then the narrow rough areas between.  Roads go 

3 lanes to 1 

• I would love to be able to bike or skate to work, but that is impossible right now because drivers in 

Vegas are... nutty. 

• More bike lanes 

• There are too many gaps where the sidewalks and bike lanes stop next to undeveloped land 

• Need safer and more bike lanes 

• I would like to see more biking options. I would also like to see more infrastructure for electric vehicles. 

• The existing bike paths along the shoulders of the roads are much too narrow for safety.   Example, the 

bike path along Blue diamond where traffic is traveling at 55 - 65mph 

• There should be more protected bike lanes so that motorists will stop using the bike lanes as passing 

lanes. Cabana is a good example of where physical barriers like delineators would improve the safety 

for all the users of the roadway. 

• Not enough bike lanes.  

• My husband and I would like to bicycle to work, however, the network of bicycle lanes is inconsistent 

which means it's dangerous. There's no indication when a bike lane will end and even if it does, your 

left on a busy street. In my old neighborhood, sidewalks would just end with no slope, leaving those in 

wheelchairs and with mobility issues to walk in the street, often times a night. In my current 

neighborhood in Henderson, the sidewalks are wearing down and are not wide enough for wheelchairs 

and strollers so again, people use the street. It's so dangerous.  

• More bike lanes in Mts Edge on Buffalo South of Cactus  

• More bike lanes 

• Improve bike lanes, bike safety, education, and connectivity. Bike lanes end randomly in some parts of 

town.  

• Henderson took out two way turn lanes to out in bike lanes on Valley Verde but no one ever uses the 

bike lanes and there have been multiple accidents and near misses of turning cars being hit or almost 

hit due to the lack of turn lanes  

• Bike riding is too dangerous!! I wish we had more of a focus of saving the environment.  

• Need an integrated plan to connect the various pathways for long-range bicycle travel.  And e-bikes will 

change things! 

• Better connectivity to the strip and the airport as well as desire for biking around town. 

• Continuous bike lanes 

• Bike lanes in the middle of a busy road is a death waiting to happen.  Copying anything California does 

is a really bad idea. 
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• More bike lanes 

• Many cyclists (and I’m not referring to parents with children) ride the sidewalks as if they are in bike 

lanes.  Many whizz by pedestrians with no warning.  This is especially dangerous when the cyclist comes 

from behind.  It would be good to know under what conditions cyclists can use sidewalks, who has the 

right of way, speeds, etc.  Our streets and avenues are wide and might be able to accommodate wider 

bike lanes. Education is needed for motorists on how to drive safely when sharing the road with cyclists. 

European countries have successfully promoted safety for all for decades and on much narrower roads. 

If clear measures were in place maybe then cyclists would feel safer using bike lanes rather than 

sidewalks.  

• For biking.. so much construction & not enough bike lanes 

• Bike lanes are dangerous 

• The cycling options are mixed.   

• Rework the bike trail app, Neon to Nature.  It was great before when one could see how the trails 

connect. 

• Multi-modal connectivity, complete streets, design-built environment to include more opportunities for 

respite for walkers/bikers and other amenities to support biking and walking streets 

• Clark County needs less roads for cars, and more light rail/trolley/covered walking and biking 

paths/sidewalks. 

• We need a bike path out to red rock/blue diamond area 

Transportation: Pedestrian Environment  

• In our development, the builder was not required to put in a sidewalk.   This has led to problems like 

baby strollers on the street. 

• I’m disabled I don’t drive, and the lack of access makes my life awful. The lack of code enforcement on 

sidewalks also makes navigating the city impossible. If I could afford to leave the state I would simply 

for this issue. 

• It would be great if areas were more connected for walking and biking. There are too many areas were 

sidewalks and bike lanes just end. There could be better / more security parking for bikes. I also think 

the pay for parking situation downtown really limited access to small businesses. More money could be 

made on taxes if parking didn’t prevent locals from going downtown.  

• Just that some areas have no sidewalks 

• In addition to creating community segments that are walkable with access to stores, restaurants, 

"green" spaces, roads need more consistent maintenance. 

• Sidewalks and bike facilities are great in master-planned communities but are lacking in other parts of 

the valley.  Wide, fast roads and long distances to destinations also make walking uncomfortable and 

less appealing for everyday trips. 

• Add sidewalks to both sides of the road in residential areas so people are not walking in the street as I 

almost hit people who are not paying attention and walking on the side of the road where they live in 

my neighborhood. 

• Need more shaded trees for walkers, very hot in Nevada 

• A lot of sidewalks in my neighborhood were not ADA accessible until the last year which made it 

challenging to walk with a stroller, just imagine a wheelchair-bound individual.  I worry about crossing 

major roads even when walking in crosswalk areas due to the amount of pedestrian fatalities.  

Travelling by bus is time prohibitive in that nearly every place that I would want to travel is double the 
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time to get there by bus as it would by car.  I would accept a 50% increase in time, but double is 

unreasonable.   

• In our development, the builder was not required to put in a sidewalk.   This has led to problems like 

baby strollers on the street. 

• Create walking/biking paths that are shaded and lit at night. 

• Why are the unincorporated parts of the city laid out for ONLY for cars? Nothing within walking distance 

for most of us in the residential areas. 

• Pedestrian cross walks should be built ABOVE the roads to prevent the all too many pedestrian vehicle 

fatalities we have in this county especially due to so many driving impaired.   

• The bus stops don't even have benches.  Some parts have no lighting or sidewalks making it unsafe to 

walk. The sidewalks are cracked and uneven with weeds growing out of them, children have fallen and 

hurt themselves because of this.  There's little or no landscaping to offer a pleasant experience.   

• Sidewalks need to be protected more from traffic, e.g., gates. Or would be nice to see a landscaped 

divider between street and sidewalks.  

• More sidewalks on streets in Laughlin and more traffic lights and crosswalks  

• During heat walking is not an option 

• Pedestrian safety needs improvement. There should be flashing lighted stop sign to allow them to cross 

and alert drivers. 

• In regards on-foot transportation, rest areas that may provide shade for individuals who may 

experience poor weather conditions or effected by health conditions that may hinder prolonged 

exposure and/activity. 

• Clark County islands are unsafe because the county fails to require their homeowners to install 

sidewalks or frontage - even on 4 lane arterials. See Tenaya between Deer Springs and Centennial as an 

example.  Pedestrians are walking in the shoulders of this 4-lane arterial. 

• I would love an underground system to get away from the heat 

• We need safer bicycle/pedestrian lanes. Lanes should be separated from automobiles by a physical 

barrier to ensure safety of bicyclists/pedestrians. 

• Lack of walk ability due to size of County, lack of public transport, dangerous for bike riding.  

• I live in an RNP and there are many who ride their horses and they are limited to the street only since no 

pedestrian/equestrian improvements exist. 

• Don't build anymore sidewalks. Pedestrians never use them anyway and it's annoying. 

• Impossible now to walk the Strip, and to go from Spring Mountain & Arville to the Strip without going 

through a dangerous & FILTHY part of Vegas.  Other areas OK for walking. 

• Streets are too wide in many areas and crosswalks are too far apart, which leads to dangerous 

jaywalking. 

• I would love to see improvements in making our city more walkable- wider, safer sidewalks, separated 

barriers, etc. 

• I would love to see more walkable areas. Too many developments have the bare minimum of 

protection from traffic 

• Speed limits are too high for safe pedestrian travel. Bus stops are too close to the street and are 

inadequately shaded. Sidewalks are too narrow.  

• As I live in the county, there are no sidewalks.  Unless I go across the street to properties annexed by the 

City.   
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• Every road should have a sidewalk. Every intersection should have a marked cross walk. We shouldn't 

have to wait for development to expand a road to its proper width and provide sidewalks. It's 

inexcusable.  

• There are no sidewalks in the area where the custom-made homes are in Henderson 89002 nor 

streetlights.  My husband and I were almost run over yesterday by rec (dune buggy) because the street 

wasn't lined with paint nor were there any streetlights!  No sidewalks either.   No bus routes.  I have 

never seen a bus in Paradise Hills Henderson 89002 area either, in 13 years living in this area.  

Deplorable!  When Gibson was Mayor, he did nothing to improve Henderson.  I haven't even seen our 

current Mayor and wish there was more outreach.   

• Would like better ease of travel by walking 

• Too much trash on sidewalks 

• My answers to this and the following questions apply to the area where I work rather than where I live. 

The sidewalks along Maryland Parkway need much improvement. They are old and cracked, and the 

ugly power poles make the who thoroughfare seem rundown. The county should move the lines 

underground and improve the walkability.  

• Lots of sidewalks do not meet ADA standards, or there are streets with no sidewalks at all. 

• Sometimes there are light posts or sign posts in the middle of sidewalk, dangerous for bikes, 

skateboards, hard for walking people with hand carts  

• Extend walking trail from centennial to Fort apache along 215 

• We have 1 small path in Moapa Valley for bikes and no cross walks lights or signals to warn drivers 

• Unsafe walking streets 

• I don’t know what is meant by sidewalk connectivity... and I have a graduate degree. 

• Must improve walking conditions. 

• Being in a wheelchair I come across many street corners with horrible access. I would like to see better 

shade at bus stops especially at stops exposed to afternoon sun. 

• Lack of sidewalks in my area due to rural standards endanger children walking to school and the bus 

stop by making them walk in busy traffic lanes.  

• Lack of wheelchair accessible sidewalks in some areas. 

• Wider sidewalks! 

• The walking paths along the drainage canals were a huge waste of money, it's too hot in summer, in 

winter it gets dark early and walking along them is extremely dangerous, and the homeless now using 

them as campsites. Also Las Vegas needs a subway, from airport along the strip and out to the motor 

speedway. This would give casinos huge opportunity to expand around each of their stations. 

• Although I have rated most of these issues as "average", I would like to note that doesn't make them 

adequate. Our built environment is geared towards automobiles and does not favor active 

transportation like walking or biking.  

• Downtown East isn’t wheelchair friendly and isn’t safe tons of homeless ground and streets are filthy  

• Summerlin has great examples for sidewalk connectivity and walking.  Specifically, Hills Center 

between Lake Mead and Town Center.  Wide sidewalks set off many feet from the street and shaded by 

trees.   

• No wide sidewalks  

• Crosswalks: We need lights at all of the crosswalks that are not at an intersection. 
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• Sidewalks right next to the road feel unsafe.  Better if they are set back.  Same with bus stops. Too many 

are too close to traffic.  Not much shade in walking or 'waiting' areas.  

• It is a very long walk to the nearest public bus stop 

• Vegas is spread out so hard to make walkable but lack of sidewalks and design of shopping centers not 

conducive to walking.    

• Continue to improve and provide more sidewalks, walking trails, and bike lanes. 

• Shade trees for sidewalks 

• Cars travel too fast for the rural area I live in, which makes walking on the roads unsafe. 

• Some of the above is excellent & some terrible. RTCSNV complaints line 21 year disaster/incompetents 

from the top down. Can no longer easily walk the Strip. Can't safely walk from Spring Mountain & Arville 

to Strip. Flamingo Bridge/overpass from Arville to Strip SMELLS BADLY & always has drunks sleeping.  

• All sidewalks should be put in no matter if the surrounding land has been developed or not.  

• I live in the Southwest area of town, on the southern border of Spring Valley and Enterprise. I don't feel 

comfortable pushing my child in a stroller around my neighborhood because there are not connected 

sidewalks or safe crosswalks in my area. 

• More shaded places for people to sit and enjoy or rest 

• The landscaping between the road and sidewalks in some parts of Summerlin should be used as a 

model.  Along with the meander/curved sidewalk style.  Somehow figure out how to make extra space 

without compromising the road. 

• Walking infrastructure is nice, but the walled off communities make the distances to get ANYWHERE too 

far and make driving necessary. 

Transportation: Roads 

• The construction on Charleston and Nellis, all the way up to Charleston and Sloan is a pain!!! It is very 

inconvenient and has transpired for far too long. The friggin stadium was handled in a more expedient 

manner than whatever all of this construction out here on the East side is!!!! 

• The stoplights are way too long! 

• Ban car traffic on the Strip and just have buses that run 24/7 plus utilize the monorail more. 

• We need stop lights at more than a few Henderson intersections. Our intersection at Valle Verde and 

Windmill is a good example. 

• A place where an accident is waiting to happen is travel north on Tropicana where right lane suddenly 

cuts off. Very dangerous  

• There is always a lot of road construction going on 

• Stop roadwork on streets that don’t need it and concentrate on the streets that do.  

• Roads that fluctuate back and forth from 2 lanes to 3 lanes or from 1 lane to 2 lanes. These fluctuations 

often occur with a 1-2 mile stretch of road. 

• I wish construction on city streets were not so destructive and restrictive. Currently large portions of 

multiple streets I live near are restricted and very confusing on how to navigate with so much 

construction going on, yet it seems nothing is happening day by day. 

• Get the cities to fix their roads, especially north las vegas 

• Roadways cannot handle unrestricted growth. 

• Road construction for no reason has GOT TO STOP. Roads in Las Vegas are some of the absolute worst 

roads I've ever seen. What you've done to the 215 is terrible.  
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• Overcrowded and unfinished roads  

• Thank you for reducing Lone Mountain speed limit to 35.  Not pleased with how road maintenance is 

handled on county islands with twice the inconvenience and half the road being done at a time. Some 

type of reciprocity with the city would be ideal.  Mixed feelings on lack of bus service..... 

• Major highway through town, consistently speeding trucks & vehicles, no bus system 

• A lot of streets don’t align with each other. You have to joke jag to stay on the same  street and some are 

NOT marked well and are dangerous.  

• HOV lane is communist, should be express lane (paid is fine) 

• Timing of traffic lights; lack of right turn lanes; abysmal design of traffic circles; only one major east-

west street that bypasses strip and freeway; road repair/upgrades gone wrong. 

• I find myself sitting at red light after red light, it seems like something is off with the traffic light system 

• Our light timing is horrible in Las Vegas. It seems they need to be re-synced  

• Traffic is crazy.  

• Solar FREAKIN ROADWAYS 

• The northern part of the 215 (from Range Road to Sky Pointe Drive) is terrible! It should be 3 lanes in 

both directions. Drives pile up in the left lane to avoid merging cars from the on ramps and it slows 

everything down.  I've seen an increasing number of road rage incidents resulting from this.  With this 

part of town rapidly growing this has to be fixed! 

• The roads are uneven littered with potholes.   

• More access roads across the river. 

• Highly trafficked streets are often not wide enough to handle capacity. 

• We need the bridge built! Keep the traffic in Bullhead City but make it easier, faster and so convenient. 

• Reduce traffic @ current bridge by adding a bridge around Anderson Field House. Easier to get to 

Community College, shopping & more. 

• The roads cannot handle the current population and future growth 

• The county needs to work on roads before continuing to approve development in the southwest.  The 

horse is always before the cart. 

• The roads are constantly going from 3 down to 1 lane and this causes bottlenecks in traffic. When we 

develop a road, we need to make it consistent down the entire road.  

• Put a freeway close to sunrise mountain 

• It seems that orange cones block off roadways and no one works on them, this happens frequently on 

roads blocking the flow of traffic, no matter what time of day. 

• Not easy to get around from one side of town to another (green valley to area just east of Summerlin) 

during rush hour with normal work and traffic. DI good alternative but inadequate 

• Need a direct route to Henderson from Sunrise Manor. Cabana is only lane, it needs to be two or have 

Hollywood connect. Need freeway exit ramp off Sahara. Charleston exit is too busy and too many 

homeless.  

• Storm drains to prevent the mud floods every time it rains on Bruce Woodbury at Thomas Edison Drive 

• Make sure you take care of the roads we do have here in Laughlin. 

• I wish the streets were taken care of. Took 2 YEARS to get a short stretch of street repaved. It is a major 

street traveled by everyone in the area. 
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• Constant construction is a pain, I understand that it takes time to get things done but the way in which 

they get done, efficiently with public safety in mind and the environment should be priority.  

• Lone Mtn. had a speed limit 45 now that the road is rebuilt and safer why reduce speed limit to 30 and 

35 on Lone Mtn.  Should be put back to 45 like all the surrounding streets. 

• why do the not get together on roads due the jobs once unlike they do now, they rip up road , then 

come back 2 months later rip up again, they let too much building on the eastside, can’t handle the 

traffic, 

• Neighborhood streets are in need of maintenance. 

• Traffic issues caused by incomplete/partial development of roads in developing areas.  In the least, 

primary collectors should be improved to full, planned width rather than waiting for developers to 

improve their half street. 

• The HOV lanes should go back to having specific hours where anyone can drive. They are barely getting 

used. 

• Slowing arterial for street scape is not good 

• Roads in Laughlin need attention.....potholes etc. 

• The criteria for how wide a road is and speed limits need to be re-evaluated, along with using a timed 

stop light system during variable volume times. 

• Timing of traffic lights is terrible. Planning of road work is trash. Road projects don’t look far enough to 

the future. They are so short sighted that roads are constantly having to be redone.  

• Why don't constructions crews work at night in more trafficked areas? I.e. including setting up the 

construction cones at night. 

• Too much congestion on the freeways.  

• Have always been impressed with walks and roads especially considering the continued rapid growth.  

• Congestion  

• Opportunity to add electric vehicle use to the HOV lanes and possibility of toll road “fast pass” for 

quicker driving. 

• Traffic lights here for the most part are on timers instead of sensors. Accidents are often caused by 

people running red lights because they know it will take forever to turn green again. By putting lights on 

sensors people won’t have to wait so long for the light to change especially in slower hours. 

• We need more roads and higher capacity.  Continually removing travel lanes from existing roads is a 

complete fraud of FRI money. That money is from GAS TAX, paid for by people who drive cars, and buy 

gasoline and pay this tax.  Not money for reducing overall capacity on existing roadways. Also, the 

stoplights are some of the most poorly timed and inefficient I've ever experienced anywhere in the 

country. There is absolutely no reason lights should just be put to "longest cycle possible" and left, and 

considered job done.  It’s inexcusable to have vehicles idling needlessly at intersections, where the 

cross traffic has all emptied, there are NO pedestrians, and the crosswalk signal is not activated, or even 

signaling walk.  Just to have cars waiting needlessly is ludicrous. If previous generations of engineers 

with nothing but slide rules, calculators, and stopwatches can figure it out, why can’t current 

personnel? But I suppose you reap more in FRI revenues from inefficient traffic flow and unnecessary 

idling.  This is also detrimental to our economy, as it increases both time, and cost of moving goods and 

services around the Valley.  

• Use of 4 way stop sign rather than traffic signal.  Especially with multiple lanes streets. 

• Roads frequently disconnect, lane reductions, sidewalk connectivity  
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• Road repair takes easy to long in this town 

• Stop designing islands at intersections making it unlawful to tour left or forcing a person to travel 

around the block.  Stop following California standards.  They don’t know what they are doing. 

• Condition of roadways, and storm drainage/runoff, or the lack of proper grading of shoulders. 

• The stretch of Russell Road between the 515 on-ramp and Boulder Highway has huge potholes that 

make car travel worse and have not been fixed in years. 

• FAST needs to exert extra effort to synchronize lights for east/west travel along Flamingo and 

Tropicana.  

• We need to be careful not to fritter public money on excessive public transit, bikeways, and sidewalks 

when the highway system is in such poor condition.  More particularly, when will the 215 beltway form a 

complete circle around the Las Vegas Valley? 

• It would be great to be able to access 95 North from the west end of the Centennial Hills shopping area, 

instead of having to go down to Ann Rd. 

• Yes.  You guys need to develop the stop lights and signs prior to allowing developments and 

commercial buildings built.   

• Clark County has overdone traffic signals in residential areas where stop signs were previously handling 

traffic flow ... slow down with that mess. 

• Spring Valley streets need repair. Spring Valley Parkway has need repair at Rainbow intersection since 

2001. 

• Number of speed limit signs seems insufficient 

• I'd like a change to the idea that the landowner must develop the road when they develop the land. All 

the roads that bottle neck because the land is not developed is an issue. 

• Traffic light cam enforcement 

• Need better coordination of projects to avoid multiple arterial being worked on simultaneously 

• In the attempt to bring in businesses the people, residents of the city suffer by the way traffic is routed 

and managed during events.   

• You need to stop focusing on Henderson and Summerlin and fix North Las Vegas. It looks terrible. The 

streets are a mess. Everyone calls it the ghetto because it looks terrible  

• Roads are horrible and don't make any sense.  

• The pandemic has set back budgets for years but we were hoping that the City  of North Las Vegas 

would be able to continue getting rid of all the sawtooth road conditions, especially around where we 

live, using Pecos to the northern 215, Tropical in this area, and other areas within NLV. 

• Public Works is doing a *@$# job with our traffic lights. In the more affluent parts of town the lights are 

efficient. Just about everywhere else, one waits on a red light forever while there is absolutely no traffic 

coming the other way. Turn lights go green for no one. Wait times at red lights are excessive when it's 

green for where there are no cars. The traffic lights have got to be the most inefficient lights in the 

country, wasting time, gas, and pissing people off 

• Would like to see speed controls on Desert Inn and Theme. I think use of round-a-bouts could help slow 

traffic, there is a one mile stretch between Cabana and Theme without speed control seems to exceed 

speed limit most of the time. 

• Timing on signals is terrible constantly sitting at red lights. Changes to 215/15 interchange create more 

traffic (funnel) 15 between Sahara and Charleston poorly designed for people entering and exiting 
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freeway. roads go from 3 lanes to 1 lane constantly. Local residential streets need to be freshly paved.  

My street hasn't been done with fresh blacktop in 20 years...looks terrible 

• Even though the highways (215, 95, 93, 515, 11) are under construction continually, it is still quite a 

smooth commute to get to the other side of town. 

• Too many auto's running around with expired tags.  I'm sure they don't have insurance or Nevada 

drivers licenses.   Too many cars that I'm sure would not pass a safety check.  Oh, I forgot there is no 

such thing in Nevada.   Too many people are moving here that should not.  Don't keep their residence or 

auto's in good repair.     

• We definitely need to have better roads where lanes don't constantly shift from 3 to 2 or 1 in many 

places and where sidewalks only go partially one way then just stop w/o anywhere else good to walk. I 

also wish the 215 weren't so wide, as I still feel there's some lacking quick ways to get from one point or 

another.  I hate that the 15 fwy goes diagonally to the east as it goes up and the 95's too far too get on 

many times too as I live and associate more closely around the middle area of Craig between the two 

freeways and there's no quick way down to the other side of town from there w/o having to drive 10-15 

min to either the 95 or the 15.  Too many lights on some streets make it take forever to go by street! 

• Yes. Roads need to be fully completed. For example, a road should have 2 or 3 lanes fully completed 

instead of having only 1 lay with a bunch of space (until someone buys the land and develops it) 

• Reduction of traffic on Las Vegas Blvd  

• Russell near Boulder highway needs a signal for Boulder ranch community exit and better sidewalks 

where none exist.  

• The roads need to be finished so people can bike, walk, and drive in a safe setting  

• Requirement for traffic control in the southwest has grown with the construction 

• Please complete the Ann Road Improvements as planned, which have been on the map for at least the 

past two years.  

• Need better street signage 

• Many traffic signals are desperately needed in the Lone Mountain area.   If this were So Calif, the signals 

would have been installed back in the 20th century. Street traffic markings by the County are a total 

failure.  Once marked, they are rarely refreshed/replaced.  So many streets either do not have markings 

or are so poor, drivers have no idea of their travel lane or if there is a median or not.  Much of the 

Beltway's markings are so poor you cannot see them clearly.   Example, there is absolutely NO traffic 

striping whatsoever on Cold Creek Rd and very poor markings on Sandy Valley Rd.  So much for 'traffic 

safety'.  Whoever is in charge of street/beltway lane markings are not doing their job and should be 

fired. 

• Reducing speeding in residential areas. The speed limits are there, but poorly enforced 

• It is crazy how some roads just go from 2 lanes to 1 all over the valley because you are waiting for a 

developer to shoulder the cost once they begin construction on a plot of land in the meantime it really 

obstructs the flow of traffic 

• Construction zones should be started/stopped based off of adjoining construction.  Too many 

construction zones toppled on top of each other causing more traffic nightmares than necessary.  

• Very high car registration fees, high insurance 

• They need to start and finish one project of road construction before they start another one. The 

construction is ABSOLUTELY RIDICULOUS! They have half-finished projects all over the place with cones 

all over for ABSOLUTELY NO REASON AT ALL! 

• When will they improve and road west of Durango? 
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• Roads are in poor condition. 

• Takes at least 10-15 minutes to get to the 95 from the east side up by Hollywood and Vegas Valley. 

• I could speak volumes about the disconnected and random construction that goes on and on and on.   

• We need more turning lanes on Mt vista. It’s very dangerous to turn into neighborhood streets without a 

protected turning lane. Example: Newton St  

• Our roads are not maintained  

• Not all roads are county maintained 

• Constant road construction because all utilities are underground, and the county lets the utility 

companies constantly rip up the same roads over and over again. There should be a moratorium of at 

least 12 months on road construction after the city has given the utilities a reasonable amount of time 

to complete their work. A street near my house has been under construction for six years now. This is a 

joke.  

• It seems that stop lights at night stop me at most every light. It takes longer to get home at 2am than it 

does at 6pm 

• When building roads/freeways, build for the future. Quit with all the construction to upgrade. Think 

ahead, population is never going down, more and more people move here. 

• There are too many streets that are left to developers to improve leaving a mish-mash of roads that vary 

in condition, width, speed, and travel lanes along certain roads (i.e. Cactus Avenue between Spencer 

Street and I-15.  As a newer resident it was very confusing when through lanes all of the sudden turned 

into a turn-only lane without any notice or markings, the lane just kind of ends. 

• Roads are bad 

• Cars recklessly driving down streets rapidly at high speeds in parking lots and on streets within the 

speed limits! 

• Yes. Slow drivers need signage telling them to move into the right lane unless they are passing. Slow 

drivers in the left lane have been directly linked to road rage in traffic studies. Please educate drivers of 

the dangers of driving slow in the overtake lane. 

• Too much construction going on 

• Construction 

• Continuous road work makes travel more difficult. 

• LVMPD TRAFFIC ENFORCE IS NON-EXISTANT! Traffic violations are out of control! Speeding, traffic light 

violations are rampant! LV residents’ lives are at risk. The number of traffic fatalities on LV streets are 

inexcusable! There should be very few fatality vehicle accidents on LV streets if speed limits are 

followed!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

• Projects take too long. In CA they would never have road projects that last two years but here it seems 

to be the norm. Why not condense projects and work on fewer at a time so you can complete faster?  

• Additional lanes are needed on roads like Rainbow. Lights at some intersections are needed such as 

Mountains Edge Pkwy and Rainbow.  

• Roads maintenance is very poor considering voters approved the gas tax indexing several years ago.  

Tax was supposed to pay for road maintenance.  

• Traffic flow is well below what I feel it could be. It doesn't need to be fast; it needs to be a smooth 

continuous flow. Most of the time a driver catches almost every red light. If the lights were timed, it 

would cure most of the speeding issues we have and we would use much less fuel. There are many 

more benefits too.  
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• Turn more stop signs into lights to decrease backup and also finish making the 2 lane roads (i.e. Cactus 

and area) 

• Road completion and widening should be prioritized 

• Durango Drive and Cactus is very congested due to schools built in the area and proposed Rental 

Homes to be built will make this a really congested area. Morning traffic at Blue Diamond and Rainbow 

is always a couple of lights wait to get through. 

• Freeway signs are confusing can be so traffic can flow through and no one is merging lanes at a last 

minute 

• Speeds are too high through the RNP area.   Need to slow the traffic down 

• Excessive building with inadequate local roads to handle increase in traffic  

• The county tolerates planting and block walls at street corners such that a driver's ability to see 

oncoming traffic is badly restricted. County codes should force such obstructions to be removed. 

• I think our problem with transportation is the way people drive here. You take your life in your hands to 

walk or bike. I would be scared to be on a motorcycle. Even by car, motorists drive too fast, don’t obey 

traffic laws, drive reckless. I would spend some money either beefing up the police presence for traffic 

or increasing fines. 

• Private properties extending out into the street, poorly visible stop signs, street markings, lack of 

streetlights at high traffic intersections. 

• Municipalities need to coordinate on construction and maintenance - too many cones; too much traffic 

disruption  

• Lines on roads need to be clearer especially at night or rain.   

• Way too many traffic lights operating at night on full timers. About 80% of the traffic lights (pretty much 

all of them away from the strip) should be switched to flashing red or yellow from Midnight to 5 AM. 

There is no reason we should have to wait for two or three full minutes for a light to change, when there 

is no one coming.  

• Have admired how the streets are wide and set up for more growth. 

• The freeways are crowding up like in California  

• Traffic lights need to be automated instead of staying green too long when no one is there.   Confusing 

interchanges like Blue Diamond and I15 should be fixed/avoided in future.  Also, St Rose Parkway 

onramp to 215 east is always hair raising as people jockey for right turn lane.  The strip is a mess, a 

perfect opportunity for pedestrian people moving should funding permit.  Should be to where people 

can SEE the casinos, not be beneath them or behind them.   

• Fix the roads, potholes. Add lights to crosswalks! MOVE YOUR CONES IF YOU’RE NOT WORKING THERE! 

WHY DOES IT NEED TO BE BLOCKED OFF FOR 3 MILES WHERE THERES WORKERS IN 20FEET TOTAL?! 

• Better upkeep of roads 

• Saw tooth roads, part Las Vegas-part county are a pain. No sidewalk.  

• The roads are a big issue. There are several areas throughout the city that need repair. The lanes are 

poorly marked. The road sometimes ends cutting two/three lanes down to one for no reason.  

• Too much construction all over this town hard to drive around, too many rocks, boulders, debris in the 

roadway. 

• Stop tearing up the same streets over and over again.  Major streets always torn up. 

• Roads not kept up, crosswalks and bike lanes in bad shape as if maintenance is nonexistent. 
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• Streets, Roads and freeways here ARE HORRIBLE! The paving company is the worst, taking months and 

months to complete projects, that remain significantly below standard work. They are a hazard and 

mostly make no common sense.  

• Tear up and finish one street at a time.  Cones sit for days with no one working. Better with covid 

because few on the streets but generally worse than horrible!  Come on guys! 

• Roads narrowing then back up to multiple lanes. Warm Springs, ft. Apache, rainbow are all examples 

that cause significant traffic backups.  

• Northwest (Lone Mountain area) has several major roads in need of improvement: Ann, Fort Apache are 

two big ones. 

• If you drive a car, there is very little, if any traffic enforcement, speeding and red light runners being the 

worst. Get a plate number? What a joke, I see more cars with no plates, not even paper ones, than I do 

Metro vehicles. 

• Less HOV lanes for vacationers & more lanes for people who live & work here.  

• Street conditions are terrible, and they don't get fixed. Manhole covers are 2-3 inches below street. 

Asphalt cracks on highly traveled streets and freeway on ramps. No police enforcement concerning 

drivers. Police activity is nonexistent. People running red lights, etc. 

• Not enough lanes and other markings painted on the roadways 

• Completion of 215 loop around the entire Las Vegas Valley 

• Streets need to be wider with more lanes.  Need greater visibility at corners, i.e., building too close to 

streets.  Building setbacks from streets are too little.  Sidewalks on arterial streets should be detached 

for greater pedestrian safety and driver visibility at corners.  Should not have block walls built right up 

to sidewalks: this blocks driver visibility.   Speed limits should be lower on arterial streets - 45 mph is 

too fast.   

• Sick of the nonstop street construction that never results in any visible improvements. It's like we're 

being shaken down by Las Vegas Pavement 

Transportation: Trails 

• Horseback riding trails should connect semi-rural suburbs such as northwest Las Vegas. 

• Motorbike 

• Equestrian trails that were originally written into developers mandates in the NW that were never 

followed up on by the city or county and never implemented, effectively cutting off entire equestrian 

communities from access to other trails and accommodations.  

• Add Horse trails, and Multi-use trails. 

• Safer equestrian trails and not being landlocked by subdivisions  

• Trail connectivity also needs improvement. Trails are a safer way for people to travel by foot than 

sidewalks. Crosswalks are also very dangerous for pedestrians in the area. I see a lot of cars not 

stopping at flashing crosswalks because they may be distracted or not used to seeing those areas. 

Maybe speed bumps leading to crosswalks would force cars to slow down and pay more attention. 

• Along with regular sidewalks always require gravel or similar travel ways for walking and esp. running 

and horses vs POUNDING on concrete or pollution-by-run-off asphalt. 

• What happened to the horse trails? They start and stop, or are improperly landscaped or have bad 

footing 

• Equestrian trails have poor connectivity in rural purpose neighborhoods 
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• There are not equally nice/safe walking / biking paths in the Clark County. Only in the “planned 

communities!” 

• I would like to see more bike trails in sunrise manor 

• Need more bike trails and a way to get around on a bike without feeling like you are going to get ran 

over. 

• Safer bike trails. 

• Not enough bike only trails.  

Transportation: Transit 

• Buses take too long and always break down. Bus stops are too close to the street and need to be 

pushed back further or have some sort of median blocking it.  

• We need mass transit to connect the valley. 

• was very sad to hear we didn’t put in a cross-town light rail/ train 

• There is a definite need of more public transportation throughout the valley. It should be on a timelier 

schedule so individuals aren't waiting for long periods of time to get on the bus, etc. Consider train 

transit within the valley. 

• Before COVID19, I would have been a huge supporter of extending the monorail system throughout the 

county. Now, I don't know. If businesses start allowing more work-from-home positions, it might not be 

necessary???? 

• I want more energy efficient l, monorails, all electric taxis, more shade for walking and bus stops. More 

seating for heavy traffic bus stop areas.  And cleaner bus stops add some plants that are indigenous to 

desert.  

• Why don’t we have light rail? 

• No. I do not want busses in Mountains Edge.  

• High speed rail! 

• Clearly this city was originally designed only for middle- and upper-class folks with cars. There is a 

barrier to class mobility here based on the dismal and unforgivable disregard for public transit. Let’s do 

better. 

• No mass trans, poor bus schedule  

• More public transportation especially concerning casino employees. I would love to see a team line or 

comparable that has a public parking area, that transport people from areas of the city to the casinos 

for work and recreation. Also, what ever happened to the train or tram from California to Las Vegas. 

What a huge difference for the better, that would make. For people and the environment.  

• Please install shade at all bus stops.  Clark County is failing horribly in this area! 

• Need bus lines to match transfer stops on more routes 

• There is a need for light rail with connectivity to other public transit 

• Having only one public transit option (bus) in 2020 is terrible. We near more transit options and not just 

in the strip corridor but for commuters. In addition, the bus options are not adequate. Where I live in 

NLV near Decatur/Deer Springs, the bus does not even extend as far up as the local high school and 

housing developments. The public transit system needs our attention for residents to have a good 

quality of life.  

• I think the busses do a good job.  Though the hours are not convenient when you live outside the main 

corridor.   
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• Yes, these buses really need to have better stops and stops that are out of the way of traffic for the 

safety of drivers and pedestrians. There are not enough crossings for pedestrians, so we often find on 

these large main streets people running across the street to save themselves from having to walk half a 

mile to a crosswalk when we often have extreme weather against them. 

• A rail system to the west would be amazing 

• There are no comfortable bus stops in sunrise manor and there are limited buses as a whole in many 

parts of town. 

• There are no ways to use public transportation in my area, which I think is necessary for good 

environmental habits.  

• Some of the bus drivers need retraining. I can’t tell you how many times s bus has almost slammed into 

me or tried to push me off the road. 

• Subway extended between Strip and McCarran to keep travelers off Las Vegas Blvd to de clutter traffic 

• Bus routes take a very long time 

• What happened to the light rail on Maryland Pkwy. everyone wanted but RTC decided to ignore? 

• Until the general populace doesn't view public transportation as something used by losers and DUI 

convicts, there will never be a well-used mass transit system.  The express buses to the VGT game are an 

exception, but that model should be built onto. 

• No public transportation around this area.  

• Our public transportation system is not much better than it was 40 years ago.  I used public 

transportation for work travel before I moved to the Las Vegas area, but it is not conducive to 

employment here. 

• Improved mass transit to and from the airport such as a subway to the strip to start with other subway 

lines for high density areas 

• We need better public transit where buses run more often as well.  People can't wait an hour for the bus 

when it's 115 degrees outside!   

• Would like to see bus service on Theme Road 

• Public transit is non-existent and inefficient.  

• Transit system needs work.  a lot of work. 

• Bus system in Mountains Edge would be nice 

• I do not want transit bus stops added to my area. 

• We could use a rail system from the Northwest to downtown. A system from all four corners of the 

valley to downtown would be amazing.  

• No Bus stops near me. 

• A more comprehensive transit system that would include a tram/monorail/ subway.  Having more 

grocery stores and restaurants within walking distant.  

• Monorail and bullet train are needed in this city and state  

• I recommend the adoption of NACTO 

• The bus map is centered on the strip, but it'd be nice to have lines that go diagonally across, so people 

don't need to spend over an hour taking multiple buses to get somewhere across town that takes 20 

mins by car 

• A better transit service for non-drivers.  

• Not many buses come through main arteries in Henderson, NV. 
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• More park and ride facilities. Better connect land uses in Northwest part of the Valley with the 

Southeast part.  

• Making sure that public transportation is near schools and supermarkets. Also, when you get off of 

public transportation make sure there is a paved sidewalk not just a dirt road. 

• Lack of light rail is an issue here.  

• Need to expand monorail/mass transit to airport 

• We need more, and better public transportation. I wish we had rail that could connect the major 

stations. Las Vegas is not set up to be walk-able at all - especially during the summertime.  

• Light rail is needed. 

• The East portion of Sunrise Manor is as old as Las Vegas but there is still a lack of transportation (bus, 

freeway access) near Sunrise Mountain.  

• I live in Indian Springs and there is no transportation to Las Vegas from here. 

• Should have easier public transportation, light rail for instance 

• Light Rail opportunities!!! 

• Should consider Commuter Rail System that connects the Valley. 

• Mass transit opportunities should be expanded and broadened. Bike lanes should be enhanced and 

separated better from motorized vehicles 

• Local transit is good.  However, you may need 3 hours to go to doctors or groceries. 

• Cheaper bus passes 

• Mass transit above or below ground rail service. 

• Transport to Las Vegas McCarran airport  

• Transport to and from Las Vegas for us would be nice. The flux bus come and goes but the hours are so 

crazy, picks up and drops off late at night.  

• Stop allowing busses that are on breaks to block visibility of drivers trying to leave their homes on 

Grand Canyon Dr. There’s plenty of land nearby, put in an actual pull in area for them.  

• Light rail/monorail, boats, trains 

• More mass transit! 

• No transportation to south county 

• Need light rail or streetcar 

• Light rail as a means of transportation around the valley for residents. I would love to take a light rail 

train to work. Stop focusing on the tourists so much. 

• Need intercity bus service. 

• Need light rail and transit-oriented development along Maryland Parkway.  Also need bollards for safety 

at bus stops and more shade structures at bus stops 

• Do NOT support any additional mass transit systems as they are horrible sources of transmissions of 

diseases and haven for criminal activities.  

• This city needs Light Rail! Our population is growing rapidly. Clark County needs a reliable light rail 

system such as Portland, OR or Phoenix, AZ to connect urban areas to core business areas. I proposed 

light rail for the Boulder Highway corridor.   

• Some form of mass transit for the Strip. Either light rail or the Boring company underground tunnels 

connecting the Strip/airport/downtown/convention centers/arenas/stadiums 

• There is no public transportation in my area. 
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• A light rail system is desperately needed in this city.  

• Light rail along essential corridors would benefit the region 

• Door to door bus service for disabled riders.  

• Because all grocery shopping and most medical options are across the river in Arizona, connecting to 

that's state's public transit is needed.  Silver Rider is excellent, and they do a lot with limited resources, 

but more is needed.  Eliminating all regulatory and tax barriers to services like Uber, Lyft and delivery 

services like Instacart are critically important.   

• Need fast transit to get to airport  

• Shuttles to and from Las Vegas to Laughlin 

• Need lite rail across all of metro area 

• Build light rail instead of more freeways, you Robert Moses mother&*#@#$%$@ 

• City should consider monorail extension that connects the entire the city past the LV strip, something 

similar to the outline of CC-215. Maybe a light rail or underground railway & additional stations. 

• Would like to see high-speed trains to connect to different nearby cities 

• A light rail would be ideal!  

• Even though I wouldn't have directly benefited, I'm still deeply disappointed about the failure of the 

Maryland Parkway light rail project. For environmental, developmental, and even public health 

purposes, a denser Clark County with more alternative transportation is key. We will not build a world 

class system in a day, but we need to start with some backbone infrastructure as we knit them together 

into a coherent system. Smart Cities are not built on driverless cars alone. 

• Once the pandemic is over, I would love to see trains to and from other states and across the valley. 

• Not the least bit interested in seeing Maryland Parkway have a rail transit program in any way.  Add 

more buses, provide the opportunity to make adjustments.  Continue monorail to downtown LV along 

Paradise to LV BLVD.  Continue monorail to Luxor/Mandalay and stop to Airport.  Have used "El from 

airport to downtown in Chicago - great.   

• Underground tube.  

• Light rail.  

• Rapid transit in major corridors 

• We need a light rail; the light rail should run all around the city to include the strip and McCarran 

airport. We need better bike and walking and running trails that are also light up at night. 

• Tram. Would be cool  

• Ease of mass transit in and out of the Strip or Downtown Las Vegas would be extremely beneficial to 

cutting down traffic and time spent in traffic for so many of us. On sidewalk connectivity, the patchwork 

makes it extremely difficult especially if you have strollers or mobility issues. The lack of shade in some 

areas particularly during the summer also makes it less appealing to opt for a non-car option.  

• Definitely need light rail in this city connecting the entire valley. It's long overdue. The influx of cars and 

people moving in from California are quickly clogging up the roads.  

• It would be nice if Clark county invested in an aerial tramway similar to the one in Palm Springs. If a 

small city like that can do so can we. We need more options to travel into the spring mountains. Right 

now, it’s very limited. https://pstramway.com/ 

• More tram access in downtown Las Vegas/strip area that lead out to surrounding suburb areas 

• Would like to see bus transfers that will take you into Bullhead City Highway 95 for shopping. 

• Light rail 
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• Some sort of train, or rail system... The bus system is awful. 

• More frequently operated public transport would be better 

• Get a train!!! 

• The monorail and the new tunnels need to connect to the airport and stadium. Traffic is already bad on 

15N/S and when the NFL actually starts playing here it’s going to be unbearable.  

• I live in Sun City Summerlin and don't know anything about the transit system 

• Bus or Trolleys 

• Bus-trans, new tram technology 

• Limited transit connections within Mesquite and connecting to Vegas. 

• I think the buses should run 24/7 and there should be one free bus on Sunday to take you from 

anywhere to the main terminal.  

• 1. There is no viable public transit option for professionals.  2. A light rail route running from the airport, 

past UNLV and onward to downtown would be useful for residents and tourists.  

• Getting to and from the airport to the NW area is difficult and expensive with no shuttle available. 

• Connecting a train from the airport to and from certain key areas.  

• Where the busses stop. They are letting off passengers in the middle of the block. Most will jay walk. 

Many will die. There has to be a better way. 

• There should be a subway system 

• Light rail that hits all areas of town. 

• Having lived in Rhodes Ranch, the surrounding community has started to fully develop over the last 

couple years. There is more work to be done to support public transit in this area. 

• Mass transit is becoming a challenge in Pandemic Times. It wasn't useful in terms of speed, routes, or 

overall convenience. Busses never full in Spring Valley. Airport-sized busses?  

• When the buses are late on the route, the public is not notified. The buses are sometimes not on 

schedule. 

• Light rail on the strip  

• Should be improved transit for both Las Vegas strip and Las Vegas Convention Center, for both visitors 

and locals alike.  Maybe something like subway or something to relieve HIGH CONGESTION that makes 

it hard to get around. 

• Bus and train...as a major metropolitan area, we should have both...and they should be efficient  

• We really need light rail or something connecting the suburbs to the strip. The RTC has been operating 

for decades and the utilization is just not there. This is a sprawling city and we need more options like 

Phoenix. 

• Like to see more public monorail, elevated subway, subway, streetcar, or fast rail for travel in and 

around Las Vegas and the Valley, including Henderson, N. Las Vegas and Boulder City. The roads are 

very congested. We need relief. The time of fossil fueled busses and cars is ceasing to be sustainable for 

our environment and city traffic density. One other alternative that may be short term, are computer 

driven electric cars as taxi/Uber/Lyft vehicles. 

• Would love a train station or subway in the future 

• Vegas needs a monorail systems and safe bike pathways. 

• Open up Centennial Park & Ride for working people like myself downtown.  
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• Please, give strong attention to our bus system. No one should have to ride a bus for 2 hrs to work then 

2 hrs back home. For me it's a 14 hour day. Ugh! Please, help. Thank you! 

• More public transportation options 

• People movers, monorail (s), subways, restricting automobiles on the strip 

• Be able to travel all around Clark County by public transit. Want to be able to easily walk to catch the 

public transit. 

• As we grow more urban, we may need more realistic public transportation, though I understand that is 

also expensive and underwritten by government. 

• Better and safer bus stops to decrease the amount of crashed into the bus stops.  

• A route that would include Mountain Vista so there is coverage from Russell to Sunset.  

• Light rail, no fossil fuels in public transportation incl. natural gas!  Add more electrical plug ins. 

• It is incredible to me that there is Light Rail or Heavy Rail transit.  Salt Lake City is far superior.  Wish 

public transportation in Anthem area is more readily accessible. 

• Keep the WAX.   Shade on ALL the bus stops. 

• Cheaper transportation for students/teachers.   

• Many bus stops in this area do not have turn-ins from traffic, barricades in front of them, or covers to 

protect them from the elements.  This should be corrected.  

• Bus stops 

• We MUST build light rail.  It is the only future path for our fair city. 

• Vegas should have a train transportation. End of story. Poor cannot get around or to their jobs. It's not 

right and in a service community public transportation is paramount. The bus takes hours! 

• Paratransit is only available where bus routes are located.  However, Silverado HS is outside the 

boundary; therefore, someone who lives in that area or other areas outside the boundary cannot access 

paratransit.  There needs to be full access to paratransit regardless of the bus route boundaries. 

• Monorail from North Las Vegas to the airport. Get rid of the HOV lanes on I15 and bring back the express 

lanes on I15 

• Light rail from suburbs to downtown. Let's get away from 20 lane highways which become heat sinks 

for the valley, never mind air quality! 

• We need to have transportation that doesn't use the city streets, elevated trains. With our population 

always growing and the need to have constant road work done, causing traffic backups, we need either 

to go up or below ground. 

• I grew up in Henderson and enjoy calling Southern Nevada my home. Although the transit system has 

improved over the years it is still not easy to travel by bus because of the long wait times. In my 

experience, the most frequent bus is around 25 minutes. If it were more efficient, I might think about 

using the bus more often as opposed to driving to work every day. 

• Clark County is well behind the rest of the other major cities, states and countries regarding mass 

transportation. It is a known fact that many avoid the transit systems due to their deficient and lacking 

routing and timing. Other cities should be reviewed, and it will make the issues readily obviously 

known. 

• Shuttle service for 50+ 

• Need and integrated mass transit.  

• Train 
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• Connect Mc Carren with the Strip Downtown Cashman and the Raiders plus Convention Center all one 

system High Speed Rail! 

• The RTC bus ends at Elkhorn and Jones/Decatur and I reside past that street going north. Many 

residents wish to have the RTC bus go further north. Also, signs need to be updated by the City. 

• The bus transit system needs to run more often. 

• Southern Nevada needs Rapid mass transit  

• Train, People mover would help reduce traffic. 

• Build a people mover down the strip including airport 

• For as long as I have lived here, there have discussions of light rail. Enough "studying." Other 

communities are farther ahead of us because they stop repeating the same study over and over. Light 

rail is not a solution for the community. Improve bus routes and actually have the buses come more 

than once an hour.  

• If we had some light-rail options that connected major hubs of the valley it would decrease vehicle use, 

traffic and less drinking and driving. Especially for big known events like pro games, etc. 

• We need more energy efficient transportation options that run frequently and on time and serve those 

who live in all areas of the county, not just the strip! 

• More frequent bus routes for those who need this transportation  

• Train 

• Maybe add transportation by tram, improve air conditioning in bus  

• Scared to take public transit, buses are full of gang bangers and drug addicts.  

• LIGHT RAIL 

• Quick, ecofriendly mass transit 

• Light rail would be a good thing.  Also a rail system between here and LA....and maybe an interstate 

between Vegas and Reno. 

• Having a car is an unfortunate necessity in this city, increasing and improving public transit and biking 

options would be a great step up. Busing here often requires one to wait absurdly long times/ walk far 

for stops and the time it takes to go from point A to point B via busing vs a car ride is far too long. 

Sidewalks in Sunrise Manor are  in extremely poor condition in public/commercial areas and in many 

residential areas simply don't exist.  

• A train from Vegas to LA...ALL THE WAY! 

• Monorail could have been successful if it went down the strip, instead you spent taxpayer money for a 

nearly useless and inefficient money pit  

• More access to transportation in the Northwest and Centennial area 

• Transit from the airport to downtown. 

• Would love to see a light rail commuter train into the resort corridor and stadium facilities, and areas 

directly adjacent. 

• The buses that are interchangeable should be opposite each other when changing, people should not 

have to have to cross the wide street to transfer  

• Too many buses 

• Light Rail 

• Rail system 

• Stops in Lake Las Vegas 
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• The east west bus lines do not meet the current boundaries. My son uses the bus to get to and from 

work. We live in Summerlin near Alta but the west bound line stops at Rampart. His only real option is to 

ride up Charleston to the Ball Park and then walk the 3 miles from there. It would help if the Alta line 

continued west to the Leisure Center on Pavilion Ctr Dr. 

• Light Rail 

• Public transport is awful. Also why doesn't the monorail go to the airport? 

• Limited public transit available esp Eastside of Henderson 

• I believe we should extend an elevated light rail down the center of the strip. We also need better bus 

stops and benches. Extend light rail along major freeways as well - including options that would allow 

people to reach places like Red Rock.   

• Paratransit needs to be expanded 

• Too many homeless living at bus stops makes me not want to use transit system. Too many homeless 

on buses keeps me from ever wanting to use transit system.  

• Light rail like Portland or other areas. 

• Would love to see the County to go into a partnership with the Boring Company and add subway type 

transportation. If we put everything underground more people would use. I for one will never ride a bus, 

but would ride a state of the art underground transportation system. 

• Would like to see the 210 bus route extended beyond 215 

• ...abominable lack of public transit opportunities.    ...über-deficient, embarrassing lack of mass transit 

options.   Having lived in more than 7 major metro areas within the U.S. in the past 20 years, Las Vegas 

metro is by far the worst / most ridiculous when it comes to public transit opportunities.   A complete 

embarrassment...literally being very generous in that assessment.     

• Buses do not have enough routes in Henderson, many people have to walk from Anthem area, several 

miles, to nearest bus stop.   Need transit for disabled, that does a group type transport to and from 

work 

• Rail of some type from the strip, downtown, and outlier casinos to the airport 

• You need a car to travel in this area.  Bus/rail transportation is horrible. 

• Look into rail and/or rapid transit bus lines 

• Rapid transit to downtown, strip, and airport.  

• I have viewed your transit maps and you need more public transportation routes 

• Born and raised here but lived elsewhere for a while. Was amazed at the wonders a good public 

transportation system does for a community. So disappointed that ours is always awful.  

• Why isn't future infrastructure incorporating solar powered monorail extensions that connects Paradise 

to the valley? Then you hub out the bus lines from the main stations. Need more/closer transit stops 

located throughout the community.  Would love to see a light rail to the airport or other main locations. 

• There really is no bus access when you lie up in Anthem area; those of us who drive are ok but if I could 

not drive, there would be major problem. 

• Light rail needed on Tropicana  

• RTC doesn’t seem to care about or even understand their ridership. Case in point their original plans for 

BHX which failed and now modifications of 104. It would speed up the route especially as it goes 

through areas with very few residences, but would eliminate reasonable transportation for those along 

Arville and also on Twain. Obviously, they have never had to get groceries by bus in 120+ heat. 

• Finish the monorail to airport and downtown  
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• I use Uber/Lyft because of the door to door feature...I wish public transportation was more like that. 

• High speed train to L.A. should be fully supported by both business and governments. 

• Train or Subway 

• If you want the public to use mass transit, you need to make it a free service that is clean and safe. 

Expecting people to pay high fees for service that takes too long and is often dangerous is not realistic. 

Mass transit, under the current model, serves only those who cannot afford to travel by car. That's 

unfortunate.  

• More types of transportation other than bus. We should have had a rail type service down major roads 

leading to strip or major hwys such as boulder. 

• Extended monorails or tunnels “boring Company” 

• More connected public transit and better anticipation in development/expansion of arterial roads as 

local populations grow 

• No public transportation where we live. Roadways are horribly maintained and no rhyme or reason, 3 

lanes to one, to two, to three to one, etc. 

• It would be nice to have at least one bus service/route out in the Mountain's Edge area that went to 

both the Strip and Downtown. Airport would be a nice run. 

• At this time, my area doesn’t not have sidewalks, bike lanes or adequate public transportation.  I live on 

Silverado Ranch between Dean Martin and Decatur.  I'm hoping, because of the Lenar & Pardee projects 

going on all around me that this will change as soon as these projects are completed.  

• Monorail connecting to the airport and around town 

• Silver Rider (SNTC) is excellent.  We need more options for people without cars to get across the river to 

Bullhead City, AZ and to areas not covered by Silver Rider bus system.  I personally would like to see (1) 

more Uber/Lyft availability to supplement taxi service; and (2) more options to transfer from Silver 

Rider to the Bullhead City transportation system.  Because these involve interstate travel, government 

involvement in obtaining approvals for the systems to work together smoothly would be required in my 

opinion. 

• High speed transportation to California, Arizona, and Utah other than air. 

• Better public transportation 

• Horrible public transit. 

• More bus routes in newly developed areas of Las Vegas. 

• As a larger city that is growing, we should seek the opportunity of building for the longevity of health for 

our cities as well as the community members that it serves. Offering a more sustainable approach as a 

big city will help to influence future endeavors of other large cities throughout the United States. A huge 

way to make this impact would be to discourage vehicle traffic growth from increasing. Providing free 

or low-cost bike/scooter rentals, creating more substantiated bike paths (protected from vehicle 

traffic), trolley or tram style transportation, and closing vehicle traffic on major tourist streets will be a 

step towards progression for the busier foot trafficked street attractions, such as Downtown Vegas, as 

well as the Las Vegas strip. Traffic/pollution will only get worse if we do nothing to encourage a healthy 

walking environment for the public! 

• Train or subway 

• I shouldn't have to drive all the way across the valley to get to my job. Yet all of the newest best jobs are 

predicted to be created in the outlying areas, sometimes miles outside town. Either grow and develop 

lite rail and other mass transit or facilitate job creation inside the city. 
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• Countywide, this is a big issue - CCPW shares much of the blame because so much of their focus is 

building roads and resisting transit (especially badly needed light rail). This is the same entity that 

wanted super-arterials pretty much everywhere. Large parts of the county (Mountains Edge, the 

southwest/Enterprise, and East/Sunrise Manor) have little to no transit service. The Strip and central 

valley (Paradise / Winchester) are by far the easiest to get around by other forms of transportation and 

get higher marks, but even there, it is not safe to bike anywhere close to the Strip. Much of the rest of 

the county has neglected alternative modes - there are exceptions (Summerlin, LV Wash Trail, 215 Trail), 

but the incorporated cities seem to have a much better handle on things. 

• Establish light rail 

• As far as I know there is no public transportation in southern highlands 

• Yes, we need trolleys. 

• we need to invest in public transportation! it's inexcusable that we are so far behind other cities on 

public transportation  

• monorail? 

• Metro/Rail that goes beyond serving the Strip and stadium. 

• 1.  I would like to see better mass transit from airport to strip to downtown, so less Californians (and 

others) drive here. 

2.  Improve walkability from residential to shopping. 

• Expanded paratransit service 

• YOU NEED TRAINS!  THIS STARTED AS A TRAIN TOWN!  RESTART FULL TRAIN SERVICE THROUGH 

AMTRAK! 

• Passenger trains to LA, Phoenix, Laughlin, Reno, Kingsman they all already have trains in these places 

why wouldn't they come here? 

• Better public transportation, light rail. 

• Yes, there is a need for light rail along the major transportation corridors. 

Transportation: Other 

• Rides or ride-sharing for handicapped or elderly residents. 

• Ride share programs.  

• Encourage Uber and Lyft.  

• Carpooling needs management to match up drivers. 

• More electric cars stations. Nicer sidewalks for elderly persons and disabled...clean out unwanted 

shrubs, graffiti, trash, sidewalks, roads, property walls. Put more trash cans and traffic signs. Make 

property plazas, small or big businesses owners to clean their parking lots, paint down their walls, fix 

the ugly, broken windows and roofs, Overall if there is a lot of people flow make that area more cleaner 

and attractiveness for people to actually take pride or their plazas, communities, neighborhoods and 

roads. 

• The growth that the County is allowing is making our valley overburdened. 

• Sprawl is a major concern that negatively impacts all facets of transportation 

• We have minimal if any access to shopping, medical, restaurants, etc. in Laughlin proper.  We have to 

travel to AZ for a majority of it.  Nevada state medical care does not accept care from AZ doctors.  our 

only option is to travel 100+ miles to Vegas.  Many of us have no means of travel to Vegas.    

• Green initiatives. Our air quality and pollution need to be looked at in every decision. Think green. 
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• Door to door service for disabled individuals would be beneficial in summer months, due to the heat to 

travel to the local bus stop 

• More should be available for the handicap. 

• Street racing, and dumping are huge problems in my area.  

• Golf cart accessibility to cut down on emissions   

• Need AV technology in the County 

• No one listens so it’s not important  

• Downtown Las Vegas is great for transportation, but the rest of Clark County is average at best. 

• There has been to many waivers of full offsite improvements and drainage structures 

• The current rural road standards do not work.  The Enterprise TAB submitted a request for new 

standards over five year ago with no response.   The road development in Enterprise seriously lacks the 

population increase. 

• Lack of public electric vehicle plug in stations and general infrastructure. 

• Scooters such as Lime or Bird would allow easier movement  

• ATVs 

• How long it takes to get to a destination.  

• For those of use with mobility issues, it is not an easy place to navigate. 

• Renting a scooter like the ones RTC has to rent a bike 

Q 10b: Are there other RECREATION issues and opportunities that you 

would like to add? 

Recreation: Activities 

• Some parks could offer rock climbing training since we have major climbing locale in Red Rock Canyon. 

Desert wildlife and wild horse viewing should be encouraged so locals and tourists can learn how to 

preserve our unique desert flora and fauna. 

• continue to expand recreational opportunities that benefit resident and tourist alike 

• More projects to help create community in shared spaces 

• More advertisements for where recreational activities are 

• Clark County should have stronger partnerships with nonprofit recreation organizations to better serve 

the needs of our growing community 

• More camping.  

• More recreational activities and programs for children  

• Give the kids something to do 

• Skateboarding, waterways, rollerblading, e-vehicles, atvs 

• At the Lone Mtn. horse park, the dirt bikes need to be restricted.  Very dangerous for the horses and 

riders on the same trail. 

• There are no recreational activities.  Henderson has better than any other throughout all of metro area 

• Arts programs  

• Volleyball, Badminton, Bocce Ball 

• Equine activities and trails 
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• Environmental education tours concerning history of the area and environment.  

• Off-roading  

• Equestrian 

• Boating 

• More opportunities for folks with special needs 

• Bass fishing is probably a lot to ask for out here... 

• Sports 

• We need more activities for teens and bus routes to enable the teen activities. Not only sports but 

cinema, cultural events and help this age group more.  

• Not enough family recreation, nothing to do here, did everything in town in one year of living here. 

Boring! 

• The lack of things for people who don't have kids is very sad. Not everyone gambles, the shows don't 

have local discounts that matter, none of the local venues do really. A 15% discount for locals means 

nothing after fees and taxes but for the post-pandemic economy I understand the conundrum 

businesses desperately need every dime right now but so do we. I'd like to see if there's anyone I could 

contact to get more into this topic I have some ideas that I think may be of interest to the project 

• Zoos, Museums, Classical Music and Wine and Flower Festivals 

• Rugby, climbing 

Recreation: Fees 

• For locals it should be a lower fee (when applicable) that way we can enjoy as well 

• All lacking and few. Access fees to some of these are expensive! 

• Large open gathering places, like the town squares in Europe, that don't charge to get in. 

• Las Vegas has become greedy for money for things that should be free. 

• We're short of high quality, low cost entertainment that is geared to residents and not tourism. 

• I'm a fan of parks in Clark County, but they are not equally accessible in all areas, which is something 

that needs improvement.  

• It's not the government's job to provide recreation. Stop taxing us to death so we have money to pay for 

our own Recreation the recreation that we desire as an individual not which one you think we ought to 

have. 

• Free entry for seniors and veterans at Big Bend State Park 

• Make them free or more affordable 

Recreation: Amenities 

• Be sure the Hollywood Rec Center is given the same attention, upkeep, and programming as Desert 

Breeze or other centers in affluent parts of the Valley. 

• I was attending a rec center that has a good senior program, although it is in NOV. It is closed for the. 

pandemic. I wish there were more swimming pools with canopies in my area.  

• More park play areas for families. 

• It would be wonderful if we could use the swimming pools in our local schools. Travelling to one of the 

beautiful county pools is just too time consuming. 

• Pools. Need more pools  
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• Large dog runs are a necessity.  There are no real fenced dog runs.  

• More trees more benches more walking paths but all more desert like. More splash pads. Cleaner parks. 

Stronger punishments and fines for people that damage these. More security at all parks.  

• Please have children’s playgrounds checked daily for drug paraphernalia from the evenings before. 

Please!! 

• Summerlin has great amenities. Other parts of the County focus on regional parks, which may be 

difficult to access without a car. 

• Bathroom facilities should be made easier for senior citizens! 

• More indoor Large-area dog parks for summertime. 

• Not enough pools. Some parks are taped and shut then others down the road are not - where is the 

consistency! 

• More public pools. Historical interpretation areas.  

• More shade needs to be provided at parks, playgrounds 

• There is a lack of family friendly outdoor activities (splash pads, dog parks, large fields). 

• Festival Plaza(s) throughout the LV Strip!!! 

• More swimming areas along the river. 

• Would like access to dirt area for riding quads or atv perhaps local race area  

• Local gym/YMCA, local swim pool more accessible meaning open 

• Swimming pool should be open at least 6 months a year in this area. Pony up the money to pay adult 

lifeguards a livable wage! Please! A community fitness center added to the pool would be ideal! Seniors, 

families and a majority of the community would use it. 

• Recreation areas are not well designed into older communities 

• Provide shade structure over playground equipment. 

• Add more parks, with stairs, hills, running trails and dog parks. One recreation issue would be the 

homeless. 

• Equestrian accommodations 

• 1) Keep the Clark County gun range open. 2) open kids playgrounds. 3) hiking, biking, trails would be 

nice. 

• Need more indoor pools 

• More green space and access to community pool should almost be year-round. We get hot enough to 

swim as early as April and as late as October, yet we only get a pool from mid-June to late July. It's 

crazy. 

• More outdoor public pools in North Las Vegas. 

• Need tennis courts in our area 

• Volleyball courts 

• The public aquatic center is still closed. We rely on it for exercise in the summer heat.  

• More public pools for year-round usage.  Spend $$ around all of Clark County. 

• Skate parks or use of school grounds for such. 

• The OHV registration money needs to be used to build a motocross/off-road facility at Apex or other 

trails in southern NV. 

• The community would be well-served by community access to the river that isn’t over-run by tourists.  

• More public pools are needed 
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• we need more pools 

• More lap swimming and competitive team pool access is needed 

• There is a lack of a recreation center, library, and community pool in Southern Highlands. Without a 

community lap pool, we have no access to the health benefits of a swimming lifestyle; aerobic, team, 

and recreational benefits. We are also lacking the opportunity to teach kids water safety and swimming. 

• Las Vegas could use more swimming pools 

• Need more POOLS that are viable  

• There's a severe shortage of city and county swimming pools for competitive swimming and diving. 

• MORE POOLS! 

• Would like more pools 

• We need more pools! 

• Yes, my son's only sport is swimming and is on a swimming team, however Dessert Breeze has 

abandoned my son's team for practices and now we are like nomads going for places to swim  

• The number and availability of swimming pools is woefully inadequate. 

• There are not enough pools available in the city. Indoor pools would be best for year-round use for 

exercise and clubs to use. 

• We need more pools 

• Need more swimming pools 

• Access to aquatics facilities and programs.  

• It would be wonderful to have more indoor community swimming pools available for swim teams, lap 

swim, etc. throughout the valley. Right now, there is one small YMCA pool to serve my far northwest 

community. The nearest large lap swim pool is 25 min away in Summerlin. It would be great to see more 

facilities like Desert Breeze pool throughout the valley. 

• You need more swimming pools!!!  Not enough places for families to swim!! 

• There are not enough no of swimming pools to train for competitive swimming 

• We would like to have more pools (outdoor or indoor) 

• It seems that the county doesn’t support swim teams.  City pools are open to clubs, but not county.  The 

county is missing out on valuable income during these historical times.   Whoever is managing the pools 

are throwing away money by not letting clubs practice. 

• More public swimming pools/ parks 

• Need of Additional Swimming Pools 

• Not enough swimming pools.  

• MORE INDOOR COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOLS  

• Increased availability for community pools, including but not limited to pool use for aquatic clubs. 

• We need MORE Lap Swimming Pools for use by Club Swimming Teams, High Schools, Middle Schools, 

Large groups. Large Lap pools 25 Yards by 50 Meters are needed, Las Vegas could receive large revenue 

dollars from people traveling from CA, AZ, UT, Northern NV, all over from the West and Midwest would 

travel to Las Vegas to attend swim meets. You have very competitive Swimming Talent in this town, 

other teams/cities want to RACE against swimmers in Las Vegas, there are no facilities in Las Vegas that 

are able to host a large competitive meet, 2 lap pools side by side are needed. The County Lap 

swimming facilities are often closed, won't host meets, won't host events. These facilities should work 

for its citizens and taxpayers. Teams are willing to pay money to host events large and small - the 
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facility managers and this county are losing out on revenue dollars. Lap swimming pools should be 

earning positive revenue that could help pay for other programs. 

• Need more public pools to allow for easier access. 

• More public indoor swimming pools that can be operated throughout the year. 

• Our county needs more swimming pools.  

• More pools 

• Need more public pools 

• Badly need dog park in Enterprise area 

• County facilities and programming is a joke! Where is the availability in aquatics? Desert Breeze has 

been closed for almost an entire calendar year minus 10 weeks! It is a shame 

• The restrooms and water fountains are poorly maintained.  

• As a tennis player, would like to see more public courts, especially near Desert Breeze Park 

• The public pools & thing like the athletic clubs should be closed down, especially NOW 

• There should be a public pool located in North Las Vegas e.g. Craig Park located on Craig. That is a huge 

park which can accommodate a nice size pool. Also, you can expand the playground area. A library 

which is needed in the same area. 

• ski area 

• We need swing sets at least every other park, not just 1 out of 10 that I could find!  At least put them in 

half of the parks built around here.  And more bike trails! 

• Aquatic center  

• An indoor fitness area for the community - all ages - is a priority 

• Too many soccer fields, should have other sports for basketball that can also be used for floor hockey  

• More dog parks 

• Poor maintenance of many low-income areas' park amenities 

• More disc golf courses and grander water play features in kids' parks 

• Recreational pool/gym like a YMCA or desert breeze rec center 

• Would like to see volleyball horseshoe, etc. added to park 

• We need more recreational facilities 

• For people with little kids hard to find safe area where that little kids can play. Safety issue.  Also, 

almost impossible to find swimming pool with good hours for little kids, working parents can't access 

just 2-3 morning hours a day working facilities, what about majority of working parents, working 9 to 6?! 

Where they can take little kiddies?! 

• More community pools 

• Higher-end play equipment and play opportunities that aren't value-driven but provide some wow 

factor.  A pump bike track and an off-road bike park with miles of stabilized but not paved trails.  

Maintain more of the natural features of new parks such as plant material and washes. 

• More splash pads 

• More rec centers southwest area 

• Senior Centers need to start re-opening when it is possible - but not overdo it. 

• Add 24 hr. driving range for all family 

• More splash pads needed  
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• Parks and Rec centers north of Centennial in NLV 

• Playground maintenance could be improved 

• More swimming pools 

• Build baseball fields  

• More parks in Mountains Edge with more activities and equipment for younger children.  Pool would be 

nice.  

• Public Pools in rural need to more hours to be available to working people, and this community should 

be ATV friendly with more connecting routes  

• More outdoor dining spaces 

• Performing arts venues are nonexistent on the East side 

• More senior places for swimming laps, pickleball, etc. 

• More dog parks  

• Expand the Clark County Shooting Complex. 

• More parks with trees and more dog parks. 

• I think we do a good job with the number of community parks. I think our efforts here need to be about 

improving those parks, like putting in water features and more covered picnic areas. 

• My biggest complaint on the Clark County parks and rec facilities is that we need more covered parking! 

Add solar to power them, and then allow parking under the solar panels. 

• Would like to see more benches along sidewalks 

• Need more roller derby & roller hockey spaces. 

• Play equipment needs coverings. Gets too hot to use.  

• longer nighttime hours at parks in summer with lighting 

• Outdoor fitness equipment for adults 

• I would like more off leash dog parks 

• Lower prices for seniors at rec centers etc. 

• Add more indoor pools. 

• Put the basketball nets back and add volleyball! 

• Community pool would be nice. 

• More community centers and pools in spring valley. Both Henderson and Clark have multi generation 

indoor recreational facilities 

• (1) I'd love to see either a public or private gym with dedicated adult hours; (2) I'd like to see the 

Colorado River Heritage Greenway Trail utilized more (we need to work on safety issues because of 

reports that homeless individuals occupy some areas & families with children feel unsafe);  (3) we need 

to increase the time the Aquatic Center is open; and (4) we need to address the site on the Lagoon.  

Rather than have the County incur the expense of running that, I'd like to see Big Bend take it over & use 

it for non-motorized watercraft launches (kayaks, etc.) & as beach area where small children can play--

with a discounted admission for Laughlin residents.   

• Follow Henderson's lead.  They have great recreational amenities and great access to paths and trails 

• Have tennis courts fixed. Right now, nets are missing and courts need repairs 

• Lodging at Lake Mead. 

• Would like to see an indoor track and rec center in my area 

• More pools 
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• Provide more indoor, year-round swimming pools.   

• Lack of overall recreation opportunities in the SW Valley 

• Enterprise has no Community Centers, senior centers and aquatic facilities. 

• More CLEAN dog parks and more signage for park rules...lots of aggressive dogs with parents who are 

hanging out partying ignoring dog's behavior  

• There are no recreation centers or aquatic centers in this area. 

• Lack of reliable public water fountains, shade, bike racks, shade. 

• Bathrooms in all parks please.  

• More pools 

Recreation: Connectivity 

• It’s hard for me to answer these, I’m a wheelchair user with no care, I have access to basically nothing 

here because this city was built for driving and sidewalks sometimes just don’t exist. Nothing here is for 

me.  

• Buses do run to Red Rock Canyon NCA - too bad. 

• You've hit it.  Connection, easy access, more open space for non-organized leisure activities. 

• I think there could be better connectivity of many of the parks/trails by using pathways along the 

viaducts rather than having to use the streets 

• My spouse and I live in the Northwest part of Las Vegas, west of US 95.  Unfortunately, Floyd Lamb Park 

(the jewel in the crown of municipal parks) is on the east side of US 95.  If we are trying to avoid using 

automobiles especially for short trips it would greatly benefit the environment and quality of life to 

construct a pedestrian bridge over US 95 (especially for such a prestigious park). 

• Better connection between green spaces. My kids shouldn't have to spend major time on busy 

dangerous streets to get to good parks. 

• Depends on where you live in terms of connectivity/access 

• Need more connectivity of sidewalks 

• The county should have a connectivity plan for parks and trails.  It should also require builders to 

provide connectivity to other developments (even if the other parcels are not yet developed). 

• Urban trails are great, but need more connectivity, and more landscape (looking at you, Flamingo 

Arroyo Trail) 

• No good parks in my area that you do not have to cross a 6-lane major congested road to get to 

• Finish connections to other systems. 

• Great in Henderson. Every resident should be able to walk to a park in ten minutes 

• No safe connectivity of paths to recreation for children & seniors 

• Connectivity to BLM trails 

• The Riverwalk should extend all the way through, not cut off at Harrah’s. 

• Please Please Please complete the River Walk 

• This is very area specific. There are trails with excellent connectivity and others that are not so great. 

There are also areas particularly in Sunrise Manor which really lack access to parks. 

• Someone changed the bike trail map and made it harder to use. Fix it to show connecting paths rather 

than having to know the name of the trail or path 

• Bike path connections would be great.   
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• again, finish the walking trail 

• It would be nice to have more paved bike/walking trails that connected throughout the valley. 

• Increase connectivity of paths and trails  

• More connected neighborhoods 

• More safe bike paths that connect would be nice 

• Equine trails have Very Poor connectivity, needs to be rectified 

Recreation: Parks 

• We need more parks and more open spaces and less sprawl. 

• Parks in the downtown area become easily overwhelmed by homelessness. It makes having a park in 

your neighborhood a negative instead of a positive as homeowners near parks experience more break 

ins. Solutions to homelessness need to be addressed as part of this plan, better services including 

housing and metal health need to be provided.  

• Funding to support improvement and maintenance in Gold Butte 

• Insuring the protection/preservation of natural areas like Red Rock, Lake Mead, etc. 

• Always need more parks/ green spaces 

• I personally work for Clark county Parks and recreation and love delivering this service for our 

community. This being said we need more recreation facilities and Parks/trails for our community. We 

need to serve out lower income communities with better opportunities to access these things. 

• More investment in parks and recreation in low-income areas 

• More parks are needed. 

• Lights are often out in existing parks 

• The new James Sports park is nice but only for people in soccer tournaments. A park with more open 

spaces and trails for public use would be much better especially in the same area as there aren't many 

in this side of town 

• We need clean safe parks in every community; not just in Summerlin. More paths and other trials that 

connects to other parks. 

• There are a lot of parks that have been promised but Clark County has not constructed them. 

• Some CC parks need renovating 

• The parks we have are always filthy with bird droppings etc. 

• We do not have enough green space per capita. The park upgrades were not as promised.  Three Paul 

plans were not as promised either there are ironies and places to make tracks and areas for atv riding.  

We're need horse trails.   

• Increase park lands 

• FINISH OUR PROMISED PARK OFF HOLLYWOOD!!!!!  We have limited sports teams, limited recreation 

and opportunities to have community events because there’s NOWHERE TO DO THEM!!   

• Garbage at parks, graffiti everywhere 

• Neighborhood parks 

• I live in Henderson and they put more money into parks and trails. 

• A lot of parks open at 8am and close at 5 pm, which we think is dumb! 

• Including regional park in calculating neighborhood parks allowances should be eliminated in Laughlin. 

• Searchlight Parks are not completed or maintained. 
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• Yes, more focus on protecting public lands surrounding the metro area.  Red Rocks NCA is so popular 

not only because of its beauty and amenities, but because it is protected.  Vegas and Clark County could 

do more to add additional areas to the protected public lands portfolio, including new NCAs and 

Wilderness in places like Spirit Mountain, Desert NWR, Mount Stirling, and Muddy Mountains. 

• Maintaining open space around the current development footprint is essential to the quality of life. 

• Community River Park in South Laughlin 

• Park at Laughlin Lagoon. The still water there is a huge asset to this community.  

• There needs to be more in Henderson near the area of the M Hotel and Raiders practice stadium.  We 

need more trees in the parks and paths. 

• There is no park in our neighborhood 

• I do have to applaud the well-maintained parks infrastructure in the southwest area. We could use more 

locally accessible cultural amenities down the road. 

• Safer parks that are better maintained  

• There need to be more natural parks for educational, recreational, and environmental needs of the city. 

• Some parks are dangerous for single women. SAD. Lake Mead has high fees for 1-time visitors. 

• Some of the parks are not maintained well. 

• I would like to see more parks and more protection of open space, especially our wild public lands. 

• More parks needed to accommodate new multifamily development in Enterprise 

• Clean up Lake Mead! It is a DISGRACE Look at Katherines Landing for ideas and Bullhead City beaches 

• Community Center, more parks 

• Parks are poorly maintained and dirty. Trails do not have adequate shade and are traveled so 

infrequently that homeless people have taken up residence.  

• I enjoy Henderson's parks and trails! 

• We need more neighborhood parks. 

• Unfortunately, actual usability has been comprised by homeless occupation of many of our parks.   

• Don't "disneyfy" surrounding still wild areas and wilder places in existing parks. So-called 

"improvements" are part of humans' trend to disrespect and not leave alone wild places. "Oh, more 

people go there so we must make it even MORE accessible repeat NO LONGER WILD!” 

• Love them! 

• Please add more parks, protect what is already in place.  

• The one park we have in my area is dirty and poorly maintained  

• I would like to see the Pittman Wash NOT be torn apart by the city. All the trees were torn out and now 

the area is full of overgrown weeds.  

• Very bad need for MORE parks (Larger)and sports facilities 

• Better park maintenance.  

• I think we need more parks and greenscaped areas 

• Crime in park,  

• Again, this applies to where I work (zip code 89119) rather than live. People feel the parks are dangerous 

in this area. Not sure if it's due to the homeless population or just the neighborhood in general.  

• Because the county holds such a hatred of the houseless community, I never seem to find a park with a 

bench until I get to Henderson. I would like to see the same kind of dignity and respect they treat their 

residents with here in Paradise. 
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• What's currently in place is great.  But there is limited access  

• Maybe a maintained hiking park on the bluffs separating Las Vegas and Blue Diamond.  

• Henderson has done horrible keeping parks in good shape and adding new parks. They are wanting to 

add mixed use developments and increase density and do low income housing. It’s decreasing the 

value of Henderson homes.  

• Love Wetlands Park 

• Need more green areas in central Las Vegas not just in the suburbs 

• No park in downtown area 

• What parks are available (Baskin) are overwhelmed by apartment dwellers and other groups not 

residents near the park, traffic on Oakey discourages pedestrians due to uncontrolled traffic speed. Not 

enough park space available in this part of town. Bike paths and walking paths are non-existent. Other 

parks not so close like Lorenzi aren’t safe due to the neighboring populations. 

• Lone mt parks and trails are good— I grew up near sunrise mt with few parks 

• Need more upgrades to existing areas  

• Parks that are safe and not full of homeless and druggies. 

• Regional parks such as Hollywood Park. On hold for more than 20 years.  

• Open the parks 

• In central west LV there aren't any trails and we need more parks. 

• Parks are beginning to get overcrowded with additional homes being built in the area. Many times, I 

cannot get a parking spot for Nathaniel Jones Dog Park. 

• Homeless have taken over sidewalks, parking lots, parks, everywhere. Watching them defecate in parks, 

on sidewalks etc. is beyond comprehension. 

• Unsafe to go the parks for seniors  

• Parks are taking over by homeless in downtown needles spoons human waste  

• More wildlife parks to hike 

• Parks do not get 'closed' and the illegal fireworks and noisy, and traffic activities in parks at night is 

disruptive to the residents around them s  

• Not many parks 

• The County does have some decent parks and recreational spaces. It is gifted SNPLMA money but 

doesn't seem to use it well. 215 trail not-withstanding (more of "it's there" so why not build a trail), 

connectivity of bike lanes and trails is a joke - most trails, paths, and bike facilities in the cities end at 

their city limits because the County (CCPW) didn't do anything on their side!  

• There are no public parks in my area. 89113 

• Public amenities in parks (clean restrooms, dog water, etc.) would be great if it was available. 

• Not enough green areas to match amount of housing developments 

• There are excellent recreation areas in Vegas. Spring Valley and the entire Southwest area of Las Vegas 

is lacking.  

• More parks...... 

• The inner core of Clark County is neglected. A clear representation of institutional racism that Clark 

County does not address, just tries to get people to stop talking about it. Stop building new parks and 

trails in the suburbs and support the Black and brown communities in the older parts of Clark County   
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Recreation: Trails 

• Need more bike trails for street bikes 

• Live in downtown las vegas, very few trails near the house  

• Upkeep of bike paths 

• Would like more bike & walking trails.   

• Bike trails and walking trails  

• I wish there were OHV trails. 

• Nothing we can do about the heat. But if we could have more off-street biking and walking paths (e.g. 

Pittman Wash), that would be a big plus for the livability of this county. 

• If less focus was paid to gated and walled housing developments, we could have a more robust system 

of walking and biking trails and walkable neighborhoods in proximity to business districts.  

• There are few clear trails that are even marked. I’d like to see that fixed. 

• I prefer to run on earth trails in a more natural setting, and there is only one single area that I know that 

is suitable for this which is Lone Mountain.   

• Some areas are great, like Pecole Ranch & Summerlin have great ath/trails.  See note above for access 

across N95. 

• Off-road trails 

• Trails should be connecting to parks and transit in an environment that reduces heat stress with 

adequate shade. Trails that do not accommodate these basic needs will not be used and will attract 

undesirable behavior. 

• Would love to see the equestrian trails brought back. Specifically, an area that is also used for ATV/ 

Biking or other things that could spook horses 

• I am not aware of any nearby parks or walk/bike trails. 

• Most trails, paths in my area of town are closed, and have been closed for over a decade. 

• Need to keep bikes off the road and on trails more 

• Homeless living near or on trails 

• Communities and homes are usually walled. So, sidewalks and community trails’ views are usually 

concrete walls 

• I ride an ebike more separated bike lanes is my #1 request - the western bike loop is fantastic!! 

• Make things safer for people on bicycles 

• More bike trails throughout city. 

• One of the major things keeping me from walking or biking in this town is that safe pathways don’t 

currently exist that can get me where I need to go. 

• Problems with homeless encampments on Heritage Trail system & people being awoken by hikers & 

reacting negatively--that's cited as reason why more families won't use that super expensive project.  

Families need longer availability of Laughlin Aquatic Center.  Need more fitness classes at Senior 

Center. 

• Better equestrian trails, crossings at major intersections safer 

• Additional hiking mountain biking trails with trail heads 

• More paths/trails in poor neighborhoods. 

• More walking paths, make strip car free one day a month so people can walk and ride bikes there. 
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• there needs to be more OHV trails  

• Need more access and dedicated land use for off-roading 

• Safe biking for all areas that parallel hwy 215 (connect to other bike paths) and along perimeter of the 

Tule Springs Fossils Beds Nat'l Monument 

• Finish the Vegas Rim Trail 

• More bike trails please 

• Wider sidewalks in parks for biking 

• We have a trail by the Cheyenne CSN campus but it’s so dirty and there are no trash cans and the park 

has been vandalized. It’s disgusting.  

• lots of parks with great amenities. would like to see more walking and bike paths off the street that 

could quickly and safely get people around town 

• Bonanza Trail is disconnected and broken up by major roads near downtown area. There is no 

recreational park within walking distance of downtown 

• living in rural area horse trails that start and stop are ridiculous, the equestrian community is always 

the last to be considered and always told no money is available.t 

• More neighborhood parks with walking paths and shade 

• Safer walking & biking - away from cars 

• Horses! The bikes are making horse trails unsafe 

• bike and walking trails in 89002.  a public park to walk in or a track that isn't locked up (like Foothills 

High School).   

• more Bike trails please 

• Walking Trails in our Neighborhood - Clean parks for our children to use. 

• Trails that are not streets! That doesn't work in Las Vegas, motorist do not yield to bikers.  

• Would like to see a dedicated bike path out to Red Rock 

• Running paths.  I use the bike path that is on Hollywood. 

• SAFE equestrian trails that CONNECT & horse parks 

• walking=good; biking on roads, even in bike paths=scary 

• I would like to see a lot more dirt, rubber, running & safe biking tracks.  

• More long-distance running trails 

• more hiking paths that are marked. 

• night lighted walking trails/loops 

• The closest trail is near the Flamingo wash and is not safe because of the number of homeless people 

and lack of any safety patrols  

• More Bicycle Paths 

• safe walking area 

• I think there are lots of walking and bike paths in Summerlin where I live but I don’t feel like that is 

available in many non-master planned areas of town.  

• More bike trails 

• I won’t use the bike/walking trails because of the homeless & druggies who sleep & hang around these 

areas. It’s unsafe & unsanitary. Our parks (Sunset & Paradise Parks) aren’t much better.  
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• The trails (esp. the wash & Pecos & McLeod trail) near here are very dirty and the prominence of needles 

and such do not beget a sense of safety. 

• More bike/ recreational areas in sunrise manor 

• Clean up the paths. They’ve been covered in trash lately. 

• Bike/pedestrian bridges as part of bike paths over busy streets, i.e. Craig by 15.  

• advise how to get map for walking trails 

• ATV trails close to Las Vegas 

• Mountain biking at Lee Canyon Ski Resort 

• More walking/hiking trails  

• I would like more natural space and hiking/biking trails. 

• More opportunities to partner with the city to create walking paths in more areas - particularly 

disadvantaged ones. Consider greater access around schools. 

• More horse paths/trails and areas to ride horses in without having to trailer them outside of the valley 

• More centrally located bike paths.  Paths near the strip.   

• Marked bicycle and walking lanes.  

• walking trails are ditches while Henderson look amazing.  spring valley is all ditches some areas with 

homeless  

• Best hiking in the world around Las Vegas  

• We are awesome for trails and hikes 

• Continue to expand the trails, but good job with the current walkable Bridges and tunnels.  Trails by the 

concrete drainages are great but they are not much land scrapping or metal artwork shaped plants 

wildlife.  Both would be good to improve.  They are very straight away.  I don't have a solution and I 

appreciate them being there.  Somehow curve the path? 

• More biking, walking/ running path access. Need more pools  

• Need more hiking trails in the outlying areas. 

Recreation: Trees 

• Sure, these things are available for the wealthier parts of town though most of the town is not. The 

other parts of town would really appreciate these things too trees with shade nice areas to walk we all 

need these things for our happiness and health.  

• With parks, I believe more green should be added (i.e.; shrubs and trees) 

• More shade trees should be available for shade and green effects. 

• Cleanliness, and an eco-conscious environment, we need shade grow better trees and maintain the 

ones we have there are many that are in desperate need either to be moved for better placement or 

trimmed without damaging the tree or its surroundings.  

• Need more trees to give shade 

• Why do you plant stick trees that blow down when they get better? Plant More shade trees in parks and 

park parking lots. 

• Like to see more green areas, parks, beltways, etc., both for asthmatics and recreation opportunities. 

These types of green zones also help with pollution control and assist with thermal moderation and 

dust control. 
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• Beautifying the freeway, everyday 100,000s of people drive on the beltway and 15, I think we should 

have pride in it, add some pine trees, Cyprus trees and some nice lighting there’s no reason our cities 

freeways shouldn’t be beautiful  

• More trees for shade along walking/biking paths 

Recreation: Other 

• We are the city of entertainment I love it  

• Pull Ups create men 

• OVERCROWDING NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED 

• Not a casino goer so would like to see off strip recreation 

• Stop building in the desert areas right next to hills/mntns 

• Quiet rural areas; hiking in undeveloped areas; birdwatching away from it all. 

• I support more bike trailer however I am opposed to any residential or commercial development at Red 

Rock and at Gold Butte 

• This is really sharply segregated by class - the part of town where I live has excellent parks, pathways, 

and trails, but downtown/inner-ring suburbs where poor people live are very badly underserved. 

• It would be nice if Clark county invested in an aerial tramway similar to the one in Palm Springs. If a 

small city like that can do so can we. We need more options to travel into the spring mountains. Right 

now, it’s very limited.  

• We need safer ways to cross streets with more than 2 lanes 

• We need to maintain what we have rather than build more than is allowed to atrophy from neglect. 

• Minor league basketball and we need an NBA team 

• The Desert Breeze Center is very biased culturally. Please take politics out and put in Community.  

• We need to convert more of the flood channels and detention basins into greenways that are connected 

• Quit Building Near places like Red Rock Canyon. Leave it pure as possible. 

• We must build light rail. 

• Moapa Valley gets nothing 

• Again, there are not equal opportunities in the Las Vegas Valley. Planned/newer communities have nice 

parks, recreational, walking-biking paths. However, the eastside of the city continues on its path of 

degradation. Thus, supporting systemic racism as no new business want to build in this eyesore diverse 

community. Clark County commissioners do continue the degradation of “non-planned / older 

communities” by bringing in title loan centers-payday loan businesses- dollar stores instead of bring in 

healthy grocery stores and shopping centers.  

• With everything closed, it's a mess... Open it up. 

• Limited in NLV 

• SW valley is largely ignored. 

• These all would have been 5 pre-tyrannical orders of Governor. Now many will not be the same, and we 

couldn't access them, and now we have to wear a freaking mask even in the park. So now a ONE 

• There is so much opportunity for recreation to help diversify the economy, however all elected officials 

seem to care about are the casinos.  

• Music is gone. Dancing is gone. The party is gone. Why people come to Las Vegas is gone. 

• Summerlin area is pretty good. 
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• Keep up the good work 

• Note that I live in Summerlin West, which excels in most of these categories compared to rest of valley, 

in my opinion. 

• These answers are all related to southern highlands.  Which is close to me  

• Some of the above is very good, and some terrible & UNSAFE. 

• We have more than enough, but they are not adequately maintained. 

Q 11b: Are there other NATURAL ENVIRONMENT issues and opportunities 

that you would like to add? 

Natural Environment: Air Quality 

• The air quality has a dome of pollution over the city that you can see when the sun hits just right coming 

into the city. 

• We should attempt to collect more in taxes from the mining interests in this state to fund clean air 

initiatives 

• Environmental conservation is valued by local activists but consistently debated by entities like the Air 

Force. Our air quality could be better if we had more focus on public transit. Water conservation should 

be primary here in the desert. It has improved greatly over the decades, but our household water use is 

not where it should be especially in relation to other drought-impacted states.  

• Air quality is bad! 

• Our air quality is terrible, more needs to be done to protect the environment and lower carbon 

emissions 

• Too many gas stations create poor air conditions. 

• Regarding air quality, I run so I'm always paying attention to the PM 2.5 and 10 dust levels.  Suburban 

sprawl and ATV use on city borders are potent contributors to particulate matter pollutants.  More 

stringent standards must reign in both if we are to enhance our living and health standards. 

• Air quality is better in Lone Mountain than prior neighborhood in LV.  I would like to see an 

acknowledgement of the hazards of residential wood smoke. Currently, anyone can burn excessively, 

and the "poisoned" neighbors have no recourse/protection.  Dust caused by construction.  

• Lived here since 94 wish we had clean air like during quarantine all the time!! 

• Air quality is from blowing dust PM.  Not much anyone can do about the wind. Lol 

• there's more concern towards taxi companies than air quality.  what happened to the monorail from 

airport idea? 

• Air quality is terrible on some days. 

• We need to plant more drought tolerant trees along roadsides. They clean the air as our population 

increases  

• We must get control of smog. This valley has experienced significant increases in smog in just the nine 

years we have lived in the area. 

• The smog is really bad due to traffic and construction.  Its hours to get places 

• When I came to Las Vegas in 1971 the air was clear, and you could easily see the mountains surrounding 

the valley. Now there are far too many days when it is difficult, if not impossible, to see the mountains 

due to smog.  

• dust control 
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• In the four years I have lived here, every year it is harder to breathe due to air pollution. Massive urban 

growth has made water conservation more important than ever. I love Nevada and it hurts me to see 

the natural environment destroyed for the profits of a few. 

• Natural places in my area are full of trash and broken glass, poorly managed, ORV not staying in 

designated areas. LV Paving mine on Sunrise Mountain is frequently out of code causing air quality 

issues. All wildlife has been scared off or killed.  

• It's a shame that in the year 2020 there are residential roads in built-up areas that are still dirt, some not 

even maintained by the County, even though they are dedicated RW.  So much for dust caused air 

pollution.  No one of importance must live in these areas. 

• Too much plastic trash along our roads. Too much air pollution 

• My entire 22 years large trucks carrying sewage are so odorous you have to cover your nose and mouth 

• My Dr. says this area is a bowl where dust, allergens settle.  

• Airplanes contribute far more pollution on a daily basis than anyone would like to discuss. The amount 

of admissions needs to be looked at and realized that it is what it is ... A major Contributor to air 

pollution 

• I regularly receive reports about the poor and hazardous air quality in the area, please enforce stricter 

regulations. 

• the "washes" are detrimental to the environment as is AstroTurf and concrete with the water issue and 

the homeless issue all plants should be life sustaining and help with soil erosion that contributes to 

poor air quality and the winds  

• Barren undeveloped properties that create high dust conditions much of the time. 

• Less mining regulations risks environmental damage and too many cars produce bad air quality 

• Follow up on neighborhoods where landscaping not maintained leaving dirt and dust 

• Why do you allow landscapers to blow their dirt into the streets? Dust, dirt and debris issues. 

• Some of the above is very good & some TERRIBLE. Air quality always BAD. 

Natural Environment: Environmental Protection 

• Also, I'd like to see more initiatives to proactively protect the environment in the surrounding 

areas/endangered animal initiatives.  

• Wildlife and wild horses and burro viewing should be encouraged so future generations develop a stake 

in environmental protection. 

• Natural areas seem really poorly funded/managed. So much garbage at Wetlands Park Pabco. These 

are key wildlife areas in the county and yet they’re treated like dumping grounds. Habitat restoration 

projects are needed.  The county has got to do something about the upstream trash that affects 

wetlands park area.  

• Obviously, we prioritize mining and production over the environment here. Part of this problem is 

statewide, not unique to Clark county. But let’s not pretend we care about the environment when we 

destroyed the Colorado river to create Lake Meade and provide power to the valley. The question is how 

to minimize our damage. The fact that we’re developing closer and closer to our natural resources 

makes me fearful for our future. What will be left for my kids when the private developers are done with 

this place? People are going to start asking why we live here at all if we develop over our beautiful 

natural environment. 
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• Boulder Coty sheep should never have been killed. Any wild animals, such as the wild mustangs and 

burros (I know they’re not in Clark County, but I would like to voice my opinion on this subject anyway). 

Should never be herded and taken to pens, they should be left alone on the range as their protection 

law mandates!!! 

• Vegas needs to plant more trees to cool down the valley and capture carbon.  

• Wildlife protection 

• People are trashing Mount Charleston. And now it's on fire due to a human's negligence. PUT A STOP TO 

THESE TERRIBLE PEOPLE COMING UP AND TRASHING OUR BEAUTIFUL PLACE! Residents move up there 

to get away from terrible Las Vegas people. And yet they continue to come up in droves to take 

Instagram pictures and leave their dirty diapers and trash lying about. They trespass on public property, 

even defecating in resident's yards. DO SOMETHING. 

• Island Heat  

• Clean lake mead beaches and water, protect red rock, clean mt. Charleston 

• More green initiatives need to be pushed, recycling bins in public areas, more conservation of water 

• Frenchman mountain is a geological miracle littered with fossils. There should be more done to protect 

it. There's should be equestrian trails 

• Please don’t expand the disposal boundary. It will inhibit access and quality of public lands. Please start 

more initiatives to preventing dumping and target shooting. Please update the MSHCP to start 

relocating tortoises on private parcels before development occurs. This last item is in direct 

contradiction with the goals of the MSHCP. 

• Stop destroying rural areas with so-called green energy (huge solar fields and proposed wind farms) 

that will destroy the scenery, wildlife, plant life; create dust and destroy view sheds. 

• For the life of me, I can’t understand why more solar panels aren’t being built over parking lots. I don’t 

understand why we need to destroy what’s left of desert tortoise habitat to build that kind of 

infrastructure. Also, if there were solar panels over bike paths, that would create shade to make biking 

to work more bearable on the hot days.  

• Our plan should focus heavily on sustainability and reducing the carbon footprint in the county 

• Climate Change/Heat Island Effect/Paving of the desert 

• NV needs more work on environmental sustainment  

• Access is good, but people do not use Leave No Trace. I'd like to see an initiative regarding that. 

• Rare species conservation  

• As stated above, I truly think we need to preserve our spectacular natural environment around Clark 

County, making public lands protection a top priority for the county and state. 

• It’s dirty. Period. NLV needs help. It sucks to be looked down on because we live in NLV when we could 

afford to live in Summerlin but NLV is home. Yet it’s so dirty and trash everywhere. Especially around 

Cheyenne and civic center.  

• Saving the Voles & endangered species 

• I wish these issues were more forward-facing. I'm not sure what is being done to preserve and protect 

the environment near me. 

• Leghold trapping should be banned in Mt. Charleston.  Our pets get caught and injured in leghold traps. 

• I do not agree with the overdevelopment of the Black Mountain region and the decimation of that 

natural habitat.  
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• Not enough measures to prevent illegal activity on public lands (dumping, motorized vehicle use, 

shooting) 

• Specie conservation, is it a priority?  

• Need to mitigate heat island effect 

• Taking away too much land from native animals and charging money for citizens to use public land 

• Building standards don't do a good enough job to incorporate environmentally sustainable 

structures/design 

• There is very little nature in this urban area.  

• More visible projects that display efforts to maintain the natural environment, water conservation, 

protection of wildlife, etc.  Perhaps when creating a park blend important existing natural features like 

washes and plant material with the new improved park site. 

• Looking to the future, limiting or prohibiting the import of non-indigenous trees and foliage to our 

valley will improve the environmental allergies that many Las Vegas valley residents suffer from, 

including myself. 

• Protect indigenous cultural sites 

• Please save the Desert National Wildlife Refuge.  Love it there.  Great escape to pure wilderness so close 

to the city.  Please stop the Air Force from seizing it. 

• Consideration for indigenous animals.  They were here long before we were. 

• Building up to edges of natural areas is disgusting and building on great fossil dig sites is greedy and a 

push on water demands when we could be expanding our university outreach with cooperative 

research sites  

• Our dessert areas are being built upon forcing wildlife into the communities and water pressure has 

dropped significantly since I have first been here 6 years ago. 

• protection of natural patina grounds overlooked by ATV abusers, needs enforcement 

• I've noticed a sharp decline over the decades in natural animals that were in tree desert before. Their 

numbers indicate that pollution, pesticides and traffic are harming the environment.  

• Plants in Summerlin promote bees. Not good for residents. 

• Without intervention, our natural environment and air quality will get worse as our population 

increases. I support better protection for our natural environment to safeguard it for our future. 

• Whenever an opportunity arises, the community should be informed/reminded of the impacts of day to 

day choices. Children as well as adults seem to not be informed on what happens to the things we 

flush/wash down drains, or what happens to the items that we throw out as trash. Adults still don’t 

understand that our debris here in the desert can still make it into our lakes and oceans! 

• I read the county wants to expand south. Why?! Plenty of room inside the valley. Why introduce more 

traffic, more cookie-cutter homes, more air pollution? Foster new business in all these undeveloped 

areas within the valley. We need more jobs people can walk or bike to. 

• We could conserve more water by limiting what visitors use and shutting down water features, like the 

Bellagio Fountains & water feature at Town Square.  

• Native Wildlife Protection 

• More rules about protecting the Environment 

• Good to see the County finally respond to sustainability issues, but lags behind others. SNWA deserves 

much of the credit for water. The County's pursuit to expand SNPLMA boundary will do much more 

harm to the natural environment than good. 
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• Eliminate all animal trapping in the County. 

Natural Environment: Land Conservation 

• Stop allowing new construction into the mountains. 

• Widespread destruction of wildlife habitat due to sprawl and putting the interests of land developers 

before the well-being of Clark County residents and above the needs of native ecosystems. 

• Restrict development, incentivize redevelopment of areas that are not virgin desert. Focus on middle 

and lower middle-class home ownership opportunities. Don’t allow the ever-increasing expansion of 

wealthy planned communities in the hills surrounding Las Vegas and Henderson. Leave tracts of land 

undeveloped. 

• public lands are our most precious resource! 

• Access to public education about natural lands- 1. Access to interaction from public about the policy of 

our public lands- 1. 

• Please protect the natural spaces at Floyd Lamb Park and Wetlands Park. I’ve read about recent plans 

for both areas that would damage natural spaces and potentially cause harm to wildlife. 

• It seems like our county officers are very quick to turn public land over to developers. 

• Do not disrupt the LV Wash or Clark County Wetlands Park 

• Quit building houses  

• Destruction of due to Over building and urban sprawl 

• Protect the BLM land. Stop developing our protected areas. 

• Having some BLM issues with access to certain areas. But that is federal and not your issue 

• Need to promote more infill development and more density within existing urban footprint.  

• do not make policies more stringent and increase cost of living! 

• Abolish the BLM. 

• NEED TO CONSERVE THE WILD PLACES WE HAVE - STOP SELLING PUBLIC LANDS 

• I do not like how fast new builds are spreading into virgin land in the mountains when there are plenty 

of land within already developed areas. In the three years I lived here I went from having a view of a 

pristine mountain to seeing homes being built on them. New builds are also very spread out and that’s 

not good for the environment in general. 

• Far too much limitation on possible development. Clark County is not California! 

• I really wish they’d stop building everywhere, but I know that’s next to impossible with our growth. It 

pains me so much to see houses right up next to Red Rock, Mt. Charleston, Bonnie Springs being built 

upon, that whole area being encroached upon, but where else would it go?  

• Please protect our open spaces and public lands from sprawl. 

• Preservation of public lands, wilderness areas 

• Stop building on land we can use to walk tails  

• PREVENT FURTHER BUILDING IN SPRING MTN/RED ROCK RANGE TO PRESERVE NATURAL 

ENVIRONMENT 

• Please conserve Red Rock & surrounding area - no development please. 

• we need the desert to stay desert STOP building new areas 

• Protect more open space 

• Protection of the RNP and Boundary  
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• Future developments need to consider green spaces inside of each community. People, all people, need 

to have access to green spaces within walking distance. Also, we can probably turn some of the vacant 

shopping centers to community spaces/parks.   

• I would like to see the BLM land preserved west of Fort Apache by Blue Diamond Road. 

• We need an urban boundary to stop desert destruction. 

• Save the area around red rock and trip up to Mt Charleston 

• Conservation balance with access for land for citizens.  

• place protect what is in place, do not give away natural environment places to the air force or to 

developers.  

• More parks and protected habitat 

• CONSERVATION IS FINE...BUT WHILE WE'RE CONSERVING, IT'S LOSS BY ALL THE CONSTANT 

DEVELOPING! MORE PEOPLE! I’m NO LONGER CONCERNED WITH CONSERVING WATER! 

• Quit Building near Natural Environments like Red Rock Canyon 

• I would like to see BLM parcels inside unincorporated Clark Co preserved. We love the open spaces.  

• no development in RED ROCK, and all other areas like that. 

• Red Rock Canyon is our closest amenity, but housing keeps creeping toward these lands... 

• The State should control its own lands within its borders. Every time Clark County capitulates to the 

BLM it hurts residents of Clark County. 

• open land is getting less and less and long as you keep letting developers in, we're done. Never used to 

go far to enjoy the desert, now it's a long car journey. 

• Over-development and selling of former parks are damaging the beauty and draw of Clark County 

• Stop granting building permits to these builders!  The city is big enough, we don't need to add more 

houses or residents! 

• Stop building 

• Rural Clark County disappearing due to developments, it sucks, and I blame PLANNING BOARD and 

COMMISSIONERS who approve every development and Public Works program no matter how 

impractical or even stupid.  They pay no attention to the residents, and why is that? 

• Land sold for hundreds of investment Rentals. Overcrowding and destruction of natural habitat 

• Please prioritize infill and adaptive reuse before enabling for auto-oriented sprawl and more desert to 

be developed! 

Natural Environment: Recreation 

• I want public transit to public lands like Red Rock, Sloan Canyon, and Lake Mead. 

• Would like atv trails to be added in Mt.  Charleston like they have in Duck Creek, UT. 

• If you do not drive a car, it is hard to access the county's abundant natural resources 

• The people that enjoy off-roading need a place to go that is NOT our fragile desert public lands.  Bicycle 

trials need to be designated as separate than hiking trails 

• Wish we could fish and kayak up here 

• Projects to help clean and maintain and improve natural paths 

• Some of the natural areas are treated well and respected, but other areas like near the Wetlands Park in 

the southeast edge are treated like garbage dumps and people's personal playgrounds.  I would 
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describe them as the armpit of Las Vegas.  These are supposed to be protected areas and people 

trample them without regard.  This seems to be a trend in the areas that rim Las Vegas.   

• I marked Air Quality lower because of the dirt bikes that go into the desert and kick up land.  I see the air 

around Nellis Dunes and apex and am so glad I'm not directly downwind from them.  I understand that 

it is an important recreation for some, but at what cost? 

• Keep off road trails open. 

• Maps or guides to our trails, sites of interest 

• Make them free or more affordable 

• more recreational opportunities on Mt Charleston 

• The Wetlands is a wonderful opportunity near East side. It would be nice this was expanded on or more 

promoted for families. 

• Better walking paths for people wanting walking exercise outdoors 

• Lack of off-road access focuses all activity into too few places. 

• Big Bend is packed with visitors.  If there are no funds to develop the so-called Riverfront Community 

Park (which was the alleged reason why public funds were used to dredge the Lagoon but which has 

never materialized) --the land should be returned to the State and be incorporated into the operation of 

Big Bend State Park which gets plenty of fee income from visitors.  The Mohave Generating Station site 

should be developed in a way which minimizes the environmental risks from its previous operation as a 

coal-fired plant. 

• Access to public lands need to be protected for all uses including motorized vehicles. 

• A large public use area in the center of town was taken and designated a "park" that we are not allowed 

to use. 

• Public lands are very accessible to people with vehicles. However, there is still work to do around more 

public modes of transportation to trailheads / visitor centers / etc. 

• clean up the Flamingo trail and complete Hollywood to cross over to Henderson 

• Need more access to public lands for bicycling, OHVs, etc. 

• access to public lands currently blocked by private investors 

• I always buy an annual pass to red rock but have been turned away multiple times because park is too 

busy should reserve spots for annual card holders not fair to us. great state and national parks here as 

well as hiking and access to lake mead. need more initiatives to get people to out of their car. not even 

covid slowed down traffic.   

• Heat stress and transportation issues limit who has access to natural areas.  

• I can only get to public lands by car. There are no other available transportation options to get to public 

lands. 

• Silent spaces/retreats without noise, public lands are inundated with people. Increase public access 

fees. 

• Access to public lands is being taken away.  Families need places to hike, off road and ride 

• Quit taking away our access to public lands, we the people are generally responsible, and great 

custodians for public lands. Government keeps limiting the use, types of use especially in the off-road 

community.  

• NO. Open areas back up, ones closed for Environmental reasons  

• Access to public land BLM land in our area has rec vehicles day and night that will run me and husband 

over.  Very dangerous but it is the only hill to walk on in that area.  The hill to the water tower in the 
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89002 area has no streetlights and the rec vehicles go on them and almost run me over at least 

once/week.  The dog poop stating on Greenway Parkway towards the water tower hasn't been cleaned 

in 5 months - it is a health and safety concern for the rats that will likely spread disease that are 

attracted to it.  

• Better have site with list of natural wonders for both locals and tourists and clear signs open or closed, 

so people don't have to spend hours googling and still not sure if it's open or not and for better info 

about what we actually have.. Lot of locals have no idea about all natural preserves and hiking trails 

because info is hard to find. Only folks in hiking Vegas Facebook groups have the full info and you have 

to ask them directly to get that info..  

• I appreciate the work to add more trails.   

• Parks on the east side are insufficient, trashy and have creepy people loitering around 

• Need to change federal laws to allow access to more federal lands with off highway vehicles. 

• We need to open Yucca mountain 

• Greater access to public lands 

• B.L.M. has cut off access to some lands. Boo!!! 

• Maybe public shuttles to some of the close National Parks...  

• Parking to off load bikes at trail access points 

• Too much illegal gun shooting surrounding Mountains Edge & illegal dumping on Surrounding BLM 

property 

• many who visit our recreational facilities leave garbage behind--it's unfortunate, but clean up needs to 

be worked into operating plans and budgets 

• Access to public lands has become increasingly difficult over the last 20 years. 

• I would like the residents of Clark County to have more access to public lands. I would love more trails 

and open spaces to visit.  

• Access to public lands is disproportionate. 

• Keep placing importance on green space open space, parks, golf courses, frisbee golf, planting trees 

with deep roots, etc. 

Natural Environment: Waste 

• Reduce single plastic use, remove plastic shopping bags.  

• Land that is not built up sometimes has too much trash on it  

• Vegas and Nevada need a solid, practical look at water waste and using alternate energy and building 

methods. 

• We need solar farms and to include all apts and businesses in recycling NOW! 

• It should be a fine and or jail time for littering and destruction of natural habitat. Also, we need to 

educate ourselves on the importance of keeping the public outdoor spaces litter and garbage free. 

Education of how to dispose of trash and waste and I support hefty fines and or jail time for 

noncompliance. I don't enjoy going to Lee canyon or red Rock or Mt Charleston, among other wild 

places because of the irresponsible trashing of our natural places. I enjoyed hiking and being in nature 

all of my life. Now I just get extremely upset that the public has no respect for the beauty and delicacy of 

the eco system of our desert.  

• Trash 

• Better lighting at night for safety and much better clean up and maintenance. 
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• There is so much trash on the east side it’s disgusting  

• I have been picking up trash for the past week and I have collected over 2000 pieces already. We need to 

do something about the littering problem. Also, I believe we need to switch to more environmentally 

friendly ways of construction. I do know that the entire Las Vegas Valley has extremely bad air quality 

and maybe holding volunteer tree/shrub planting events can help!  

• Perhaps creation of additional clean-up efforts for the land 

• Trash, debris, construction materials, and various other things that litter our town making it look like 

what is spread around it. Trash. Recycle Reuse Repurpose Redistribute should be our motto. There 

needs to be one a group to clean up said debris, second a group to sort what it what and how or where 

to use debris, third group to repurpose said debris, then redistribute through charities, or local sales, or 

by whatever means fit.   

• More recycle bins  

• More focus upon recycling, solar energy and water conservation 

• We need to enforce more zero waste policies. As a city, we should start developing a composting 

program. We have a lot of food waste in the city and I believe we can utilize those scraps to create good 

soil to garden or start farming. It will reduce the methane produced in the landfill.   

• Green waste collection and community composting efforts 

• Plastic use reduction  

• Need stricter laws on plastic and recycling.  

• Stop allowing free plastic bags at stores 

• Police dog owners.  You have provided everything to pick up after dogs.  Poop everywhere.  Let's start 

ticketing.  It's an attention getter! 

• More recycling in apt complexes 

• More dust control and trash enforcement of vacate lots 

• Trash and garbage in public areas is out of control 

• Ban plastic bags 

• Trash in our deserts is horrible. The dumping problem needs to be fixed.  

• Free compost for all that live in the county. 

• Current issues have been related to illegal dumping of landscape materials.  Would appreciate more 

accessibility to sewer (if possible). 

• A full-time litter removal staff is needed for roadways, neighborhoods and parks  

• Litter: We need more public trash cans on sidewalks to reduce the amount of litter in the streets. 

• Wish we did more clean up events (when covid isn't wrecking the world) 

• I wish more people would clean up after themselves in the desert 

• Illegal Dumping 

• Sunrise manor is a dump ground for the entire valley 

• Trash dumping in the desert 

• In town and out of town builders/landscapers are always dumping their debris - in broad daylight 

• Plastic & Debris along roadways and blowing about 
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Natural Environment: Water 

• Don't allow any more grass in front yards of new developments. The city needs to plant a lot more 

natural plants from the area. Fine people who use too much water. Hold apt complexes accountable for 

watering their parking lots. So many sprinklers are broken at my complex and have been for months. Do 

not let us keep building outward. We need to fill in the empty lots and fix up the run-down stuff. Nothing 

new on the outside of the 215. Quit building into the local animals’ natural habitat.  

• Urban growth boundaries should be considered for water conservation. There is also a need to 

proactively protect natural lands (e.g. surrounding hillsides). 

• I think we are building too far out into the desert areas.  This raises many concerns but primarily 

protecting our water resources 

• Those tunnels leading to lake mead needs to be fast tracked or this city will run out of water. Anx. water 

conservation needs to be stricter to conserve what water we have before this turn into cape cod with 

water riots.  

• Truthful analysis of Lake Mead vs unrestricted growth. 

• Tell me not to water my herbs during the day, then I see every large park and gold course spitting out 

TONS of water all day, every day. 

• Provide rebates for water recycling efforts. 

• Take the fluoride out of our water 

• Stop giving Lake Mead water away so cheaply.  We need it. 

• Many opportunities for more water conservation. 

• More recycling, everywhere.  More Purified water dispensers, refill water containers. 

• Crushing of rock asbestos in air due to construction, dredging of river for private landowners 

• Homeless are living/ sleeping in the water sewer/ditch systems. Please fix this.. 

• people purchasing water and filters 

• We live in a desert environment yet there are tons of grassy areas sucking water from where? 

• Make plumbing more efficient, (toilets consume to much water. Charge more for water. Stop issuing 

water meters to water guzzling homes. 

• Building giant houses doesn't save water. I feel conserve so developers can build more.  

• Quit wasting water  

• Stop trying to sprawl out to Jean, stop trying to build mansions next to Red Rock, stop trying to steal 

water from the north (I know you just lost that one lawsuit about that one pipeline but I have to imagine 

you'll try that again later). 

• I would like to applaud our world class water conservation initiatives, all credit to the County and the 

water district. That being said, it's getting hot in here (and faster than any other big cities in America). 

Please invest in heat mitigation infrastructure before we all literally die or worse, become Phoenix. 

• Clark County cannot use stilling water from rural NV as a viable source for future growth. Clark County 

needs to determine a better way to achieve an adequate supply of water, or needs to stop growing. 

Rural NV does not owe S. NV any of its natural resources.  

• More water conservation. 

• Not sure about the water from my understanding there is a lot of water underground in Vegas based on 

the info I read at the top of exploration peak park 

• Stop building golf courses. They waste too much water. 
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• We need to do more to conserve water, improve water cleaning through repurposing and natural 

methods, and increase desert friendly/native plants in our valley. 

• The RNP conflicts with Water Conservation  

• We do not see government conserving water at the facilities it controls. 

• STOP urban expansion. Water is SCARCE! 

• Water conservation could be much better with regards to all the unnecessary golf courses.  

• SNWA has an excellent water conservation plan. 

• No new pools at private homes.  Oh yes, they don't use much water, BS 

• Very concerned about water 

• The county could do a better job of promoting conversion to xeriscape for businesses. Also, irrigation 

management at parks is failing; leaks can go unrepaired for much too long. 

• I think it should be mandatory for Xeriscape and solar panels on all condo, townhomes communities; 

along with common areas in all gated/non-gated communities.  Both should be mandatory for any and 

all new developments, both residential and commercial.  Thank you.  

• I am disappointed the President amended the water quality plan that had been working effectively.  

• Although the SNWA has done an amazing job of making our existing attitudinal re water usage system 

more efficient, myopic expansion with associated myopic rampant landscaping suitable for OHIO is 

UNSUSTAINABLE. Just about EVERY plant one sees is on its own drip and does not belong here.  Go liv e 

in Ohio if that's what you want. THIS flattish open valley is a beautiful desert that is POORLY respected 

and not appreciated!! 

• Get MORE water into Lake Mead for fishing and water needs 

• Like to see more emphasis on the use of a gray water system for irrigation and watering of green areas 

and yards.  

• There isn’t enough water in the valley to support all the new homes being built  

• You keep saying to conserve water, yet you keep allowing builders to build more communities which is 

a joke 

• The continual buildup of algae in the Sloan Channel causes the midges to inundate the area along with 

the smell of standing water. 

• There has been water running down Karen St/ Maryland (water has been at a steady flow running East 

on Karen Ave), I’ve called to report it and it's been three months with no improvement.  

• More restrictions on grass 

• Water will be an issue. More should be done to educate  

• Need more storm drains to collect flood waters on streets ex: Mountain Vista.      

• Stop building communities in a desert. 

• Water conservation should be held accountable by hotels. 

• More xeriscaping 

• Water quality 

• We should not have to waste water by washing recycling materials. 

• Please work to eliminate as much sprawl as possible and give all residents access to clean air and 

water! 

• Reno. will be the issue.  perhaps a building moratorium is in order until lake mead fills back up. 

• Less golf courses; wastes water 
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• Need more Water Conservation patrol - see violations all the time.  I report the ones I can, but it goes on 

daily in my NW area 

• stop the building of new homes that bring pools and use our water 

• The more you build, the less water we have. Nature preserve land is being built on and turned into 

housing developments. It's awful.  

• There are too many houses in Las Vegas. The out of control building of houses is destroying the air 

quality and the availability of water for existing residences. The biggest problem that Las Vegas has is 

the out of control construction of houses. 

• There are still a lot of community grassy areas that could stand to be xeriscaped. 

• Why does Summerlin need grass on every corner but all the other cities have rock and gravel?! Waste of 

water!!! We are just hole in the wall cities with rock. Looks &*^%$!  

• Why are there fees for Red Rock? Why am I continually harassed about water conservation when we 

have rampant misuse by the city and entertainment? 

• Water capture for all new developments, solar power as well we live in NEVADA for God's sake!   

• Continuous Water Supply is our greatest challenge going forward and time is running out. 

• Hotel should be required to have all low-flow toilets. 

• More use of grey water, both commercial and residential. 

• Create more water conservation incentives for the public to reduce water and for the love of all things, 

get rid of grass and fountains. 

• Government and public institutions need to do a much, much better job of water conservative rather 

than foisting the responsibilities onto households and businesses. 

• clean the wetlands - the actual waterway is so nasty with garbage. 

• I know if we keep growing this fast we will need some new Water Resources Engineering ideas but what 

I am unsure. Not my expertise but there are smart people out there with new innovative ideas on this 

subject.  

• You will never be serious about water conservation until you stop trying to steal other people's water 

and enforce strict conservation standards and a tiered rate system that charges heavy water uses more. 

Clark County also has to stop allowing new commercial and residential construction to include live 

grass that requires water and irrigation. Desert landscaping only 

Natural Environment: Other 

• Solar power  

• Yes!  Clark County has failed to implement more electrical power mandates.  Every house should have 

solar panels.  Every government building should have solar panels every business should have solar 

panels.  There is no excuse.  Just order it and have a plan for financing it for poor people.  Clark County 

can be the first in the nation to open a solar power department in which more jobs can be created.  If a 

poor family can't afford it, give a family member a job to MAKE solar panels and pay it off the debt.  All 

the casinos should be solar powered.  Also, PROTECT ALL EXISTING NATIONAL PARKS.  No new drilling 

allowed.  For oil or gas!  NO MINING! 

• We all should have solar panels everywhere 

• There should be more native desert trees in public spaces including commercial strip malls etc. 

• Keeping residential development out of wildfire prone areas. 

• Cut red tape 
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• Pigeon eradication. The pigeons here are overpopulated and destructive  

• More info on how we could help, community initiatives to attain or retain best practices. 

• Light Pollution is very poor. Would be nice to be able to see the stars at night. 

• Shade trees, yard waste composting.  

• More shade trees needed everywhere. 

• Great but can always do better 

• More staffing for these programs would be helpful.  

• We desperately need more trees. 

• Public Transportation!!! 

• Wow, where do I even begin? 

• Do not overlook the native and locals born in the community 

• Keep light pollution low 

• Ban fireworks, aircraft pattern in city...move airport to Primm and connect with new light rail to Virgin 

Station at WS and LVBS 

• Need less bureaucracy involved. more privatization 

• I’m really not sure what you do about this. 

• That's enough for now 

• Invasive weeds/trees in older neighborhoods not being maintained trimmed etc. Infested with rats, 

mites, and wasps  

• We are too restrictive. It seems everything is illegal. 

Q 12b: Are there other BUILT ENVIRONMENT issues and opportunities that 

you would like to add? 

Built Environment: Aesthetics 

• Please stop spending money on expensive art installations and sticking that artwork on top of the trash 

no one ever cleans off the street. Whenever there is roadworks, sidewalks get closed with no thought to 

how this traps wheelchair users.  

• Yes, the newer parts of town the wealthier parts of town are absolutely beautiful though can always use 

more maintenance for trash cleanup. But the other parts of town are forgotten. I know spring valley is 

absolutely dropped as far as any maintenance or visual appeal. Our parks here in spring valley water 

during the day, which is absolutely horrific, leaving it difficult for us to walk our dogs and killing off any 

chance of this grass. The water waste is absolutely atrocious! 

• Cookie cutter subdivisions are outdated and not sustainable 

• Sunrise Manor has not seen anything new or progressive for the last 20 years at least. Large amounts of 

land that have been abandoned (Boulder Hwy and Sahara) have been left to rot and attract vagrants 

and such. 

• There is virtually no distinguishable features or variations from area to area in Clark County. All ugly 

beige colored stucco architecture.  

• Make owners fix their buildings and surroundings.  Make them paint their parking lot, fix broken walls, 

sidewalk and roofs.. Some of them look VERY unpleasant to live or visit next to them. Also make them 

take responsibility for homeless people destroying the surrounding and buildings. 
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• Stop allowing cookie cutter apartment building like those from Elysian 

• The central community is melting into oblivion.... very little maintenance or upkeep taking place. 

• There is a shopping center sitting empty on lake Mead in Henderson that is deteriorating and the owner 

has no intention of ever renting a space. Someone should look into this. 

• Compared to other states, parts of Vegas look trash, not well kept, painting is old, streets look old. Only 

the rich part of town looks nice. I would love to see my home get a make over  

• Less concrete more architecture. 

• Everything looks the same strip mall after strip mall mixed in with housing that all looks the same.  road 

expansion lags too far behind building/population growth. 

• More input/works from the local art community 

• Clean up graffiti right away and install cameras to catch criminals doing it in the same places.  Paint 

inspiring murals on ugly older buildings like that are downtown. 

• Better design of bridges, instead of the stock boring look.  AKA, was designed on the cheap, and it looks 

like something from the 1950's 

• There needs to be some effort in older neighborhoods to bring areas up to par with newer ones 

• Nellis looks trashy, Lamb, same.  East side getting run down. 

• Need More consistent style, similar to phoenix  

• Types of structures 

• Incorporate more non-value driven/generic looking built environment items to encourage a sense of 

place. 

• Rundown buildings need to rebuilt 

• East side of town is run down 

• Must new houses only be "6 inches" apart and all look identical? 

• All looks good - didn't give a 5 because I don't visit a lot of the newly built stuff 

• Make elements more cohesive  

• Make new plaza buildings more modern, have things look different not cookie cutter. 

• Many neighborhoods have excellent quality but some show urban blight 

• A fix up of older areas of town! 

• Areas along Lake Mead Parkway and Boulder Hwy need improvement.  Older housing mixed with newer 

housing needs some transition work. 

• Older sections of town not being kept up to other areas. 

• Henderson city landscaping is wonderful! 

• More public Fountains and water features...at every public venue... 

• More trees and vegetation near sidewalks. Keep walkers cooler. Honey mesquite and desert Willow.  

• Plants, like more trees.... 

• More variety in size, shape and exterior of buildings and structures. 

• Solar outside of town is ugly. 

• Why is everything brown. Paint is cheap - everything looks cookie cutter and boring. All there is are strip 

malls and developer neighborhoods - and all of it is brown. Woohoo a new gated community with a 

cinderblock wall that is brown - so ugly and unoriginal. Literally if you don't look at the street signs and 

are on a random road it could be anywhere in Las Vegas. 
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Built Environment: Affordability 

• Affordability and too many NIMBY people holding up approvals for new development, and excessive 

regulations for parking, fire sprinklers, etc. 

• County's high levels vs. our neighbors out of state is far too high, about 6 times as expensive to develop 

a residential lot. 

• Lack of affordable small business retail in the Summerlin area 

• There needs to be more opportunities for families in Henderson near the M Hotel and Raiders practice 

stadium. 

• Low income housing 

• Lower priced housing and more "tiny Homes villages 

• They built for the rich. Where's the homes for middle class?! 

• Too many homes being built that are overpriced, housing prices going up, but incomes are not. People 

move here for affordable housing and deal with the horrific weather. 

Built Environment: Development 

• Some of the shopping plazas in my area are old, and need renovation 

• Homes are built too close together and the lots are too small. 

• stop the sprawl and stop the land-grab intrinsic to the "Clark County Public Lands " bill. 

• Stop allowing these people to build w such little or no yard! Require them to landscape the back yard. 

So, putting up crap houses. And the prices are ridiculous! Make a cap.  

• High rise buildings blocking views of natural treasures like our Red Rock Canyon 

• Would like the rest of Las Vegas & Henderson, NV to be futured planned Community like Summerlin is. 

• There is too much sprawl in Las Vegas. New developments are encroaching on the natural 

environments while areas of downtown remain empty or in disrepair. There should be more effort put 

towards infill and rehabilitation.  

• Too much new development caters to the wealthy- show some resource love to areas apart from 

Summerlin, Anthem, and the Hills South of Horizon Ridge. 

• We cannot just focus on new stuff without regard to keeping our old areas maintained and safe. 

• Bring buildings closer to the street. 

• Don’t expand into natural areas (i.e. Red Rock) and there should be no master plan communities until 

we figure out how to provide potable water to all areas! 

• Clean up older buildings small shopping centers 

• Overcrowded  

• No more building permits for housing. More population brings road congestion; lowers quality of life; 

longer lines in stores; crowded parking lots 

• Quality is the key word. 

• Too many gas stations, convenient stores, apartments and fast food places have been built recently. 

• Too many apartments encroaching into Rural areas. 

• One ugly strip mall after another, in-between ugly cinder block walled neighborhoods will never have 

any character 

• No corporate rental developments 

• Shoving more houses on smaller lots as quickly as possible has reduced the desirability of many areas 
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• Building too close together, building too much 

• We are building too much, too close together  

• Too much building and growth our inner city/county dying 

• Homes too close together. HOAs rule badly. Poor municipal planning. 

• There's nothing but car lots.  Making this side of town more ghetto than ever.  There are no new 

business coming to the area in commercial areas instead you're showing residential areas to be turned 

into commercial again running out into the ground 

• Focus on mixed uses, less strip commercial and more urban scale for redevelopment 

• More land available with purchase of home don’t have the homes crammed together  

• SLOW DOWN THE BUILDING - HATE THE 'BUILD TO THE MAX' SLOGAN 

• not enough, I find Laughlin to be very boring 

• Searchlight needs more development 

• It feels like Laughlin is forgotten about. No real growth here.  

• Build what you buy 

• Too many apartment complexes. 

• Fewer giant developments and fewer master planned communities. It prevents Las Vegas from 

developing character. 

• Need more housing 

• Too many apartment complexes and density in both SF houses and apartments is too high! 

• taking too much land 

• Require all new commercial property to add shade structures, such as overhangs.     

• too large, too spread out; new builds are not environmentally friendly 

• Stop giving home builders waivers on the number of houses built in these areas. Keep the rule of the 1 

house per 1/2 acre and not what is being built now with 2 houses on a 1/2 acre. 

• sprawl needs to stop 

• Diversified, essential commercial development is way overdue. Not continued focus on non-essential. 

• Laughlin has no new development. 

• more concerned about financial profits than social development.  new football stadium while south 

jones has mile of vacant dirt lots 

• Sprawl is really bad, both for the environment and for human interactions.  The county should be 

prioritizing infill instead of sprawl. 

• The developers don’t care about quality road materials, dollars over quality. This results in bad crack 

early failure roads, they are responsible for the failures. The technology exists but they don’t care, 

selfish to the man  

• I don't want to see area of open land within the city converted to build. It is bad for flash flooding. We 

need more open areas, not fewer 

• Particularly in industrial areas such as in parts of Sunrise Manor there have been way too many 

waivers/agreements that have led to patch work of sidewalks & minimal (often zero) landscaping. 

• Stop building unoccupied commercial real estate. 

• Lots of focus on new constructions and "nice" neighborhoods, but no focus on rejuvenating older 

neighborhoods and shopping centers.  

• Sprawl 
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• Too many shopping centers are being approved, therefor many older ones are being neglected thus 

making those neighborhoods look even worse with empty shopping centers. 

• building of housing communities without regard for the resulting of overcrowded schools.  

• Manage sprawl, how many Walgreens Starbucks and gas stations do we need? 

• There is an overbuild of apartment complexes in a very condensed area: Cactus/ Dean Martin. This is 

over populating and congesting the area. This is putting a strain on resources that include schools, 

grocery, infrastructure, and environment.   

• Too many Solar fields, and too much expansion out in the desert 

• there are too many new houses all this speculation is bringing neighborhoods down 

• There are plenty of empty houses around here.  The ones built now are of lower quality and sitting right 

on top of each other.  

• Too many developments leave the surrounding areas worse off, they don’t allow for infrastructure and 

other concerns  

• The number of gas stations, taco shops and fast food on every corner is insane. Especially in the 

Mountains Edge/Blue Diamond area. Higher quality establishments are needed or just leave the land 

alone. 

• Don't put so many houses on land 

• Too many gas stations and liquor stores being built.  

• Housing.  Driveways are not big enough to park a car in.  Homes are so close together on all 4 sides you 

can hear conversations.   

• Should not be building anymore There's No Water! Stop being so greedy How do you all sleep at night 

• Prevent encroachment near the mountains and other natural areas. 

• Higher quality housing, defects are frequently found and hard to get fixed. 

• Areas are developed in gigantic city blocks that are nearly impossible to travel safely by foot or bike. 

You have to drive everywhere or take spend much of a day traveling by bus to get to a single destination 

and back. A light rail central hub would relieve infrastructure congestion in densely traveled areas and 

allow buses to operate more effectively and efficiently. Wider sidewalks with a substantial landscape 

buffer from the street to include shade trees would increase pedestrian safety and reduce heat stress 

and discomfort. This would encourage walking/biking and reduce infrastructure congestion as well. 

Although this would still be pointless if a person has to walk a mile from their housing development to 

the grocery store.  

• We have a water shortage, yet we continue to build new houses.  Let's improve the ones that are here. 

• Lots of new subdivisions block off entrances to BLM lands. 

• There is way more building going on than the infrastructure can support. We need to be more like 

Boulder City and reduce the number of houses being built 

• I have said for many years that we should NOT build one more house in Clark County.  We do not have 

the water to sustain the growth. 

• We have too many walled off gated communities to allow neighborhood and travel.  meanwhile.... The 

ancient Romans built an extensive wall around new cities that would take years to fill, thereby assuring 

there would not be endless mindless shortsighted sprawl and destruction of valuable natural areas 

around the city needed for agriculture and recreation etc.  I hear of NO plan but expect we will 

eventually sprawl all the way to Indian Springs Mt Charleston Boulder City Apex etc. and then on 
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INSTEAD of building UP. We have thousands of acres of basically wasted land squished between packed 

houses, reducing efficiency of heating cooling vs adjacent dwellings and high rise.   Stupid Romans? 

• Stop building!! 

• The same things go in everywhere. Bar, gas station, smoke shop, and don tortaco. These things are 

going in right by schools and neighborhoods filled with children. There needs to be a limit on smoke 

shops and bars in neighborhoods. 

• Better quality homes, with better insulation for the area, smart features, etc. 

• Stop building on our hills in Henderson 

• The building of rental homes in mountains edge lack of consideration to local home ownership  

• We MUST STOP selling public lands to the highest bidder for development. 

• Use more of the existing zones for building, do not issue more land for buildings. 

• I feel that the area is being overdeveloped i.e.: numerous apartment complexes that add additional 

infrastructure and overcrowding in the schools.  

• Single family homes are too close together.  Minimum lot size should be expanded 

• Overbuilding of tomorrow’s slums today in what were great neighborhoods 

• More people are shopping online yet you keep building more shopping centers. 

• No development in our area, need to live in Summerlin or affluent areas  

• Bigger open spaces and less leapfrog development. Development of infill parcels. 

• Retain the inter local agreement to ensure development stays to current standards. It has been 

minimized to benefit builders, not residents.   

• Uncontrolled sprawl.   

• I don't think there is an issue with planning, I do believe the state has not done a good job of controlling 

contractors and ensuring quality building. 

• The following is about the area where I work, not where I live. I'm really interested in redevelopment of 

the Maryland Parkway, especially between Sahara and Russell Road. The City of Las Vegas has put so 

much effort into redeveloping downtown, but the county has not focused on this enough. There are 

neighborhoods that are deteriorating quickly, particularly around Maryland/Paradise and Twain. 

Something needs to be done to improve this area. Does the county have redevelopment funding?  

• Which sidewalks and plazas? The strip is overbuilt, but there are office buildings (and office parks) that 

have been vacant or half-built for years! 

• Limit expansion. 

• Encourage more redevelopment rather than build on new land 

• We need to stop the Urban Sprawl 

• We're overpopulated with new housing and condensed neighborhoods 

• Building too much! 

• Over building!!!!! Stop the housing building!!! 

• I am sick and tired of all the building from one side of LV to the other. 

• Parking lots too small so businesses can be crammed in.  

• Stop developing this area. Lower density builders and more custom homes/0.5 acre + lots 

• Please no more apartments in Henderson  

• Overbuilt - we do not have the infrastructure or water to handle all the new developments 

• Lacking in new commercial buildings 
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• Quality has declined in favor of cheap and fast 

• I'm concerned about the long-term infrastructure costs associated with new development and the 

County's plan for addressing those costs. 

• County is spending too much 

• Too many new buildings are going up instead of building more parks or enhancing our natural dessert 

areas. 

• Too tight for this area. We are livestock area. 

• I would like to see low or no growth. 

• Office and retail buildings stand vacant, yet we continue to build. Why? 

• HOA fees duplicate what our taxes (not reduced) are intended to pay for. Local officials let developers 

do whatever they want, big money controls them. 

• Slow down the building of apartment complexes. Too much crime coming from those communities  

• New development is mostly apartments.  There are too many people moving here and the roads were 

not updated prior to this building.  Way too much infrastructure.  I moved here to get away from that on 

Long Island, NY.  This town is going downhill. 

• Lack of water necessitates less building. 

• Less high density! 

• There is too much construction that is destroying the quality of life in Las Vegas. 

• The Symphony Park area is fantastic so far.  The redevelopment of parts of North LV down MLK was also 

really good. 

• Avoid sprawl with more village like clusters with local transportation within 

• STOP BUILDING MCMANSIONS! Everyone else in the world is going after repurposing existing structures, 

tiny homes, public housing for working class people, homes for seniors and singles. Not everyone has 

children and all of the parks in the unincorporated parts of the county are sports and children oriented.  

Where's Las Vegas's art gardens? Contemplation walking mazes. Vista stations where you can see the 

valley, we really missed an opportunity where the 215 junction is on Rainbow has a commanding view 

of the valley that could have generated money for viewing shows for Christmas and July 4th 

• Over built.  Almost every corner has a storage facility.  Really? Everyone has so much stuff? 

• Yeah, stop approving developments sucking up the Rural Zone. 

• Too dense and transient housing 

• Build what you buy. We constantly have to fight off massive crowding in the suburbs. Keep those 

projects in the urban areas.  

• The push by developers to develop high density housing in existing low-density zoned areas is 

disturbing and a trend motivated by short term profit and greed with no consideration for existing 

residents and communities. Please help to respect the Rural Preservation Areas!!! 

• stop the excessive building 

• Way too much, too big, too close over the top too much 

• Cramming and jamming houses together so they lack any modicum of privacy is a horrible way to live. 

• No big box stores like Costco or Sam’s Club. Old businesses only 

• Everything new built in Las Vegas is considered disposable by the City and the County. 

• Limit urban sprawl especially around Red Rock and Mount Charleston. 

• Too much new development in the RNP area 
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• It is not uniform, and the building is so much like everything you see in every crappy HOA we should 

rethink Vegas style when build everything here. Not just the strip. That is even getting tired. Vegas 

should build for the environmental conditions for longevity. Not for any other reason than we live in the 

desert and people have no clue they moved to the desert. It is completely forgotten because it is 

starting to look like LA, that is one of the most boring to look at places ever built after 1980 everything 

that went up that was not beachfront was just like everything else. Cheap, overpriced and cannot tell 

the difference between your house and all the neighbors’ homes. Vegas it a tourist town and with covid 

and gambling available everywhere else in the states now what makes someone visit? Burning man, 

area 51, lake mead...which is getting smaller every year. People came here to see what they could not in 

other places, that was gaming..and the unique things like the neon sign graveyard, or brothels outside 

of the county. With covid we need to utilize the artistic structure we can and used to build, as well as 

make camping a bigger part of why people visit. Venture into desert to do more than shoot a machine 

gun, although that is awesome and ours alone. Make the homes built from now on something to look at 

as well as admire because of how well they are designed to fit the desert. We need to look at the past 

and really see what great things were done to survive in this great country when people had no choice 

but to work with what they had to make this and other places of the remote west great. And get the 

stupid protesters to either volunteer to be contact trace study subjects for this virus or charge them 

with willing participants in the spread of this virus, 2nd degree manslaughter of this city's economy, and 

even some of its people. In my opinion we did so great as a city of our size. 2 weeks after the protest 

started wham, one of the worst in the nation. It is not the bars that did it. It was the 100'sscreaming 

standing close. They should almost be studied to know more about covid and its spread. Plus being 

tracked should slow theft, violence, and destruction of property. But bureaucrat red tape... but there 

are other exceptions ruining people forever possibly this whole city forever. We might not recover, and 

we punish people who created jobs not those who obviously don't have a job. Maybe they need a 

job...boredom and the young is a bad combo....it creates stupidity. Look to history if you don't believe 

me. Worldwide stupidity is always lead by the those who are young and have nothing to do, nothing to 

care about. They band together over boredom and call it a cause and scream about things they have no 

experience with. Tear it all down, and screw it all up. Then hide the fact they haven't got a clue what 

they are doing through violence. Is this what we want here? 

• Your focus on new development ignores older communities of color that deserve investment and 

support too. Infill is more important than building new suburbs to support white flight  

• I am seeing new construction for apartments along nice stretches of road - most of these apartments 

are eyesores.  I'd like to see more residential areas.  I'd also like to see more natural beauty.  Incredibly 

disappointed that the minor league NHL arena is going to be taking over the amphitheater on Green 

Valley Parkway, as there were many other undeveloped lands that could be utilized.  Tired of seeing 

Clark County pave paradise to pad their pockets.   

• I think greater strides could be made by more infill, more nested developments in close proximity to 

businesses and the reduction of sprawl. 

• STOP building, enough already with the water problems 

Built Environment: Infrastructure 

• Road striping is incredibly poor in many places.  Uncommon road features like double-diamond and 

rotary are poorly executed and dangerous. 

• Every street in this city should be shaded by solar panels. 

• Usability of built environment for pedestrians- 2 
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• Clark County is starting to build more freeways.  Stop it.  Freeways equals gas emissions which causes 

severe breathing problems and Alzheimer’s and dementia and now being linked to poor air quality.  

• Just too much.  How is our infrastructure going to handle this? 

• The builds have not been in correlation to each other. Buildings or housing communities are approved 

and built before the roads/sidewalks are updated to accommodate the new builds. These should go 

hand in hand or at least in conjunction. Not years after a problem is created and becomes worse over 

time. 

• Connectivity and architecture as a living thing are rarely considered. So much of development is closed 

off with walls and gates and huge parking lots. 

• There aren’t many walkable neighborhoods where residents can walk from their homes to the stores or 

restaurants  

• Better Mixed-Use Developments - connected well to each other! 

• Slow street work blocks infrastructure  

• More bike lanes with separation from infrastructure!! I ride an exile 5 mi to work need to repaint a lot of 

crosswalks paint has faded 

• Our inner infrastructure needs help. Develop vacant lots and rundown lots and roads. We have sunshine 

a good portion of the year with mild and moderate temperatures sometimes the extremes we should 

have things that could be solar powered like recreational, recycle, tinker zone, or library. If you let me I 

have some great concepts for this town that you might get a kick out of you just have to see it  

• Gated communities segregate the population and inhibit public transportation, walking and biking 

opportunities.   

• They don't on eastside, they left us a long time ago 

• Neighborhood streets need maintenance. 

• Basic infrastructure is missing, e.g. medical care and grocery store 

• Streets in residential areas desperately need repaving. 

• we desperately need a grocery store, pharmacy and medical facility 

• Increased density results in overcrowded infrastructure (roads, parks, shopping, etc.) 

• Build the bridge from Laughlin to bullhead City AZ 

• Minimal/part time public works services leads to deteriorating infra-structure that takes years just to 

get a band aid fix.  

• Parking lots are being made to small, difficult to maneuver/park when driving larger truck. 

• More bike based, bus based, and walking travel. Cars are becoming too expensive and too much of a 

liability 

• Not enough public infrastructure that is sustainable  

• The built environment is creating some serious infrastructure issues 

• Focus on pedestrians and bikes  

• Roads can have huge potholes 

• Street maintenance is lacking when not tied to a public works, utility, or building project. 

• Clark County has had unusual opportunity to build for interconnected and environmentally friendly 

communities, yet we've seen significant build without these concerns in many areas. infrastructure is 

getting congested in many areas and too many homes built too close together and without enough 

community services. Developments planned years ago with these concerns have been altered and 
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accepted by the cities to gain more tax revenue at the expense of the original planned communities that 

adhered more closely to environmental concerns. 

• Provide ample parking lanes, widths of driveways, etc.  So many are too tight. 

• The streets are terrible. They dig up a piece then they never finish it right. There are so many potholes 

and cracks in the pavement. 

• Too much $$$ sent on sports, Streets need the $$$ spent on them. 

• Lights on the roads need improvement. 

• Train connectivity key areas of Clark county from northwest to downtown and airport  

• Streets are too narrow, and driveways too short 

• For Paradise Hills residents, there are no designated bike paths for safety since the cars speed down 

long roads with no infrastructure signs/lights to slow people down.  It is a scary area to walk if you are 

even crossing the roads.  I invite you to walk there anytime if you want to feel unsafe! 

• There could be some reorganization of streets to provide or way access for improved flow of 

infrastructure on local thoroughfares.  

• Not enough overhead crosswalks and stop lights at intersections 

• It would be nice to see older portions have their streets and sidewalks improved 

• please finish the roads in entirety, I hate South Decatur how it goes from four lanes to two or one side 

has three lanes and the other side has one.  Just finish and Bill the next guy later on when developed. 

• Streets shouldn't be torn up then 2 years later torn up again.  This has been ongoing for years.  Do it 

right or don't do it.  The public has to abide by codes, why doesn't the govt have to abide by the same 

strict standards?  

• Safer bike routes 

• infrastructure signals need coordination 

• biking trail, public pool 

• Slow it down.  We don't have enough roads to support all the cars! 

• I-15 & 93-95 infrastructure flow patterns and lane alignments also lane alignments on surface streets; 

causing slowdowns and accidents. No lite rail or subway especially from Airport to strip.  Not enough 

pedestrian restrictions or forced pedestrian paths/bridges or tunnels on Las Vegas Strip to get 

pedestrians out of the cross walks.  Need to greatly improve unrestricted vehicle Entry/Exits from 

Casinos.    

• We need more sidewalks and more trees. 

• Require sidewalks in developments. 

• Finish out streets that are not. Some streets are 2-3 lanes then go down to 1 lane then will go back to 2. 

This seems to be if it’s not a lot developed next to it. You should finish the streets and Bill the land 

owner of necessary to finish lot in front of property  

• Roads and sidewalks need to be completed. Sometimes only partial of the 2-lane road has been 

completed as well as the sidewalks. 

• Currently sidewalks and some sort of construction going on 3 MONTHS and I ride RTC bus 115 and BHX 

home· both ways have BIG PROJECTS right now so more delay getting home 

• Planning of streets - some lanes around here just stop. 

• Harmon & I-15 turnoff. Oppose! 

• The streets need to be redone  
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• provisions for the equine trails has been woefully overlooked, installation of button-activated flashing 

infrastructure arches for equine road crossing 

• Why are they adding hundreds of plants to water at Mountain Crest park?  Most people who frequent 

the park wish all the plants were going to be a sidewalk around the perimeter, so they don’t have to 

dodge the sprinklers by walking in the road. 

• The county has a consistent problem where street lanes that cross multi-lane intersections do not line 

up on both sides of the intersection. 

• We need to end the practice of letting growth pay for growth when concerning roadways. Nothing is 

worse than driving down a road and it goes from 3 lanes to 1 then back to 3. Let's just upgrade the 

entire road. 

• Road construction needs improving with people doing work instead of cones and others being place 

out on the roads for weeks at a time with no visible work being done.  

• Since all neighborhoods are fenced in, connectivity of the city is very poor.  

• Too much congestion.  

• Repaving /paving of older roads is needed. 

• Lots of mold built into the buildings here. It has to stop for the health and wellbeing of the community. 

• Streets in the older residential areas of Laughlin need repaving, in my opinion 

• Would like to see additional exit lane going to the right at the windmill ln exit 

• Road maintenance very poor (for example Eastern between 215 and Silverado Ranch) 

• bad roads everywhere, utility companies do work and do not fix the roads correctly 

• Every housing development should have sidewalks on both sides of the streets and a driveway long 

enough to park a car. 

• More shade trees in parking lots & more handicap spaces 

• Stop destroying the desert with massive solar projects 

• The built environment seems to be heavily engineered, geared towards automobiles. I'd like to see 

LESS Public Works type involvement and more thought placed into connectivity. 

• Lack of preservation of historic buildings 

Built Environment: Opportunity 

• The development has not connected with the community that should benefit. As a native we have to do 

better at supporting our local community. Providing opportunities before we build and bring tourism 

while paying hard working people who molded the community peanuts. I have to speak truth.  

• Same issue as stated above- built opportunities are not equal throughout Clark Country. 

• Increase employment opportunities 

• Would love to see the shopping plaza used that's on the way to Lake Mead in Henderson. It's a missed 

opportunity for growth and the owner does not do a very good job of maintaining the space. Sad that 

he has owned it this long and it's allowed to sit empty. 

Built Environment: Regulation 

• More thoughtful planning and zoning. Less sprawl. 

• Please consider switching to form-based zoning in order to make the Las Vegas metropolitan area more 

walkable. 
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• Our town has ideas, but they don’t get funded 

• Over regulation; zoning idiocy; oppressive building regulatory agencies 

• You need to maintain and support older areas. You forget about them just because they are poor. No 

code enforcement, no dumping and graffiti management. It’s SO HARD to get anything done!   

• The county commission approves everything and anything, with no regard for local input. 

• Development permitting process is totally broken and has been for years Title 30 will never work in 

rural areas 

• Title 30 restricts the ability for rural areas to develop. Far too restrictive. 

• I live in the Southwest which has seen clean and family friendly development. However, zoning laws are 

not aggressive enough (some good mixed zoning but not enough). I would like our neighborhood to be 

dense enough to justify other-than-bus public transportation and sustain local cultural amenities. 

• ZONING! I’m tired of seeing zoning in residential areas changed to business zoning or apartment 

zoning. If there is a change in residential zoning the people of that neighborhood should be able to vote 

as to whether or not the zoning can be changed!! 

• I wish the community valued historical structures 

• We need incentives to facilitate dense, mixed use development and redevelopment, especially along 

transit corridors. 

• Stop regulating everything 

• I would like to see more old buildings being restored than destroyed. It's called History. 

• Please stick to zoning laws. So many modifications and exceptions.  

• If you don’t live in a master planned community it’s all just sprawl with no intervention for any nature or 

outdoor spaces.  

• Not enough historic preservation urgency 

• Must follow existing zoning; stop allowing spot zoning that destroys the area and us not compatible 

with the Master plan 

• Less HOAs 

• No zoning variances or changes from the existing master plan 

• McMansions, half acre with NO yard only giant houses in Rural Preservation Zone 

• Need to enforce reduced density zoning in the RNP.   

• I love what we did with downtown! I wish everything was that well thought out! The only thing the top 

that would be to have included housing in that area. 

• BUILDERS ARE TEARING UP THE LAND ALL IN THE NAME OF GREED!!!!  STOP APPROVING THEIR 

BUILDING AND ZONING PERMITS! 

• The urban planning in this city as a whole is atrocious. There are concrete tilt ups next to high end 

homes, and crazy locations for industrial use buildings. It is so patchwork in approach, there needs to 

be an initiative that is a smart and sensitive approach to building projects. 

• More opportunities for multi-use building, affordable housing projects. Really love the development of 

Main St. in the arts district, would love to see more public art projects from local artist of color 

• No more housing enclaves (they just increase poor air, infrastructure congestion, greater concentration 

of homeless/drug addicts, etc. on the rest of us. 

• Less PTs Taverns and other drinking gaming establishments 
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• Allow only Architects, Residential Designers, and Professional Land Planners to design the built 

environment. Not Contractors, Owner/Builders, and other non-qualified people. 

• Built environment should pay for infrastructure. There are too many waivers granted. 

• Wish once a plan is submitted it could not later be changed 

• Too many waivers 

• With the exception of the Strip, County development is poorer than that of the incorporated cities. The 

County just doesn't have the same standards or level of care for quality - even in master planned 

communities like Summerlin and Mountains Edge, the few exceptions to the norm (which is still mostly 

conventional subdivisions). 

• No long-range plan, always changing. 

• Eliminate Mixed Use Developments 

• There is very little continuity or buffering in transitioning land use.  Developers should be required to 

build within the realm of the land use they purchased.  The Planned Amendment hearings and non-

conforming zone changes undermine the intent of the Land Use Plan. 

Built Environment: Safety 

• More safety needed. Lot of parks people afraid to use because can be attacked. May be cameras and 

phone to contact the police needed?  

• Lighting for Safety 

Built Environment: Sustainability 

• Site planning of homes and buildings should be radically altered to have major living areas and 

business access face to the south collecting maximum winter light and warmth, funneling cooling west 

to east winds between buildings and avoiding intense summer heat of western orientations. changed  

• Much more rooftop solar is needed 

• As mentioned above, the more we prioritize development over our natural resources, the less it makes 

sense for anyone to live here in the first place. This isn’t Southern California where the weather sells 

itself. We need to preserve our natural beauty in a way that will be accessible to everyone. 

• we should have eco-friendly buildings 

• Water conservancy is poor at best we hear all the time we are running out of water but yet they keep 

building rare high  

• New development both residential and industrial is car-centric and too focused on single family 

dwellings. We need more sustainable development n 

• Tax factories or remove factories that pollute and put children and people’s lungs at risk 

• Again, more environmentally friendly ways of construction. More greenery 

• We are overbuilt especially for our water limits 

• Roads and paths need to be built with materials that reflect the sun, not absorb it. Las Vegas is getting 

hotter because of building. 

• There is limited environmental designs to improve sustainability in Las Vegas.  Very little trees, or 

building designs which would keep them cooler.  They seem to be built to pretend that you are in 

different areas of the country.   

• Enforce more green initiatives for home building. 

• Need to better align land uses and employment to prevent more infrastructure in Clark County. 
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• River improvement  

• 1.) New homes are not required to have infrastructure to upgrade to solar easily. Homes do not have 

green spaces in them. The technology to build them is old and arcane. In other words, we build houses 

no different than 40 years ago. Street lighting in Red Rock is creating lighting pollution and ruining the 

experience at night of enjoying the stars. 

• More quality building, inside gardens, solar energy 

• Need more energy efficient and green buildings at government facilities and commercial buildings; also 

need a comprehensive policy to address site design to mitigate increasing urban heat island problem 

which is huge and quickly getting worse. 

• Increase built environment design quality.  Developers need to be held accountable to help raise 

standards of our built environs, especially if they are asking for concessions/waivers/variances.  

• Increase in solar energy usage across city. More incentives for homeowners and businesses to adapt to 

solar. 

• All new construction should have solar 

• Require retro fitting of solar and new construction solar, and require re-desertfication/native habitation 

of all landscaping 

• More green building initiatives 

• More solar facilities 

• Alternative energy sources: I.e.- solar panels  

• I would like to see more solar initiatives on public buildings, not only local government but also schools. 

We have the potential to make Nevada a leader in solar generation. Many private schools and religious 

institutions have transitioned to solar electricity production and I see no reason why we could not do 

the same thing for public buildings, creating jobs and saving money over the long haul. 

• Water saving and re-use building designs, Solar parking canopies, Food and yard waste composting 

(individual and/or neighborhood).  

• We need to explore more options with solar 

• No, but I think we have to be VERY preemptive handling watering issues before it's too late. 

• There should be more emphasis on building for our specific desert environment. Simple things like 

white roofs (especially for commercial properties) could help mitigate the heat island effect. Too many 

buildings lack any shady areas. The outdoor shopping mall trend makes no sense when we have 

temperatures that hit the 100-teens. 

• All new buildings should be mandated environmentally sustainable with desert landscaping.  We 

should have a moratorium all new development until we get our water supply secured and until all 

existing and new residential and commercial are environmentally sound with mandated Xeriscape 

landscaping. Lastly, under no circumstances should developers be able to circumvent the Endangered 

Species Act.  

• Too many homes and apartments are allowed to be built with the limited amount of water we have in 

the valley. The building must stop or be more closely regulated. 

• Increased focus upon energy efficiency 

• Make sure proper FLOOD CONTROL in ALL areas 

• More shade 

• All new building must have bird safe glass and be able to turn off lights during Fall and Spring bird 

migration 
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• SOLAR PANELS!!!  We have so much sun why don't we have more solar panels to help us cut costs to our 

state population and even sell the energy to surrounding states? Also, more covered parking structures, 

with solar panels of course, would be great to have during out long summer months. 

• Integrated solar power on new housing and commercial development 

• Impact of unrestricted growth on water supply. 

• More natural water parks 

• Need more environmental conservation built into new construction and homes. 

• High Density without requiring Green Areas 

• Too many houses moving into wildlife areas. 

• Better air quality 

• We need more green spaces - particularly in lower income communities. Improve food deserts by 

considering public gardens (like in Atlanta) or other shared communal spaces. 

• Due to GREED the ability to see our mountains has been obliterated. Taller and taller structures being 

built. Why? I left NY. Now it’s here.  

• Stop building on foothills and mountains. Conserve water, no grass on new projects 

• It is over built for water requirements. 

• Lack of public/civic space, built environment contributes to urban heat island and no mitigation 

measures in place, development lacks architectural interest and does not account for pedestrian or 

cyclist access. 

• Nevada isn’t clear or excited about recycling efforts! I was shocked that recycling in Las Vegas seems to 

be a forgotten knowledge or just thought of as too tedious to care about! We have the beginnings of a 

growing city in our hands and if the locals don’t treat it well, why should the tourists? We here, 

especially in the Las Vegas strip area, need to be more responsible and adamant about recycling efforts. 

We should encourage the education of how to properly recycle, and then implement it all around the 

community. If parks don’t have designated receptacles for proper disposal of common waste (paper, 

plastic recyclables, food containers, glass, trash, etc.) then expect to deal with waste pollution. Proper 

receptacles should be utilized around schools, apartment living, housing communities, shopping 

centers, parks and recreation, and heavily infrastructured attractions such as Fremont and the Las 

Vegas Strip, etc. 

• Protect Rural Preservation Neighborhoods.  

• Provide more shade and more places to walk that are shaded. 

• There has been little consideration given to shaded places.  This makes the outdoor environment 

hostile for half the year at least. 

• More parks 

• We need to invest in community solar and community gardens 

Built Environment: Utilities/Amenities 

• The East LV library was a beautiful service to add to our zip codes 

• We need more walking and jogging paths 

• More parks in other neighborhoods other than Summerlin 

• I'm not aware of any nearby, major developments (a good thing?! LOL) I would like to see a cc fire 

station in the northwest to better serve the area and take some pressure off the city facilities.  

• It’s 2020, why are there brand-new stoplights that turn red when there’s no infrastructure? 
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• Making sure there are enough schools and supermarkets. And making sure each street has a properly 

paved sidewalk  

• I’d like to see a plan to get all the power lines, cables underground. It’s cleaner looking and could 

prevent outage issues by not being exposed. 

• Very little is done in Laughlin.  Our neighborhood streets are crumbling, used to see street sweeper but 

no more 

• Combine County/Cities Services so duplicate & waste of $$ stops 

Q 13b: Are there other HOUSING issues and opportunities that you would 

like to add? 

Housing: Affordability 

• Housing costs are too high. 

• Address the issue of companies legally being allowed to charge $100 per housing application. This is 

criminal. Who has a spare $1000 to use just applying for ten houses and getting turned down on each. 

This should not be legal. I know that letting agents take ten applications for house even when they 

know they won’t give it to you.  

• All housing that is affordable is in the worst neighborhoods.  

• More homes that are cost efficient and environmentally friendly not HOA. More for the middle working 

class that is working to keep Clark County beautiful. 

• They are way too expensive. Require new builders to add parks in their developments! All new 

developments should have a picnic area, a play area, and splash pad. And 1 tree for every house.  

• Rent is unaffordable unless you live with extended family.  

• We need more very low-income housing 

• Recent access to affordable homes for sale in my area- 2. Gentrification from out-of-state buyers is 

increasing. 

• I’m worried about the gentrification of downtown Las Vegas (on top of the inhumane new ordinances 

criminalizing homelessness). What are poor people supposed to do in this city? Sure, I’m fine, but as 

long as so many people are kicked out with nowhere to go, we can’t be proud of our own hometown. 

Let’s do better. 

• Down payments are too high 

• While there are a range of housing options for people of my high-income there is a massive shortage of 

housing for low income people. Important to state because they may or may not respond to this survey. 

We are one of the worst in the nation for affordable housing opportunities. This needs to change.   

• I would like to see more low/moderate income apartments and housing.  Many if the low-income units 

currently available are neglected and in a very run-down state.  Who would want to live in these units 

• We need more credit forgiving opportunities. We need help getting back up when things get rough not 

held down. 

• Astronomically high costs in certain areas where most non-hospitality employment is 

• It seems all new construction and remodels and things have prices increasing every day even despite all 

the current unemployment. There is not enough quality housing for young families and people trying to 

build a family. 

• It is becoming as expensive as CA without the beach? 
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• Not enough affordable housing, there is a homelessness epidemic and it's about to get worse with all 

the cruel evictions on the horizon 

• There is a lack of affordable housing within Clark County, Nevada. 

• House the homeless. 

• 200k homes in Henderson are extremely difficult to find 

• More low-income house and rehab current low-income housing with shade and dolor power  

• Options are either very bad or too expensive 

• Rent is so expensive now 

• Affordable housing programs are needed. 

• Making housing affordable for everyone. Allowing low income families the opportunity to live in better 

neighborhoods. Las Vegas is starting to feel like it’s only catering to the rich. Rents and homes for sale 

are too high. Most working people in Las Vegas will be priced out of the market. 

• Cost of land and housing is increasing, which is affecting buyers to get into a house by the skin of their 

teeth which is then preventing them from taking care of or enhancing their yards. 

• Affordability and too many NIMBY people holding up approvals for new development 

• All the fees and regulation drive up the price of housing and rents... 

• Incorporate affordable housing into all areas of the Las Vegas Valley. 

• Section 8 send trailer parks needs to be distributed all over not just the east side 

• Would like to see more low-income housing for seniors 

• Why is Laughlin more expensive than Las Vegas, same County  

• Lack of middle-income housing, either too high or too run down 

• We need lower income housing 

• Low income housing odds awful. Rents are out of control. Need quality affordable housing. Don’t need 

any more million-dollar houses. Need more townhomes and duplexes our affordable condos 

• Rent control or coops. 

• If you keep allowing Section 8 and apartments everywhere, the whole city will suffer 

• I am lucky that I can afford housing in Las Vegas.  However, lower income families are becoming more 

and more squeezed by the high cost or rental and for sale options.  This is an important issue that we 

need to address as a community.  We need decent housing available for people of all economic means. 

• No houses for those people that want to pay 1100-1300 for a home but can’t get one in areas saturated 

with apartment complexes. 

• For every 10 residential units built west of Decatur, 1 older home east of Decatur should be completely 

renovated and sold to 1st time home buyers. 

• Income threshold that effects housing eligibility (income requirements) should be reevaluated. 

• The rents are going so high that people cannot afford them, and homelessness is a huge problem! 

• I bought my home a few years ago. My income and housing prices have both changed. 

• There are a lot of people that are down on their luck in this town. It’s frustrating to see every day, and to 

wonder what can be done about it. I really wish safe housing options were available for people who 

wanted to get out of hard times. 

• Need more low-income housing to support poor and homeless families 

• I can afford my housing but the lack of affordable housing in LV is a very big problem. 
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• We need to implement more small housing or tiny housing for those who cannot afford a $400K Home.  

They deserve a right to own something.  We should implement "Tiny House" developments. 

• We desperately need more rental housing for very low-income individuals and families.  We also need 

several low barrier homeless navigation centers like they have in California along with supportive 

transitional housing for low income adults, seniors and aged-out children from Foster Care; as well as 

at-risk homeless families. 

• Not enough Land for Sale, Disposal Boundary artificially keeps land prices high 

• Pre-COVID, lots of illegal short-term rentals.  Also, many units are reserved for snowbird rentals (at 

higher rates than local workers can afford).   

• Need more affordable nicer housing.  Most rentals are older units with very few upgrades and poorly 

managed 

• I can’t afford my own home here in the area I want to live in and the rents are getting outrageously 

expensive. I hate the fact this place is becoming like an appendage to CA.  

• minimum wage at less than $10 per hour while 2bdrm apartments at $1200+ per month 

• We need affordable housing, and "tax credits for developers in exchange for a tiny, toothless 

requirement" is not an actual way of getting there.  Rent control, inclusionary zoning, expanded 

investment in government housing, not criminalizing homeless people, these are all badly needed. 

• I own my house, but those just starting out would have a hard time financially.   

• Need more affordable housing-less emphasis on single family homes 

• Levy additional, high taxes on single family homes that are not owner-occupied to maintain affordable 

housing. 

• Price of homes vastly outpacing wages. 

• Affordable housing for low income seniors and young families. 

• Not enough for low income housing for seniors in better parts of town.  Only selection is in bad parts of 

town.  

• The price of housing is too danged high! It's quickly becoming completely unaffordable. 

• Living in this valley is far too expensive. It’s ridiculous. On top of that, we need more green energy 

resources and more affordable utilities. 

• Need more low-income housing sectors. Something along the lines of a college dormitory building. 

• Rent's way too high, competition from non-US citizens. 

• Look at the underlying reasons housing costs are high.  Land/zoning/fees/expensive design standards 

• Options are great for my family, but I worry about those who make minimum wage.  

• Affordable housing development/redevelopment  

• Affordable housing 

• More affordable housing for low income and homeless is needed 

• Rents are too high for too many people 

• Affordable housing is scarce - apartment construction centers on “luxury apartments” 

• It’s getting expensive to live here when I’m going to be honest, Vegas has become ghetto with the 

population we have. The cost of living here as opposed to the minimum wage is complete nonsense.  

• Need to renovate existing vacant multi-occupant facilities to house the homeless. 

• There must be access to affordable housing for EVERYONE. 
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• Housing is expensive and does not align with median household incomes. Neighborhoods are not 

walkable due to scale and a lack of adequate shade and pedestrian safety. Our streets are designed to 

move cars very quickly and discourage the use of bikes or walking, even to the bus. Housing 

developments are sprawling and lack sufficient surrounding services for residents. Developers are 

maximizing per square foot profits and ignoring the health and wellbeing of the community it should be 

building for. Simply putting in a sidewalk is not enough. Landscape trees offer shade, reduce heat island 

effect, mitigate storm water runoff and encourage a healthy active lifestyle by making it comfortable to 

walk around. Mixed use development would put residences closer to needed amenities and reduce the 

cost of transportation in an already economically depressed area. 

• Would like to see more housing made available to the homeless (maybe use vacated commercial 

buildings) 

• The lack of affordable housing in the county is a big issue in the county.  

• Co-op housing for Autism, intellectually disabled  

• Lack of affordable housing  

• People struggle with the high rent which is more than a mortgage.  This keeps people in rentals and not 

able to improve their quality of life. 

• The building of entry level family homes (under $200K) is very lacking 

• The cost of living shot way too far up to be supported by the job salaries we earn here, and need to be 

lowered especially in light of the Coronavirus pandemic affecting our jobs here.  This is not California!  I 

moved here from there so I could afford my own place, and after being here 9 years, I'm still working on 

it and rent has shot up so much in just the last 5 or so years.  It's not fair and doesn't help millennials 

like me get ahead when I've already been swimming in debt from college and just trying to get out of it 

all so I can buy a house! 

• We need more low-income housing. 

• We own our house and are doing fine, even though we were underwater for a long time from the last 

recession. However, affordable housing in general is a crisis in our community and it's only getting 

worse. The concept of an achievable starter home no longer exists here for a regular working-class 

person. 

• The rent has increased on my apartment consecutively for the last 3 years with no additional services. 

• Just about everything is for PROFIT so for more bedrooms and larger families, rare for a couple or single 

such as myself. 

• Rents are too high 

• The rental complexes here are very VERY old.  We need some new accommodations for the working 

class. 

• Very little availability 

• Would like to see the Homeless be relocated instead of living in the desert behind houses. 

• Homelessness is one of biggest problems and we must stop making homeless people into criminals 

when often all they need is a safe place to lay their heads at night in order to be productive members of 

society. 

• For my income level there are many opportunities.  We need more affordable options for low income 

and median community members.  I'd also like to see a master plan for our homeless community.  

• New houses for middle/ low income  

• For low income, especially seniors, NOT enough available for needs/demand!! 
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• Not for me but the young people need more affordable housing and the very poor 

• It’s not about my needs, but the needs of those living take below the poverty line. We need more 

affordable housing in urban areas.  

• Certainly need more affordable housing for lower income levels. Low income housing needs to be 

incorporated throughout all areas 

• Prices to rent or buy are sky high.  

• more affordable low-income housing- addressing homelessness issues 

• No availability for professionals moving to town, or low rates, or pets welcome 

• not enough types of affordable housing with good quality design 

• Not enough entry-level and affordable homes for purchase ($300,000 or less) in areas other than older 

neighborhoods.  

• Improvements to the neighborhoods in zip code 89119 needs attention. Homelessness is an issue here, 

as well as transience. There are many weekly rental businesses. 

• Affordable housing 

• More affordable condo/apt options in Summerlin. 

• I'm not in the housing market, but Clark County has a terrible homeless problem because we have a 

lack of affordable housing.  

• Low income housing 

• More affordable housing  

• There needs to be more affordable housing options mandated through neighborhood zoning (no more 

single-family neighborhoods!) 

• Housing Density vs land price.  I can understand high density housing near work areas, but to allow 3-5 

story patio/town homes with no yard, minimal parking and minimal space between homes is just plain 

wrong and a detriment to our future.  Housing costs and laxed regulations allowed cheaply built 

communities during building boom with now nuisance parking and access issues prevail.  Full size drive 

ways of 20ft X 8Ft should be a minimal requirement for any home.  In single home, patio/town homes 

with or without garages ample street parking for a minimum of 2 cars per household of parking space of 

20 ft X 8ft with a minimum of 6-8 ft alley access ways between homes should be required without 

exception!  This is not so much about access for vehicles, but leaving open space for all. Maximization of 

profits and has over taken responsible residential planning. 

• Housing costs are absolutely out of control. We need affordable housing now. 

• Allowing locals to do short term rental easily can save them from foreclosures and bring them income in 

our difficult coronavirus times   

• I'd like to see more progressive solutions to helping the homeless 

• There needs to be safe respectable housing for service community. They are valuable and spend their 

money right away - they move our economy so let's make sure they can live safely and respectably with 

their families. 

• Expand access to housing for folks with special needs 

• Apartments, townhouses, residential houses are over priced  

• Overwhelming need for low-income housing. 

• Not a lot of lower income senior housing  

• Too many and too expensive! 
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• Yes, let's hold accountable corporate criminals who have made it impossible for the majority to even 

consider getting a home. 

• Prices are too high!! 

• The cost of renting an apartment has always been ridiculously too much - now and 50 years ago - 

including houses. 

• Need more affordable housing! 

• Rent control needs to be adopted.  

• Low income housing for workers, mesquite has industrial land available but not enough workers due to 

housing cost.  

• Lack of affordable homes for first time home buyers! 

• More affordable housing for families  

• Cost is ridiculous 

• We need affordable housing for those on a limited income or on disability. A two to five year wait list is 

ridiculous. I advocate for homeless seniors and it’s nearly impossible for them to get housing.  

• Housing costs for middle income families are too high. Too many higher end homes are being built, 

especially in master planned communities. Would also love to see a true restoration/redevelopment 

program for our iconic older neighborhoods. 

• If you don't already own a house it can be hard to buy 

• Prices are getting too high.  Moved here for low cost, and still better than CA and many other states but 

it is getting more expensive and if you want to keep the retirees moving here, prices need to reduce. 

• Low income housing is very hard to come by in the County.   

• Affordable homes, not that cookie cutter boxes you’re allowing to be built:  

• Where is the affordable housing? I want to own a home but I cannot pay these prices. Bring tiny home 

plots or just smaller options on the $150 range 

• Rents and mortgages are overpriced. Unless one is making $100,000 plus per year its simply too 

expensive. Now with a shot economy there will be more homeless and more crime. 

• More opportunities for low income housing and split business/home communities. Consider property 

tax codes that can discourage development. 

• Costs too much either way. 

• More starter housing for first time home buyers 

• Housing costs are currently expensive for the middle class. Looks like another housing bubble on the 

way.  

• This city is built on the backs of blue collared workers, yet the average cost of a house has skyrocketed. 

My young adult children are considering moves to a more affordable area to be able to have any sort of 

a life at all.... One son pays more for his condo than I pay for my beautiful house. 

• Too expensive!  

• Rents are thru the roof. Senior housing is a joke.  

• Affordable housing and fixing folks experiencing homelessness is a huge problem. More money for 

social workers, mental health, affordable housing projects, rental assistance programs, housing 

vouchers. Loads of opportunities for improvement in this area and would greatly affect local businesses 

and commerce development   

• More low-income housing for the elderly and low-income individuals. 
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• New homes are too much money. No one's income went up to afford these homes. All these homes are 

being built and there are not enough schools to accommodate. 

• affordable and accessible housing is unavailable for new wage earners. (kids in college or recent 

graduates) 

• I ended up buying for cash because I couldn’t meet income requirements for a rental who at 69 would?  

• Rents are increased and the entry level housing prices are higher than they used to be.  

• Houses become very expensive. 

• Rental rates need better control. Better lower income housing to keep people off the streets. More like 

Utah style.  

• Please provide lower income based housing that is good quality. While searching for housing it is quite 

difficult or impossible to find housing that is both affordable and livable. 

• We lack affordable housing for our service industry and lack housing that can help alleviate our 

homeless crises. Need more urban housing options near transit and amenities. 

• Because many rentals are reserved for seasonal "snowbird" rentals, I believe workers (especially 

families with young children) have difficulty finding rental homes (and even apartments).  Depending 

on what happens to casino employment, that situation might change.  

• Allow small lot and/or multifamily in more areas so builders can afford to build and rent/sell at a better 

price. 

• Housing is too expensive for small houses making it hard to buy larger homes that families need for 

their size family 

• Middle to lower class quality of living. We pay too much for most areas. 1400.00 for an apartment is too 

much. But we don't qualify for a house because we don’t make enough annually.  

• Costs of housing rise with inflation, while wages paid remain the same. Buying a house shouldn’t  mean 

accruing debt. 

• The bidding wars are horrible to go through when buying a home. Also, when trying to rent the rental 

companies take money for many application fees, when they already have in mind who they are going 

to let get the property...Seems to be a rip off. 

• I have owned my home for 20 years so I do not have firsthand knowledge of this but have heard the 

housing prices and rents are high. 

• Not nearly enough low-income housing for the disabled & IMPOSSIBLE to get due to SCAMS, Not 

enough SAFE low-income housing for the working poor, Landlords TERRIBLE, tenants have NO rights, 

Legal Aid INCOMPETENT 

• It is hard to afford housing if you are a single person it takes two incomes to do it 

• Varies but generally expensive for quality 

• There needs to be more affordable housing and a larger effort to house the homeless. 

• Housing is in a crisis for low- and middle-income people.  We need affordable housing to raise our 

community.   

• The housing market is crazy yet again, the prices are outrageous, we certainly don't learn from our 

mistakes  

• More affordable housing. Remove old trailer parks in decay 

• apartment rentals are just as expensive as home rentals with less space 

• Need quality low cost housing for the community. 
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• Volatile housing market; general lack of access to affordable housing, particularly for the lowest income 

residents 

• I just think it is what it is and normally I have plenty of opportunity to make the money to pay the cost of 

rent hereby working...but there are not enough jobs nor do I want to die I have lupus 

• NLV properties are underpriced because of racism. That's good for renters but hurts families trying to 

build generational wealth by purchasing homes. We need more mixed-use housing, building up, instead 

of spreading out  

• Housing is a human right. Please require developers to include affordable housing. 

• It is an absolute travesty that the City has criminalized homelessness. With the economic crisis 

occurring now, we should do everything we can to prevent thousands on the street homeless while 

houses sit vacant. 

Housing: Code Enforcement 

• Enforcement of code violations in neighborhoods without HOAs. 

• Very difficult to improve property defects 

• competent management of Crown Point seems to be a real issue 

• Code enforcement. Would love to see initiatives that promote low interest loans or grants to cleanup 

homes.  

• Avoid allowing poorly maintained housing and apartments, they diminish everyone.   

• Apartment complexes need to be monitored. They are trying to charge Vegas rent prices in Laughlin  

• More inspectors & clamp down on un-permitted modifications 

• Zoning should not be changed in residential areas without homeowners’ vote!! 

• The city does nothing to improve my area of town, and so my home value is very low compared to other 

areas of town. I have to call the city weekly to pick up dumped trash, abandoned vehicles, and other eye 

sores.  

• If I have a valid complaint against a neighbor's actions, why can't I remain anonymous if I'm not filing an 

official complaint.  I just want someone in authority to advise them of the law (noise ordinance in 

neighborhoods, feeding pigeons, etc.) 

• Zoning is getting better, but developers seem to run the show over residential concerns 

• NO MORE APARTMENT BUILDINGS WITHOUT ELEVATORS! WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU PEOPLE?!  The 

population of America is aging with jacked up knees from years of jogging and y'all are building all of 

these 2 and 3 story houses and apartment buildings we won't need special senior housing if buildings 

ALL buildings are built with accessibility for ALL physical capabilities and ages. Remember most of us 

disabled have a fairly reliable income that makes us a better bet stability wise  

• It has improved, but not too long ago, there were many vacancies where I live. Vagrants moved into 

abandoned or empty houses. I had my house severely smoke damaged twice in the same year, because 

if fired either accidentally, or purposefully set in the hose next to mine, which is joined by a fire wall. It 

took months to get resolved the second time! Gang graffiti's a problem here, too. 

• Informed current codes.  Make progress on addressing/selling/demolishing abandoned homes. 

Housing: Density 

• It’s all too close together with little to no outdoor space unless you’re paying millions 
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• More spaced out housing developments for affordable homes. Shouldn’t need to live in a wealthy area 

in order to have more than a few feet from the house next to you 

• Getting way too many apartment complexes 

• Less rental and apartments 

• Do not approve reduced lot size requests in my area.   

• I'm concerned about city annexation and the chipping away at the rural lifestyle and lot requirements.   

True half acre minimum, please. No variances.   No high-density housing/rentals.   

• Sell lots that have more space. These homes on top of each other are horrible. No one has any yards 

especially in new homes  

• Too many houses squeezed together 

• These three-story houses are intrusive and an eyesore.  

• We need housing with larger backyards. We would love to buy a new home, but the yard space is tiny. 

Pool size lots would be nice. 

• Too many high-density projects adjacent to lower density developments. 

• Too many communal houses, like half-way houses and Juvenal homes. Needs better regulations and 

notification to residents. 

• Infill! 

• Stop allowing such small lots. And make sure the building inspectors are doing their jobs. Construction 

quality is getting terrible.  

• Increased density results in overcrowded infrastructure (roads, parks, shopping, etc.) 

• Need larger lots, less restrictions on land use. 

• Houses are too close together with no personal yards 

• More high-rise apartments needed 

• Again, too many apartment complexes being built on top of each other. 

• I do not like too many high-density housing projects planned in the far northwest. It used to feel quiet 

and on the outskirts of town. Now there are tons of closely-packed housing developments, apartments, 

condos going up. I'd love to preserve some of the rural, edge of town feeling in the far northwest. 

• Homes with land. 

• Reduce urban sprawl by building higher density buildings 

• Keep higher density housing out of the RNP 

• You are overbuilding rentals in quiet home owned properties changing the lifestyle and beauty for the 

homeowners who bought their homes and show pride in ownership.  You allow dishonest builders and 

operators who tell you they will manage and run apartment living appropriately and they don't.  

Changes the complexion and values homeowners have worked so hard for. 

• Infill...Infill...Infill 

• The "cracker jack housing", boiler plate homes and communities, tiny ridiculous lots and high densities 

is a sign of development for the sakes of profit. Architecturally speaking, all home lack character and all 

look the same making them dull, boring and repetitive compared to other cities in the states. 

Architecturally, the communities lack that homeliness feeling. 

• Building new subdivisions with houses way to close to each other.  Provide more space to a 

homeowner. 

• Building too many houses and they are way too close together. Slow the growth. 
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• Less houses per acre (less R2) 

• Keep track developments out. Low density only. 

• Leave the housing alone. Quit trying to cram more into smaller areas and junk up the neighborhoods 

• Larger lot size for backyard/pool space 

• Single family homes should have minimum sized yards bigger than what I see. Bigger spacing between 

properties.  

• I would like developers to focus on more infill development rather than trying to encroach on the land 

near Nellis AFB or up on Frenchman's Mountain. 

• STOP GRANTING BUILDERS PERMITS TO BUILD!!!!!  THEY ARE DESTROYING OUR CITY! 

• I have owned my home for almost 30 years and have no plans to purchase a new one.  New houses have 

no property; 5-foot property lines are ridiculous.  Just a way for builders to squeeze more houses on 

property. This place is starting to look like Queens, NY.  Plus, there are too many apartments being built. 

Too much riffraff moving here. 

• The county has turned Enterprise into a densely populated rental market instead of a primarily single-

family home area. It is awful now.  

• The push by developers to develop high density housing in existing low-density zoned areas is 

disturbing and a trend motivated by short term profit and greed with no consideration for existing 

residents and communities. Please help to respect the Rural Preservation Areas!!! 

• Urban sprawl is out of control in Clark Co. Build up, not out. Housing is not affordable for many people, 

even in my neighborhood. 

• Overbuilding in RNP areas with high density homes 

• Too many small lots with large houses with small streets and high-density housing, over crowding 

• Builders want to change zoning in the RNP so they can build on smaller lots. We need to preserve the 

little RNP land we have left. 

• New housing density too great in my neighborhood 

• Too many apartments cloistered to gather with not enough amenities to service them.  

• Keep 1/2-acre minimum parcels for homes 

Housing: Diversity of Options 

• There's no excuse for not having adequate housing for the homeless. No one should be forced to live in 

a dry storm drain. 

• Communities with amenities 

• Not enough variety of housing style, need garden homes, duplexes. To many overpriced apartments.  

• Smaller houses, nice neighborhoods w some shared amenities (garden solar pool) 

• Expansion of transit-oriented housing opportunities that appeal to younger residents and seniors 

looking to downsize 

• Lack of diversity in products 

• Few apartments in the area 

• There is NO senior housing care facility in Nevada for Laughlin seniors 

• Need more housing down here  

• Need single story senior occupant owned residences. 

• live/work homes, cooperatives, NextGen condos, micro condos, workforce homes for families 
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• Not enough housing 

• Are there any townhomes in Laughlin?  That might be nice. 

• Desperate need for public housing options 

• Patio homes, duplexes, more special communities for seniors. 

• More diversity. Smaller homes or townhomes. Low maintenance and water smart yards 

• Bigger houses on bigger lots in the Enterprise area 

• Too many apartments mixed in with single family housing. too many rentals mixed in with single family 

housing. would like to see smaller housing options 1500-1800 sq. ft. available in premium 

neighborhoods. too much low income mixed in with middle class working neighborhoods. need to find 

more low-income housing options and do something about the people begging on every corner (this is 

a scam). 

• Too many apartments and very low-income housing 

• Hard to find single story homes or single-story townhomes  

• Senior living 50+ 

• Need mid-range houses for senior affordability. 

• More senior living 55 and older  

• More single-story condos 

• More single-story homes and single floor condos are needed for retirees and entry level buyers. 

• I would like to see more duplex, triplex, townhomes (single story for the aging community).   

• Need more single-story houses! 

• Resources for houseless people, end to criminalization of homelessness.  

• More low income and mixed-use housing is needed!!  

• Homelessness, and the working homeless 

Housing: Growth 

• Stop allowing new construction of so many housing developments! Fill the existing developments to 

avoid large numbers of vacancies and squatters. Also, the houses are practically built on top of each 

other which is terrible. Enlarge the minimum lot sizes so families can actually have a backyard or build a 

pool if they want to. Stop allowing the building into the mountains, especially with the existing vacant 

housing stock. 

• Stop building mega mansions! No one needs that much space (i.e. McDonald Highlands) 

• Why doesn't Clark County REBUILD on existing property instead of EXPANDING to natural reserves and 

mountain areas?  The MAIN PURPOSE OF HOUSING is to house poor people.  But house them into good 

homes.  Develop a HOUSING DEPARTMENT that employs applicants to help build their own home or in 

any other capacity.  If you want a home, work for it. 

• Over building to the limitations of the desert 

• Housing is increasing at an insane amount 

• Close The California Border!! 

• The continued building when there's no water is ludicrous.  

• Encourage growth and services to the community .. stop discouraging growth of any kind. Recognize 

reality of competitive markets.  

• Not enough thought to water use/sustainability when building 
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• I don't think it's great how much housing is going into Red Rock.  There is plenty more development 

space on the south and northwest sides of town. 

• Need to stop building apartments 

• There needs to be a limit on high density rentals like apartments until there is enough infrastructure to 

support it. Like schools, stores, medical office, etc. 

• Please stop the overdevelopment of the area. Even single-family homes are built too close together and 

don’t afford families enough privacy.  

• Too much focus on new developments instead of improving existing neighborhoods 

• There is too much housing being built. This is destroying the quality of life in Las Vegas. 

• Stop building.  No more apartments and leave open land controlled by BLM alone.  I was promised the 

land west of Ft Apache and South of Blue Diamond would be left alone. NOT SO! Stopping selling off the 

land...please! 

• Getting too many apartments. 

• Too many houses going up!  We’re already a city of strip malls and houses sitting right next to each 

other!  Why does it have to continue?! 

• We don't need any more. It'll get way too crowded and lose its appeal to future residents as well as 

make it undesirable for current residents due to worsening quality of life. 

• More outside of the urban area available housing areas 

Housing: HOAs 

• Would Like there to be a cap of what an association can charge to an Owner. 

• Our HOA could be stronger, which makes we want to move into an over 55 community.  We have low 

income renters living around us that I wish were more responsible.  There are a lot of HUD opportunities 

for renters. 

• Everything is HOA, local governments avoid responsibility but we get taxed to pay for them, just the 

same. 

• Home Owners Associations are making life difficult or impossible due to excessive fines and abuse of 

power greatly affecting the quality of life of our residents. Almost all new housing is in private HOA run 

communities. The real estate division is useless and should not regulate or govern HOAS because of 

their inability to regulate due to the sheer size and number HOAS not to mention corruption in the use 

of community funds. 

• HOA's should be watched & regulated better.    

• Limit rights of HOAs 

• Too many renters in HOA communities. 

• HOA RULES AND RAISED RENTS ARE CRAZY!! 

• Non HOA developments 

• Add more H-1 properties and non-HOA housing. 

Housing: Mix of Uses 

• More homes near grocery stores- within safe walking distance.  

• Need to locate housing near jobs to prevent more traffic and air quality impacts.  

• Would like to see urban neighborhood where residents are able to walk to neighborhood center, coffee 

shop etc. 
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• Redevelopment of older areas for more modern multi-family and mixed use near transit services 

• Better understanding of work/life existence, maybe things that are closer to our places of work that 

don’t seem cramped or pricey, getting all your belongings to the 20 something floor of a flat dose not 

sound appealing. Availability and price are definitely factors. Not my best subject.  

• Too many apartments in single family neighborhoods. Too much mixed use, not mixing well. 

• We need more one family homes and less apartment buildings. 

• Better student housing  

• Multifamily housing like apartments should be along main streets next to businesses rather than private 

communities 

• Allowing hospices in neighborhoods under the guise of assisted living homes 

• more RV long term areas and availability 

• I think we need to have more mixed-use areas, for example retail or restaurants with apartments or 

condos above. My partner is a realtor that has been concentrating on rentals since the Covid pandemic. 

There are definitely not enough lower income rentals! 

• I really like the quality of senior housing...but need to combine the community centers with each new 

community...to offer meals, exercise etc. for both community and senior housing (like Henderson) 

• More mixed-use options, more housing types - so much of the housing built is single family; the multi-

family that does get built is in a single form - apartments. The Strip area / Paradise is one location that's 

a bit better in terms of housing diversity. 

• Clark County is not walkable.  Commercial development should be in corridors, not built next to 

housing. 

• Too many commercial buildings in residential areas 

• The over development of apartments in certain areas has created hardships for commercial uses. 

Housing: Quality/Aesthetics 

• Builders construct poorly insulated homes, undersized a/c, no sidewalks, short driveways and houses 

so close there is no privacy. 

• Disallow multi-story and single-story detached housing to be built in same residential development. 

Multi-story houses block sunlight of single-story houses 

• More green space along Streetscape 

• Poor quality of the houses that are built only cookie cutter properties available  

• Require developer lots to be longer east west with houses rectangular too, to minimize a/c needs in 

summer.  

• Low income housing is run down and doesn't work nice 

• Upgrade of roadway, water, and sewer along Casino Drive so that the river frontage can be developed. 

• Worried about the shoddy quality of housing over the past 30 years.  Houses seem made of sticks, 

stucco and foam.  Not sure homes will stand more than 50 years.  I think builders need to build more 

durable housing. 

• Large developers buy tracts of BLM land for development, so there's no variety in houses. Every single 

house in Vegas looks the same. 

• Make the county building code REQUIRE 6" exterior studs for more insulation space. 

• Driveways do not fit vehicles.  Homes are designed with bathrooms so small you cannot clean them.  

Livings rooms are not big enough for more than 2 people.  Homes are too close.  No personal space.  No 
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yards for children to play.  Or dogs to run.  And for that 250000.00 or more.  Insane.  But they are tile 

floors. 

• We should bring some "GEOSHIP" CONSTRUCTION TO LAS VEGAS AREAS...https://www.geoship.is/  

• More communities and not just a mush mash of houses 

• Where allowed, new homes are on such small lots, cannot even park a vehicle in the driveway.   When 

the backyard door opens, almost hits the wall.  A soon to be future slum in the makings. 

• Quit approving all these ugly new housing tracks with neighbors up your a** 

• Shoddy home construction needs to be addressed by not limiting homeowners unlimited rights to sue 

builders who don't fix problems. 

• Three story homes towering over pre-existing homes and decreasing property values of those homes. 

Housing: Regulations  

• Cash investors buying out house you put offers in on.  

• No more section 8! It brings bad people to the neighborhood.  

• Form based zoning could allow housing to be closer to work places and would let the area develop 

more naturally. 

• Oppressive restrictions on building, expanding, and remodeling homes. 

• MORE ORDINANCES / REGULATIONS TO PROTECT RESIDENTS 

• Five years to receive a final plat is totally ridiculous. 

• The codes and cost of utilities stop many people from developing in Searchlight 

• Stop giving building permits to developers who build apartments with outdoor staircases. It's 104 

degrees and you want us to schlep up 3 flights of stairs? 

• there are so many vacant existing homes and condos that are semi abandoned while there are so many 

new homes and condos that are being built that eventually will become vacant and/or abandoned... a 

vicious circle that is keeping Vegas down 

• The houses built so close together that their eaves overlap should be a CRIMINAL OFFENSE 

• As indicated in previous question, there is far too much building going on for the amount of water 

available in this part of the country. 

• We don't need low income housing here or more apartments. The eastside of the valley is a dump. In 

my dream world I would like to live in Newport Beach but can't afford it and the city of Newport is not 

going to build affordable housing just because people want to live there. 

• Less rental apartments.  

• We are predominantly single-family homes with a few homes available for rent, mixed race, median to 

upper middle-class income. The Medical district re-zoning effort threatens to encroach into existing 

middle-class neighborhoods South of Charleston. This degrades our lifestyle. Not pleased with this! 

• Protecting current residential zoning  

• Make it easier to build. No offense to the zoning and planning professionals working for the County -- 

I'm sure they're among the best in the country -- but there are very few things that would make the local 

economy more resilient than making it faster, cheaper and more flexible for developers to build what 

the market wants. (No, I am not a developer.) This includes not merely new single-family and 

multifamily housing, but also infill development like ADUs. 

• Increase distance restrictions on SUPs for halfway houses, home-medical use facilities  

• Do not add zoning requirements that go against market conditions 
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• We have abandoned residential developments, so why are more being approved automatically by the 

Commissioners? 

• Multifamily and short-term rental developments should be much more closely monitored and approval 

needs to be more stringent. It is negatively affecting home values and the quality of life for 

homeowners. There should be a regulation within a given neighborhood restricting the number of units 

that can be for rent vs. owner-occupied. 

• No Standards for the Rural Neighborhood Preserve uses. 

• Better zoning to protect property values  

• Keep percent of green space per lot and/or complex above average. 

• This City and this County care nothing about long term residents considering property taxes, utility 

rates or anything related to home ownership and families. 

Housing: Rentals 

• Large rental concentrations are readily blighted 

• Rent prices too high 

• There are a lot of rental properties in my neighborhood because investors are given priority over 

individual home buyers. If we want better communities, then priority needs to be given to 

homesteaders. The rent is often much higher than the mortgage payment so this would help more 

people become homeowners.   

• Incentivize affordable rent and purchase options in redeveloped areas without gentrifying areas to 

displace current residents. 

• Rent is high especially in relation to income 

• Rent is deplorable! It raises without warning every time the lease renews or during. There needs to be 

rent control to make it more affordable. I can't even afford a 1 bedroom getting 38k a year. 

• Corporate Rental Homes are Taking over the Single-Family Neighborhoods 

• Needs to be a way to verify owner occupied properties.  Seems to be many that state they live in the 

property but are renting it out and taking advantage of the tax breaks. 

• Should limit sale of Single-Family Residences to large companies so they don’t drive the price up so 

much for local individual families and local individual investors. 

• We have way too many subsidized income rentals than should be allowed. This is a retirement 

community for the most part and many need that help, however, the ones in our town are full of low life 

thugs that break into homes and rob in broad daylight. ENOUGH! 

• Again, the horse is before the cart when approving corporate owned, large rental developments. 

• We need laws to prevent LLCs and out of state owners buying properties to rent to keep rental prices 

down 

• Too many apartments and low-income housing. 

• Too many apartments 

• The building of corporate owned rentals can only hurt the already existing communities which are 

based on homeowners taking care of their properties and trying to live a peaceful environment. Too 

many rentals built in our small area with a large turnover of residents can only hurt this community and 

make property values go down. 

• To many apartments, if apartments need to be built have the stairs inside the apartment so it won’t 

look trashy later on. 
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• Don't build any apartments. 

• Housing built with higher density, does not seem to have owner occupied. Seems a lot are renters. 

• Too many rentals/apartments  

• Too much building of lower income housing surrounding Mountains Edge 

• Big single-family rental home communities need to have their own land use rules and regulations. Ex 

Mountain’s edge’s SF rental community that bought on cactus  

• Section 8 tenants have often decreased the quality of life and safety in many LV neighborhoods in the 

past 10+ years. 

• Again, stop stalling the American dream for younger people by only having rental properties.  Too many 

apartments being built all down the 215 off the freeway, off of St. Rose Pkwy, it's all you see. 

Housing: Safety 

• More fire stations to assist with homeowner's taxes our here in the East would be appreciated 

• With as many upcoming houses being built in the northwest area, I would ask for a Metro sub-station to 

help with crime. Many of us own the ring doorbell but it doesn't catch thieves. We need patrolling 

during the late hours as they (a group) are riding around in cars/vans and breaking into cars, homes, 

etc. 

• We live near one of the highest crime neighborhoods in the Valley, Swenson/Twain/ Sierra Vista, and yet 

you move our local police station south of Mandalay Bay. Asinine as there is one at Swenson & Sierra 

Vista but no, that is now for the Convention Center, the people who live here do not count. 

Housing: Sustainability 

• Availability of natural resources like wells, solar, wind, generators for residents.  

• Availability of alternative energy options, it's expensive for current homeowners and I don't see new 

homes being automatically built with alternative energy. 

• Please consider all future housing developments to be green and LEED certified 

• We do not have enough water to support new housing developments. 
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Q 14: If you indicated the availability of either for-rent or for-sale housing 

options was poor or very poor, please explain what type(s) of housing you 

would like to see more of. 

Location/Proximity to Services 

• The problem maybe not so much finding a place that is available but location and meeting our needs.  

• I would like to see more connected housing with better traffic control and with recreational 

opportunities  

• Higher density, low income housing with access to public transit 

• More affordable student housing that is close to economic/cultural hotspots (primarily around the Strip 

& UNLV). 

• Affordable/nicer housing in easily accessible areas. Anything affordable or newer is way out of the way 

at times or has not been maintained as well as you’d like. 

• Need more services and medical facilities. 

• Multi story city in city concepts for housing or villages that spur easy access to transit 

• Mixed-use housing, walkable neighborhoods, housing near connected trails 

• Low income housing is always at capacity and inaccessible  

• I am on the home is possible program and I can't even afford a house for what I am qualified for which is 

$200,000 in my area near my job. I have to move out further and have a possible hour commute to work 

when I am only 10 minutes away now. 

• Ability to walk/bike to locally owned shops 

• Accessible and affordable housing for all. Should not have to meet 3times the rent and it should be 

more homes for rent for under $1000 per month  

• Affordable and accessible green power options. 

• Housing that is energy efficient private, upgradable. That integrates public transportation to travel 

hubs between colleges schools the strip and out of state transportation. The reigning in of abuse from 

HOAS. Instead of section 8 housing or handouts create units that are built for families and single people 

that live in the community in strategic places. The industry that creates the need for housing and 

schools should pay for it. 

• More senior-only housing--physically separate from other low-income housing units--which focus on 

safe, accessible (both in terms on indoor amenities like elevators and in terms of easy access to bus 

routes) housing for moderate- and low-income retirees. 

• (1) Multifamily housing (ideally large apartment buildings that spur transit development, or at least 

condos instead of more single-family detached houses). 

• Reasonably priced housing for seniors close to shopping and transportation 

• Medium to higher density lower income housing closer to needed social services that is more walkable 

Affordability 

• Smaller, less expensive single family homes. 

• Affordable studio and one-bedroom apartments! 

• More affordable housing. More investment into providing disenfranchised Nevadans with a quality 

place to live! 
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• I have friends that are looking for decent properties for rent or purchase...they can't find affordable 

housing on decent areas of 5he valley! 

• Housing costs, do not match the income levels in most areas 

• Studio Apartments that is affordable for one person.  

• Affordable apartment and townhome communities downtown 

• if you work for minimum wage there is little chance to live in a decent-safe area 

• Affordable prices  

• I found the resources available for affordable housing, it was hard, no should have to look that hard. 

Also, the SW is all HOA communities built of big banks. There should be more housing control in Vegas. 

• Poor people are being priced out.  

• More affordable houses.  

• When you live on an income of $21 an hr. after paying all your other bills, what can you really afford in a 

decent area. 

• More affordable housing for people of color that are in good neighborhoods with good schools.  

• Decent living space, cheaper rent. Low rent usually means low quality.  

• I hate seeing short term Siegel suites being constantly built! we need more affordable homes and 

apartments! 

• We need affordable housing for folks that make less money than I do and for homeless folks. It’s 

unacceptable that there are millions of dollars being investing in one day shelters and not in long term 

solutions like affordable housing! Being homeless is a public health crisis  

• I would like to see resources put into areas where homes might be built or rehabilitated and be 

available to purchase in the $100,000 to 250,000 range or rentable for say $1,000 to $1,200 /month for a 

three-bedroom unit - whether SFR attached or detached. 

• Low income housing  

• Before a friend help me buy a manufactured home. I was on the list for low income housing for over 6yrs 

I'm sure I would still be on it if I didn't get help from a friend. People from out of town got housing right 

away but people who live here can't get it. 

• Affordable housing for people who don’t make much money. Even studio apartments are very 

expensive unless they are in very run-down neighborhoods. Someone could work a full-time job and 

still not be able to afford their own place. 

• Affordable, well thought housing that works with the environment. 

• Prices are too high in the better areas 

• We need more very low-income housing 

• Many houses are for rent, but for those who want to buy and establish their lives in Las Vegas (especially 

those that have grown up here), affordable housing for sale in the middle-income range is difficult to 

find. I’d like to see more incentives for locals to buy homes here and not gentrification from out-of-state 

buyers looking to completely change the houses and flip them to people that will further limit locals’ 

options for housing that they want. 

• It seems nearly impossible to find affordable housing for rent. Apartments / condos / townhomes are 

either extraordinarily expensive or lack even basic amenities.  

• We need more section 8 housing or, even better, the county should invest in community land trusts 

(perhaps through incorporation if an appropriate nonprofit entity) to control rent in at-risk areas and 

provide for the beautification of the same. 
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• Typical affordable housing for my income bracket are not in safe areas of town!  Sad! 

• I would like to see affordable housing with more lot space. Homes are so closely packed it seems like 

money is far more important to CC officials then people’s happiness and space.  

• It’s just the basic price of a decent home. A good neighborhood brings impossibly high prices. A good 

price often means a questionable neighborhood.  

• The cost for first time buyer is to high compare to the average income, the rent is to high compared to 

wages in Las Vegas. 

• Affordable 3-bedroom homes single story 

• Affordable 55+ planned communities  

• Affordable housing of good quality that has amenities for families and children 

• This does not affect me personally, but it seems that there is a lack of low-income housing for low 

income people 

• More affordable for lower income, young families 

• I’m fine but my friend suffers from overpriced housing. A few have moved out of state for that reason. 

• More affordable housing opportunities. Higher density (not just single-family homes) housing in 

proximity to transportation, schools, and businesses. I.e., walkable neighborhoods.  

• Many of the low-income units that are available are in horrible states of disrepair.   We need to make 

sure that a certain percentage of units being built and on the market are available for or low-income 

families.  We also need to find a way to repair/tear down rebuild some of the low-income areas and 

provide better policing/fire/medical.  So residents feel safe 

• How about less development of "market rate" apartment buildings of sub-par construction quality 

charging $2,000+ a month? And garbage tract housing.  

• More affordable housing and less development bear Red Rock. We always ready have so many homes 

here. Utilize what we have already.  

• We need more credit forgiving opportunities. We need help getting back up when things get rough not 

held down. 

• Affordable, well quality apartment buildings 

• Affordable housing. $600 apartments. Rent control. 

• More affordable and reasonable housing in better areas and remove gentrification all together.  

• I would like to see rent and property value stabilization. You could easily do this in the form or greatly 

increasing taxes on property valued over the mean income for an area.  

• Low income housing 

• Not enough low-income housing. 

• Quality, affordable housing 

• poor.  houses are over priced 

• Abundant entry-level detached homes and high-priced more luxurious homes, but it seems the middle 

is largely lacking supply. 

• More affordable housing options. My daughter and son-in-law would like to buy a house but even in not 

so great neighborhoods the housing prices are too high. 

• Affordable housing for all ages. currently only 24 for rent pats available for low income seniors and 

disabled. No other decent housing available. 

• Affordable housing 
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• I'd like to see fixed rent. I would NOT like to see more of these over-night pop-up apartment complexes 

that are still largely unaffordable. They are ugly. We don't need more housing, we have plenty of 

housing for everyone.  

• 200k homes that don't require a full gut  

• More affordable housing. My family of 3 can't find a 1-bedroom apartment for less than half of my 

monthly income. We are being forced out of the county and most likely the state where I was born and 

grew up.  

• Fewer luxury apartments and more affordable apartments 

• Affordable housing for individuals like me who don’t make a whole lot. I’m upset with the idea that 

poor= lazy, “we don’t deserve nice things like decent apartments because we’re lazy and poor”.   

• Affordable for income of $40k per year for 1-person household  

• Senior housing, affordable low-income housing 

• Most homes in Clark County fit the same mold - boring architecture, small back and front yards, etc... 

More diverse housing options are needed. Apartment prices are skyrocketing, which is dangerous.  

• Affordable. Also for the homeless.  

• Working people in Las Vegas are being priced out of the market. If you want to live in a nice 

neighborhood the rent is extremely high and so are the homes for sale if you want to be near a good 

school. One way to help overcome this is to have all new construction buildings allocated some 

apartments for low income families. 

• More affordable size homes instead of large rural estates 

• More single-family rental opportunities. 

• need more affordable housing and no more increased costs which prevents affordable housing 

• more dense housing to increase affordability 

• There is not affordable housing to buy in Indian Springs 

• For rent housing range  

• More entry level for-sale products like townhomes to increase access to home ownership for working 

families.   

• Single level living at a reasonable price.  

• Laughlin is not Vegas.  lake of affordable housing is terrible.  

• More subsidized housing and larger variety of rental properties in Laughlin  

• Affordable under $200K rent has went up where wages have not 

• There needs to be a cap on rental rates for both apartments and housing. Renting should never cost 

more than what a mortgage would be. If we want a booming economy, lowered homelessness and 

crime rates, rental costs need to be reflective of the lowest incomes, not the median income of 

residents. And, we need apartments for families that offer more than 3 bedrooms.  

• Rent control or coops. 

• middle income housing - housing options under 200K in safe neighborhoods 

• Housing with more than 5ft of property to wall should not cost more than $400k 

• More low-cost housing options to rent and for purchase. I feel that the housing market is quite high in 

Las Vegas  

• Affordable senior citizens housing 
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• Thousands are moving here from California, and the housing market is priced for buyers who sell 

homes and have a huge down payment. No opportunities for single income families and housing is 

unattainable to residents who have lived here their entire lives. 

• Affordable/nicer housing in easily accessible areas. Anything affordable or newer is way out of the way 

at times or has not been maintained as well as you’d like. 

• more income friendly renting and buy of homes.   Kids of today are struggling to even own a home. 

• The price of housing is too high, less HOA housing. 

• Affordable!!! 

• There should be rent controlled but very security patrolled affordable housing.  Get people off the 

streets and keep crime down by building on every single available lot in town! 

• pricing too high 

• Low income housing, but ghettos. 

• No opinion. Two years ago, I could afford to purchase my home. Now I wouldn’t be able to afford buying 

a home in my current neighborhood, but I wouldn’t make any changes to my area. 

• We really need more affordable housing for people in this town. Also, if people are ever going to get 

ahead in life, they need to be able to own their own property. 

• Housing that is energy efficient private, upgradable. That integrates public transportation to travel 

hubs between colleges schools the strip and out of state transportation. The reigning in of abuse from 

HOAS. Instead of section 8 housing or handouts create units that are built for families and single people 

that live in the community in strategic places. The industry that creates the need for housing and 

schools should pay for it. 

• More affordable housing to rent or to buy. There is too much focus on luxury developments.  

• The problem would be solved by having higher-paying jobs. 

• I mostly rent apartment places here in Clark county, so newer complexes are making their rent $1200+ 

for a second single bedroom causing other apartments to raise their rent. I'll nice to see newer 

apartments that are between $900-$1100, instead of more "high end" apartments. This could be done 

by denying permits for them to build them unless they set their price in that range for a set amount of 

time and or rent price control. 

• Smaller, tiny type housing for the poor and elderly who cannot afford to pay $400K for a home.  

Everyone should be given the opportunity to own something. 

• Searchlight does not have many rental properties available.   

• Lower income/rents for Seniors Qualifying amounts increased somewhat 

• The rents are getting unaffordable  

• Low income apartments, scattered lease programs/vouchers, transitional housing/ group homes for 

homeless/ formerly homeless with on-site supportive services and case management. 

• I’d just like to see homes in nice neighborhoods that aren’t $400,000.  

• Affordable housing unit, like duplex or townhomes. 

• More affordable housing for residents.  Second chance rental programs.  

• Affordable  

• More affordable rentals for fixed income retirees. 

• Rent control in urban areas, more affordable homes for large families 
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• more senior-only housing--physically separate from other low-income housing units--which focus on 

safe, accessible (both in terms on indoor amenities like elevators and in terms of easy access to bus 

routes) housing for moderate- and low-income retirees. 

• Rent is too high, considering most people only make $10 an hour  

• Need more starter homes for families in $150k - $250k. 

Also could use more apartments funneled into downtown areas. 

• Affordable single-family homes. No HOAs. More lots for sale at a reasonable price to put in 

manufactured homes 

• I want to stay in the area I’ve lived in since I moved here in 1991, but its proximity to Summerlin may 

eventually price me out. The influx of CA’s drives up housing/rent prices which makes it difficult for 

longtime older residents like myself to stay in an area I’ve called home for that long.  

• I would like to see more affordable communities for active senior citizens. 

• More affordable housing for sale. 

• Prices for rent has increased significantly but incomes are not keeping up with the prices. 

• Lower/middle income options in regular buildings/neighborhoods so all low-income people aren’t in 

the same area/neighborhood. Rent control for apartments and mobile home spaces.  

• Too many overpriced luxury complexes built and not enough regular apartments for average owners 

• Rent control housing, better access to affordable housing for fixed income residents, more programs to 

assist residents with first time home purchases, home buying incentives, etc. 

• I shouldn't be paying over $1500 for a place with no laundry facility. 

• The cost of housing is outrageous across the board.  

• Homeless and very low income 

• Costs are very high across the valley  

• I would like to see people at the lower end of the financial spectrum to be able to find an affordable 

SAFE place to live. 

• There aren't enough affordable houses in the northwest area of Las Vegas for sale or rent 

• Newly-built low income housing 

• I would like to see more high rise/dense living units and mixed income development with lots of 

communal amenities that would equitably redevelop the majority of our suburban development. 

• Average price for housing rental/for-sale housing is beyond many residents. 

• More AFFORDABLE housing.  Rent is outrageous. 

• Need more affordable housing-less emphasis on single family homes 

• Look at that average hourly income for an average employee. Most people make maybe 10 to $15 an 

hour, and most of those are on the lower ends. When you have new apartment complexes going up and 

their rent is 15 $1,600 a month that's an average mortgage payment. People can't afford that. 

• For what I make, I could get a home but with this being a resort town we have a very very slow season. 

• affordable housing mixed in with single-family units, mixed-use development with homes above shops. 

• Levy additional, high taxes on single family homes that are not owner-occupied to maintain affordable 

housing. Stop investors from acquiring residential real estate. If there are no opportunities for local 

families to take root with homes because of the higher prices, we will suffer from brain-drain, and loose 

our future tax revenues. 
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• The current pricing is geared towards class structured neighborhoods. This also means race structured 

neighborhoods. Also, too many rental properties vs homeowner properties in the lower price 

neighborhoods makes for concentrated areas of transience in residents. Investors undermining 

availability of residents to purchase homes vs rent them. Condominium communities are shifting from 

homeowner residents to rental properties. Neighborhoods could be more diversified by construction 

aimed at a variety of options within each new community.  

• More low-income housing, more code enforcement in the older parts of town (naked city, 5 points area, 

areas near downtown Fremont) so that apartment back alleys are cleaned up, and proper maintenance 

is done on said apartments. Work with apartment owners so they can offer cheaper apartments while 

they receive tax credits. 

• It’s getting more expensive in parts of town that the rent should be cheap 

• For me, it's fine. For many others, they are being priced out of the rental market. 

• Way too expensive. Too many scams.  

• Prices compared to cost of living of the valley are overinflated 

• as a student, finding affordable housing has kept me at home. student housing is almost as expensive 

as normal housing, and low-income housing is almost impossible to find anywhere in the city. 

• Investment properties for low-wage renters that are not section 8 or dangerous.  

• Lower income  

• Lower priced homes only. We don’t want more apartments.  

• I feel there are not enough safe, clean affordable apartments for rent. 

• More low-cost apartment housing and more single-family homes that are not priced so high as to block 

people from owning a home 

• Housing/apartments in better neighborhoods for people who make service industry wages. 

• The price of land and the larger lot sizes leaves lower income people from affordability.   

• New homes or homes for sale in southern Clark County starting at $300,000 or less. Eco-

friendly/sustainable/ resource conserving housing developments for average income families.  

• Just more affordable for people, we shouldn't have to live to work to pay rent or a mortgage  

• More senior housing for lower rent. Some people are on extremely limited income and cannot afford a 

$1,000 r mire a month. 

• More homes with casitas and/or basement apartments as so many families have to live together in 

order to provide the support needed to create a stable environment for their families. 

• Low-income housing, but it's important to realize that people will need to jobs to pay even basic rent on 

these dwellings.   

• More affordable housing for low income folks 

• Non-luxury affordable housing. I don't need a fancy new place with modern amenities, I need a place to 

live. Affordable is not $900-$1000/month for rent when the minimum wage was JUST raised to $9/hr. for 

those without health benefits. There is extreme exploitation of the working and working-poor classes in 

this region, and it stems from the notion that affordable housing is NOT a human right in Clark County 

Nevada. 

• Affordable housing of all types.  We have too many McMansions that working folks cannot afford. 

• Housing for service industry is important. These people deserve a safe & respectable place to live. Their 

income is immediately circulated into our economy. We need them. 

• Low income  
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• affordable housing 

• Apartments, townhouses, residential houses are overpriced.  That's because new construction pricing is 

overpriced. Greater Las Vegas is not a financially wealthy community.  

• More housing accessible for low income residents 

• Affordable living. Rent is ridiculously too high.  

• Affordable housing IF ANY. 

• Said it was average but salaries need to be at least $15/HR so Apts can be affordable and perhaps not so 

many people in the units· they double up so there is money left for other expenses 

• Extremely overpriced for most people.  

• Fair and balanced housing options. 

• Decent housing for low income folks, with focus on building communities, instead of creating 'housing 

projects' infested with crime. 

• Rent has gotten out of control compared to wages. We need MANY more affordable/subsidized housing 

units. I am a believer in literally giving homes to homeless people - it’s cheaper for taxpayers than them 

living on the street But, not to mention infinitely more humane. But we also need to create 

opportunities for families to own homes in order to build stability and generational wealth, especially 

people of color. I don't know exactly what needs to be done to make that happen but it should be our 

goal. More info on the research behind giving the homeless homes: 

https://www.vox.com/2014/5/30/5764096/homeless-shelter-housing-help-solutions 

• affordable housing 

• Cheaper homes 

• Affordable apartment housing within the city without having to use new acreage.  We have a coyote 

problem because we took their land.   

• Affordable rental housing. Rent in Clark County is ridiculously high 

• Price per square foot is over inflated and houses are too close together  

• Affordable housing in desired areas 

• There are not sufficient "starter homes" for single income individuals in Henderson or the south side of 

Vegas 

• First time home buyer, low yearly income options 

• low income housing and transitional housing - clearly that contributed to the growing homeless and 

mental health challenges- and we need to address this. 

• Lack of affordable homes for first time home buyers! 

• Prices are out of control 

• tiny house communities for lower income- this will help limit the people in the houses 

the cost of housing compared to the income of people in this area is completely out of alignment! Look 

to more progressive communities in Europe for better ideas! Las Vegas is the filthiest city I have lived in, 

beaten only by Beijing during the Tiananmen disaster. It is DISGUSTING 

• More affordable. Many of my coworkers have two jobs, one job is just to pay for rising rents. (And these 

are in lower income areas) 

• More affordable housing for older Military Veterans  

• More affordable housing 

• Affordable and low-income housing  
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• Priced within $150k. I’m a millennial who doesn’t plan to have kids. Why is it so hard to find a starter 

home? When attempting to plan a budget keeping housing as only 30% if my earnings is almost 

impossible. So many employees are in the service industry. What are we to do when rent keeps going up 

but we still can’t afford a mortgage  

• Need more affordable housing. Housing is very expensive!  

• AFFORDABLE 

• Need more affordable rental and ownership housing. Need more housing options for extended families. 

• affordable 

• We need more housing for lower income people. We need an alternative for people who are starting 

over without a good credit score. Everyone should have access to a place to live and right now our 

community doesn’t offer that. 

• It is simply very expensive. 

• reasonably priced housing for seniors close to shopping and transportation 

• Low cost housing for homeless 

• Going to need more ghettos for Sisolack's refugees, formerly proud Nevadans. With a 25% 

unemployment, no housing will be affordable 

• Affordable housing  

• affordable apartments for people making a few dollars more than minimum wage.  So many people 

that I work with (in a supermarket) can no longer afford their rent. The rent has jumped up 

astronomically in comparison to their wages. They are topped out at their current wage.  

• It costs a fortune to rent in Vegas and in Mesquite we have few rental properties.   The ones that are 

available are old and run down. 

• More affordable housing! Help the lower income!  

• More multi use housing buildings, more affordable housing, less sleazy property management 

companies that rip off renters (more renter protections) 

• I don’t think I can I afford to live in any other location, I can either pay for what I live in now or 

something even cheaper 

• Creating affordable housing for seniors 55+ working or not, would free up housing for younger people. 

Affordable housing should NOT be profit driven or based on anything but a person's income. Profit, 

capitalism and socio-economic Darwinism have NO PLACE in making sure American are not homeless. 

Period. You want stability, stop putting profit in front of making sure everyone has some where DECENT 

to live that they can eventually own because when you own it you have a commitment and an interest 

in how your neighborhood is. And that generates tax revenue, removed homeless people from social 

services leaving only the "hardcore" homeless person struggling with co-illnesses letting social workers 

focus on them. 

• Additional affordable housing for people with disabilities and low wage earners is needed. 

For sale housing eliminates the low wage earner market making the dream of owning your own home a 

far stretch. The latest report (July 2020) the median home price in Las Vegas is over $300,000. 

Lower cost options are often in less desirable areas of the county causing a lack of balance throughout 

our community. 

• Nice low-income housing  

• More for singles. A single person should be able to live alone. Even 400 sq.’ studios are fine. They’ve 

gotten so expensive because of their scarcity that 2 or more unrelated adults are having to live together, 
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just to avoid homelessness. Maybe more quad type units like they have for college kids would help. All 

low-income units seem to be for families with lots of kids. 

• Quality Affordable Senior Communities 

• Low income housing for seniors and single families.  

• Mesquite needs affordable housing for new businesses to come in to town.  There is little availability 

under $250,000. 

• More city-funded housing for low income/no income people and families  

• More low-income based housing is needed in Nevada that is of good and sound quality. 

• Affordable for middle income 

• Good, low income housing 

• Low income housing is always at capacity and inaccessible  

• More housing, sale or rent, for lower income families throughout the county, specifically in the Vegas 

valley 

• Need more affordable homes for purchase. I am on the home is possible program and I can't even 

afford a house for what I am qualified for which is $200,000 in my area near my job. I have to move out 

further and have a possible hour commute to work when I am only 10 minutes away now. 

• Housing costs have risen in past several years to the point of non-ownership. I was lucky that I got in 

before costs rose but now can't afford to move or upgrade 

• Apartment rents are equal to cost of renting houses.  I would like more affordable safe apartment rents  

• Low income, senior rents 

• More affordable housing for low income residents. Many rentals were converted to condos during 

bubble boom years so there are less choices for those with fixed income. May also address some of the 

homelessness we are seeing in the valley. 

• Real estate is currently highly priced 

• Less expensive 

• Housing at entry level seems inferior 

• I managed to find something reasonably priced in Boulder City years ago and am comfortable there.  If I 

did decide to move closer to where I work and to get something comparably priced, I would be living in 

squalor.  If I didn't want that, I would have to probably pay twice what I am now only to live in an 

overcrowded apartment complex, much less a house.  

• Affordable  

• More Two-bedroom apartments available in the $750 to $1000 per month range 

• 120000.00 to 140000.00 that are in a safe area.  3 bedrooms.  2 baths..2 car garage.  Driveway you can 

park in.  And a yard.  And be able to pick my own plants house paint and style.   

• Lower rent housing availability. I feel like I am trapped in my current situation, where management says 

they will fix things and don't while raising rent, because my family lives paycheck to paycheck and we 

can't save enough to afford to move. Our apartment complex owner just decided to raise our rent and 

void the lease we signed in April (it is July). We have to sign a new lease now or have to leave by 

September 1 when our lease was supposed to be through May 2021. We feel like the owner will just raise 

rent and force us to leave before the end of this lease, as well. 

• Condos, apartments and houses need to have more space. Rooms are a small and bathrooms are small. 

And the rent is starting at $900 for a 1 bedroom? That does not make sense.  
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• MANY LOWER INCOME WORKERS MAKE ONLY P/T JOBS DOLLARS/$ AND HOUSES THAT COST MORE 

THAN $800.00/PER MONTH AND MORE THAN $1000 FOR DOWN PAYMENTS ARE POOR RANGES FOR 

PEOPLE TO BUY. RENT AND LAND LORD FEES ARE OUT OF CONTROL. EVICTIONS ARE TERRIBLY 

REGULATED... 

• There needs to be more access to affordable housing for every Clark County resident. Our homeless 

population has increased significantly and will only continue to get worse. Our community has the 

means and funds to provide options to residents, but is still under the belief that homelessness is a 

choice. This thought process needs to change and we need to support our community in better ways.  

• My children will never be able to afford homes and rent is just as bad.  There are no new neighborhoods 

going up that is affordable housing. 

• low-income and housing for homeless citizens 

• sale housing for affordable prices.  

• Price keeps going up, quality down, not matching with income 

• Rent that is not the same as a house mortgage. 

• We need more affordable housing options, period. Too many folks are forced to pay a punishingly high 

percentage of their take-home pay just on housing. I wish there would be more communities built with 

smaller, energy-efficient and affordable housing units instead of just these "luxury" 

homes/townhomes/apartments that seem to be the norm now.  Even an area with tiny lots for "tiny 

homes" could be an interesting idea to tackle affordability. 

• I think that the county should ensure low cost, well maintained housing for the working poor and 

handicapped. 

• Affordable apartments in safe areas are pretty much non-existent.  

• TOO EXPENSIVE 

• I would like to see more available houses at around $200,000 

• I would like to see housing that is Affordable for all ranges of income the problem is you have made it so 

difficult to build a house and made it so expensive that by the time it is build it costs double the amount 

than it should have to begin with. We pay taxes for inspector yet you force us to have a 3rd party 

inspector to do his job that we are already paying for. We have local utilities they provide Power and 

Water yet you force us to pull special permits in order to even use the utilities to get them to our homes 

before she has to buy permits to anything on our own property and it's just ridiculous. You need to 

provide the services we are already paying for or get the hell out and let us be free people. 

• Lower income housing. Houses right now are $400k+ and not everyone can afford that. Rent has gone 

up approximately 35% in the past three years. People are being priced out of homes and rentals. 

• Starter homes for young families  

• Affordable housing for young families and for Seniors 

• Housing prices continue to increase  

• Developers are allowed to build low income housing (small with little to no property) but then they are 

NOT sold as "low income" or "affordable".  Turns out they were just able to build more houses per acre 

and turn a larger profit. 

• Affordable houses or mobile homes.  Most cannot qualify for Income restricted apartments. Too many 

of those per capita in this area 

• How about more tiny homes on regular sized lots to make it affordable for the underprivileged  
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• Housing prices are fine for our family, but that's not the case for many individuals. Affordable housing is 

an issue. We shouldn't be trying to grow a city when we can't accommodate the people who already live 

here.  

• Monthly rent not more than $500 per month if utilities are not included. The mobile home park my 

trailer is in raises rent every yr abt $20. When we first moved in in 2006 rent was $475 plus utilities now it 

is $645 plus utilities. It is raised every May. I can’t see or understand why and we are never told why. We 

are only told of a rent increase every year, 2 months before it occurs. 

• We need more affordable housing. I have not been able to rent my own apartment even when working 

at my highest pay rate. I have not applied because I know there is not enough even for single working 

mothers and I cannot take a place that would house a family.  

• lower prices and rents especially for workers  

• Housing prices have increased too fast.  However, free enterprise dictates price, not politics - at least 

not yet! 

• low income, first time home buyers, more community areas in the west and North Las Vegas.  

• I don’t have to know about housing to know there isn’t enough affordable housing. We have a serious 

homeless problem; I’d like to see everyone have a home.  

• Affordable. A 2b/1b 850sqft apt. WITHOUT dishwasher, washer/ drier in unit now rents for $990. most. 

Last year in June 2019 I paid $650. Now I'm forced to live with 2 other people.  

• Rent is too expensive regardless of what neighborhood you want to live in. I shouldn't have to pay 

$1200 for a two-bedroom apartment in a middle-income neighborhood, that's more than 50% of my 

take home a month.  

• affordable housing - based on per capita income not median 

• Greater value of propertied at a price point of $1,200 across the valley. Most home rentals are old and 

not kept up/upgraded  

• Home/Houses in the Las Vegas area are NOT affordable for Middle Salary; Single-Family's the 

rent/mortgage is too high.  

• Housing for working people at lower rates.  Working people should not have to live in welfare housing 

• Affordable  

• House prices do not match income levels in Las Vegas, out of town residents are the ones who can 

afford them. We need more diversity in pricing to reflect resident's income levels.  

• unaffordable, low-quality, low supply 

• Reasonable safe housing downtown 

• I would like to see more forms of alternative living available in order to provide opportunities for 

working, tax paying citizens, to be able to obtain a house. Things like storage container homes, 

prefabricated housing, RV style homes, and Earthship housing could be a great direction to lead for the 

sustainability of our growing city. 

• Another subject to reflect on would be the prevalence of HOA fees consuming the current housing 

market here in Nevada. No longer can you find an adequate home and neighborhood environment 

without being required to pay what can essentially be considered “rent” AKA HOA fees for the rest of 

your home ownership. Those rich enough to self-erect housing can potentially avoid this HOA fee but it 

only seems to be an option of the wealthier. If you do not have funds to begin your own construction 

project, it seems that the only housing options without these added HOA fees are located in rough 

neighborhoods, or are older homes which require a sizable amount of funds to repair/maintain the 
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house to be made livable. Diverse community housing that is spread around Nevada, and not centered 

to one city, will help to substantiate Nevada’s thriving community. 

• Affordable single-family homes. 200-300k 

• Hope there is affordable housing so everyone that wishes to have a place to live is able to get a place to 

live. 

• Urban sprawl is out of control in Clark Co. Build up, not out. Housing is not affordable for many people, 

even in my neighborhood. Motivating developers to build more affordable housing would be very 

helpful to our economy. 

• Rents are very high and the properties not so new or well maintain. Housing is very expensive.  

• Nice low income apts and homes for those in need.  

• Introduce rent control properties and construction of affordable housing opportunities. 

• We need better quality, affordable housing.  Until we can solve basic needs, we will continue to have 

serious problems with homelessness and destitution. 

• Accessible and affordable housing for all. Should not have to meet 3times the rent and it should be 

more homes for rent for under $1000 per month  

• Housing that is affordable, the median home price in Las Vegas is $309,700 and the median household 

income is 55,000 

• too expensive 

• Affordable Single-Family Homes 

• Homes priced for the median household and lower income housing  

• Better quality homes for more affordable pricing 

• The housing is going up too high for the average consumer to afford.  There is no new affordable 

housing in the area.  

• low cost 

• Affordable and accessible green power options.  

• We desperately need affordable housing. 

• More affordable options 

• Less expensive rentals in the Henderson area. 

• lower property taxes to make homes more affordable 

• Way more affordable options. I’ve lived in the same apartment for 7 years and when I first moved in rent 

was $625 it is now over $1000 for the same unit. Incomes are going up like this so neither should 

housing. 

• Need quality low cost housing for the community. 

• Rents are very expensive for families, even for mediocre housing. There should be rent control.  

• a 2-bedroom apartment near a school. $1,800 a month to rent. people can’t afford that.  

• I just want to see better constructed homes that are suited for living in the desert, cost is not the 

problem when this town is running like it should. But we need a unique quality to this city or we will fall 

of the map. We are starting to look like anytown USA. plus, you can game anywhere now and how great 

are the shows that are shut down for how long? How many will leave to make money elsewhere 

because it dries up here during this crisis?  

• Stop having millionaires move here they make everything go up in cost.  
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• For sale attainable housing is disappearing.  Although I can afford the home I want, my adult children 

have very limited options in the for-sale market, and often times those options are in undesirable 

locations, especially for a young female. 

• Affordable and transitional housing 

Density 

• Single family homes.  

• Single family homes  

• Multi-unit buildings with more than 3 stories and entrances for the whole building 

• More family homes. No more multifamily homes.  

• Single story single family 

• Houses on larger lots  

• Less instant ghettos more space between houses  

• I am against high density development 

• Single homes 

• Rural ONE HOME per 1/2 acre 

• Larger lot homes for people to “move up” to. Not everyone wants to stay in their “starter home” forever 

and the trend to continue to build entry level homes in our area is reducing the availability of step up 

homes for people wishing to move.  

• Large lots with outbuildings (workshop/casita).  No open floor plans/great room concept!  

Traditional/functional/efficient floorplan with simple design, please.  Living area needs to be 

commensurate with bedrooms.  Living/dining/eat in area/den all required for comfortable living.  

• Single story larger lots 

• More spread out, sustainable homes, maybe even tiny homes 

• I want to see housing that is spread out, we are selling out to developers who keep packing us in like 

rats. 

• Clark County needs smaller homes to reduce footprint and make it more affordable. 

• Estate homes 

• There is a lot of land for development but please do not over build. Most of us like the small town with 

no traffic  

• apartments 

• Large lots for parking off street, better solar orientation for minimizing direct solar gain to have cooler 

houses 

• Smaller Capacity comfort housing, my knowledge is still limited, however 1 & 2 bedroom opportunities 

should not only be available but affordable and comfortable to live in. 

• New build 2,500-3,500 square foot single homes that have more yard space. Needs to be in the $500,00-

$600,000 range. 

• developments that offer larger yards so that children can stay home and play/invite friends over to play 

- everything here seems to be on nearly a zero lot  

• midrise retirement housing and single family residential  

• Let's build UP and not out as much. 

• Single-story single-family homes 
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• Large Lot Homes. 

Ranch Style Homes 

• More apartments for rent  

• county placates to developers who are more interested in biggest bang for the buck.  find way to take 

very small lots, and place as much house on it.  that way can get as much money for each lot.  and 

county approves of development.  yet just across street is another vacant lot.  where more houses could 

be built.  but developer won't do it unless county approves so they will get large dollars for small 

project. 

• (1) Multifamily housing (ideally large apartment buildings that spur transit development, or at least 

condos instead of more single-family detached houses). 

(2) Affordable housing - either done through rent control, or through inclusionary zoning mandates, or 

through expanded public ownership of buildings/housing vouchers.  NOT tax breaks for developers - 

they don't deserve to get paid for a problem that they're perpetuating. 

(3) Infill - I live in an area of town (Silverado Ranch) that has been developed since the late 80s/early 90s, 

yet there are still huge empty parcels.  Meanwhile development is sprawling out southeast/southwest 

to the mountains, and there are (dumb) plans to jump the mountains and sprawl all the way to Jean.  

Sprawl makes housing less affordable, because it increases commute times/costs (and sprawl requires 

more infrastructure which means higher taxes). 

• More density along the major corridors (Sahara, DI, Flamingo, etc.) 

• Multi story city in city concepts for housing or villages that spur easy access to transit 

• Larger properties, houses need yards again. Kids used to play in the yards, you can barely fit a table in 

some of them 

• Shared housing or cheaper apartments seems to be key to a growing community. Everyone I talk to in 

the city loves first Friday.  

• Need larger lots, less restrictions on land use. 

• Lots of options for small lot, cookie cutter homes.  I want a larger lot with a larger single-story home in 

an HOA free development; few new opportunities like this exist 

• Apartments that have elevators instead of outdoor staircases. Parking under the building. Most 

apartment complexes are designed terribly and are confusing and difficult to use and navigate. 

• Would like to see less apartments built. Apartment complexes are not properly managed  

• single family homes 

• Horse properties not surrounded by tract homes and rural streets with better speed regulation and 

other implementation for the safety of equestrians forced to ride in increasingly dense neighborhoods; 

remaining rural neighborhoods PRESERVED. 

• Single family homes 

• Apartments, single family homes, etc. 

• Smaller square footages for better price options 

• Rural Estates. Respecting Rural estates by not forcing high density and amenities generally expected in 

more urban and suburban environments. 

• Single family 

• 1/2 acre lots. I do not want to live in a neighborhood where there is no parking and I can hear my 

neighbors yelling next door.  

• The houses are packed on top of each other and there's no yard space. 
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• Less apartments- Less rentals 

Nicer shopping Centers- Businesses brought in. 

• More acreage property  

• Less is more 

• No more apartments. Add more town homes for sale. 

• More single-family housing vs. higher density housing...  

• Too many damn people for the housing availability.  Don’t build more- stop having people move here. 

• I want a single-family home but not California prices. 

• Easements and lots with zero space are a joke. You are allowing developers to make a few extra dollars 

at the expensive of the community and homeowners. Homes are way too close together, it creates a 

lack of privacy, which causes people to stay inside their homes and makes neighborhoods less 

appealing. Maybe a percentage of homes with minimal lot space is acceptable, but the larger a home is 

the larger the space between lots should be. You shouldn’t have a 2500-3500sqft home with 10’ or less 

to the property line. 

• More housing for single parents.  They don't need a big house but a roof over their head.  Small space, 

lower rent for them. 

• Housing with more land, everyone’s on top of each other and there’s no quality land. 

• Don't need more housing. Need less realtors. 

• I would like to see more land remaining free from housing developments so the existing homes and 

communities can remain stable and enjoy the amenities that we pay for with our HOA dues and Master 

Association dues. 

• Homes that are affordable and have a front and back yard. Now a days I have to pay more for those 

things as they are considered luxuries. What the @#$%. You’re literally putting us in a box. Packed like 

sardines. Stop approving homes like the ones that are being built in the south west and bring back the 

homes that were being built in the 90s 

• Single family, 1-2 bdrm that’s truly affordable. 

• I would like to see more single-family houses built. More single-family communities  

• More multi-story apartment complexes--which equals lower rent amounts (or should, based upon other 

metro areas in the U.S.) 

• Low income apartments and subsidized housing developments  

• Would like to see more housing with property.  Not the current 5-foot property lines. 

• I do not want to see any more housing. Save the environment instead. 

• Townhouse communities with community centers and enclosed garages. Small parks included with 

normal living restrictions, some age related, and gated.  

• Houses not built on top of each other. Waivers handed out to developers are out of control. 

• Rural Estates as the area was previously zoned for. The commissioner and county have changed that at 

every opportunity which has greatly affected the neighborhoods.  

• Would like to see more high-end large land options for homes and mid-range high rise condos on or 

near the strip 

• Small lot, attached homes, multifamily for-sale or rent. Allow high density or mid-rise housing nearer 

major intersections......for example, within vacated grocery store shopping centers. 

• I would like to see less apartment complexes in a small area.  
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• We need more single-family homes, not cramming people into multi-family structures where they 

would prefer not to live. 

• Homes with land not on the top tier. 

• Single family housing. 

• one-story housing with energy efficient components 

• Don't build anymore!!!  

• More apartments or multiple family unit housing. Less safe restricted communities. 

• Mixed use/live work mid-rise. 

• smaller square footage housing, on lots large enough for children and dogs to play, maybe have a 

garden. 

• Less apartments complex. more parks 

• ranch like settings, acreage, zoning for horses, chickens, sustainable living co-ops encouraged.  

• Smaller homes on larger lots. I’d love some space but I don’t need a mansion.  

• There is plenty of apartments  

• Less density of housing sites, larger setbacks, more standardized landscaping fewer concrete medians,  

• medium to higher density lower income housing closer to needed social services that is more walkable 

• The RNP should be larger lots with custom homes. Too many developers getting away with smaller lots, 

zero lot lines and all homes look the same 

• Less apartments, too many people in small area 

• I live in an RNP zoned area, I would like the RNP preserved. We moved out here to get away from all the 

congestion, and now its invading the RNP. This needs to be stopped. 

• Lot sizes of 1/4 acres are rare.   Las Vegas is a good study for how not to build.  Commercial 

development interspersed among housing developments that are not in master planned communities 

leads to poor quality of life, non-walkable areas.  The county and planning commissions kowtow to 

developers and allow too many non-conforming zone changes.  One zoning change begets another 

higher-density zoning change, so Clark County is nothing but high-density residential.  Rural 

preservation is not preserved. 

• I would like to see less apartment buildings, especially massive ones. They seem to be overwhelming 

my area (on Sunset road between Durango and Rainbow.) 

• I'd like to see houses with bigger yards, and not on top of one another.  I'm again disappointed with 

hearing that houses were being built against Red Rock National Park.  There is a ton of underutilized 

land, do not continue to destroy nature for profit.  

• The housing density is crazy. Should be no more than 6 homes per acre 

Design 

• Looking for something to buy and not finding anything that fits my needs. 

• Rental properties are still made of wood and catch fire easily and quickly. My complex is so cheap my 

kitchen drawers are made of plastic tubs attached to wood panels. I had to caulk the kitchen because of 

a bug infestation that nested behind cabinets and counters as a result of poor building 

• Garden Homes and other shared housing with community gardens as an amenity! 

• Different variety of homesteads built just not just cookie cutter buildings 

• more luxury apartments, everything here is poor to mediocre 
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• Fewer cookie cutter style homes 

• Laughlin needs more single-story condominium pipe homes built for seniors. 

• cookie cutter homes and developments and lots and amenities 

• Quality affordable rental 

• Single level homes, elevators for more than 3 stories. Senior retirement housing. 

• It seems as if we have dumpy old homes, or brand-new ones, which are expensive. Wish there were 

more 'average' homes. 

• Small buildings with inside gardening that will not take a lot of land. 

• single story homes for those over 60 or with physical limitations.  

• please eastside needs a cleanup, lots great homes here others well they need help 

• Single story houses 

• More single stories in townhomes, homes, with a garage.  In better areas, gated.  Place for dogs when 

you rent. 

• My comments apply to the 89119 zip code area. The county needs to pour some revenue into 

redevelopment of deteriorating neighborhoods.  

• Unequal of development between house or apartment. A super expensive house next to the cheap 

houses 

• Better range of architectural designs from communities, all homes here in the valley are unattractive 

and only portray the developers' idea of what a community should look like, i.e. profitable cookie cutter 

designs. 

• Single story houses that retired middle income seniors can afford. 

• Single story without HOA 

• Townhomes  

• Better build quality of housing for prices 

• Custom homes, higher quality tract homes  

• Too much overpricing. New paint job and logo does not necessarily translate to "Luxury". Then again, 

this is more about the power of hyperbole... so never-mind. 

• Require better building standards for tract homes.  Also, residential streets should have sidewalks on 

both sides of streets and wide enough to park on at least one side.  Allowing builders to squeeze out 

streets and sidewalks in neighborhoods ruins the quality of life for residents, and does not allow space 

for kids to play outside. 

• Apartment complexes are new and offer a lot of amenities that only appeal to younger people. Also 

having them managed by corporations that don’t actually have offices here causes them to not give 

quality assistance for the money they are getting.  

• I would like to see available housing options with back or front yard space and without forced HOA 

(there are some even multiple HOAs). The type of new housing available is not geared for long-term 

communities. They are set up for peoples "started homes" which lead to lack of ownership and 

investing in the community. Which is why green spaces and parks near or inside communities are key to 

the quality of life of people.  

• More single stories, especially if we can have the option of having a basement so we get more sq. 

footage but w/o going up.  More mother in law suites or houses with double masters so I can live w/my 

mother comfortably w/each of us on opposite sides of the house.  I need much lower pricing to be 

comfortable to buy a house now.  Stop building the houses so close together too! I don't want to be 
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able to touch my neighbor’s house from my window!  No one wants to be crammed in w/neighbors, so 

stop building like that!  Vegas should and never can be a huge city like LA so stop worrying about being 

able to fit so many here!  We shouldn't WANT that many people here.  It's a desert and the more who 

live here, the more strain it puts on our resources like Lake Mead.  Let it be a comfortable population 

that doesn't get much bigger than we are now, and allow people to have houses w/much bigger yards 

than what most new builds have.  Also plan them better so the back balconies and decks or patios 

aren't facing the afternoon sun.  It's Vegas, hello!  Plan it so people can live as comfortably as possible in 

this heat.  Awnings and patio coverings should come w/the newly built homes as standard too, not an 

expensive add on.  We need more community pools or more homes built w/them.  So many houses for 

sale now if not brand new have the old style of Vegas homes with weird angled walls and build outs that 

nobody likes.  Keep it more simple and open floor plans and charge less for them!  Again, this is not CA!   

• I LOVE the "older" neighborhoods without gated communities and with unique Non-cookie cutter 

crankem out for profit of developer (campaign donator) identical houses 

• Livable spaces for recently graduated college students. 

• Need more single-story houses on half acre 

• More Opportunity for alternative building structure community/parks for affordable housing  

• places that are truly livable for anyone 

• Homes not in inward-facing walled-off neighborhoods to actually create a sense of place on the streets! 

Diversity of Options 

• More housing available for families, especially low income.  

• More park/play areas within developments considering the small lot sizes. 

• There are very few mixed use, walkability, transit-oriented development options. Furthermore, I'd love 

to buy a home in Summerlin, but the cost of new and used homes is outrageously expensive. 

• Condos, townhomes, small residences. 

• Condominiums 

• New Starter homes.  Make it mandatory for all real estate developers to build or refurbish one existing 

home for every house built for sale.  

• 3-4 bedroom homes/apartments for families with safe surroundings and access to schools. 

• There is a need for work/ live type development with housing available for a wide range of incomes 

• Not much in mid-range or low-income housing and what options there are bad and need repair to roads 

and no updated things like the public art instillations. There is more art at the freeway underpass where 

no one can set it than there is in the low-income neighborhoods.  

• More apartment complexes are being built instead of single-family homes. It's like a new one is being 

built every other block. Especially in the west and southwest.  

• Townhomes  

• No more building of residential developments. We need more commercial developments and malls to 

service existing population to improve quality of life 

• Better option for middle class residents 

• Need more housing and stores down here 

• More RV parks on the Laughlin side. 

• No houses for those people that want to pay 1100-1300 for a home but can’t get one in areas saturated 

with apartment complexes. Please build more rental homes not apartments  
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• Need more housing in this (Laughlin) community. In addition to services and medical facilities. 

• Mid-range housing is pretty lacking in the downtown/arts district area. It seems to be mostly expensive 

tiny studios, very very expensive apartments and lofts, or very run-down apartments. 

There’s a similar issue with houses to buy, plus it’s hard to find that mid-level housing in the small 

pockets that seem like they have a good safe neighborhood vibe that would make me comfortable to 

commit to for a long time. There are just too many cops around certain neighborhoods.  

• More multi income neighborhoods and more options to help people who could easily become homeless 

• More available in general  

• More affordable townhomes options. Modern apartments- if we have to build up, our apartments need 

to have good construction with concrete between floors to block sound.  

• Low income for seniors. More affordable homes for the middle class.  

• The availability is poor because the rents are too high. I'm not saying add low-income housing 

(although Las Vegas can use that too), but moderately priced, middle income people are almost 

completely priced out now. 

• Working class affordable housing 

• probably need more mid-rise.   more townhomes.   

• Mixed-use housing, walkable neighborhoods, housing near connected trails 

• Single family homes and townhomes with outdoor spaces that are affordable for middle income 

families. 

• Townhouses and single-family housing.  

• Townhouses, condos, etc. 

• Live and work near employment housing for lower income folks.  

• More duplexes/quadraplexes, family apartments, and mixed-use models. More infill and central options 

for new/redeveloped housing. 

• HOAs, while understandable, should not be 95%+ of the housing options. I understand those that desire 

to live in HOA communities and that is their choice. What about those that do not want a home with 

HOA? We have too few options. I know many people in Las Vegas who desire to live HOA free and cannot 

find such residence. 

• Just more available housing and retail support. 

• Need more workforce housing  

• Mixed use spaces - neighborhood investment - ability to walk/bike to locally owned shops 

• $150, 000 range 

• We need a wider array of prices, rentals and purchases, so everyone has access to a home.  

• We own a RV and are full-time RV, so I would like to see more long-term RV parks that are more like an 

apartment complex type, similar to Price Ryan Park in Henderson, duck creek, oasis Las Vegas resort, 

Las Vegas rv resort 

• Smaller and more private type lots 

• Greater range of housing with more multi-family, variety of options to fit various lifestyles and stages of 

life 

• duplex/quadplex, townhouse 

• Mixed used, something similar to the district in Henderson where apartments are intermingled with 

shopping. Instead of building out, build up 
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• more types of all price range units and buildings from efficiency to upscale units. 

• work force housing. Too much emphasis on large lots only and low density.  Not enough homes for 

those just starting out, or that work min wage 

Rental 

• After the 2008 housing collapse, investors came in and cornered the rental market and jacked up the 

prices to the moon. This is just unfair. We bought because our mortgage payments are half what a 

similar rental would be. Luckily, we were in a position to be able to afford the down payment. Young 

families typically are not so lucky. I don't know how they manage here. 

• For rent  

• The rent is as much as a house payment. That's nuts. If I sign a lease then the items that are listed as 

amenities must be accessible always. If the pool is broken we should have a discounted rent. if the gym 

is shut down. The same. All new apts should be required to have enough covered parking for TWO cars 

not one. No apt in Las Vegas should cost as much as a house payment for a house in that area. Stricter 

background checks. Also NO ONE should have to make 3 times the rent to live some place.  

• Rent has becoming high, they landlords are asking for too much and it's becoming impossible to rent a 

property on a good area 

• Rent is deplorable! It raises without warning every time the lease renews. And sometimes during. There 

needs to be rent control in place. I can't even afford a 1-bedroom apartment getting 36k a year.  

• Maybe some for rent that are financially affordable even without amenities to get families in the door 

and be able to move up the ladder.  

• Rent controlled buildings, more mixed use, more integration. 

• Searchlight needs more for rent housing options. 

• There more temporary housing for 2 weeks -6 months needed. Allow locals to do short term rental 

easily (as long as "no parties" rule enforced) and it will bring money to the town:  city will have much 

more students, travelling nurses, teachers, poker players, hikers, etc.  

• No more rentals, NO vacation rentals, PERIOD. No high-density rental businesses! Preserve the single-

family residential neighborhoods, they are the core value of the central Vegas areas. 

• More rentals. That is the trend that is happening across the world.  

• New build less expensive rentals. Not being paid a living wage. Run down old rentals. 

• There is too much commercial housing for rent. Big companies come here, buy up apartment 

complexes and raise the rent unfairly. My rent was steady for five years until one of these companies 

(Westland) bought it and raised the rent by 40% over three years. The others follow suit to stay 

"competitive"  

• more for-rent options that do not sacrifice safe communities for affordable cost 

• Increasingly intrusive HOAs and non-residents owning large amounts of property make the county 

difficult for locals and remove massive amounts of money from the local economy.  

• Rent is fairly high in areas with better rated schools.  

• Rent is fine. $800,000 for a 4-bedroom house cannot be justified. 

• Rent is getting too high. 

• There are too many people that can't afford 1st, last, security deposit to rent.   

• Good rentals in nice areas are hard to come by. 

• As above - some new - or at least renovated rental complexes for the working class 
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• I haven’t rented in many years but I do hear from others that renting in Vegas is much harder than other 

places. not only is there not enough that is decent prices but the companies really screw people over 

and don’t fix things.  

• Enforce current zoning laws. Airbnb and others lower the quality of neighborhoods for those who have 

invested their money and energy in building something nice.  

• Rent is too high 

• Rent is so expensive and the customer service is so poor. Rental units are not held accountable. Rent 

increase drastically every year 

• No rentals of any kind. 

• We need rent control!   

• Rent is extremely high in our county. I have family members that cannot afford to live on their own 

because of these prices. 

• RENTS ARE EXCESSIVE FOR THE OFFERINGS 

• Rental housing seems to be more and more geared toward "luxury" amenities, particularly in larger 

apartment communities. It's difficult and frustrating to search for rentals since the advertised rental 

price is usually not close to the actual cost of housing given additional fees that are added on. In 

addition, it'd be nice to see apartment communities (or at the neighborhood level) looking at other 

types of services amenities -- composting or more robust recycling programs (instead of the luxury 

amenity of valet trash service), community garden, staff organizing community volunteer projects 

(instead of resident mixers), etc. It feels like it's a pretty homogeneous lifestyle that most rental housing 

(at least for middle to higher income levels) in the area is geared toward. 

Safety 

• Anything is a good area (schools, aesthetics, etc.), that isn’t desperately in need of renovation and has 

outdoor space is way too expensive in relation to salaries in the valley. 

• Individual tiny homes at very low-cost in safe areas of Clark County. 

• Better street lights, better road crews 

• Housing that is not crime ridden. Metro is useless, that is why we have so many gun owners here. My 

wife and I had someone terrorizing us and Metro kept yanking my chain, they didn't even know where 

Paradise Palms was!  I finally had to call in a favor which was the only way to get it stopped as I had to 

imply I would take it into my own hands which would have been deadly, for the other person, and I 

thought LAPD was bad. 

• Houses with clean and safe neighborhoods. More illumination on the streets, especially on 

communities.  

• SAFE SENIOR HOUSING  

• Not enough low income to middle income rentals available. What is available is filled with cockroaches, 

criminals and slumlords.  

• SAFE mini-homes for disabled & elderly with strict rules, SAFE mini-homes for the very poor, SAFE 

shelters ONLY for military vets & their pets, SAFE mini-homes for women, 1 for mothers, 1 for men 

(Other states are building them so WHY not Vegas)? 

Sustainability 

• Energy efficient space and land use 
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• More environmental options.  ALL doors, windows, roofing materials should repel heat.  The cheaper 

builder's standard has negative environmental impact. 

• Eco solar sustainability, Geothermal AC, Monolithic Domes, Earthships, alternative designs and 

materials, Aquazonedesigns.com, The Venus project.com 

• More spread out, sustainable homes, maybe even tiny homes 

• Clark County needs smaller homes to reduce footprint and make it more affordable. 

• Better solar orientation for minimizing direct solar gain to have cooler houses 

• Housing that is energy efficient private, upgradable.  

• Eco-friendly/sustainable/ resource conserving housing developments for average income families.  

• One-story housing with energy efficient components 

• I just want to see better constructed homes that are suited for living in the desert, cost is not the 

problem when this town is running like it should.  

• I'm again disappointed with hearing that houses were being built against Red Rock National Park.  

There is a ton of underutilized land, do not continue to destroy nature for profit. 

• We shouldn't WANT that many people here.  It's a desert and the more who live here, the more strain it 

puts on our resources like Lake Mead.   

Housing for Specific Demographics 

• Veterans need housing especially the homeless or single parent vets 

• Apartments and senior housing. 

• Senior only housing and senior care facility 

• senior housing 

• senior housing 

• Senior Community  

• Senior housing  

• ADA compliant and affordable housing for seniors.  Searchlight has a median age of 55 verses an 

average of 38 statewide. 

• More senior housing is an option but it depends on the needs of that particular district.   

• More upscale 55 plus single-story outdoor lifestyle focus 

• a moderately-priced rental building for seniors--located apart from any non-senior complexes--would 

be well received.  Availability of more senior rentals might ease the demand for condos, townhomes 

and single-family homes by seniors.   

• Homeless housed 

• Co-op housing for Autism, intellectually disabled  

• MUCH MORE low-income senior housing availability. 

• homeless shelters for our house-less community 

• Senior housing, affordable low-income housing 

• Affordable. Also, for the homeless.  

• Affordable senior citizens housing 

• Laughlin needs more single-story condominium pipe homes built for seniors. 

• Single level homes, elevators for more than 3 stories. Senior retirement housing. 
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• Lower income/rents for Seniors Qualifying amounts increased somewhat 

• Low income apartments, scattered lease programs/vouchers, transitional housing/ group homes for 

homeless/ formerly homeless with on-site supportive services and case management. 

• single story homes for those over 60 or with physical limitations.  

• midrise retirement housing and single family residential  

• More affordable rentals for fixed income retirees. 

• more senior-only housing--physically separates from other low-income housing units--which focus on 

safe, accessible (both in terms on indoor amenities like elevators and in terms of easy access to bus 

routes) housing for moderate- and low-income retirees. 

• I would like to see more affordable communities for active senior citizens. 

• Rent control housing, better access to affordable housing for fixed income residents, more programs to 

assist residents with first time home purchases, home buying incentives, etc. 

• 55+ community.... 

• Homeless and very low income 

• Low income for seniors. More affordable homes for the middle class.  

• as a student, finding affordable housing has kept me at home. student housing is almost as expensive 

as normal housing, and low-income housing is almost impossible to find anywhere in the city. 

• More senior housing for lower rent. Some people are on extremely limited income and cannot afford a 

$1,000 r mire a month. 

• I am a believer in literally giving homes to homeless people - it’s cheaper for taxpayers than them living 

on the street But, not to mention infinitely more humane. But we also need to create opportunities for 

families to own homes in order to build stability and generational wealth, especially people of color. I 

don't know exactly what needs to be done to make that happen but it should be our goal. More info on 

the research behind giving the homeless homes: https://www.vox.com/2014/5/30/5764096/homeless-

shelter-housing-help-solutions 

• Single story houses that retired middle income seniors can afford. 

• low income housing and transitional housing - clearly that contributed to the growing homeless and 

mental health challenges- and we need to address this. 

• More housing for single parents.  They don't need a big house but a roof over their head.  Small space, 

lower rent for them. 

• More affordable housing for older Military Veterans  

• reasonably priced housing for seniors close to shopping and transportation 

• Low cost housing for homeless 

• Going to need more ghettos for Sisolak’s refugees, formerly proud Nevadans. With a 25% 

unemployment, no housing will be affordable 

• SAFE SENIOR HOUSING  

• Creating affordable housing for seniors 55+ working or not, would free up housing for younger people. 

Affordable housing should NOT be profit driven or based on anything but a person's income. Profit, 

capitalism and socio-economic Darwinism have NO PLACE in making sure American are not homeless. 

Period. You want stability, stop putting profit in front of making sure everyone has some where DECENT 

to live that they can eventually own because when you own it you have a commitment and an interest 

in how your neighborhood is. And that generates tax revenue, removed homeless people from social 
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services leaving only the "hardcore" homeless person struggling with co-illnesses letting social workers 

focus on them. 

• Additional affordable housing for people with disabilities and low wage earners is needed. 

For sale housing eliminates the low wage earner market making the dream of owning your own home a 

far stretch. The latest report (July 2020) the median home price in Las Vegas is over $300,000. 

Lower cost options are often in less desirable areas of the county causing a lack of balance throughout 

our community. 

• Quality Affordable Senior Communities 

• Low income housing for seniors and single families.  

• More city-funded housing for low income/no income people and families  

• Low income, senior rents 

• There needs to be more access to affordable housing for every Clark County resident. Our homeless 

population has increased significantly and will only continue to get worse. Our community has the 

means and funds to provide options to residents, but is still under the belief that homelessness is a 

choice. This thought process needs to change and we need to support our community in better ways.  

• low-income and housing for homeless citizens 

• I think that the county should ensure low cost, well maintained housing for the working poor and 

handicapped. 

• I don’t have to know about housing to know there isn’t enough affordable housing. We have a serious 

homeless problem; I’d like to see everyone have a home.  

• SAFE mini-homes for disabled & elderly with strict rules, SAFE mini-homes for the very poor, SAFE 

shelters ONLY for military vets & their pets, SAFE mini-homes for women, 1 for mothers, 1 for men 

(Other states are building them so WHY not Vegas)? 

Q 15b: Are there other ECONOMIC issues and opportunities that you would 

like to add? 

Economy: Development/Revitalization 

• Require existing vacant business structures to be filled before allowing new construction of structures. 

• Less big box stores and encouragement of local businesses. 

• This is a terrible economy to start or expand a business.  More events at business areas would help 

residents learn about the local businesses here. 

• Build more industrial office parks and retail malls 

• There have been too many gas stations, convenient stores and fast food places being built, rather than 

parks, nice shopping centers or restaurants. 

• Searchlight is in a great location for serious economic development 

• Support and encourage development and stop pushing development into Arizona! 

• Kohl’s plaza on Durango needs new tenants  

• Too many strip malls sitting with vacant spaces now, why let more being built? 

• Overbuilding in an economy that can't support it 

• Again, discussing the area around the Boulevard Mall. There seems to be a lot of finger pointing about 

who is responsible for the economic depression in this area. There are many businesses, but because 
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the neighborhood is teetering on the edge of deterioration, there needs to be some redevelopment 

dollars put into this area.  

• Too many empty stores in the malls 

• Insufficient open land for larger commercial projects. 

Economy: Economic Diversity  

• Need true economic diversification, not gaming/tourism/hospitality/entertainment 

• We need more diversity in our economy to protect against times when leisure/hospitality struggles. 

• I work in a scientific field (biochemistry). There are virtually no job opportunities for me here. This 

would be an excellent field for our community to branch into, especially with the new medical school at 

UNLV, and in light of the economic struggles brought on by the current pandemic.  

• We need more industries here. We need more jobs to keep up with the amount of people moving here.  

• this pandemic should be a lesson for Las Vegas, that we shouldn't be so reliant on just one industry 

(gaming). We need to diversify.  

• We have enough car lots 

• Redeveloping mixed uses and higher densities in older suburban areas while reducing huge parking 

areas 

• 30 years overdue for diversification of the economy.  We missed out on tech, military, and space 

spending!! 

• lack of diversity  

• We need more of a mix of people. We have retirees and casino workers. There are no trades, no white-

collar jobs. Only entry jobs or low-level paying jobs. 

• The economy needs to diversify. It seems predicated on ether tourism, or sprawl and growth with not 

vision towards the future. Education should be placed in the ECONOMY sections as it's directly related 

and lower than the national average in most categories.  

• Diversifying the Clark county's economy and attracting other industries besides for hospitality 

• Lack of job diversity still a major problem.  If construction and tourism slow down our economy tanks. 

• Diversify, diversify, diversify the economy. 

• Diversify our economy so there are more options than to work at a resort or in construction. 

• Not an employer so some questions don't apply. As for the job market...uh, there's some kind of weird 

virus going on, so I was told. This is going to need a big intervention. What's the plan? 

• We need to diversify our business industry. More technological, more advanced medicine, more 

entertainment off the Strip.  More Container Parks. More small businesses. 

• Economic Diversification. A focus on manufacturing industrial materials and recycling materials 

• Nearly no middle-class opportunities 

• Diversifying the economy is HUGE. 

• Job stability is a myth. In hospitality-people are simply numbers, with COVID-19, too many are out of 

work. We focus way too much on tourism and not enough on other jobs that would provide pay that will 

help people survive.  

• Economic diversity as it is tourism heavy 

• Diversify industries in Clark County 

• Diversify our economy  
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• We need to bring more tech companies to the area. The current rate of unemployment proves that we 

still have not diversified enough.  

• Schools are so bad that they don't attract entrepreneurs.  

• Too much of our economy is based on entertainment and tourism. To truly survive and thrive post-

coronavirus, we will need to diversify the industries that make up our economy and help people 

prepare for those industries. 

• The community is crippled by its inclusion in decisions made for the greater Clark County. This rural 

community has unique needs and residents and should be supported.  

• More sustainable economic growth and diversified business. 

• I used to be a Producer (game designer/project lead) in the Slot industry. Laid off from a seriously 

bloated IGT after FOUR months, after foolishly relocating to Reno. My 10-inch long splenectomy scar is 

dwarfed by comparison to the mark on my resume. But I digress. Currently, there are more 

development studios in town for online games, than there are Class III slot machines designed for brick 

and mortar casinos. This is BS! AGS has a studio in Georgia, Austin TX houses studios for: Aristocrat, 

Everi, Scientific Games; and were it not for CV-19, Konami's proposed studio there, would be up and 

running. As much as the local economy's reliance on gaming and tourism had been exposed during the 

CV-19 nightmare - and more diversity is needed - we need Casino Game Development jobs BACK in Las 

Vegas. At least I do. Apologies for my selfishness. 

• It would be great to get more technology jobs and other non-hospitality opportunities to strengthen 

economy. 

• Universal Basic Income, Resource Based Economy 

• too many nail salons and useless businesses one next to the other, there need to be rules of distancing 

between one business and the same type of business and service a few yards away from each other  

•  We need more diversified businesses  

• We must find other revenue sources and not rely only on tourism/gaming. Businesses need to be 

encouraged to hire a variety of ages, ethnicities, and different cultural backgrounds.  

• most jobs here are low wage, service jobs. We need more jobs for skilled labor and technology. 

• Diversify the economy 

• High tech jobs or industry is very limited. 

• Just really nervous about the covid 19 virus and the present economic situation for hospitality workers. 

• We need to diversify the economy and encourage job in roof-top solar. 

• This pandemic has revealed just how much we really need to diversify from just tourism.  

• TOO DEPENDENT ON CASINOS 

• Diversification of the economy with focus upon high tech and other green businesses 

• There are enough people here to support the RIGHT businesses.  Service is so terrible here, because 

there is not competition. 

• Diversify and get Sisolak to open businesses 

• Focus of diversifying our economy beyond hospitality  

• We need to attract more industries by providing tax incentives and hire trainers to train the work force 

from our local market to meet the manpower demands of potential businesses looking to move here 

• What is the county doing to help the decades long effort to diversify the economy and to create stable 

revenue sources? 

• Not a lot of diverse employment options, majority is in the hospitality sector.  
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• Too many jobs rely on tourism. Need more diversity in businesses. Licensing requirements are a barrier 

to me starting my own business.  

• Diversity -- way too much control by the tourism industry.  We've been affected dramatically now twice 

in a 10-year period. 

• We need to diversify to become less dependent on tourism, gaming, and mining. 

• We need to diversify our industry. As we have seen tourists and casinos are not reliable  

• Need better employment opportunities, other than low paying retail and hospitality. 

• It seems like most of Southern Nevada has put its eggs into too few baskets and when things go south it 

starts a chain reaction where everyone seems affected in some way.  Maybe try to incentivize clean 

energy businesses (wind, solar) to set up shop here.  We could easily be a national leader if the work is 

put in and old ways of thinking and doing business are scrapped or at least modified. 

• More large business  

• I would really like to see Vegas diversify its economy to include more tech sector jobs and 

manufacturing jobs.  

• Diversify the economy. Let's stop relying on tourism and entertainment. 

• More diversified economy  

• Lack of economic diversity has led to stale wages in potential growth areas 

• more diversity is needed. 

• Economic diversification 

• Coming out of the lockdown, the County has a chance to do several things that would pay long-term 

economic benefits to the region. Suggest you look at https://gettingbacktowork.org for more -- it's an 

economic-recovery policy playbook from Better Cities Project. 

• Diversity of industries...it’s Gaming or Real Estate...if they go down, the city goes down...we need 

complementary industries with a larger share of the economy. It will be good for everyone. 

• We need to diversify our economic base and expand beyond gaming and tourism, which is most evident 

now during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

• too much of the same food chains and services in close proximity, more variation, less of the repeat 

services 

• We rely too much on casinos and tourists. We should look for other sources of income to support our 

state. 

• We MUST diversify industries  

• we should have more industries, related to maybe factory type work.  

• Lots of available low wage jobs, would like to see more worker training and apprenticeship 

programmers for workers to improve wages and expertise  

• Diversification for more digital age education and initiatives to bring more data centers and AI 

companies. We have low cost power and land. 

• We need more qualified GP’s 

• An emphasis needs to be placed on attracting businesses that diversify the local economy away from 

gaming/entertainment, so that the County as a whole does not collapse during times of economic 

uncertainty. Investments in tech, green energy, and other high income-educated work force jobs are 

key to the successful future of Clark County.  
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• We need to expand Nevada’s employment landscape from primarily hospitality. We need more 

resilience during downturns like the GR and Covid-19. We need other companies to move to Nevada 

and bring new and different employment with them.  

• You need to bring other types of business that are mot tourism for this city. This city needs a fee 

company that will like to have their headquarters here. 

• Need more economic diversity; sadly, very apparent in 2020. 

• LV must diversify economically.  The city is overly dependent on the Strip and service industry. Reno is 

good example of post-2008 recession / service industry crash industrial and business diversification. 

• Economy is based on entertainment and gambling. Not good reasons for putting down roots. Although, 

some people have made a life here. 

• Vegas too dependent on casinos, high schools don't teach entrepreneurship nor the trades nor how to 

get & keep a job 

• COVID-19 obviously factors in considerably to the state of the economy. Once things eventually resolve, 

more economic development efforts aligned with targeted industries needed. County needs an RDA 

back. 

• Access to finance, depends on who you know.  Diversification of economy needed to enhance variety 

and quality of employment opportunities 

• Diversification of economic opportunity  

• We need more corporations that aren’t 100% tourism driven. The availability of jobs outside of this 

industry is limited or extremely low paying. The world is changing and we need to follow suit. 

• After Covid-19, I'd like to see Clark County not be so dependent on tourism.  Let's become like other 

metropolitan areas and explore other business entities.   

• Diversity of businesses. We have a good amount of businesses but due to our development patterns it is 

largely large chains and not small, local businesses. 

• Opportunities are scarce because of Coronavirus and that there is not a strong arts and culture 

community outside of the casino resorts. 

• More development of arts and culture. 

Economy: Education 

• Improve quality of preschool - high school education 

• Would like a field of training being more accessible for people 45 & above 

• As a teacher I’m concerned about CCSD’s ability to hire and retain teachers and support staff. 

• Trade schools. My brother attended a public high/trade school and has made a good living off the skills 

he learned.  Now we have technical institutes which are expensive.  And create massive amounts of 

debt before a person even enters the work force.  Some places charge the equivalent of a BA/BS for a 

trade school 

• Transportation, educational development for adults 

• Equal access to education funding 

• Clark county's lack of quality healthcare with enough PCP physicians for the population is bad for the 

economy. Clark County's inability to provide for teachers and the public school system is bad for the 

economy. A healthy public-school system with accessible child care is essential for a good economy 

that benefits all citizens. 
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• Pay scales are too low - too much reliance on tip income to make up for deficient base pay - poor 

educational system contributes to need for extensive employee training initiatives 

• The general economy makes it very tough for a small business between needed insurances and medical 

insurance costs it’s hard for a small company to survive. there is not a good quality pool of people to 

pull from. education is poor. most the people I’ve had success with have come from out of state as well 

as myself. finding laborers is also difficult no one wants to do this work, lost a lot of laborers to uber. 

undocumented would probably make the better workers for this but we play by the rules and don’t hire 

these people.  

• Retail or commercial space is expensive and often goes to giant corporations that are paying little in 

taxes to support our community. Our education system is poorly preparing students to be 

entrepreneurs. Nevada still has not diversified its economy and is relying on entertainment to get us by. 

This is not sustainable during economic lows nationwide. We've seen this before. Post 911 and post 

great recession, soon post covid will prove this is still a problem. 

• Improve education, expand our economy, help us diversify from a tourism-centric city that is currently 

being picked apart by COVID.  

• Better vocational education opportunities. better wages.  attract more 21st century tech jobs. diversify 

• We MUST invest in education (K-12 and universities) to diversify our economy. Tourism cannot remain 

our only income. 

• The secondary and higher education systems will keep Clark County from making further progress. 

• We need more opportunities for training, especially for those changing careers do you to Covid 

• I believe if class sizes were much smaller and educators were paid enough to be able to afford a 

comfortable life style and had better health care for their families, then our education system would 

make us the envy of most of the united states.  I don't feel we can reach our potential with a horrible 

school system.   

• We need more schools  

• We need more schools; improved fiscal management to handle running schools properly 

• high quality trade schools 

• More mentorships and internships are needed for college students or after college students, in order for 

them to find a suitable path forward. 

• Still amazes me after nearly 20 years of residency how lacking in quality education my employees 

exhibit. Clark Co's economy will never diversity if we don't devote more resources to quality education 

for kids. 

• Offer training free of charge/ education with stipulation that person must stay and work in Clark county 

for 3-5 years or will have to pay back for training/education in any and all jobs to help with creating 

opportunities and retaining 

Economy: Employment Opportunities/Wages 

• The jobs in Vegas have very low wages people need to have 2 jobs to pay rent and be able to survive on 

basic expenses 

• Our community spends All our money in another State gas, groceries, medical you name it, Laughlin 

offers very little.  Our gas is priced ridiculously high compared to 5 miles away 

• Parking on strip!  Used to spend thousands per year.  Why spend $300 on dinner and pay to park?  

Locals free! 
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• We need better wages. No immunity for businesses that won't protect their workers during the 

pandemic 

• I think that Nevada should implement a $15/hour minimum wage because it would raise the standard 

of living and the quality of life for thousands of Nevada residents. 

• Minimum wage in Las Vegas should be higher. We need more job search help locations. More job core or 

computer labs and such to help people find jobs. It should be required to have a NV driver’s license and 

NV license plates in order to work or park in work parking lots.   

• Higher wage jobs in areas outside of Vegas, minimum wage improvements 

• Raise the minimum wage 

• Employment opportunities are not available for the educational programs (secondary/higher 

education) offered. This issue existed pre-covid  

• I know it is being worked on, but still too many homeless people. They need help, not condemnation. I 

am retired, so I get a pension. The economy has been really hurt by the Corona virus. Let's get this 

under better control, before opening businesses further. 

• Before COVID-19, there were a sea of employment opportunities. There should be more small 

businesses vs big businesses/corporations. We should have more local and family owned businesses 

throughout the valley. 

• I was a Server and Restaurant Manager for over 40yrs with and excellent resume and no one would hire 

me because I just moved here and didn't have experience in Las Vegas 

• Employment opportunities is vague. It is industry dependent. Food service is abundant while 

professional careers outside of hotel, gaming and entertainment is difficult to find. Please include 

“diversity of employment opportunities” or something similar.  

• Employment for seniors  

• We could enact a local job guarantee through the county to provide guaranteed work to anyone who 

needs it to help with the development you’re obviously planning. That would solve a whole host of 

issues. 

• Keep Las Vegas unique.  No one can say that this city can be imaginative.  But when you come to 

housing, environment protection and homelessness, there are solutions.  Las Vegas needs to 

implement DEPARTMENTS within the County to create jobs for people to work for what they need. 

• Economic “ghettos “exist that discriminate against fixed income, the poor.  The continuers and realtors 

are doing well. 

• Do more to take care of the middle class 

• The economy for high paying jobs needs to diversify  

• Most jobs here are hospitality or sales. We get calls for interviews in one area then at the interview it's 

revealed you’re actually going to be in sales. I'm not a salesman. 

• English speaking country. Too many employers ask for Spanish speaking skills.  

• Cost of living goes up but min pay does not and wages are not matching the cost. Have to work 2 jobs 

just to have a crappy apt that asks management to go for the cheapest solution instead of the most 

effective one. 

• Need to improve education and better align workforce development training with economic 

development goals.  

• Better education system needed for the supply of future work force 

• Lack of new businesses means lack of employment for Sunrise Manor. 
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• Jobs for the homeless 

• Poor pay rates Laughlin is supposedly part of Clark county but the pay for the same job is three times 

lower than in Las Vegas. No raises give working in the casinos  

• Employment opportunities do not reflect the desired lifestyle of residents. It's mostly lower wage work 

that cannot sustain a family. This is hurting our economy and community. Our minimum wage should 

be able to support at least a 2-person home. With most businesses offering a hire than minimum wage 

to cover living expenses of a family of 4. Our economy is as only as wealthy as our lowest paid workers. 

Providing a wage grant to businesses that pay a living wage as opposed to a minimum wage would help 

push businesses to catch up with what the communities needs are currently demanding.    

• Normally the job market here is good, right now with Covid it’s not so great. 

• Have employment programs for native Nevadans  

• More Jobs and more higher paying jobs 

• The state of Nevada does not have a livable minimum wage.  Most people her are stuck at the federal 

rate of $7.25 per hr.  Sad, NOBODY can live on that. 

• Increase non-license job opportunities for entry level positions, programs that focus on affordable 

attainment of certifications and license that will increase economic milestones. 

• Have job centers for homeless so they can live and work and have a better life. 

• So many people need access to get training for the kind of jobs they want. Let’s make that happen for 

people. 

• Certificate based training for those who cannot afford college, e.g., mechanical certification, medical 

assistant, etc. Those certificate programs cost so much money with private schools, and CSN only has a 

certain amount of allotted space. 

• Was told by the last 2 interviewers for employment that they would hire me if I spoke Spanish. This is 

wrong and giving the Spanish speaking a special treatment. 

• Need job opportunities here in our area. 

• Higher paying jobs, perhaps in a tech environment?  That's for Americans, not imported via HI or H2 

visas.  Government should court businesses, get them to move here to provide a more robust job 

environment 

• Minimum wage?  I made $9.25/hr in 1983!!! 

• Plenty of jobs, but few of them pay enough to survive.   

• No real diversity, lack of jobs for young people under 21 

• the only source in Laughlin for employment are the federal minimum wage jobs at the casinos. 

• Need higher level jobs  

• It's hard to find a career for a lifetime but easy to find jobs & gigs for short term. 

• Right to work' in Clark County seems to actually mean indentured servitude. 

• So sad. After the pandemic, who knows which businesses will survive or not.  Employees need to want 

to work and do a good job instead of relying on public/government support and once in a position 

really don't care 

• TOO MANY "PLEASURISM CLICKS AND GROUPS", AS WELL AS AGE/DISABILITY/OTHER TYPES OF 

DISCRIMINATION-HIDDEN 

• More jobs for everyone  

• Need more job opportunities for students graduating college. Also, more assistance for small 

businesses.  
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• More careers not just jobs for young people  

• Raise minimum wage! Everything but the wages go up 

• As stated above, poverty wages are a stain on the economy here. 

• Allow locals (only locals, not out of state folks) to do sort term rental easily and it will fix unemployment 

problems.  

• Qualified Technically skilled labor pools are narrow and shallow 

• Hard to answer these questions during this pandemic.  But I have to say employment opportunities 

have always been good here  

• I believe there's job opportunities but no one is interested in training quality help. They believe a degree 

is guaranteed quality help. 

• I think employment opportunities will come back when we are over this virus...then they will be 

excellent again. 

• There is very little employment opportunity.  Enterprise is a community of rooftops.  

• It would be awesome to have a greater diversity of professional employers  

• Expansion of benefits for those who lost jobs due to COVID-19 

• higher minimum wage 

• There is a severe lack of a technically trained workforce, and the average education level is very low. 

• A better-educated populace would make quality employees easier to find and keep 

Economy: Regulations 

• So many regulations in Clark County - especially with the Fire Department, more business rules in Clark 

county then any place I have lived because of them. The warehouses here are all Prologis or the other 

company and all just cookie cutter boring warehouses that have nothing special about them, just 

concrete boxes and more concrete boxes... built as cheaply and quickly as possible with no 

customizations or differences or features.     Stores are limited barely any specialty stores, just big box 

chain stores everywhere, very low originality most of the time and just the same strip mall with home 

depot, great clips, carl’s jr, and an insurance office every 6 blocks.  

• Mandatory minimum taxation and absurd fees, which pay for the enactment of even more oppressive 

regulation. 

• Cost to start a business too high with permits and licenses  

• Taxes and regulations keep increasing too much 

• need to allow more businesses to open down here and not make it hard to open one.  

• Need permits easier to obtain for new businesses. 

• Control of local and state government spending - was good when I moved here, but questionable and 

threatened now, even before COVID 19. 

• We need County and Regional Governments to quit behind-the-scenes killing of projects, and the 

agencies need employees and managers who qualified and also will tell us how to rather than NO YOU 

CAN'T! 

• Permitting and Title 30 requirements hamper the ability for business to expand or locate here. Much 

cheaper for them to locate in Bullhead City. 

• Quit taking pages out of the CA play book on regulations. There is a reason the vast majority of people 

moving to S. NV are coming from CA, by trying to copy them we will inevitably become an unsustainable 

place to call home. Government needs to stay in their lane, and quit trying to expand, in an attempt to 
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regulate us into utopia. Clark County and NV in general was built on free enterprise, and the 

entrepreneurial spirt of its residents to build something out of nothing. By increasing regulation, and 

your "own" power all you are doing is driving business and individuals away, by increasing the cost of 

doing business/living.  

• Work with Small Businesses - don't make it harder to operate - stop all the waivers, make businesses & 

developments think about tomorrow, not just their pocket book today 

• I feel like "ease" of starting a business in Las Vegas is limited to online / internet businesses. I feel like a 

lot of crazy edgy people come to Vegas seeking opportunity, trying to escape the past of their home 

town. Vegas has a ton of potential for growing as a tech community. Computer people are tired of how 

overpriced Silicon Valley is, and love the computer conventions that Vegas provides.  

• Better access and support of unionization 

• Happy to see vacant storefronts filling up.  Should make sure they are used before permitting new 

construction. 

• Business would do better with less regulations, fees for everything 

• Vegas is a very hard place to start a business. 

• Finding and retaining employees is difficult for small businesses who cannot compete with the casinos 

on health insurance. If we had Medicare for All, small businesses would be able to retain employees 

who wanted to start a family.  

• Taxes and rent are way too high for the small business 

• Shutting down our economy over COVID created man-made unnecessary economic devastation. Stay 

home if you want. Let us get back to work. Government has gotten in the way of making a living. 

• Small business yearly licenses should be more affordable. 

• Too little incentives for manufacturing and other industries; Clark County is too reliant on construction 

and hospitality/convention. Diversification is key to making the County more economically robust. 

• It's hard to get any business going in Moapa Valley because of all the county red tape 

• Difficulty in obtaining a business license in NLV and LV 

• Way too many loan centers permitted 

• Commercial rents are very high. 

• Small business owners are over taxed. The revenue tax is a pain in the butt & is a money grab. 

• Small businesses have yet to recover from 2008, rental and licensing fees for small business are 

proportionally larger than the mega corporations that now dominate the businesses in Sunrise 

Manor&Clark County in general, and there is also proportionally less help from the government to these 

small businesses. 

• More tax on casinos. They pay significantly less that casinos in any other state and make significantly 

more 

• Too many new taxes, regulations, and fees.   

• I'd like to see a county wide sign ordnance to keep the clutter down in some of the older communities.  

• Demand the Crooks that rewrite these plans sign agreements to not make a mint trying to avoid the 

plans they wrote as the past writers have. 

• Your business license fees have gone up astronomically!  They need to return to affordable rates! 

• There needs to be a county/state/city department or taskforce to focus on bogus scam job offers. I've 

been scammed twice into giving my personal information thinking I was about to get hired and I once 

got "hired" with the day I was supposed to start getting a call at the last minute postponing the start 
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date and I never heard from them again they took photocopies of all of my paperwork who do you go to 

with that? 

• State does not know how to deal with the self-employed especially vis a vie health insurance under aca. 

• Ease restrictions on microbreweries.   

• Too little broad based community involvement..or access to create policy changes 

• The state and county response to COVID-19 has erased any benefits to owning an operating a business 

here. I would never come to Clark County from another community under the current circumstances. 

• I have heard (but have never been able to pin down specifics) that small businesses find obtaining 

permits and licenses from the County to be difficult.  If true, that needs to be improved.  Most shopping 

is done across the river in Bullhead City, AZ, although I try to shop local whenever I can.  I'm told it can 

be difficult to find qualified employees, although there always seem to be people looking for work.  I'm 

not sure I understand the disconnect there. 

• Taxes incentives for startup small business and for hiring new employees. 

• Reduce red tape.  

• too much red tape for businesses 

• Banning the box criminal and background checks on employment  

• Too many subsidies for large companies from the public treasury. 

• Regulate utilities and property taxes for residents. 

• Process for starting business is too tedious.  State registration should automatically flow to each city 

and county 

• Regulation should be success oriented 

• I never believed that our government was corrupt and took kickbacks until I moved to Las Vegas. 

• Unemployment administration DETE 

• We are going to be facing another great depression shortly. IF the state does not take drastic measures 

to help people then everyone will suffer greatly. 

• We should have at least some GREEN hotels casinos re Vertical Forest (see on Wikipedia) as a part of the 

excellent relative to other states progress we have made on renewable energy. 

• Look into the capitalist versions of environmental economics.  Placing values on ecosystem services. 

Economy: Access to Services 

• Medical care is a real issue, cannot find primary care physicians in Laughlin 

• No one should be hungry in America 

• Difficulty finding quality healthcare providers is my only complaint. 

• East side needs more retail and service options such as health care and dental and hospital 

• Addressing the additional expense put on businesses for utilities and sanitation 

• The lack of quality of life amenities makes it difficult to diversify the economy. Inadequate investments 

in education, trails, recreation. Too many cost cutting concessions to developers such as inadequate 

bike trails, sidewalks only on one side of streets. Inadequate maintenance of required street and 

parking lot trees. 

• Lack of resources supporting education, childcare, affordable housing, etc. -- all systems that need to 

be adequately funded to ensure a solid economic base. In addition, lack of diversity of industries 

contributing to Clark County's economy. 
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• Hard to retain entry level employees- need access to transportation & workforce housing 

Economy: Shopping Opportunities 

• We need Trader Joe's, Sprouts, Whole Foods, Farmer's Market's as options out here in the East as well. 

It is unacceptable that other parts of the Valley (Summerlin, Southwest, Henderson etc.) have more 

frequent access to organic and healthier options/nutritionally beneficial grocery store options. 

• We need more grocery stores downtown 

• The downtown area is a food desert with very few options for buying groceries. The grocery store that 

are close to my house are poorly maintained. I drive to the suburbs to grocery shop. 

• Too many bars, haircut places and gyms. Need more big box stores. 

• Hardly any good retail in the Southwest, all the same type of businesses in strip malls, very little food 

options other than fast food 

• We need an anchor store; Costco & Trader Joe’s  

• The community has been asking for a larger sit-down family restaurant and more shopping outlets. 

Trader Joe’s, Olive Garden, IHOP. But we keep getting 7-11’s PT’s and Don Tortacos. 

• Shopping opportunities have improved with addition of Sprouts and Trader Joe's.  NW has large swath 

of residential area with no services. 

• A grocery store, more restaurant opportunities, a hardware store,  

• Not enough grocery stores 

• More plazas with Mom & Pop shops in North Las Vegas.  Walmart is the only game in town and needs 

competition.  We should buy American from American businesses! 

• Need shopping, pharmacy, doctors.  Need something like Walmart or Target. 

• Us residents need more stores off needles hwy we have to go out of state to shop 

• Limited stores in the area 

• A few amenities would be nice. A car wash, another bank or bank connected ATMs such as Wells Fargo 

or Bank of America ATMs. Also, a pharmacy in upper Laughlin  

• Grocery store that is affordable for seniors.  New economic development not  challenged by **** who 

has a monopoly on future development. Small neighborhood Walmart or Costco.  We should not have 

to travel to another state to shop. 

• Would like to see better shopping on the east side 

• We need more shopping in the Eastside. No effort has been made to put in quality businesses. Only 

dumpy Dollar generals. We have limited options here and must travel for everything. Focus on 

rebuilding instead of just new projects. Make EVERYWHERE a nice place to live.   

• There are way too many people and the stores are too small and crammed in. 

• Laughlin has virtually no retail outlets, including a grocery store, which necessitates all Laughlin 

residence to travel 10 miles to get to the nearest grocery store. 

• A grocery store! 

• More diverse shopping centers, quote me now “Lil Amsterdam “. Inside you find a dispensary, a head 

shop for glassware, cafe, walking park, and no less than three food places breakfast, lunch, dinner, 

alternative options smoothies and salads.  

• grocery store 

• I find the selection of shops to be very bland 
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• Need more grocery stores and businesses in all the newer areas. Thousands and thousands of houses 

are being built in Summerlin or have been built in the past few years and not one grocery store has been 

added. It's beginning to be a cluster!   

• No grocery stores.  

• no grocery store or physician in Laughlin.  I keep hearing (but have yet to verify with factual accounts) 

that Clark County licensing of new businesses takes too long.  If that's true, it needs to be streamlined.   

• Laughlin needs a grocer and medical facilities. 

• Laughlin needs a grocery store!!! 

• We need more shopping near the M Hotel and Raiders stadium, less industrial.  

• casinos won't hire quality people at fair market value.  so, diminishes available hiring pool and creates 

large separation of haves and have nots 

• All of this is very dependent on where you are in the county. Some neighborhoods are complete food 

deserts both in terms of grocery stores and restaurants. Quality of services, shopping opportunities, 

and employment opportunities are really dependent on whether you have access to reliable 

transportation (private or public). And retaining employees continues to be impacted by quality of 

schools and healthcare.  

• Attract more and better options for shopping and dining on the eastside 

• There are too many giant chains and not enough small businesses  

• Laughlin needs a major chain supermarket with lower prices such as Safeway or Walmart.  

• I would like to see more independent and local grocers. 

• There is one grocery store in Southern Highlands that serves 10,000 + residents. We need another store 

• Quality Dining Opportunities 

• So where maya cinemas is I think NLV deserves to add a shopping center that has a target and a gym it 

can be EOS or LVAC. Honestly NLV around Las Vegas Blvd and civic center is neglected. We deserve as 

much as any other side of town gets.  

• We need more upscale businesses especially restaurants. We have a lot of fast food places. I nick name 

Craig as “fast food lane”. We should try to mimic Summerlin and Henderson. That’s where most of the 

resident go to have a decent meal. 

•  there should not be and food deserts in these areas. 

• Wish there were more shopping options closer to Calico Ridge. With housing expanding near us, there 

should be closer options.  

• More minority owned businesses, more local businesses, less chain restaurants  

• We need a grocery store closer to Russell and Boulder Highway.  

• In the 89002 area I prefer not to shop since businesses are old and uninteresting.  Would like to see 

development similar to Green Valley District.  At least we finally have some nicer restaurants on Horizon 

Ridge Parkway and Horizon Dr. in Henderson!   

• Support the startup of quality food markets in low income neighborhoods 

• Limited dept stores have to travel a distance to shopping centers 

• Econ Development agencies need to do more to attract higher quality grocers and urban agricultural 

companies, lobby USDA to change laws surrounding local beef sales/certified beef requirements. 

• Decent family own restaurants. Diversify of restaurants and food available 
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• I love near the Arts District and would love to see those businesses thrive and am happy to see more 

and more happening there. Same with Downtown. 

• more of a "main street" feel where we can support small businesses 

• Business for community youth are nonexistent and has not considered working to improve the quality 

of life for our youth but rather what they can sell to them. As a native I understand my city and the 

impacted change that has affected my community. 

• Sit down restaurant s 

• Not many gas or grocery stores nearby, but that’s how we like it. No commercial development wanted 

in this area. 

• Not much retail close by. 

• There are placed that don't have a grocery store nearby. The TJs by us closed down and it was a big part 

of buying our house 

• Less gas stations and fast food and more high-quality shopping and nice restaurants. 

• More grocery stores in lower income areas, where I live the nearest place for food is 7-11 and Walgreens. 

Not much access to fresh fruits and Vegetables.  

• less box stores, more unique shopping opportunities 

• Would love a Home Depot or a Lowe’s in our neighborhood, 

• Variety of more big chain stores needed. Example: Academy, Pottery Barn Teen, a very good Texas BBQ 

restaurant called County Line which would do extremely well here! 

• They need more shopping towards Mountains Edge and Southern highlands. 

• An On The Border in Mountain's Edge would be great! 

• In addition to an overabundance of rentals flooding the Enterprise area, the shops are a mixture of 

dollar stores, convenience stores and gas stations. It has no nice shops or centers in the area. It’s 

disappointing.  

• New family restaurants and something other than tire shops and taco stands! 

• Would like to see more walkability from residential to shopping. 

Q 16b: Are there other QUALITY OF LIFE issues and opportunities that you 

would like to add? 

Quality of Life: Affordability 

• Cost of living is too high in Las Vegas right now 

• Compared to other states that we have lived in, the overall cost of living is good in Clark County, 

Nevada. 

• More affordable options 

• Reduce tax differentials with neighboring cities, counties, and states so our residents do not feel they 

must travel to shop out-of-state. 

• I mark a lot of 4’s because where I live is a well-maintained area with lots to do within driving distance. 

Overall, I like living here, but the Californication of LV is concerning. We left CA because it was too 

expensive, too know-it-all, knee how to run your life way better than you ever would, horrible for 

business.  

• Quality of life has gone down since the great recession.  that's cause casinos & big business wants to 

recoup losses experienced from recession 
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• everything on strip beer n food WAY OVERPRICED 

• It is extremely expensive to live here. Look at our homeless shelters. They are over capacity. We have 

too many retired people who cannot afford food and groceries and a place to live.  

• Food is increasingly expensive as we have to import most of our food from elsewhere. Most of our water 

is saved for development instead of investing it into people already here. Education is getting worse 

because all the money that went to disadvantaged schools is now going to charter schools so the failing 

schools will produce our burdens on society.  

• What is the county doing to lift people out of poverty? 

• More opportunities for people living in lower income neighborhoods access to community gardens and 

green space 

• Music and arts events are very expensive.  I make a good salary, and going to a hockey game or the 

smith center is out of my budget 

• Please lower the DMV fees and smog requirement every year. Total waste of money for new cars. The 

DMV fees are so outrageous. 

• PUA is a mess! Please help families get their money. 

• Taxes are getting too high 

• Lack of food deserts and green spaces 

• Taxes too high 

• The County is all talk and no action, nothing that helps the average person or small business. Tax 

incentives for small business. Less regulations for Entitlements. 

Quality of Life: Amenities 

• Sidewalks in neighborhoods would be nice, instead of waking in the street, but then that encourages 

drivers to go slower around the neighborhood... 

• More parks like Henderson 

• There is 1 recreational facility for all ages on sunrise 1 for seniors more diversity is needed 

• More coverage and shade at bus stops. 

• More walkable open green space in City of Las Vegas. 

• I love the wide streets and ability to travel without using a freeway 

• water quality not so great here in homes 

• We have no hospital, no nice parks, and no cultural activities. Nothing. You treat Eastside like a 

dumping ground. Start paying attention to us!  Also, we need a police substation here before you put 

one anywhere else. High crime areas should take priority over places that have money to put down on 

policing. We NEED more police presence.  

• Out in the Aliante area we could use more kids' recreational lessons/activities. I would love to see some 

of the things that Summerlin has in the Aliante area.  

• The county should work to improve infrastructure WITHIN the existing urban area; do not attempt to 

build out the entire south to Primm, north to Apex, and west to Pahrump and Mt. Charleston. 

• More green space, and more opportunities to gather as a community. That's why more recreation, a 

local diner or something would help neighbors meet neighbors. 

• Need more childcare options, especially as parents go back to work; need to change HOA rules to allow 

home based childcare options in areas where families live. 

• Not enough gyms with public access, need more indoor recreation facilities.  
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• Clark County does have enough provider options for high-speed internet. It's essential utility, and 

residents should have competitive provider options beyond just Cox.  

• We need more places where residents can gather socially and walk around, dine, shop outdoors. Like 

Downtown Summerlin but with local businesses  

• The opening of the new grocery store will help immensely. There is a dire need for quality medical care 

in Laughlin.  

• There is not a facility in Southern Highlands for lap swimming and a recreation center. Closest one is 

10+ miles in Henderson 

• need more access to aquatic facilities 

• We do not have enough pools in Clark County. 

• More swimming pools 

• More aquatics facilities & drowning prevention  

• I'd love to see more libraries with theaters to rent out for school /community use. Also, more large 

gathering rooms at libraries/community centers available for use for events. 

• City and schools here do not have enough/adequate swimming pools to train for competitive 

swimming.  

• Yes, we need more access to pools to develop and promote our community Athletes and to not have 

families racing all over town to find or get to a pool for practices  

• There need to be more community centers and recreation available. More Lap Swimming Pools, 

Baseball fields, community centers with multiple classes/opportunities, for children and adults to 

participate in.  

• More pools  

• Lake Meade water park islands 

• This is an amazing valley with many opportunities for many.  So many do not want to participate, 

though. 

• I grew up with organized playground activities during the summer.  Activities ranged from cultural 

dance to arts to recreational sports.  That could be an opportunity for university students to fluff up 

their resumes while providing a constructive service for their community. 

• Community center, parks, sport activity complex besides soccer.  

• we need a grocery store within walking distance of downtown Las Vegas. We have only 99 cent stores 

and 7-11. 

• Would like farmer's markets that are not a yard sale.  More outdoor opportunities for youth and 

families.  Perhaps the County can subsidize business that provide outdoor opportunities for families. 

• the promise of an indoor equestrian facility in the north west as proposed soooo many years ago.  We 

don't need the elaborate plan that was originally proposed.  Consumers spend over 1.2 billion dollars 

on their animal annually.  users and exhibitors would contribute to the economy, and local business, 

hotels, restaurants, etc. 

• Nothing to do outside of my house unless I go to Vegas  

• I suggest closing the Strip to cars at LEAST OCCASIONALLY (park E and W of strip) and turning it into a 

walking community-inviting space for ALL including LOCALS, many of whom I know NEVER go there 

unless friends visit from out of town and stay there. 

• Store up certain profits for the residents and their community.  

• We NEED many more parks and larger parks, that also provide some facilities for sports participation. 
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• Create and attract more family-oriented businesses to cater to our growing population of families so 

that we don't need to go anywhere else.  

• Southern Highlands needs another grocery store besides Smiths! 

• More green/open spaces 

• INDOOR POOL 

• Too many taxis on the strip.  Get a subway or light rail system that is convenient to use from Airport to 

all major tourist connection points.  Get California and Arizona to build better road/rail capacities to our 

city.  

• Continue to emphasize the positives - Go Knights! 

• Need more pedestrian overpasses in neighborhoods. 

• Build more baseball fields  

• High speed rail to CA and AZ needs to happen. Development of I-11 to reno/phoenix as well 

• Libraries need to go back to prerecession levels extra hours for fri, sat, sun. 

• More businesses including restaurants needs to be brought to Enterprise area. 

• All recreational facilities seem to be North of Enterprise 

• Good quality entertainment costs a lot if you are a local. Quality of life is average unless you are really 

wealthy. Then it is first class. 

• more services for seniors 

• More places where you can enjoy nature 

• The quality of these amenities - most of them are about access. Again, different parts of the county have 

different access and quality issues, some of which are controlled by the County itself, but others 

• Diversity in buildings.   Less clutter.  Too many cheap strip malls 

• HPD is great, old Henderson needs more grocery options, city government is abhorrent and 

unresponsive 

• Unless you live in a master planned community there are very limited family friendly activities available 

for residents. It’s more than a mile walk to the nearest park/ green space. Most neighborhoods are 

walled off so even when you walk it’s just brick walls. Where are the food truck festivals, movies in the 

park, farmers markets? We have these but limited and only on weekends.  

• More areas of camping and picnicking for families. 

Quality of Life: Culture 

• There is not a stand-alone art museum and very few art galleries and nonprofits to exhibit art. 

• I gave access to cultural and arts a 2 because there are a lot but most are cost prohibitive to most 

families. 

• I don't want to pay more to see a concert than visitors from another state. 

• Lacking in Arts/Community programs. Need a branch of CSN in the NW. Few nearby mental health 

services.  I'm not sure what CC Commissioners are doing or how they are representing me.  There is a 

disconnect with the constituency (me, anyway). 

• Freedom to express individuality 

• Art in architecture, history in signage, historic preservation, culture, blockchain, branding, technology 

• We need a major art museum, which has major positive benefits for everyone. 

• I would like to see more museums and cultural events near me. A lot of museums are too far. 
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• To be kind and human with all earth humans not to only a minority group of people of certain race and 

social status 

• I would love to have more community things, parades, festivals, feelings of community and openness  

• More events to bring together residents in meaningful ways. 

• Lack of sense of community, paranoia about crime, open carry lunatics 

• NLV lacks so much diversity and it’s because the Poole that live here destroy things without 

consequences. So, fix that. Also, kids need more after school activities. As a single mom sometimes, it’s 

hard because my work schedule doesn’t allow me to pick my daughter up until after 6pm and I don’t 

trust the local boys and girls club on Carey because it’s ghetto  

• The county needs more cultural, arts, speakers and cultural events outside the strip for average 

residents. These events are mostly on the strip but these events are rare off the strip.  

• We are making great strides in adding cultural events to LV.  I feel we need more activities for families in 

the parks (but perhaps I cannot remember how it was before Covid). 

• LV is “the loneliest city”. It’s very hard to have a social life here, when so many people work 

nontraditional hours and work weeks. Additionally, the transient nature of the city makes relationships 

difficult.   

• Art museum would be nice.  More/better rights and protection for pedestrians from right on red turns - 

take that away.  No blinking yellow arrow for left turns.  NOT okay to carry a gun in Vegas.  People have 

become nasty and arrogant in the past few years.  

• Las Vegas doesn't have an art museum, we pay very high utility rates to cool our homes, and the Raiders 

were brought to Las Vegas very quickly despite public dissent.  

• Yes, we need more entertainment, right now all shut down because of coronavirus..and we need high 

quality, there should be quality check to stop revenues which constantly disappointing tourists and 

locals, we not need bad reputation   

• need more community events and gatherings designed to bring both enjoyment, and a community 

feeling 

• Need more cultural and community center for affordable education, too many food deserts in low 

income areas, more money for public health department, more affordable mental health services, more 

money for social workers in schools and hospitals, the lack of support for folks experiencing 

homelessness is a huge public safety issue. More money for emergency social worker and mental health 

services instead of policing 

• We would enjoy local plays and concerts other than the Smith Center...due to its location and price.  

More senior activities...transportation to events.  Short trips! 

• Outdoor festivals in Summerlin. When COVID is over. More activities here for us so not everyone needs 

to go to the Strip. Outdoor movies. More indoor pools. More schools. More shopping (indoors would be 

nice). More enforcement of drivers and people around in Summerlin doing stupid things and officers 

doing something about it. More police or COP patrolling the neighborhoods to watch for people 

breaking into cars. Never have I seen this much going on in Texas. They do not pull this there. More 

festivals. More activities for kids. More ride around dance parties. More food truck parties. More of a lot 

of fun, especially now! 

• As far as culture stands, Nevada could do a better job at educating the community and its children 

about the land that they are living on.  Native Americans have essentially been swept into their 

designated areas to continue their cultural existence behind the scenes, and the education systems do 

the unfortunate job of ensuring that it remains as such. More awareness needs to be made to the 
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respect of how this land has been traversed for centuries by Native Americans, and of the true historical 

anecdotes of how it came to be. Instead, the originating people of the Americas are still commonly and 

comfortably referred to as “Indians”, a completely miscalculated term in which it refers to a completely 

different group of people living on a completely different continent, India! We still hold names such as 

Mt. Charleston, although the mountain had already been inhabited and named by the Natives of 

America. Education is of VITAL importance for sustaining a well-rounded and balanced community that 

will continue to respect the lands and the people currently embedded throughout. 

• More arts and parks and rec. more family friendly stuff. 

• Creating a sense of more neighborhood community & watchfulness  

• More local art, music classes for adults’ beginners 

• On this side of town there is no live theater or any culture. 

• If you are not grandfathered in you are not welcomed in this community 

Quality of Life: Education 

• I grew up in the public-school system, and it is very underfunded and the curriculum outdated. A strong 

public-school system would do wonders to raise the quality of life for all Clark County residents.  

• The schools here are a joke. The staff in the front offices of most schools are a joke. Kids should not be 

allowed to have phones on campus. No free dress only uniforms. The teachers need to be better 

screened. The school day should be about 30 min to an hour longer and the teachers should get a raise. 

Get RID of common core. Get more special needs aids. The special needs dept is a joke. Schools need to 

be cleaner and have more trees. All schools should have a life skills class added. We need more schools. 

Quit adding portables. More physical activity and better food. Less carbs! Less sugar! No soda on any 

school campus! All schools should have more drug searches and all should have metal detectors and 

more cops. BRING BACK DARE.  

• It is very sad to live in a major city that doesn’t have an art museum outside of the university campus. 

Our education system is consistently ranked one of the worst in the nation. We need to invest in it.  

• I would like to see more community-based programs that help community members in times of need, 

affordable childcare, preschool, mental health care  

• Biggest factor that has me considering leaving is the public-school system, need to get more teachers 

from out of state and not from UNLV, which has pathetic academic standards. 

• Provide more training and educational opportunities. 

• Need to better fund school system  

• More adult education in Laughlin. Laughlin needs a super market and local medical facilities and a 

hospital 

• Our poor investment in public education hurts our ability to attract and retain healthcare practitioners. 

We need to invest in a more diverse economic infrastructure. 

• I would like to see an education resource center for all types of education. Or better use of libraries in 

what they offer to the public. Especially as we will see a loss of function in our public schools through 

covid 

• We need one more middle and high school built on Summerlin! Sig Rogich is way too big to address 

individual learning issues and grow academically! 

• We are focusing way too much on sporting facilities. I am appalled that we have committed so much 

public money to building these facilities when our schools are so horrible. Henderson government 

should all be ashamed of themselves. 
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• Your school district and curriculum are an absolute joke. You need to at least provide the opportunity to 

give us a tax refund if we choose to pull our kids out of school and homeschool them so they can get a 

proper education there's a reason Clark county is ranked almost the lowest in the nation. And we are 

taxed to death on top of it for Quality that we should be getting get your *$&% together and start 

producing a good education system that we used to have 

• Not nearly enough high-quality childcare locations. Schools are feast or famine and the SD should be 

split several ways. Mountains Edge would be a town where I'm from. With its own school district, police 

and fire. 

• We have the worse school system 

• CCSD is a mess. We need more options for quality education for our kids like public charters and co-ops- 

especially in urban areas. 

• We need to improve our schools to be able to attract and keep Healthcare professionals to the County. 

There is a severe lack of general practitioners or specialists willing to take common health insurance 

planes. The schools here are abysmal and the reason I would most likely move away.  

• schools should be open full time. 

• Again, education needs to get better so that we may all have a better lifestyle.  (Better education=better 

healthcare and other supports.) 

• we need to improve education especially higher education to attract businesses to move here 

• Schools are horrible! Limited medical facilities for special needs children. 

• There are educational and cultural activities around, but not nearby. Don't like the illegal fireworks. 

• Education especially, healthcare too, must be made a priority, not just with funding but systematic 

changes 

• One of the worst school districts in the country. teachers are paid little. Quality schools, teachers and 

admin are lacking. School district is too big. 

• Covid has shown how we are unprepared for a disaster like this and the impact on our economy. 

Education and culture/arts are definitely lacking importance among the powers that be. It needs to be 

changed and a greater emphasis on providing quality education in a safe environment.  

• Schools here are regularly and critically underfunded. Subsequent opportunities for students are also 

heavily limited. In general, there is a lack of community connection, medical offices are often too busy, 

and there are few recreational/community centers. 

• need more educational opportunities for disadvantaged youth 

• I personally know numerous businesses that will not move here due to the public-school effectiveness 

ever since I moved here, over a decade ago, I’ve heard the same garbage about how well our schools are 

going and every year we are at the bottom of the National list  

• more trade schools need to be established for those young people that cannot afford our colleges.  

• We rank too low in education. We need to improve the digital age employment through secondary 

education  

• Significant reform needed to youth/education & childcare. Really dismal! 

• The public-school education needs to get better system for the system and teachers. 

• When LV spends 2.8 billion dollars on a FOOTBALL STADIUM and we have the worst schools in the 

country out priorities are ridiculous 

• I love Las Vegas, but our education system needs attention. I was a NV public school teacher for 5 years, 

but I am not confident in our state's educational opportunities for my own children.  
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• More daycare places are needed 

• Keep an emphasis on "place-based experience" and the education thereof. 

Quality of Life: Employment 

• Yes. It is more difficult gaining employment as a white older non-Spanish speaking woman. and not 

speaking  

• Have to live a stagnant life no good paying jobs in Laughlin only low paying casino jobs. No major 

grocery store just convenient stores or a small overpriced food store. No manufacturing jobs have to 

travel across the river to another state to shop or go to the hospital or a doctor office. Nothing in 

Laughlin 

• We may have "access" to many things, but service sector pay severely limits use.  

• Covid 19 had drastically limited opportunities 

• We need to become more than an uneducated blue-collar labor force. CCDC and the gaming industry 

perpetuate this generation after generation in Las Vegas. 

• Again- same issue - Clark County does not provide equal opportunities in the less desirable 

communities. 

Quality of Life: Medical Care 

• While there seem to be an abundance of health care providers, the vast majority of them are low 

quality. We need more QUALITY care. 

• Where to start? Our resilience to COVID-19 was laughable. We had a window of time where anyone 

could be tested and suddenly that’s gone. We let the interest of our local large business owners to 

trump the public health needs of the entire community, and lured people into a false sense of safety by 

reopening too soon, and now we’re paying the price. Until we place public health over corporate 

interests this won’t be solved. Next, there appears to be a problem with the Urban League daycare 

subsidy for those who make just a bit too much money to qualify so they have to decide between the 

working for almost no money (after paying for day care) or just staying home. Let’s not kid ourselves 

about the quality of our educational programs in this state, and then how much worse the issue 

becomes in low income neighborhoods. If this were up to the public and not elected officials, I believe 

two changes would be made: (1) the school district would be funded evenly county wide, not by 

property taxes (who can look a poor child in the eyes and tell her that she deserves a less funded 

program education because her parents are poor), and (2) we’d raise casino taxes and take a huge 

chunk out of the county’s contribution to the LVMPD budget to turn our school district into a first-rate 

program. Last, there are tons of uninsured or underinsured people one medical disaster away from the 

choice between bankruptcy and death. The county’s budget is bigger than the state’s. We can provide 

either a local single payer health care system or at least subsidize Medicare for Clark county residents 

so at least our own neighbors are taken care of. 

• Not enough doctors per capita! 

• Rampant homeless, no mental health care, no help for parents with troubled, sick disabled children. 

• Medical response had to do with health care for all.  Availability is there, affordability, not as much. 

• More testing and faster results of COVID testing 

• Provide proper resources in the community for those who struggle with mental health and sustaining a 

healthy well being 
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• Residents consistently leave the state for medical care especially specialty care. This should not be so. 

We have some of the worst access to primary medical care in the nation. 

• Make sure citizens in every age group have access to affordable health care and meaningful activities! 

• Would love an ER clinic or hospital  

• Community run by **** and **** who have prevented grocery stores and retail from operating in 

Laughlin. The outlet mall manager has been there over 18 years, with a dismal record of attracting new 

retail business.  There is No medical care in Laughlin requiring all residents to either travel out of state 

which many insurance providers do Not cover, or traveling 90 plus miles for healthcare. 

• need medical down here.  

• There are NO medical services in Laughlin.  It is ridiculous to make seniors drive at least 1 and a half 

hours for decent medical care whether routine or when an emergency exists. 

• No medical here. Have to cross the river to get care. 

• Medical care availability and quality is improving, but that is an area where more improvement is 

needed 

• Medical Care in Las Vegas is one of my TOP concerns. Not ENOUGH Dr's or PA's to treat patients. 

Hospital care is scary! Will most likely move out of Las Vegas ASAP due to my concerns about Health 

care and Safety/Crime   

• quality (rather than access) of medical care 

• Laughlin has no hospital. 

• The COVID pandemic has been handled very poorly. Leaders should have been communicating daily, 

instead we were lucky if heads popped up once a month to give updates.  Government has been 

completely invisible during the pandemic.  How can we trust you to make decisions when you don't 

communicate with the population? 

• I believe healthcare should be publicly funded and it would be cool to see something like that enacted 

at a social level. Our schools are competing for worst in the country and need more funding (I hear the 

police can afford tanks so they can spare some cash??). More arts stuff would be great, and it has been 

great to see that get better over the years! 

• Las Vegas is the only large metropolitan area I have ever seen that has an air ambulance company 

based there, not to bring sick/hurt individuals from rural area into, but to solely take sick/injured 

individuals to higher levels of care elsewhere. The health system is abysmal, which is even 

acknowledged by many of the medical professionals in the area. This, may have much to do with the 

areas equally abysmal education system (I understand this is NV, not just Clark Co), so maybe it’s time 

to reevaluate where we are spending our tax dollars, and work on fixing these two fundamental systems 

in our community. If myself or any of my family ever has a life-threatening emergency, I can guarantee 

you I will be utilizing, said aur ambulance to get transferred to the University of Utah. There are real 

towns in NV, who will send their sick an extra couple of hundred miles to Utah to get care rather than 

risk being killed at UMC. 

• Better doctors 

• our medical system and education system are both horrifying 

• Absolutely NO MEDICAL in Laughlin. 

• need more and better Healthcare.  You shouldn't have to wait a month to see a Dr. 

• I would like to see medical facilities that offer a range of services. I see my PCP, I go down the hall to get 

bloodwork, and then down another hall to get my Rx. One stop, lots of doctors available. I’ve had to 
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change doctors and offices about once a year because the ones I pick always leave. And then it takes 

months to be seen by a new doctor! 

• medical care is a joke here drive to LA for most of my needs. education is very poor and with only one 

college not a lot of options.  

• We need better care of our vets and elderly.  We need quicker and more widespread access to 

prescription drugs my family needs regularly.  The public-school system here sucks and really this is no 

place to raise children, so I would nix all public school and only allow charter/private and 

homeschooling in this county.  Teachers unions only hurt the effectiveness of public schools and if 

they're getting paid through our taxes, they need to revoke their right to protest because they are a 

needed field, so if they don't want to do their jobs, then end teachers’ unions or end all public schooling 

here.  Enough is enough. 

• Although I reside in Summerlin, these items are poor/very poor for the hourly workers, handicap and 

seniors. 

• Other states have laws allowing and encouraging Direct Primary Care medicine making health care 

more affordable and responsive 

• We need to put more focus on quality healthcare instead of all of these little urgent care “hospitals”. Is 

ridiculous to have to wait months to see a quality doctor out here even before the pandemic.  

• Healthcare is HORRIBLE. Too few high-quality USA-educated doctors; too many nurses allowed to 

operate under the auspices of a doctor you never see! Too long to get an appointment! Too few experts 

in all fields! 

• need better mental health resources 

• Nevada is 48th in access to a Primary Care Physician. Nevada is also way behind on education. The 

education system continues to get robbed by those in power. What is happening with the marijuana 

tax? Follow the trail and you will find the corruption.  

• Better hospitals and doctors. 

• The quality and care in group homes for special needs folks needs to dramatically improve.  The 

addition of an ombudsman for adults is good.  More needs to be done.  

• We have a good hospital in St. George UT 

• Moore Medical Specialties reduce the need to go out of State 

• Improve UMC.  Embarrassment! 

• It is very difficult to find primary care physicians 

• Las Vegas city (not counting the rest of Clark County) is the 26th largest in USA, we do not have 1 

hospital in Nevada that is rated in the top 100 in any category, let alone cancer. We should strive to do 

whatever it takes to attract a top cancer hospital, be it free land, tax breaks, etc. 

• The quality of healthcare is poor compared to other places I have lived.  

• public health emergency really tested the city, more support for COVID19 testing and PUA needed 

• Indoor smoking is a public health crisis  

• Social services (including homeless services) are lacking. 

• Care of homeless 

• not enough health care providers per capita 

Quality of Life: Opportunities 

• Access to community events- 1. Social unity of city- 2 
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• We need more public events 

• Not in Henderson but in Las Vegas with the homeless camps to possibly expand programs so that they 

can get mental health aid, new job opportunities, housing opportunities for those who want to change 

and of course monitor the housing such as a rehabilitation unit rather than trusting they will not cause 

any troubles. 

• The opportunities to participate in government are met with walls rather than conversation. The 

RTC/Maryland Pkwy. project to get feedback from residents was a joke as they had told everyone 

already "light rail isn't happening." // There are growing arts opportunities, but severe lack of funding.  

• Builders seem to have more opportunities to participate and have influence in County Government 

than the residents. 

• Inclusion in decision making, consistent communication with the county, knowledge of our budget 

• Need stronger partnerships with youth serving nonprofits 

• Clark county doesn’t advertise or tell us about what’s going on enough. I feel the public is intentionally 

left out of important decisions by holding last minute events and hearings 

• Send out more surveys like this one to see how we're improving as a community.  And tell your 

residents what's needed - like help with foster parenting, animal shelter volunteers, retired people 

helping kids learn to read at libraries... 

• If an income tax should occur, there is No reason to stay, registration and sales tax are terribly high 

• Participation in government is limited by awkward procedures which favor developers.   

• It seems difficult to participate in the government 

• What’s the point of a citizen council to address police complaints if metro has it in their union contract 

to ignore them?? 

• Resources and information, sure we have them but I’m not too sure of what’s available, most are 

clueless until someone informs them. Myself included.  

• Our Commissioner Naft is very open to public input.  Our town manager's office is not particularly open.  

As to hazards, I attended a meeting at which a template for an emergency response plan was approved, 

but the details are secret for security reasons What I feel citizens should be told is precisely how we 

would be informed of a specific evacuation plan in the event of widespread flooding, etc.   

• More connectivity to open space, commercial areas, school, etc. would really benefit the Southwest 

Valley 

• Better communication of information from Clark County government. 

• Govt makes most of the “man-made” problems. Stop regulating everything 

• Provide more commissioner meetings to give opportunities to question elected official(s) Re: updates 

on promised items  

• Resilient government requires working with more subject matter experts from relevant industries and 

not same-old lobbyists and power players who write campaign donor checks. 

• Everyone will always struggle here unless things change. Power needs to be put back into the hands of 

the workers. The ship is already sinking, what can you do to save it now? 

• Our local county government who went along with the governor shutting down businesses by threat of 

police force will never be forgotten. We hate you who participated in destroying this economy and 

many lives. 

• smaller government 

• Our lack of clear leadership and vision for the future at the local level is evident.  
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• The city and county need to present an integrated "face" (e.g., web presence) to people so we don't 

have to ping pong between the city and the county trying to find someone who will take responsibility 

(e.g. for sidewalks). 

• REMOVE SISOLAK FROM THE GOVERNOR SEAT.  DEMOCRATS ARE RUINING OUR GREAT STATE BECAUSE 

OF THEIR OWN GREED! 

• HOAs are out of control...dictatorial, un-accepting and ubiquitous.  Almost impossible to find new 

housing without HOAs.  HOAs have too much power to make up rules on the fly.  

• Better regulations of HOA’s or ability to dismantle them, if the community wants to. 

• The commissioners approving zone changes to wipe out Clark County Rural Zone.  And Sunrise needs to 

have cleanup in the East and Northeast so it stops being the visual "poor side of town". 

• In general, the Town Advisory Board needs to be more open with residents about potential actions.  On 

preparedness, I was told that the Emergency Evacuation Plan was kept confidential due to security 

reasons.  I am not sure about Laughlin's level of preparedness.  I do believe more work is needed on 

flood control projects in some of the washes.  As to childcare, because it's not relevant to me I'm not 

aware of situation.  Given COVID issues, working parents desperately need a childcare solution in order 

to stay employed. 

• I don't think the people really have a voice and the commissioners will do what they want regardless  

• Way too many changes to the master plan. 

Quality of Life: Public Safety 

• Again, as a wheelchair user, when you talk of access - ADA is often completely ignored and not enforced. 

I am turned away from so many things and half of this town doesn’t even have sidewalks for me to go 

anywhere.  

• Add more public safety officers throughout the valley due to increased crime. 

• the shooting brought the community together but it hasn't come together for the police and black 

people. this is polarizing divisions of support for the police and black communities. both should be 

supported, not one or the other. 

• Please stop killing your black and minority citizens. And please give the same opportunities to your 

black and minority young citizens to go to schools with staff that care. Put more funding into education 

and stop cutting the budget for our children or we will continue to homeschool and utilize distance 

education past this pandemic within our black and minority communities.  

• Absolutely! The issue is more about safely. Sure, there's pools and huge public or community recreation 

but it's often contaminated and dirty! Too high of a risk to use. 

• Public safety on the East side is a joke.  

• The police must be defunded! They are a danger to society and they violate our rights to protest. Police 

need to be defunded and reformed to ensure safety of protesters and citizens. 

• Additions police patrol  

• NDOT keeps Henderson clean as a whistle NW is a trash heap 95 from Durango to Lake Mead   

• Average education of metro officers is embarrassing. They’re aggressive and ineffective. 

• Re: acceptance-- about a year or two ago there was Nazi tagging along the corner of my apt, break-ins 

and while I did bring it to their attention and they painted over it right away, there is still fear that white 

supremacists are nearby in a prominently minority neighborhood. Additionally, there are still homeless 

camping in areas across the neighborhood, which means that the gov isn't doing enough to care for its 
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people or providing accessible shelters. A friend of mine went homeless earlier this year before covid 

and told me that all of the shelters were full. 

• Sunrise Manor is an affordable place to live but not an excellent place for families. 

• DEFUND THE POLICE! HOLD THEM ACCOUNTABLE FOR THEIR CRIMINAL ACTIONS JUST AS YOU WOULD 

HOLD ANYONE WITHOUT A BADGE ACCOUNTABLE! ERIK SCOTT, STANLEY GIBSON, BYRON LEE 

WILLIAMS, JOSH MARTIN , JORGE GOMEZ, JUST TO NAME A FEW OFF THE TOP OF MY HEAD! 

• NEED TO DEAL WITH POOR, HOMELESS, ETC. 

• Keep the police force strong and well-funded.  

• Fix the homeless population. Would hate it to turn out to be exactly like California problem. 

• Abandoned vehicles, graffiti 

• Child safety 

• Increase the number of cops in the neighborhoods (outside of the tourism corridor).   

• Metro is out there shooting people all the time, illegally arresting and detaining people, collaborating 

with ICE, all kinds of heinous shit that nobody in county government seems interested in doing 

anything about. 

• Merge all police departments in County - Metro PD, Merge all fire departments in County - Metro FD, 

Merge all ambulance services - Get all sort of animal meat processing plant(s) in Clark County to reduce 

price of Meat 

• As far as Public Safety is concerned, Las Vegas needs a lot more traffic cops monitoring speeding. It's 

become an epidemic! 

• Please stop the police riots! Citizens are in danger from the police. 

• Government & public utilities hire the most incompetent people who can't listen & are RUDE & entitled. 

Made constant complaints with NO response nor changes. Managers have a ton of excuses & are thus 

incompetent themselves. Everyone who works for CAT administration should be fired too. 

• Do NOT defund the police at all, in any way, shape or form. 

• Too much money is invested in the police force in the interest of "public safety" when it has been shown 

that we need to divert money from policing and into social services to actually create a safer 

community. 

• More aggressive stance needed on graffiti removal/prevention, elimination of illegal fireworks and 

homelessness. 

• Homeless population seems very underserved 

• I feel like I'm going to be murdered when I travel to certain parts of the city.  I tend not to venture out at 

night due to violent crime 

• public safety is a big one that I have experienced is very poor here. my next-door neighbor's house was 

broken into and the cops were called multiple times by several people. no cops ever showed up. we had 

to secure the kicked in door with other neighbors who helped. and I live 2 mins from a police station. 

• Homeless issue is not good. Great numbers of persons living on the street, panhandling is epidemic. 

Difficult problem needing innovative solutions. 

• Crime on homes. Too high 

• We need more police in our neighborhoods 

• More police 

• Poverty, crime, and homeless are the biggest challenges in 89119.  
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• County refuses to address public safety issues with speeding and reckless driving that is continuing on 

Los Feliz St between Lake Mead and Owens. Can do some simple changes to stop this. 

• Re-enforce the law to safeguard the public 

• Our outdoor recreational opportunities are being flooded and ruined by urban dwellers who apparently 

have no respect for the beauty that surrounds them. Graffiti. Litter...pet waste...vandalism. 

• Clark County is not safe for the average person.   High crime in Sunrise Manor. 

• Homelessness and mental health services 

• Homelessness 

• We need our police and should never consider defunding it. 

• Good community. I feel safe and welcomed.  

• Please control the homeless.  They are setting up camps all over Clark County.  It's terrible. 

• Stop all Fireworks except Professional ones on top of casinos.  It is like living in a war zone every night- 

Makes me want to move to a farm or very rural area. My dogs are traumatized, and we don't get sleep. 

• too many illegal aliens causing a drain on county resources and adversely affecting the job market. 

Need to work with ICE to deport all illegal aliens and stop companies from hiring illegal aliens. 

• Concerns about not enough police force. Concerns about the long-time weights when you call 311 or 

911. 

• Crime is increasing 

• Would love to expand the police department! 

• Casinos are disgusting always toilets and drains backed up with human waste tracking everywhere  

• Safety is a HUGE deal for me.  Need more police.  More crackdowns on gangs. 

• Homeless issue, forcing Landlord to keep up maintenance of property that leads to decaying areas 

• Traffic is getting worse, due to NDOT want to control driving habits 

• Add metro patrols to unincorporated area. Metro patrols Henderson areas far more than 

unincorporated areas. Need sub-station in area has shouldn’t have to rely on strip station to service our 

area. 

• Make fireworks illegal except for public displays!  Enough already.  Stayed home just to protect my 

property.  Found head of skyrocket 12" from my home.  You have no way to police illegal fireworks.  It's 

an impossible task.  If all are illegal' it would help.   

• Our police do a great job. 

• Clean up the trash. 

• The influx of rentals/transient people has caused break-ins, and a high amount of thefts on a daily 

basis. It’s very bad. I regret buying in the enterprise area.  

• I would like a volunteer program to pick up garbage on main roads and shopping centers.  I’m legally 

blind but I have time and energy. 

• Life could be a lot better of the community wasn't scared of the police.  And frankly, they have every 

reason to be scared. 

• We need more police officers!!! 

• Defund the police. Invest in education, communities, and non-carceral systems.  

• Defund the police. Divest into our schools and communities. Provide more healthy, low cost food 

options.  
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• This is what I thought of Las Vegas pre-pandemic...mid pandemic well all almost drop to a 1 except for 

the job our police officers are doing. They have always been the most laid-back cops in the country I 

have always found. They don't mess around when people are doing something illegal because they 

know their job here is much more dangerous than most places in our country. Not because Vegas is all 

that dangerous, for the most part it has law abiding citizens. But we do not have down time here, so 

those committing crimes are much more likely to be on a long bender of serious drugs which they had 

no downtime from. Sleep deprivation has never been a claim to those making sound decisions. But it 

has led to people trying to run people over that they don't even know, domestic violence, even eating a 

person's face off once. Not here... but these people have weapons of all kinds including weapons of 

opportunity and they always standoff with the police. Or run. It is a hard freaking job, it pays crap for a 

job that you are regularly putting your life on the line for. We cannot begin to punish them for doing 

their job to the best of their ability. I am certain they are not picking one race or another and I was 

taught if you make the police catch you they are bringing about kicking with them all the way to jail. I 

can understand it how many people should be put in danger because your resisting the cops even 

talking to you. Who fights with a cop even when they have no choice but to do what they can to restrain 

a person, sometimes much larger than they are and on drugs to boot...why should the cop that is trying 

to keep this person from harming them as well as others be charged with murder...if that person fights 

till they stop breathing. I know as do many older men and women from another time, it a cop wants to 

talk, talk, if you are doing what you shouldn't deal with the consequences of your actions. When did we 

stop making people stop taking responsibility for the things they do. It is that whole robbing peter to 

pay Paul, but now they get to be mad at Peter while robbing him for not having enough to pay Paul... 

you can get mad because you broke the law and then ran when you get caught, and if your too stupid to 

stop resisting till you quit breathing or you try and run over a cop and get shot...or whatever it is no 

wonder they are on edge. They get no respect, crap pay, called names, plus everyone spared the rod 

with their children (figuratively I speak spare the rod, spoil the child. Spoiled children grow into fools 

and who will take care of you when old and grey) we are now speaking about taking what crap funding 

they have and now they might get charged with a serious crime just for doing their job. Who is going to 

do this job? What will we draft people? Or better let's let those burning down the courts and police 

stations police our streets...they seem like rational individuals, oh they aren't individuals they all 

hopped on someone else's train, they're mob justice, what happens when you become the object of 

their affection? Do you want mob justice or do you want to find out you broke the law the one they just 

decided was one and come for you, no defense, no trial, just screams for your head ...?  mob justice has 

always been so fair. Don't let this towns crime from the mob become like Portland, or Chicago. If people 

move they move, the jobs are not going to be there when this virus is gone anyway. Sorry about ranting 

but when we build business for the future of this town we want good people to police our streets 

because no one visits places they are not safe. Especially when our town is where they go to let loose 

and have an unbelievably great time. We need these men and women, and they do a great job at 

determining if your just out having a good time a little bit more than other places allow from those who 

are going to be the person ruining everyone's fun evening out. It is a tough distinction and they get it 

right 99.7% of the time. You try it. I couldn't do it. I can't believe they keep their cool as much as they do. 

Good job and a raise are what we should be offering. And there are bad cops out there, and given time 

they always get caught, just like everyone else only when they go to prison it is much worse. Our system 

is not perfect no system will be, mankind is fallible. 

• Racism is a public health crisis and Clark County should declare it as such. The lack of grocery stores in 

west Las Vegas is a form of institutional racism  

• Too many illegal aliens. Too much crime. Too much graffiti.   
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Quality of Life: Sustainability 

• Would like to be able to see the environment more safely protected 

• eco-friendly ride shares.  

• Expansion of the city is a serious threat to the natural environment. 

• Access to public lands is good, but we must work to maintain and improve it too. 

• Do not let real estate developers build homes near freeways.  The air quality will get the residents very 

sick.  Not even businesses.  Gas emissions is deadly! 

• More educational advertising in multiple media to reach more people regarding clean air, water, solar 

energy; other public issues as animal caring 

• Overcrowding urban sprawl lack of sustainable water and clean air 

• Air quality, transportation, urban heat island effect 

• Concerned about air quality with high ozone levels. Very, very disappointed that with all the new 

housing in my area, I DON’T see one built with solar energy.  I think that is just crazy.  Why aren’t there 

building codes that require solar???? 

• Need to better align land uses to reduce vehicle mile trips and reduce air quality impacts throughout 

Clark County. 

• Flooding on Cheyenne has been a problem since I got to Nellis in 2009. 

• Fix the periodic mudslides pushing mud and flooding intersections and roadways after and during 

Every Storm. 

• It's getting too overcrowded here 

• Clark County continues to sprawl outward, pushing south, west, and north, which seems to be the 

status quo for the County. 

• Extreme heat and energy costs affects the poor, seniors and medically fragile the most.  We need a 

comprehensive urban heat mitigation plan and policy coming from CC and the other jurisdictions will 

follow.  We need trees and light-colored paving along with reduced parking for requirements to reduce 

the amount of paving and hardscape in the valley.  Incentives should be offered for adding covered 

parking and for removing parking and replacing it with drought tolerant landscape (esp. trees) similar 

to what SNWA does with turfgrass removal.  We desperately need a courageous stand by the CCC to 

reduce heat island effect in the LV Valley. 

• I personally would be very inspired if we use the recovery plan to invest heavily into making our county 

resilient to climate change. I like Vegas. I do not think it will survive a 10-degree heat increase intact. 

Don't make me wish for a nuclear winter please. 

• We need to fix the storm drain issues.   Cost of living was great pre-Pandemic.  Not sure where we will 

land in the coming months.  

• I have lived in Vegas my entire life, and the flooding situation has massively improved.  The city/county 

has done a good job there. 

• Wildlife killing contests are still permitted, we don't protect animals, we allow exotic animals as pets, 

we sell puppies from puppy mills in pet stores, we have no controls on animal breeders, we have rodeos 

and other abusive events that exploit animals 

• We have to grow what we have keep nature intact  

• Our flood mitigation is bad. Especially in older neighborhoods.  

• Too many people now verse when we moved her in 1987.  
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• It would be nice if known areas for flash-flooding were remediated. We have a shortage of physicians. 

Downtown still doesn't feel very safe. Homeless encampments are spreading into neighborhoods. The 

Smith Center is a wonderful institution. We have some amazing restaurants all over town. General 

rudeness and open racism are increasing. 

• Getting too crowded. Building without realizing impact on resources and fit in neighborhoods  

• There is zero availability for recycling for the working-class residents here and very sketchy availability 

for home owners as well 

• Some streets flood quickly in moderate rain 

• better hiking trails.  better local theatre offerings. 

• Efforts to improve air and water quality are very, very good.   

• You need to solve the flooding problems that still occur in some parts of town 

• Preserve our open spaces in unincorporated Clark County 

• Storm drains needed 

• Too many people. Housing density it to great. 10 unit2 per acre is crazy. 

• More trees please along major streets. 

• Extreme wind 

• resilience to manmade flooding: issue with CCPW placing cobbles/rocks alongside ROW vs undisturbed 

patina desert surfaces 

• Have problems with water pressure in Mountains Edge due to over building 

• Would like to see more drains to eliminate the flooding on side streets. 

• Over development in our area has been a burden on many in the community, who moved here and 

invested in their properties, often many decades ago, hoping and expecting that the zones that were 

present when they arrived would be respected. This has not been the case and the push by developers 

to increase the density of the housing has been relentless and extremely unwelcome. Many in the 

community, including myself and my wife, feel unprotected by the Clark County representatives who 

have often given away so many previously rurally zoned areas to these short sighted and greedy 

businessmen, who have no regard, respect or care for the areas that they are developing. 

• More sewers in flooding areas.  

• I would like to keep more open spaces & large lot homes rather than high density housing being built in 

rural areas 

• We shut down in rainstorms. 

• Water restrictions are garbage. 

• Resilience is a challenge - we are generally safe from local natural disasters beyond flooding but if we 

have a major electric grid outage we would be significantly impacted... 

Q 18: Are there other issues and opportunities related to another topic that 

you would like to add? 

COVID-19 

• Restaurants should not be open for people to be eating indoors right now. It is absolutely unsafe for 

people in the service industry and MANY restaurants are covering up Covid cases. 

• OPEN UP THE CITY, FULLY.  
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• Due to Covid would like no negative credit reporting to all three credit bureaus for a period of time. No 

fault that of ours became unemployment.   Now going back to work, overtime has been taken away, so 

has the annual raise. I lost all my clients will on furlough, it will take months before I can achieve the 

company goal. I risk receiving write ups. 

• One of my clients; Gold Service Sanitation has a product Zoono Z-71, that was developed in a New 

Zealand lab and used widely in UK and proven very successful with no new cases of COVID. This product 

can be applied to any/all surfaces and lasts 30 days.  After 5 minutes of application 75% of COVID is 

killed and after 20 min complete dry time 99.9% is killed.   Tried reaching out to various government 

agencies, governor office, CCSD, Hospitality industry, etc.  If more companies used this product which 

can only be purchased from GSS then more businesses could open safely and hire their staff back and 

they could work in a safe environment 

• What part of a public health crisis should most concern you? The health parts. Everything else is 

secondary to human life. We have more than enough wealth and resources in Clark County to get each 

other through this. Humanity does not need retail, recreation, and gaming - as important as those 

things are - to survive a Pandemic. This is disaster mode and we need to pool resources to get through 

this not shove people back to work where they may die to line the pockets of upset business owners. 

We have other sources of income than tourism - the county should be vehemently pressuring our state 

officials to raise mining taxes so we can continue to benefit off our own natural resources and provide 

for one another while tourism and hospitality remains too life-threatening of an option. We owe it to the 

lifeblood of our economy - our hospitality workers - to find another source of income to keep them safe 

during this time. 

• Masks must be required to enter any business, esp. restaurants, casinos, all employees handling food 

must wear gloves, esp. cooks, bartenders and servers  

• Public Education by Republicans on coronavirus to educate doubters and people who think it's a 

democratic hoax. 

• Face it we all know how the country is handling this pandemic is completely ridiculous. It is damaging 

our economy and psyche holding us down and many of us will not be able to recover. The number of 

friends and family I have fighting suicidal tendencies at this moment is out of control. many do not see a 

future for themselves, their lives ones or for this country. I truly believe that this country is doing more 

harm than good during this pandemic. 

• Covid is barely an issue - stop making new requirements and just reopen everything letting life return 

back to normal. The numbers show the disease is not nearly as bad as it was made out to be in 

Feb/March yet we are still treating it that way. Stop with the panicking! 

• We need consistent updates on our town’s cases & spread. We are lumped together with Laughlin 

• We need to safely reopen after shutdown.  Masks should be required and businesses must enforce the 

rules: no mask, no service. I’m very concerned for employees who are going back to work without 

adequate protection. We need to provide masks for low income folks. We need to educate people on 

how to corrective wear and care for their masks.  More testing and tracking and follow up. 

• I am still suffering from the shutdown. It wasn’t the right thing to do. 

• I think we are overreacting to Covid. 

• The government should also be concerned about unemployment, and should not have opened up 

waterparks, or peel back the directive on eviction notices, as many people are still unemployed and 

have not received stimulus checks or still need financial aid in order to survive during these times. 

PLEASE CLOSE THE WATER PARKS. PLEASE KEEP THE RESTRICTIONS ON EVICTIONS IN PLACE. PLEASE 

PULL BACK FROM PHASE 2, IT IS TOO EARLY FOR THIS. MASKS MANDATORY SHOULD HAVE BEEN IN 
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PLACE SINCE PHASE 1. I am not yet at risk for eviction or financial support but I know many people are, 

and many of my customers have made comments and concerns about their financial situation as a 

result from lack of government support. 

• We need to Open the State get people back to work and get on with living.  Germs can Never be 

contained 

• BE STRICTER ON THE SOCIAL DISTANCING! 

• I’m pretty worried that the pandemic will lead to another huge foreclosure crisis. Haven’t diversified 

economy enough and real estate was in a bubble again. Also, public health has improved a lot in the 

years I’ve lived here, but will it be enough if the county and state are losing money while the health 

ramifications from COVID multiply (including long term health issues) 

• Masks should be mandatory or we're going to be the next Arizona.  

• The way the data is reported is not helpful and does not tell us the risk factors in an accurate way. 

Active cases need to be reported as opposed to total cases. Asymptotic vs. symptomatic. 

Hospitalization and severity of cases. This would help inform decisions about what is safe/unsafe and 

how we should proceed with daily life beyond wearing a mask.  

• Let's not kill ourselves by opening too soon. 

• OPEN OUR CITY AND STOP THE LIES ABOUT COVID!   

• Given the impact of COVID 19. there needs to be government emphasis on reducing/controlling 

expenses, improving efficiency/productivity of all government services, and reducing unfunded 

obligations (government workers pension and medical obligations) 

• There are no grocery stores in Laughlin.  The governor’s COVID shutdowns killed the town’s only grocery 

store. 

• State, county, and city officials/governments should focus on diversification of the types of businesses 

in Clark County to minimize future effects of events like Covid-19 to the local economy. In addition, 

much less public money (i.e. Hard-Earned Tax Dollars/Overgenerous Tax Breaks) should be offered & 

given to multi-million-dollar companies, businesses, and individuals ($1.3B to Tesla, $750M to 

NFL/Raiders, Potential $40M to NHL/Golden Knights, etc.) so that these existing multi-million-dollar 

entities--with multi-millionaires--can become richer. These types of 

organizations/individuals/endeavors need to invest in and pay much more of their own way! 

• Second Wave, many/most people are not distancing or wearing masks.  

• Everyone, everywhere should be required to wear face masks when in public areas. We have visitors 

from all over the world we need to protect each other. 

• I'm concerned at how casinos were allowed to open up with visitors only wearing "optional " masks. 

Masks protects OTHERS. The visitors coming to our town don't care if they give COVID to our workers or 

our locals. Casino's should make masks mandatory. We need our city to stay open so we can work! 

Visitors come and go. They don't care!  

• Forcing teachers or student to wear mask when school resumes is ridiculous! Health reports, which are 

recently released indicate that the wearing of face masks can cause the wearing to become sick from 

lacking oxygen and the ability to breathe out carbon dioxide. If this becomes mandate, we will resist. 

We will not be forced to complicity when facts stand to support that this is an unhealthy practice. Not 

only unhealthy but it forces people who do not agree with these unjust practices.  

• RTC has done a great job under impossible constraints, but social distancing and mass transit are 

incompatible.  To avoid even more traffic (and having seniors who shouldn't be driving feeling that they 
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have to use a car), subsidizing private ride shares like Uber for medically-vulnerable seniors until a 

vaccine is widely available would be an option 

• Do not overreact to a temporary health crisis justifying increased programs that are not necessary 

• Panic about losing something rather than proactively thinking about gaining something.  the great 

recession should have taught us we cannot go back to what things were.  we always need to think 

forward. 

• Why isn't the county doing anything to mitigate the impact of coronavirus on (a) homeless people or (b) 

people in the CCDC?  Those populations are like fish in a barrel (the barrel is made out of inadequate 

county funding for healthcare and social services), and yet the county has not even taken basic 

palliative measures to help those groups.  I mean I know you don't care if they live or die because 

they're not **** or ****, but the whole thing about communicable diseases is that they can spread to 

people like you, the Commissioners.  So out of simple self-preservation you might think about actually 

doing something. 

• The states/counties, and really the country's reaction to covid 19 will have long term devastating 

impacts on the economy, and we here in S. NV will fill the brunt of it, just as we did in 2008. Home prices 

will plummet, jobs will be lost/not come back, and the area will shrink as people quit coming to Vegas 

due to a general cut in discretionary spending across the country.  

• Why isn't "lots of people dying" not a choice on #17? 

• We should not be required to wear face masks. 

• Please send tourists home until we flatten the curve again.  Open to locals only for a few weeks, then 

10% occupancy for a few weeks, then 20%, 30% etc.  SLOW opening to curb corona.  I support Gov.  But 

casinos opened to fast. 

• More access to COVID testing and/or ease of testing 

• Clark County has not taken COVID-19 seriously. We are way behind in contact tracing and the 

businesses are allowed to make up their own rules with regards to testing and compliance. Clark county 

needs a media campaign to alert its residents to the importance of wearing masks and working with 

contact tracers. Without a community driven mentality compliance will fail and it will take years to 

recover.  

• Clark county should have better enforcement of face mask. There should be penalty for citizens who 

refuse or fail to use mask 

• Masks are ridiculous!  

• Get rid of mandated masks! Open up Nevada. 

• More testing and contact tracing.   Make masks mandatory for residents & visitors, including stiff 

fine/penalties. 

• The city needs to get back to pre-Covid-19 days.  Moved here for the big city and all the things to do.  I'm 

100% in favor with the Mayor.  Las Vegas (Clark County) needs to move forward and get back to where it 

was. 

• All the dumb people who don't follow public health guidelines such as wearing a mask (over both 

mouth and nose) 

• Health & Safety should come first.  Doesn't do much good if you have a job but end up dead thru 

contacting the "Rona". 

• Re-open immediately 

• My #1 Covid19 concern is preparedness.  Hospitals, healthcare workers, PPE, testing, plans in place for 

successful opening up or shutting down. 
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• You quarantine the sick and not the healthy. These masks don't help like people think, once you 

understand microns of how small they are you know these masks are more useless then doing good. 

You need a full-face mask with air like what a firefighter wears or say what an asbestos removal. I know 

this to be true as I did them in the US Navy.  

• Las Vegas has been destroyed. There is no party in Las Vegas. There is no live music on Fremont Street. 

No live music anywhere. The party is gone. Without the party there is no Las Vegas. It is 

incomprehensible to see the government destroy the people they are supposed to protect.  

• Open air events with masks. Open large vaccine trials asap. Antibody test results on Driver’s license mag 

strip 

• Working hard to dispel misinformation regarding Covid and allowing group to encourage people to 

disregard the Governor's mandates. I no longer feel safe here in Clark County. People in the stores, 

restaurants, casinos are not helping to curb the spread. They seem hell bent to spread it to as many 

people as possible. It should be a collective effort with state, county and city governments getting 

involved and make sure the mandates are being followed. Just like everyone did when it came to 

feeding people and getting testing done. 

• Stop trying to micromanage people and businesses. Just inform them and let them choose what they're 

willing to do (e.g. masks, meetings, businesses). 

• Since this is a tourist destination, there needs to be a community response addressing the possibility 

that visitors put locals & our healthcare system at risk. 

• When COVID-19 struck & the economy closed down, too many full-time working people had no savings 

and immediately needed help.  This clearly shows the fallacy of paying people the least they can get 

away as being good for society. 

• Need people with a public health background who can do basic statistics so we stop the fear mongering 

with regard to COVID. We had 15 airlines servicing Wuhan in December 2019, and we think COVID just 

arrived in March 2020? Not likely. Instead of contact tracing the focus should be antibody testing. 

• The COVID-19 response has been a disaster. The mortality numbers clearly refute the need for such a 

draconian lockdown.  

• I could only choose 3 options for the COVID-19 question but high unemployment is tied with need for 

affordable housing 

• This entire shut down was ridiculous. When you have to lie and skew the numbers you know it’s wrong. 

• I think it’s sad that this city and its population have shown that they only care about partying. No one 

wants to wear a mask. They want us to work but we don’t feel safe. We don’t trust anyone because we 

know not everyone follows guidelines. Rent needs to go down. Traffic is packed. Please ask other 

states... (California, Arizona, Utah and Texas) to please stop traveling to Las Vegas to party. This is not 

the time. Going to phase 2 was a mistake. No one cares about Covid. Everyone thinks they’re above it. 

It’s sad. A lot of people I know want to leave this city because it’s disheartening. We also need to extend 

unemployment. How is it ok that is hard working people struggle and you have people who get all the 

welfare help and haven’t worked in years and get all this tanf and snap help because they pop out 4 kids 

from different dads that sell drugs? And yet we all have to pay taxes for them to live that way?  

• I think we should pay more attention on eliminating covid19 before opening anything up. as it has been 

proven businesses and some residents are not following rules.  

• My job was stopped because of Covid and the unemployment office is not answering phones or emails. 

I've reached out to my representatives and they can't even bother to answer. There are thousands of 
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people relying on their unemployment benefits and this office should have been amped up to assist 

people. Instead it is the complete opposite. It's disgraceful  

• I know this is a federal issue but when you give someone $1000/month for unemployment it's hard to 

hire someone at the labor or admin level. This is keeping us from adding more staff at a time when 

unemployment is out of control. It is also affecting our ability to do business.  

• No, but time to reopen everything fully!  The coronavirus has been taken over by radical Democrats who 

want to be authoritarians and tell us all how to live when the virus itself is not that deadly at all, so time 

to get businesses back open w/o all of the bogus extra rules put on them as all you're doing by doing 

that is ensuring the permanent business closures and job loss in this fragile county and we know how 

bad it was back in 2008 when that happened.  We can't let it happen again!  Keep the economy open no 

matter what and let each person take responsibility over their own choices.  That is the way this country 

was meant to operate!  Educate, but DO NOT MANDATE, anything that we don't already do for normal 

business operations.  My industry is out of work until we get things back to normal and people come 

here for events again!  I've had the same job for going on 9 years, and just when we were booming, this 

happened, and we were forced to shut everything down.  There will not be a good enough vaccine ever 

for this as the virus will always mutate, so we can't keep locked down forever as it's unnatural and 

people will start lashing out more and more if you do!  LET PEOPLE LIVE!  We pay taxes, your missing 

taxes due do this, so just STOP this and let us go back to work!  Again, the virus isn't even that deadly at 

all and most people have had it w/o even knowing it! REOPEN NV! 

• Regarding question #17.  You forgot the most important is people getting sick and dying.  Who is 

inconsiderate person who wrote that question!   

• Make people wear a mask! 

• We need to lift this lockdown and government control of our rights and liberties.   

• Stop playing the political game. And reopen the state completely. Extremely high recovery rate with an 

infection so minor you have to get tested to even though you have it. Tells me that it's not a problem at 

all it's a political game and the residents are suffering are you guys to make a statement 

• I support restrictions on business and NOT reopening schools at this time.  The cost of human lives is 

not worth the risk.  I am a teacher, I want to see my students, but not if they have the potential to be 

exposed and get sick.  Our numbers are high without the 315,000 individuals that would be going back 

to school in the fall. 

• Kids can't go to school in classroom during this pandemic.  Also opening bars, was very dumb.  Don't 

blame the people who went. You wanted them to go, for the money. 

• The governor has no right in a constitutional republic to forbid doctors from prescribing 

HydroxyChloroquine, Zpack, Zinc. This is the cure and the preventative! Other countries are issuing it to 

every citizen!  

• Lack of communication between Henderson City Hall i.e. Mayor and us citizens.  It is pathetic!  

Henderson should have its own school district.  CCSD is too big and inefficient.  Teachers should be paid 

more and police and firefighters should be paid less!  Henderson police are unfriendly and Henderson 

fire fights should not be allowed to drive firetrucks on taxpayers’ dime to the gym and other outings 

that don't involve FIRES.  Divert funds from the fire dept and police to the schools and public health.  

Make COVID testing available and email all citizens about free testing.  The lines of communication for 

govt and its citizens is broken and needs to be updated to online emailing and texting to get the word 

out.   

• More testing should be done. If people are tested positive, give them money to support themselves till 

they recover and work again. 
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• Stopping the spread.  We should be in Phase 1. 

• Work closures-everyone should be allowed to go back to work. OPEN UP THIS CITY!  

• 1st stop the rioting and if you can stop people from having a church service with more than 50 in a 

parking lot from their cars...well we are already bending our constitutional rights.... I don't understand 

why we cannot stop protesting temporarily, no one will say...but the protests and riots are the cause of 

the rapid spread (the latter being unlawful, you may arrest them without violating any rights.) And if 

you need proof this spread, when make a temp order that to be out protesting you must give i.d and 

participate in a study of the spread of covid 19. They must be willing to submit to testing for the virus for 

the study every time they protest and self-quarantine for the 2 weeks it can take to incubate before 

protesting themselves again. They will be test before the protest again in 5days and again in 5 more 

days and one more time at the end of the 2 weeks when the last test comes back negative they protest 

again. Tell them they will be monitored as those who they each came in contact with like all being 

contract traced who have come in contact with another who is positive.  If through this study they break 

the rules charge them as though they are knowingly and willingly are trying to infect others with this 

virus. Charge them with the fact people are dead and they knew this but broke their quarantine without 

any regard for public health or safety. Same with the idiot's who are not wearing masks. This is a time 

we should respect something smarter and very resistant to known treatment something deadly 

probably to someone we all know or at least to someone we know who loves them. Do we want to kill 

others? You can carry it any can and never even know you have it...then everyone you spoke to caught 

it, and all they talk to. So, on 2 weeks can go by and even tested every day you may come up negative all 

the while during it incubation period you are possibly more contagious then when you finally test and 

come up positive. Yes, they have said this is a possibility but we have not had to study this on a large 

scale.... we could if we did this to the protesters. They are already out...hell don't even make some 

groups self-quarantine have some do it and some not control groups. If it can take 2 weeks to test 

positive and you spread it the most during this time and those A symptomatic are more contagious we 

would find out. which would be a hugely significant factor. We won't stop it if any of these factors are 

the case till it finally dies out itself or will lose half the country opening and closing not just to the virus 

either, then we will be so weakened well it will be anyone guess who will try what then. Read history if 

you have no imagination. As some smart person wrote "this has all happened before...and this will all 

happen again " I really hate a hokey science fiction show could have said something so profound that 

could apply to this time now but when the shoe fits. 

Diversity 

• Racial diversity 

• Stop race baiting - we do not have a race issue here if you talk to normal people. 

• I did not see consideration of how issues of race and equity factor into the quality of life in Clark County 

addressed in this survey (especially as they are concerned with access to housing and recreational 

facilities and health care) I hope you consider this as you move forward with Master Planning efforts. It's 

possible that some of the data you are gathering will provide insight into these areas, but it really needs 

to be on your radar.  

• If you come here and don't know anyone you have no voice you are alienated 

• Don’t jump on bandwagon and start changing names of streets or remove statues.  C.C. is great place to 

live, full of diversity and acceptance of people.   

• Rebuild poor neighborhoods. Stop systemic racism.  

• Equity and justice for black and brown people. 
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Economic Development 

• Inflation and the ability of families to maintain basic needs in the current covid and post covid recovery 

period. 

• Unemployment funds 

• While tourism is our largest source of revenue we need to put that money back into those creating such 

a desirable place to vacation. We need to not bail out large businesses, but empower our people. 

• Clark County needs to find additional revenue sources. 

• Wages are too low. You need to have a car to make a living, and if you don't have a job, you die. This 

place was a dystopia before COVID. 

• Yes, creating trade centers, employment opportunities. 

• Really the state government should enact emergency action to require all wealthy corporations to pay 

taxes at 95% or higher and start building out public services. If they do nothing then there will be 

massive devastation to the economy and the people and will eventually destroy all businesses. 

• Clark County is a one trick pony, and we are absolutely too reliant on tourism to succeed. It's time for 

the county to double down on being a business-friendly place, in order to attract some of the thousands 

of businesses leaving CA. Unfortunately, it appears as if the city council is more interested in appeasing 

the social justice warrior crowd, and virtue signaling than doing anything that will help the long-term 

stability of Clark Co. CA is a failed state, LA is a duster, San Francisco is a disaster, yet our local 

leadership is hell bent on following in their footsteps, which will eventually lead us down the same 

road. 

• Bring some high paying jobs to Laughlin 

• Clark County needs to diversify our economy. Of course, we are far too dependent on tourism. 

• Need training program for job here at this area. 

• Vegas was warned not to rely on casinos for income. Did they listen? 

• Please continue efforts to diversify our economy, which is primarily based on hospitality and tourism. 

• The job loss and hit in our economy is causing many of us to really suffer. I'm afraid of losing my house 

and everything. I feel the convention business and tourism will never come back to what it was and will 

not be able to support all of us working here anymore.  

• There is NO topic more important than how to keep businesses open during this pandemic. 

Government workers should get a taste of the real world of small business owners and govt funded 

retirement programs should be discontinued immediately so as to take the burden off taxpayers. They 

can save and invest their money like regular citizens. If you're not in the military or a policeman or 

fireman your retirement shouldn't be funded by the taxpayers 

• Las Vegas business should act more like small town tourist cities do, unite in effort to support whatever 

events are going on that week. Like during Nascar week, or Sema Week, Magic Week, Jewelry Week and 

other big national conventions. 

• Love the addition of sports teams.  But, need to do a better job with planning public transportation to 

the games.  Also, need to create better volunteer opportunities for seniors.  There are many in the older 

groups that need the involvement and are available--especially on the education front. 

• Innovation with fearless ability to live outside the box is my Las Vegas.  First for quick marriage first for 

quick divorce, gambling and so on.  Let’s be the first with creative solutions!  Why stop now?  

• Decrease In tourism  

• Please stop with the closures of our business.  Our economy cannot handle it. 
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• I think the local business restrictions were excessive during Covid 19.  Home Depot, Lowes, and Smiths 

could operate just fine, so could small business. 

• Open up the economy...lack of honesty & completeness of statistics. 

• Clark County is a unique place to live that is extremely well-situated to expand, but to do so it must 

encourage the growth of businesses outside of the gaming industry.  Making the area more attractive 

for entrepreneurs, established industries and incoming residents is key. 

• We need more career opportunities that are not hospitality related 

• We need to elevate Vegas we're not just the trashy capital of the world 

• WE SHOULD GROW OUR "FILM CREATIONS, VIDEO GAMES DEVELOPMENT, AND ANIMATION CREATIVE 

BUSINESSES.  

• We need creative solutions to the problems that are ahead. The loss of income for our county and state 

will force people to another state that has already remedied a lot of the infrastructure and quality of life 

issues that we are faced with. I fear it will be "too expensive" in the end to do what is right for the long-

term health and wellbeing of our county. 

• Being a one-industry town (gaming) has really revealed the problems of that. Hospitality cannot be 

overcome by telework.  Diversification is going to help.  

• See my 'Economy' comment.  LV has "all of its eggs in one basket", so to speak, for heavy reliance on 

service, entertainment, and tourism.  If those industries falter long-term due to Coronavirus, economy, 

employment, and all elements of affordable living (child care, medical, housing, etc.), could easily 

bottom out. 

• Loss of jobs. 

• My main concern will be loss of businesses and jobs, which will have other effects on quality of life. 

• Need to get businesses to stop forcing employees to come into an office.  They need to embrace work-

from-home even without a pandemic.  They're making traffic worse 

Education 

• Please interview more people of color for your school district. Our kids need people that look like them 

to lift them up daily.  

• Empowering young minds to get involved with local politics starting in high school 

• We need better schools. Put more money into our schools.  

• Commissioner ****, I saw you tonight on Battle Born Progress on Facebook with ****.  My grandson was 

contacted by text, by Battle Born Progress and CPD to tell my grandson that they thought it was wrong 

for Clark County Schools to spend $18,000.000 to police their students.  Then they asked if he supported 

their call to defund school police & fund services young people need to thrive.  He answered:  No, not 

unless there is another way Clark County can fight against the drugs, weapons, and violence in schools 

that he has not only heard of but seen first-hand at Sierra Vista HS.  Sierra Vista isn't even the worst of it 

either, he texted.  The reason why I am telling you this here, is that I would have been mocked and 

thrown off the Battle Born Progress FB talk that you did I am sure.  I have watched two of these 

programs now and they are all one sided.  I am very concerned that this organization had the nerve to 

text my grandson and how did they get his cell phone number?  How dare they text him with their bias 

ideas?  He is only 17!  How can we stop this in the future, this abuse of our children?  How dare they 

impose their bias ideas on him!   

• Pre-k to high school educational opportunities. Many teachers would like to do more teaching, less 

testing. 
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• The issues with the school system here will impact Las Vegas in all aspects of development. More 

funding needs to be directed to schools. Education parity needs to be reviewed. Measures need to be 

taken to recruit and retain motivated teachers across Las Vegas. 

• Funding for the schools here is ludicrous. They need to make sure our kids have fully funded schools. 

• Public schools need to be prioritized!  It is the most important aspect of Clark County In the near and 

long term.  

• Better awareness and support for home schooling; especially after the COVID-19 wake-up call regarding 

communicable disease issues in traditional public-school settings (on top of school violence, bullying, 

low ratings of education in our State, etc.)  Home schoolers have NOT lost any educational time during 

this pandemic.   

• The Clark County School District needs to be improved.   The special education classes are suffering 

with Covid 19 and they have typically been substandard before Covid19.   

• Schools need to be open. Education is a must. Most parents work and cannot have their children at 

home. They need their children to be in school getting the education we all pay taxes for. 

• The new school schedule is complete and utter BS! 

• Equal education opportunities in the underserved areas of Las Vegas. 

• I would like to see equality throughout CCSD schools. Including teachers. We need empathetic 

educators. This is what molds our community. Las Vegas has to be more than just a Hustle 

community, school districts etc...  

• RE school disruptions, we need to put the health and safety of teachers, staff, students, and families at 

the forefront. We must find a way to reopen safely, or else not reopen in person, even if that presents 

challenges with child care and nutrition. 

• EDUCATION 

• be able to SAFELY allow our teachers and pupils to return to school.   

• Can the government start a program to get the population interested in the importance of getting a 

college degree? Seriously it’s embarrassing. We only have one university in this town. 

• School spending in K-12. The district spends disproportionately on the disadvantaged students and 

leaves little for other students.  

• K-12 Education in Clark County is atrocious.  I know the County can't do anything about it.  

• We need to attract and retain a good teaching pool. Clark county needs an educated population to 

attract new businesses.  

• The county was ill-prepared for the secondary effects of CCSD's lack of execution of distance learning. 

• Fix the school district 

• Not just disruption to schools, but getting our students more advanced, as we already are a bit behind 

the national average. 

• I believe in public education; therefore, our public education is well below average, the curriculum, 

along with the teacher salary, are not at a level that would recruit most qualified.    

• Education 

• Education need to rank higher with the local government and county authorities. 

• Education as public service/program 

• If I could pick 4 I would also choose disruption to school.  Kids need to be in school even if it's with 

masks rather than online only. 
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• We also need a better school system to have 30 to 40 kids packed in a classroom is not productive 

learning environment 

• We need to pay our teachers and social workers more. 

• Expand the "FOR CHOICE SCHOOL SYSTEM" more opportunities for non-public schools and children's 

learning environment. 

• 5.Invest in education at all levels. 

Governance 

• Interference with 2020 voting 

• Access to civic participation 

• Clark County is one of the most active death penalty jurisdictions in the entire country. Recently, the 

Santa Clara, CA DA voluntarily abandoned the death penalty 

(https://www.mercurynews.com/2020/07/21/exclusive-santa-clara-county-da-abandoning-death-

penalty-pursuit/). We should expect the same from our County DA.  

• Would like there to be better laws for the cruelty of animals 

• If you come here and don't know anyone you have no voice you are alienated 

• Recall Sissolak 

• The LVMPD is a total do nothing police department, you can call them for any number of things a 

reliably get ZERO response and it’s sickening.  

• Insane levels of over regulation in nearly all endeavors 

• Yes. Voter fraud.  It is prevalent in Nevada. Favoring Democrats.  We need voter ID and NO MAIL IN 

VOTING. MY VOTE SHOULD COUNT.  

• Stop lying about the pot issue. It was all about $$$, nothing else. Promised it would go to education and 

then it didn't. If politicians couldn't tax it to death, they wouldn't have approved it. Politicians wanted 

pot $$$, they didn't care about anything else. 

• You might be surprised in how much effort might come from this community if only we were more 

involved in self-governing. 

• POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY x 17871776 = 

• Need to demilitarize police. Every officer should have a body camera on entry time there is interaction 

with the public. Police policies on deadly force and use of force need to be revised. 

• Better leadership from the governor 

• Please restructure how police operate in the city. On one side, I see them handcuff and sit people down 

in the blistering sun. On the other side, they’re allowed to sit in shade or the back of the cruiser  

• To be aware of what is really important in our lives 

• Try and start the process of incorporating towns like enterprise, spring valley, etc. into incorporated 

towns  

• Mail in voting for the primaries in June were a problem for me.  I live in Laughlin, yet my mail in ballot 

did not allow me to vote for any Clark County Commissioners.  However, had it been on my ballot as it 

should have been, I'd have voted for Michael Naft. 

• I think there should be checks and balances to ensure all departments are adhering to the county 

values.  

• Please take care of state employees who have worked during the pandemic and are about to receive 

furloughs.  
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• 4 day work week not functional - hurts citizens, Merger of City & County Gov't into Single Regional 

Operation - Uniform Building Codes & enforcement.  Freeze ALL Wages thru 2021 Commissioners, 

Employees, Judicial, other Divisions of Gov't.  Adopt Governor's Suggestion of take a day off a month or 

tie into holiday for 4-day weekend. 

• We need more public safety, such as metro and fire departments.  

• Do NOT, under any circumstances, defund the police. Stop the ridiculous protests downtown. It's bad 

for business and tourism.  

• Make local government issues more transparent and easier to follow. This could happen with an 

interactive website and more community engagement. Not just at election time. It’s difficult to know 

what to vote for and find out information about the candidates. This survey is awesome  

• Rural towns are ignored but taxed the same 

• Clark county need a non-partisan, independent watch dog group to all officers of the government 

branches. Some places that a citizen of CC can get help in case of bias or suppress decision by the 

county  

• The illegal immigration is a major problem.  You want to save money on schools? send the aliens back 

to their home countries. Enforce the laws the same for illegals and the population that has money. 

Illegals drive without insurance, license. Cops won't arrest them for anything. But a middle-class person 

is viewed as a revenue source and are targeted during revenue sweeps.   

• As long as the county, city, state, and other local government bodies continue to place more care and 

attention in the direction of tourists and profits, this place will continue to get worse. It is always 

Business first and People last here, and the people will never get ahead if it remains that way. 

• Impeach Sisolak 

• Police presence during daylight savings times....it is dark by 430pm and they should be out more even 

pre· Covid 

• Cut all political and politician funding and pay. 

• Clark County Development Services, mated with the Building Department, embody convoluted 

processes and make development in the County laborious compared to City development. 

• Why do we wait four months for a renewed concealed carry permit? 

• Clark County Dog Control is as useless as a tail on a bullfrog. 

• We are not prepared for disaster! 

• Too many different rules.  

• I feel our law enforcement (Metro) places too much emphasis on protecting the Las Vegas Strip and is 

not policing the neighborhood anywhere near enough. This is a huge issue for me.   

• Ridiculously high salaries, benefits, and retirement for Clark county fire department and water district. 

At water district, an administrative person with no education makes significantly more than a teacher 

with a master’s degree and 30 years’ experience.  

• PUA has misplaced 13 weeks of my spouses pay. Some are very rude on the PH and aren't helpful. 

• Lack of police showing when needed.  Sheriffs sanctuary city policy against Federal law. 

• Decrease spending on police in order to better fulfill goals related to mental health, education, etc. 

• Pay unemployment claims! Investigate later. 

• ".... a new blueprint that reflects Clark County’s diverse community of interests and historically rapid 

growth is needed, officials said...."   If that's true, I'd like to have a more explicit reason why we need a 

new blueprint. 
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• SISOLAK IS A TERRIBLE GOVERNOR.  ALL THE DEMOCRATIC COMMISSIONERS NEED TO DO THE WILL OF 

THE PEOPLE, NOT THEIR OWN PERSONAL INTERESTS.  **** IS A WASTE AND HORRIBLE COMMISSIONER!  

TERRIBLE LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEADERSHIP!  DRAIN OUR LOCAL SWAMP!  GET RID OF THEM ALL!   

• Why doesn't our Governor hold weekly meetings the public can attend? Or ANY regular scheduled 

meetings for public during this crisis? I want to know EXACTLY which science he is following. Is it the 

discredited WHO? The CDC, which says open the schools and the death rate is continuing to fall? Or is it 

the non-licensed nonpracticing over 20 years former OB GYN that is his top advisor? We have a right to 

know exactly what info he is using to make decisions that destroy our lives.  

• Police Violence - LVMPD should be defunded 

• Conservative vs. liberal mindset?? 

• The Governor is not handling this correctly.  Calling people delusional is a true sign of weakness and 

outright following the Democratic lie.  He should be ashamed. 

• More code enforcement  

• Mayor Goodman has outdated standards, speaks for a minority of the population, and needs to go.  

• The stupidity of politicians and their so-called medical experts, are wrong more often than not, or 

simply say what their political handler tell them what is correct. 

• Less government regulations. Do not defund the police. Make Entitlements holistic. 

• It is VERY difficult to get metro police assistance this far from downtown.  Maybe have a few officers that 

deal with smaller issues vs major crime. 

• Personal freedoms trampled 

• Direct Democracy  

• County-wide police re-training for better community relations. REALLOCATION of funds to hire more 

social workers to relieve police of problems related to mental health and homelessness. 

• Our Governor comes off as not having a clue what he’s doing after following in the footsteps of CA on 

several occasions and his latest mandate’ to close bars was not based on anything scientific except 

“people congregate there”. And the day after the mandate went into effect, a list of 70 violations were 

posted and ZERO BARS made the list. This is not what good managing looks like.  

• Governor overreach is too much in this state.  He acted like a dictator during pandemic closing 

businesses where he had no right to step on people's livelihood.  

•   Also, a light has been shined on the local and state government officials - for the better and the worse.  

We need stronger government officials who know how to lead with dignity and respect. 

• Follow guidelines. Applications for increased density in protected areas, RNP, should not be accepted.  

They are inappropriate!  

• Allowing online ballet signature through the voting registration system.   The strong possibility of the 

voting districts being gerrymandered.  

• Bring back free parking to all casinos! That was part of our traditional reputation for being a value-

oriented tourist destination.  

• It would be really nice if the City's annexation of property would at least slow down 

• ZONING, WHY HAVE IT IF YOU DONT FOLLOW IT, ANOTHER CRAZY HODGE PODGE. 

• I would like to see responsible leadership established at the Town Manager level and from there at the 

Town Advisory Board level. 

• Be accountable for the budgets and stop the politics on everything. Stop the special interests and 

payment to them. Protect our police. Stop the riots and destruction. 
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• The arrogance of government employees/elected official’s  

• We must hold our police force accountable and require free body cameras as well as instituting a bill 

against excessive force and qualified immunity. 

• Recall Sisolak.  

• The Land Use Plan is constantly ignored, so that citizens cannot count on the area around them being 

developed as planned.  This results in citizens having to work constantly to prevent undesirable 

development.  Profoundly unfair. 

• A land use category update was abandoned several years ago.   The project was undertaken by a diverse 

stakeholder group.  The group met for two years.  The tendency to give the developer what they want vs 

land use plan and the development code could not be overcome by any proposed changes. The County 

Staff could not answer the question of why we developed 23 land use categories.  It is tough to create a 

solution if the history of how we got there is missing. The mixed-use-development (MUD) overlay was 

not thoroughly vetted and exceedingly difficult to change.   It was generated by the County Staff to 

allow for more high-density housing.  Projects were approved with as little as 1% commercial element. 

Also, the mixed-use-development (MUD) has been missed used as scare tactic against established 

residents. MUD has also stymied industrial economic development in Enterprise.  The Arden area has 

been designated for a rail business park.  However, the UPRR will not move forward until the MUD 

overlay with its residential component is removed.  So far, all efforts to remove the MUD have failed. 

Enterprise is unique because the town has 4 land use plans.  The three major projects have own 

approved self-generated land use plan.  The rest of Enterprise is under the County plan.  The major 

project plans are not reviewed with the county land use plan updates. Their development code is 

locked at approval and cannot be updated.  

• Clark County, school districts, cities and the state of Nevada have failed to adjust their spending to 

reflect the large decrease in tax revenue and visitors for an unknown period into the future.  The lost 

jobs and businesses are not coming back.  Plan accordingly rather than try to hike taxes or pretend as 

though everything is going back to normal shortly. 

• The police dispatch is terrible. If it is not a 911 emergency your chance of getting anyone on 311 is 

impossible. We have a lot of homeless in this area that help themselves to the homeowners' property 

on a regular basis. 

• Defund the police.  

• We spend WAAAAAAY too much on police. We need to defund them and spend that money elsewhere. 

• Staff - So not to complain, but County staff is lacking. It is EXTREMELY difficult to get things done with 

the County right now; staff can take up to a week to return a phone call, and even then, the response is 

'email me, we're busy.' Well, we're all busy, I don't have time to wait a week for a 5-minute answer. 

Code Enforcement sometimes takes an eternity, IF your case isn't closed right off the bat. Have you ever 

thought about secret shopping staff? Planning, Public Works, Code etc.? I think this would be 

enlightening.  

• Must keep our taxes low 

• Property taxes should go away after a set amount of years. One should be able to own their 

property...Not rent it in perpetuity from the government. The cost of water. 

• Poor Governor’s leadership 

• And we need some observance of property rights, it seems if you are a property owner you have no 

rights, the laws aren't applicable.  We need a higher standard from property owners so landlords don't 

get to be absentee landlords, causing distress in neighborhoods they don't live in.  All these issues and 
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more ignored by Clark County and Metro Police.  And why is Metro so much in the lane of "We don't do 

that"?  You bring them neighborhood and safety issues and they want no part of it.  They'd rather be 

harassing homeless people, four squad cars at a time.   

Growth 

• The sanctity of public lands surrounding the city is paramount to me. We need to form buffer zones and 

green or brown belts around the urban area, and we need to prevent suburban sprawl and hopscotch 

development like the Coyote Springs abomination. 

•  If you are going to continue expansion then you need to plan for open spaces and not so much high-

density housing with no space. 

• Emphasis on local community building the community, not just outside investors like Tony Hsieh. Also, 

J Dapper is doing very weird development in collaboration with LV City Council and it’s so over the top 

and not functional it’s ridiculous. No more wasted money. 

• No more residential developments, both multi- and single-dwelling 

• There are reasons why people keep coming to Las Vegas, we continue to be a place where people want 

to live.  The valley needs are changing, which will affect the current land use planned areas.  If Vegas is 

going to continue to grow, then things are going to have to change. 

• It's time for Clark County to "come of age" as a real-world class city (like many on the US Coasts and 

Europe). 

• This is an opportunity for Clark County to re-imagine the growth and development for a healthy city. 

Las Vegas is one of the fastest warming cities in the country with poor air quality, which 

disproportionately impact lower income households.  

• The rural areas need to be separate from the city 

• Difficulty in areas outside of Las Vegas to grow or improve 

• Development of land previously designated as open space should be banned. 

• Stop the spread! Maybe stop growth all together. We don't have the water to support growth. 

• Clark County needs to stop thinking about Las Vegas/Henderson/North Las Vegas and wake up to the 

outlying, rural areas.  We don't look beautiful and crowded, but we are human beings that need services 

too. 

• Don’t overcrowded like a San Diego.  Think ahead  

• Why is it that we get notices to oppose zoning changes so developers can build and even though we 

oppose them the developers are able to get those zoning changes anyway? 

• As this town continues to grow, we must be cognizant of public safety in regards to crime. 

• As a newcomer I have noticed many unsightly undeveloped tracts of land amidst fully developed areas. 

Owners should be required to maintain the land, maybe landscape the outer edges or another 

acceptable practice. Las Vegas could be much more attractive.  

• Don’t let the developers use COVID to push their agendas and nonconforming requests through. They 

most definitely want to sneak in higher density changes to land use and hope we are not paying 

attention.  

• Slow the greedy ones down. Stop building, make Clark County a place for people to live. 

• We are not preserving areas that were more rural. RE has become high density in the future. Now with 

COVID more than ever we need to preserve Floyd lamb park and stop in filling with high density on the 

out skirts. The inter local agreement has been trashed and infilling with higher density should have 
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been relegated to the center of town. This would not have burdened the county with public 

transportation to outlying areas. 

• I want the city and county to keep the promises made to keep rural/horse neighborhoods rural. 

• Needs to be more infilling in the valley; no need to expand south to Primm. 

Health and Equity 

• Please address the issue of homeless people, they deserve housing and we all know it is cheaper to 

house them than to pay for all the issues a large number or homeless people cause. They deserve 

dignity and respect, they’re treated like trash, and at the same time, the trash they make on the streets 

is never cleaned up, I know this because I have to roll thru it. There’s a pandemic and you have 

wheelchair users having to roll thru homeless people and street trash. If you can afford street art, and 

street improvements, why can’t you afford to clean up?  

• I feed feral cats. I would like to see more high-quality shelters for them, and more educating of the 

public about how to take care of animals, I e. Spay/ neuter, pets are for life, etc.  

• I saw how much money the federal government is granting/gifting Clark County and we should do more 

to help to improve the homelessness. They need mental help and support as well as more programs for 

substance abuse. 

• Need to allocate funds for mental health crisis response teams instead of police response. The mental 

health services in Clark County are abysmal. Need additional social justice reform. All citizens should 

get mental health help.  

• Open our city! Stop with the shutdown. Covid has the highest survival rate of any pandemic ever! 

• Mental health issues, and loss of business and new business  

• How BIPOC are negatively impacted by COVID-19 at a higher rate  

• Stop systemic racism. 

• Do NOT decrease, deregulate and abolish health, safety and environmental protection programs.  This 

is crucial.  They should be stricter and follow up on.  We are protecting ourselves and our children by 

doing so.  

• Homelessness  

• We need to become a more community focused community.  We need better mental health awareness 

and an ability to help those facing mental health issues. 

• Need accessible and improved medical and mental health 

• Homelessness is also an issue.  Granted, a hard issue to tackle. 

• Homelessness troubles me GREATLY; we need sufficient low-income housing, better mental health 

services, and fair wages. 

• We need more doctors and clinics to keep our county residents healthy. Right now, appointment are 1 

or 2 months into the future. 

• Homeless people sleeping on and under bridges especially on the trail system throughout the valley. 

• Affordable grocery and retail in Laughlin. Medical care in Laughlin. Senior only housing.  

• Fix the homeless population. Would hate it for my city to turn into what California looks like with its 

homeless population. 

• There are not enough children medical centers for specialties like eating disorders and healthcare will 

not cover out of state treatment. 
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• A health clinic is needed in Laughlin, also a grocery store, also storm drains on Bruce Woodbury 

parkway at Thomas Edison Drive where Laughlin residents are required to drive through sometimes as 

much is a foot of mud during and after every storm. 

• Solve homelessness and mental health and marijuana research 

• The neglect of our indigenous peoples, their culture, and their lives. Also, the traffickers of underage 

children are deplorable to say the least. The environment that surrounds and what sustains us.  

• No - but I wish I was not limited to 3 as Mental Health is also a grave concern 

• Homeless population is out of control.   Trashing of public lands is out of control.  Upkeep of some parks 

and public spaces is poor. 

• The County needs to do much more to reduce and prevent homelessness than simply writing checks to 

CLV, especially now that Covid is causing even more unemployment.  We need a system of low barrier 

homeless navigation centers and we need to expand and support programs like Family Promise, NV 

Partnership for Homeless Youth, Shannon West and Share Las Vegas who are the front lines in 

preventing families from falling into homelessness in the first place. 

• Medical clinic as family doctors, eye doctors (general exam, eye cataract, glaucoma, retina); blood lab 

work, hospital, pharmacy 

• Laughlin seems to be a forgotten area of Clark County.  Even with Covid cases there was no testing 

offered in our area until May and our area wasn’t even included on the zip code map when published by 

Clark County, very disturbing considering the ages of people in this community and unavailable 

healthcare facilities, 

• The coronavirus shut down has really highlighted our high homeless population. It would be really 

great so see more in the budget for housing the homeless in real, non-shelter type housing  

• I wish Vegas would have more funding more mental health agencies and promote mental health more 

instead of sex drugs and rock and roll to solve problems 

• Need more funding for Mental Health facilities. The homeless population would benefit the most.  

• Homelessness. Build a huge village / community for homeless peeps. Don’t  make them suffer to get a 

bed & a meal.  

• Increased homelessness 

• Personally speaking. victim advocacy programs are sadly greatly absent unlike assistance for gambling 

or alcoholism. This obviously exposes the societal priorities of the County and community. 

• Black Lives Matter is a self-proclaimed Marxist group, the founders are in video saying they are trained 

Marxist. Any public official that supports Marxist values is a traitor to this country and everything it was 

founded upon. 

• Something needs to be done about all the homeless people. Especially the teens. Get rid of the pigeons  

• Kid mental and social well being  

• Homelessness is getting out of control in Clark County.  

• We need universal healthcare  

• House the homeless; get them off the streets. 

• Second rate medical care 

• Is this where I'm supposed to ask for socialized medicine? :) 

• Homelessness is an issue that needs to be addressed. 

• If you live in downtown East and calling the police or 311 good luck... just because we’re lower income 

doesn’t mean our families don’t matter  
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• It’s time we choose people over profit in every aspect of government and life 

• Overcrowding of ICUs  

• Lack of any quality medical care. This area is one of the worse for decent medical services.  

• Mental health is most important!  

• Homeless ness  

• More help with poverty and homeless. More redevelopment in poor areas 

• Available of high-quality healthcare providers. It’s really hard to find good doctors in the county and we 

have considered moving because of that.  

• I found it very difficult to find good doctors compared to Denver Colorado 

• Pedestrian safety, well-lit and protected crosswalks especially in low-income neighborhoods 

• The city needs to do better with the homeless crisis we have been having since the last recession. Get 

them off the street. Utah houses them. We should do the same.  

• TERRIBLE operations of EDD, welfare, aid to the disabled, aid to homeless & very poor, Gov Sisolak 

KILLED NV & Vegas by keeping it closed and requiring USELESS MASKS 

• Working with and assisting our black and brown brothers and sister to make life more equitable.  

• Clark County is severely lacking in quality mental health resources, specifically for residents struggling 

with depression, anxiety, and substance use. 

Housing 

• Please look into regulating the REIT Landlords. Limiting the number of units that any one corporation 

can have in a certain radius would be a good start. Requiring business licenses for each property. 

Requiring county inspections at turnover to ensure habitability. My business had to comply to County 

Codes, they should also have codes to follow.  

• More affordable housing in better neighborhoods. Rebuild poor neighborhoods.  

• the cost of housing is too high. 

• Stop letting home builders / developers cram too many homes into areas.  Limit rentals in nice areas 

• Stop building homes that we have no water for.  

• Lack of affordable and public housing. 

• Unless you address the housing crisis by stopping investors from profiteering off of real estate 

speculation, you will not stabilize, nor increase the tax revenue streams as you chase off residents. 

• Airbnb and rentals have become an issue  

• We want Airbnb 

• Rent overall is way too expensive. 

• My neighborhood has broad streets, large lots, little through traffic (with the crap caused by project 

NEON ((AKA MORON)) our neighbors all know each other, had a city funded grant 2 years ago. Fund 

another and come see how a real neighborhood works. Contact *name removed* RE: grant or 2020. 

• Please no more rental houses. These introduce people who do not care about property or neighbors. 

• Cost of housing and land. 

• Ridding so many HOA’s 

• Stop golf course conversion to housing 
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Parks & Public Spaces 

• Recreational Centers need to expand space and hours 

• More community centers, pools, walking trails would be great. Maintaining cinderblock walls and 

sidewalks in older neighborhoods would be great too. 

• More pools!! 

• More public pools/ water parks! 

• We need one more swimming pool like Desert Breeze. In Las Vegas area. Under roof, built according to 

Olympic pool requirements.  

• I would like to add again the need for more swimming pools in Clark County. 

• Children's sport locations being impacted. First example, public pool for swim teams who are following 

the rules. 

• Plan to maintain outdoor spaces, including areas for equine activities and off-roading.  There are parts 

of Clark County that are country and need to stay that way. 

• Outdoor recreation is critical, don't take away our public lands off road use, allows enthusiasts, to 

explore our beautiful deserts.  My fear is that my grandchildren won't be able to explore our deserts.  

Being involved in off road community has exposed my children to what Nevada has to offer.   

• More parks everywhere. 

• Children need to be able to play at parks, do their training and participate in sport and training. How 

the pools are not operating is crazy even Trump said COVID does not survive in chlorine! 

Programming 

• Clark County can develop stronger partnerships with recreation and youth-serving nonprofits to better 

serve the needs of our growing community as it relates to recreation, quality of life, and education. 

• More live music events 

• After-school programs at the school 

• Encourage regenerative farming where applicable. This is BIG. 

• The lack of community gardens- the real ones. Not the buy a tiny plot ones. More places like The Farm 

and The Orchards. Lack of farmers markets. The disregard and prejudice against farming by people on 

the town board. The lack of artistic support and presence in the community. The strip is just a large 

income generating machine for tourists, we won't count that. Most people can't afford it. 

• More funding for the library catalog 

• It is outrageous that child care in Southern Nevada is more expensive than tuition at UNLV 

• If we had public affordable/subsidized child care for people who cannot stay home with their kids, they 

could actually stay at least six feet apart. 

• Event's to bring community together that don't cost a fortune. 

• Allow teams & pre-existing entities to run your programming correctly. From the residential standpoint, 

it appears that CC Parks & Rec cannot be bothered to fix broken and outdated systems 

• Encourage co-ops, shared child care, community projects with citizen involvement. 

• The lack of community cultural events like Toronto has Caribana or film festivals, fridge festival, 

Shakespeare festival, Spoleto as in Charleston South Carolina. All the cultural events in parks are 

overpriced! Recreation needs need to be more realistic, heck misters at a minimum. Hire some people 

who know what they're doing! 
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• In general, make all efforts to make the area less about going from Air-Conditioned garage to AC car to 

AC mall/restaurant/casino/business.... more things like year-round Clark County Amphitheater events 

(once virus threat is gone) less gating/exclusion/dead end development. Please have improved support 

for aquatics with more facilities available. 

Public Works 

• The streets in North Las Vegas are something to be desired... they are terrible and need to be 

maintained better. Also, when they do improvements, do it right the first time!  They tend to redo and 

redo areas which makes no sense and must be costly - to the citizens! 

• Finish one road project before you start 9 more. 

• The county needs to improve its image nationally.  Sleazy business fronts, run-down housing, and 

horrible looking streets with pedestrian unfriendly sidewalks and endless blank cinderblock walls are 

not a good image for us.  

• Too much road construction  

• Infrastructure is a big issue.  Recent work on the freeways beginning with I-95 about 15 years ago was 

great.  And the recent work with I-15/I-95.  High, decorative walls look great and keep noise down and 

the iron sculptures are great.  However, there is the maintenance of all of that - there are currently a 

LOT of weeds growing in all those areas that make all that great work look run-down. Also, efforts to 

hide graffiti have been pretty good.  However, I think much more effort could be done to prevent graffiti 

and arrest those who participate in it.  More cameras/surveillance in high graffiti locations.  This would 

be a type of "broken windows" policy. 

• Lack of infrastructure planning in promoting Logandale Trails. 

• The urban area of Clark County (Las Vegas) needs sanitation attention . . . our city is dirty and loaded 

with random garbage strewn haphazardly all over the city.  Something should be done to encourage 

citizens to clean up their immediate environment so that the city doesn't have to be responsible.  Too 

many residents don't seem to care about the trash that is left on our streets, in parking lots and on 

medians and public/private access areas. 

Safety 

• Crime in University Atrip area  

• Also, the safety of people coming and going from work in regards to some of the homeless or drug 

addicts. My female friends and I have encountered some scary situations. Rocks were thrown at me and 

my car when went to work one night at midnight. 

• Need to establish an entirely new police force that is not brutal and corrupt or run by an evil, 

manipulative liar 

• Between cactus and Mountain’s edge pkwy on Fort Apache, I want speed bumps and gunshot detection 

monitoring.  

• Homeless need to not be allowed to break the law.  

• Safety of employees  

• Children safety 

• Just the look of my side of town.  East side.  Some don’t keep their homes looking nice.  Homes have 

been crammed into same pieces of land.  They are built so close. Disjointed around the area.   

• Increase in violence 
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• Crime rate and drinking and driving problems.  Worse than I've ever seen.  Need stricter laws 

• Mentally challenged dangerous individuals, attacking people, vehicles, businesses and facilities on the 

streets need immediate help, they should be placed in special medical facility until they cured. They 

should not be caught and released, as it happens now, so they attacking more people... they should 

have medical help and get cured, it's a public safety emergency.  

• Why does Clark County look terrible and cheap? Summerlin looks nice but the other areas, especially 

the east side is ugly and not safe. 

• Public safety, gang street control, homelessness control, need walking police presence. 

• Public Safety in the community.  Two years ago, we were talking about the need for more cops and now 

they are being vilified.  We need more cops not less. 

• Increase of crime due to covid-19 joblessness and homeless. 

• North Las Vegas crime is out of control. It needs more police and community involvement. 

• Crime 

• The ever-growing drug issue is another topic that should be talked about, especially drug problems in 

Clark County Schools. 

• We NEED more fire stations! The call volume per Firefighter is unacceptable. If the county is planning on 

expanding, we need to catch up with the lack of Fire Stations.  

• Neighborhood watch programs 

Services 

• Citizens pay more $ for fewer services.  This state is no longer a good place to live for working people. 

• Not enough advertising of available services.  I work for LVCCLD and we have so much to offer, but the 

community is unaware of it.  I love the Smith Center and look forward to getting an art museum. 

• We need a grocery store 

• South County not receiving county programs available to Las Vegas/Henderson area 

• DMV service should not be an 8-hour event we should care more about helping the public at DMV. 

• Definitely concerned over the loss of social services and education with the steep budget cuts. 

• Extend the additional $600 for unemployment as many of us that were furloughed are now getting laid 

off with not many comparable jobs available.  

• Time for cox’s Monopoly to end. I had basic cable which rose to over $30/mo until they announced it 

would be $90/mo. And I cut the cable. Internet is $40.99/mo first year, an extra $19/mo. After that. No 

one seems to understand what it’s like to go through lockdown without cable, internet, or a 

smartphone. They think about the “poor” and then everyone else is supposed to be able to afford what 

people take for granted. Had to take bus just to get internet or 2 buses to get to library to sit outside for 

internet—not possible during the heat. 

• Entire plan—micro and macro—seems to be geared to people with cars, even though we’re supposed to 

be working to get people out of their cars. 

• Availability of free internet for low-income families to access and keep up with potential online school 

offerings and support for families who need it 

• I love Laughlin, but we're treated like the red-headed step child of Clark County. Always last for 

everything. Doesn't seem right that we are always waiting for services.  
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• Clark County needs to stop thinking about Las Vegas/Henderson/North Las Vegas and wake up to the 

outlying, rural areas.  We don't look beautiful and crowded, but we are human beings that need services 

too. 

• Please have the water district make available a pay by phone for your bill so you can have it taken out of 

your bank account 

Sustainability 

• Solar power and water retention need to be key issues for Vegas to exist the next 20 years. 

• Priorities should be our environment and ending racism.  

• We need a mandatory curbside composting system! Food waste is extremely bad for the planet and it 

should be composted through curbside composting. The compost can then be used for outdoor parks. 

We need a single use plastics ban, especially in casinos. We have a lot of tourists that consume so much 

plastic through drinking and dining in Las Vegas. A single use plastic ban that is also beneficial to those 

with disabilities is very much needed!!! Public recycling bins, Water conservation, A drought mitigation 

plan, Pollinator gardens, Community gardens! Storm water management! 

• Walking a roundabout in 115 degrees with a lack a shade in poor air quality is not conducive to good 

health. 

• Quit trying to steal water from rural communities to support the out of control building habit in Clark 

County.  Stop the water grab on local well owners to support the building insanity in Clark County. 

• We need rooftop solar, and we need to reduce the amount of water we use. 

• Clean it up! Filthy! Stop using so much WATER! Grass on city lands is ridiculous!!!! Especially up in 

Henderson. 

• The impact on air and noise quality. Dust and increased traffic in neighborhoods are horrific. 

• Unless things are being watched closer & stopped (number of people, water & vagrancy (you call them 

homeless).  this could turn into Atlantic City or the world's largest ghost town. 

• I think it’s time to stop new building until we can find sustainable water sources. Clearly, the Colorado 

River is not able to sustain all that was hoped for when the water rights were allocated almost a century 

ago. 

• MORE acreage left as REAL desert within new expansion     MORE encouragement for  walking biking 

riding with way better CLEAN mass transit ( fyi "clean" "natural" gas actually results in MORE overall 

pollution...just not right here )   WE have thousands of acres of rooftops-More ROOFTOP solar and 

ROOFTOP vertical tube wind power ( no ongoing killing of bats raptors migrating birds that never 

diminishes by year cf wind turbines) no loss of vanishing wild habitat  no eyesore no infrasound health 

issues 

• Govt funded solar power here, and coupled with corrected solar orientation so housing overhead with 

lowered a/c in summer would be better 

• Promote more water conservation.  Improve educational system.  Reduce crime.  Do a better job 

enforcing air pollution control measures. 

• 1. Air quality. 2.Water quality 3. Grow and coexist with our dessert. 4.Educate the public on respect for 

the dessert.  6.Build smaller more efficient homes like the solar house at the Springs Preserve. 7.Create 

an electric infrastructure and electric train hub that is fun practical inexpensive and gets you to where 

you need to go when it is over 100 degrees or very cold. 

• Need drought Proof H2O sources like infinite seawater from CA coast so we can grow essential (not 

more tourism or non-essential) commerce with no restrictions.  
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• Environmental initiatives. Support green energy and electric vehicles. Solar and wind power.  

• Boston uses only bio-degradable plastics in their restaurants. We only do take out during Covid-19 

where bio-degradable plastics or cardboard take out containers are used. We have to CHANGE and buy 

bulk bio-degradable plastic. Tufts University's cafeterias in Boston use only 100% biodegradable 

plastics on their campus. We can do that here. We MUST!!! 

• Implementation of sewer/rain water control to areas not yet incorporated into the city. 

• Concerned about water conservation (needs to be better) and about water availability in the near 

future. 

• Climate change - need to reduce carbon emissions and plan to adapt as needed. Equity and justice for 

black and brown people. 

• More incentives for rooftop solar in urban area. More collaboration with business and Foster idea labs 

for creative solutions to ongoing local problems/issues. Address educational shortfalls and find better 

ways to provide County services. 

• Programs to reduce population in an environmental sensitive area.  Too many people and vehicles, etc. 

are polluting the air. 

• Climate change will have a big impact on this city, we need sustainable growth  

• Climate change resilience and action to protect natural lands and resources needs substantial work; 

more protection against land grabs, regulation of polluting activities (mining pit lakes, water pollution, 

etc.)  

• Continue to strive for the most state-of-the-art technologies for heating and cooling homes as well as 

fuels for vehicles, is hydrogen the future?  

• We need stable renewable water and power and continued focus on waste and recycling. 

Transportation 

• The RTC missed an opportunity to develop light rail on Maryland Parkway. Light rail stations promote 

business growth and the tracks mean reliable, on-time transportation. The county needs to diversify its 

transit mix to include light rail--Boulder Highway first! 

• We need more accessibility for bike travel and safety on the streets for bike riders. 

• The criteria for how wide a road is and speed limits need to be re-evaluated, along with using a timed 

stop light system during variable volume times. 

• Our roads need fixed to include the interstate highways! The I-95 just East of the 15 sucks and should be 

fixed! 

• Need for alternative transport.   

• Closing the strip to pedestrian and bike traffic only. 

• Maryland Pkwy would've been improved tremendously by light rail. Too bad this option wasn't chosen 

but looking forward to improvements being planned in its place and hope they aren't affected by the 

pandemic-induced economic crisis.  

• Without new business/employment with fast and efficient means to transport/travel to and from you 

will not obtain the tax dollars you need for all other issues/desires.   Get some light rail in place and 

make efforts to reduce traffic and traffic flow being interfered by pedestrians from the airport through 

all tourist corridors.  

• Freeways/arterials are getting more and more crowded every year.  People move into the county (Vegas 

Valley) in large numbers, but the roadway infrastructure is not close to keeping up. 
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• This might be funny but I think that the strip should be a walk only area, we should do away with the 

street and make it so tourists can comfortably more openly walk it  

• Use that wide median on 215 for a light rail project. Extend the monorail to the airport already. Close 

LVB to vehicle traffic and make it a pedestrian mall. Move the traffic under it or behind the properties. 

Bring us an MLB team. 

• For commute purposes, need stop lights on a sensor not a timer.  I have been stopped for five minutes 

or more w/out any cross traffic of any kind, on more than one occasion.  And we need overpasses 

established from the outskirts on to shorten commute distance and bypass the city streets.  Creating 

bike lanes that block REPUBLIC vehicles from servicing totes at curbside residences and creating a long 

lineup for a car to make a right turn, that's just stupid.  I would love to see more sidewalk cafes where 

you can sit outside. 

• High speed rail service 

• Lack of affordable/reliable public transportation with minimal transfers. 

Q 19: What aspects of Clark County would you like to see change in the 

future? 

Amenities 

• Don't grow faster than public services can handle 

• More community centers throughout the county  

• My child friendly activities off strip.  

• More Museums. 

• A VERY strong plan with input from citizens of ALL walks to diversify amenities and attractions in the 

county 

Code Enforcement and Maintenance 

• Code enforcement. Required level of home/building occupancy before new buildings are allowed. 

• I’d like to see more city cleanup, of the streets, sidewalks, bus stops (which need to be managed better 

(a lot of people ride the bus, take care of them too) 

• Cleaning up all of the abandoned properties. Hold the owners accountable! 

• Fines for unkempt properties and stronger pet laws 

• More clean-up of vacant lots and buildings; access to green park areas in central Las Vegas; reduction of 

pollution from cars and development of rapid transit 

• Clark County is dirty—especially freeways.  

• More focus on cleaning up the city and getting rid of city/county employees that stand around and 

don’t do their job. I see it all the time! 

• More improvements in the arts district, cleaning up old buildings, possibility impose a fine for 

businesses that are vacant to persuade them to lower their rent so more businesses can move in. 

Possibly a fine for not taking care of the lot the businesses are on. Vacant buildings gather homeless, 

weeds graffiti, etc.  

• Clean up the city! Force landowners to maintain their properties . . . especially abandoned buildings 

and vacant lots.  Our city doesn't have to look like a garbage dump! 

• Cleaning up literally everything  
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• Improve cleanliness of ALL areas of Clark County 

• We need to clean up the County - it's dirty 

• Dumping of trash on sides of roads 

Community 

• Keep improving residential neighborhoods & communities so that Las Vegas is no longer known as "Sin 

city" or a "Gambling Town" 

• I would like less racists to be around. 

• It has been improving, but more care of local people. I know we are heavily tourist based, but locals 

need good neighborhoods, recreation, etc.  

• More community focused place to live.  

• Focus on the community well-being rather than tourist experience.  Improve every aspect of caring for 

families. 

• More connection to community.   I feel very "disconnected." I have to leave this part of town for many 

things (medical, specialty items, etc.)  Very "vanilla." 

• I would like to be out of Clark County in the future. 

• I would like to see more community involved events. I still remember red, white and boom at Desert 

Breeze Park (obviously when COVID19 is over). More community programs that promote mental health. 

• More family-oriented projects  

• More opportunities for younger children / youth  

• More emphasis on the residents vs the tourists.  

• Creating a better sense of neighborhoods and community character 

• More focus on family and community  

• More child friendly, more working parents- friendly, so people who has to work all day from 9 to 6 still 

can take little kids to the park, gym, pool, which will allow them to do so and don't say "little kids hours 

only 11 to 12 am and 2 to3 pm"..  More affordable childcare, more safety in parks, not allowing gangs 

and homeless occupy the parks and attack parents with kids, like happened now. Opportunities for all, 

for everyone, not racially oriented, but for everyone - really needed.  

• We need to get back to family and community.  Clean up the ghettos. Easier access to public work to 

report problems in communities.  Better attitude towards the police.  WE HAVE LOST OUR COMMUNITY. 

• The people moving here from California left there because of high taxes etc. But when u hear them talk 

in line at the store all they do is complain because we don't have this or that what they had in California. 

Unbelievable. 

• More family facilities  

• Develop a greater Focus and appreciation for the productive, working members of our community, 

especially public safety.   

• More reasonable or lower cost events for locals.  Many locals cannot afford to go to events here 

• More family friendly entertainment geared towards residents. 

• More community activities 

• Focus on school district, social services, community safety and quality of life: taxes, increases and new 

sports related incomes should only have been allowed if the benefits go directly into daily life for the 

citizens living here. A lot was given away for reputation and tourism and basic "town ego" - without 

regard for infrastructure and basic needs. That kind of money could have made a top-notch school 
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district - instead of a lagging one. We should take more pride in our schools, police, social services 

(homeless services)- we are a rich town with poor human services. 

• Have Clark County be more cultural and family activities to do for residents. Hard to have any options 

for fun events other than going down to the strip. More local events/ neighborhood events 

• More Senior activities 

• Decrease in the number of illegals and leftist/progressives/democrats. 

• Better qualities of life for all neighborhoods... less crime, violence, drugs, homelessness, access to 

health care... 

• Activities for teenagers 

• More community centers and classes in them. 

• More locals! In every aspect of our town.  

• To create a family like environment, nonsmoking in casinos for sure. More activities and things to do for 

families. More professional sports teams. Theme park! 

• More recreational activities for families- free and paid 

• More Family Oriented Communities. 

• The focus in this city is partying and drinking and sin city and sex. It needs to shift. Yes, we are a tourist-

based city. But also, it’s not a city where you feel safe raising kids because you know since everything is 

24/7 normally (not now with Covid) people’s morals and values in this city are sadly nonexistent. We 

need to work on making sure people understand that until we all follow guidelines and protect each 

other this will not get better. Also stop focusing on adding more casinos and rebuilding Henderson and 

Summerlin. Please fix North Las Vegas. Around Cheyenne and civic center... that whole area all the way 

to Pecos and Las Vegas Blvd. Owens and civic center... needs help. How can you have such a “pretty 

city” but then have the north side look like the projects? That’s not what this city was founded on. Also, 

education omg we are super low! These kids deserve to have an amazing education. How can the east 

coast be way ahead? It should be even across the board. We want better citizens for the future. Smarter 

kids make amazing adults because sadly the Gen Z kids are super ignorant. We can’t see this keep going 

for the next generation.  

• More for the children any type of entertainment for it not to feel as a punishment living here. 

• You mentioned the word Cohesive, I would describe Vegas as a hodge podge, it needs to be one 

cohesive area, still retaining the uniqueness of the older areas. 

• By its very nature I think Vegas will always be somewhat transitory, but for those of us that might like to 

call it home long term I’d like to see a greater sense of community beyond the literal communities that 

we live in. Mountain’s Edge does a great job of putting on community events for residents and October 

1 brought many people together over Vegas Strong, but so many people are moving in and out of the 

area that I think it can be hard to build long term community identity. One way to address this, I think, is 

to continue to diversify the local economy so there are more community anchor institutions (I.e., 

universities, Heath care, long-term, invested companies) that are more likely to foster long term 

employment. 

• More family friendly recreation would never take grandkids downtown due to the adult performers. 

• Better quality residents: more self-reliance, less welfare support.  

• Bringing older generations together with younger generations. Kids seem lost now a days and hate old 

white men and old people. It’s like the 60s again. So much hate and racism. It wasn’t like that a few 

years ago. 
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• I would like to see the community at large become more family friendly. I realize Las Vegas Strip and 

Downtown are oriented towards adult recreation. However, the relentless display of billboard trucks 

offering escort services, print copy magazines on the sidewalk advertising the same genre of services 

and persons handing out business cards offering the same type of opportunities on The LVS sidewalks 

in front of the casinos is just tacky. I am not a prude. I am an open minded individual. But there should 

be a more discreet way to promote those businesses? 

• Additional police officers, schools, bring back perks for locals 

• People need to take pride in their neighborhood.   Too many renters that don't take care of 

neighborhood...low life drug addicts stealing and breaking into our cars and homes. 

Culture 

• More art and culture. 

• The lack of artistic support and presence in the community. The strip is just a large income generating 

machine for tourists, we won't count that. Most people can't afford it. 

the lack of community cultural events like Toronto has Caribana or film festivals, fridge festival, 

Shakespeare festival, Spoleto as in Charleston South Carolina. All the cultural events in parks are 

overpriced!  

• Affordable Museums and Cultural centers 

• Better quality of leisure activities 

• We need a great museum and research facility. A Native American museum of history and art would be 

amazing. It would expand UNLV, attract tourists, create jobs, engage our local tribes, and add another 

dimension to Las Vegas as a cultural destination. 

• I'd like to see the people of the city more actively contributing to the culture of Las Vegas, rather than 

having culture being marketed to us. I'd like to see more garden spaces. I'd like to see the residents of 

Clark County be more independent and curious.  

• less influence from California 

• More cultural venues (art museum); Creation of places for community that help bond 

people/neighborhoods; Reinforce/incentivize business to cater to the permanent population & not just 

the tourism corridors. 

• Would like to see more invested into the arts. Also, would like to see a better plan for downtown areas. 

Downtown areas should be built into those similar to other large cities (I.e. San Diego, Los Angeles) 

• Culture changes need to be made. There’s a need for more diversity. 

• Low cost entertainment for locals.  

• I'm from Houston where there are 19 museums, spectacular sporting and recreation venues. Las Vegas 

really doesn't offer very much in the way of arts for residents, and I would like to see more culture. 

• More cultural events such as concerts or symphonies. 

• Las Vegas needs to get back to what Las Vegas does best - ENTERTAINMENT.  Keep cost of living down. 

• It needs more cultural and community.  We need more connectivity as it relates to biking as well as 

alternative transportation.  We also need to actually diverse the economy. 

• More cultural events that don't have anything to do with casinos i.e.; museums, plays 

• More affordable cultural events...concerts, plays, etc. Tougher laws and enforcement of drug and 

alcohol abuse and crime. Much faster prosecution. 
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• More arts, cultural events during good weather in different areas of Vegas. Four day work weeks. Level 

out cost of living with wages.  

• more culture and more infrastructure focus on areas 2 to 3 miles parallel to strip. No art or 

beautification on Tropicana  

• No sex clubs 

• More arts for locals, better education opportunities  

• More entertainment options besides casinos. 

• Status of the Vegas name elevated 

• Better resources for culture.  The strip casinos and their Cirque Du Soleil shows just aren't the high level 

of culture that Vegas, as a whole, seems to think.  I know that we're fighting against a really apathetic 

public (and I'm related to a bunch of those), but culture in the form of museums, live (non-Cirque) 

shows, and movie theaters accessible to everyone raise people's expectations in themselves and the 

world around them.  This is the biggest issue Clark County has. 

• More nightlife options outside of The Strip and Downtown that are easily available to locals. Expansion 

and improvement in public transportation (more routes that reach all throughout Las Vegas with 

increased timeliness).  

• More arts 

• Support of a local arts agency. 

• The built environment feels dated and access to cultural and art opportunities (museums, quality 

entertainment, etc.) is limited. How can we make our community more attractive to people who 

appreciate aesthetics and culture?  

• Even More Entertainment off strip. Established Art district 

• More emphasis on arts and culture. It’s been studied and proven that people who have access to art, 

music and theater are less likely to commit crime. 

Growth and Development 

• fewer homes built 

• Decrease in population. 

• Enough of these gas stations on every corner, let’s think about what kind of businesses we want on the 

corner 

• fewer apartment buildings near houses. 

• Inner city to look more like a place you wouldn't mind living there. 

• Spruce up the East side!  

• New construction infringing on wildlife areas 

• Growing up, not out.  There are plenty of places to develop without developing on new parcels of 

desert.  New development should be occurring on the smaller parcels already in town.  Clark County 

needs a plan to improve our air quality. 

• Less expansion and more redevelopment of existing developed areas  

• Keep high rise life down near the strip. 

• Build UP not OUT 

• Slower growth  

• We need to at least stop the city's growth if not turn it around. 
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• Consider alternatives to expanding the urban growth boundary, more compact development, streets 

for people. Continue work to diversity economy and improve education. 

• Protect public lands and parks from development  

• Less urban expansion into our natural environment which is rapidly disappearing. Discourage 

increasing population for which we don’t have the resources. 

• Absolutely halt building in Red Rock and other like areas;  increased availability for safer bike routes 

and walk routes to aid in reduced traffic; increased mental health support; insured educational 

financial support  for lower income areas; increased tourist safety to bring tourists back; more and 

stronger programs for youth in education, arts,  recreation,  personal development. More involvement 

by metro in these programs,  help us believe in and trust our law enforcement by knowing these men 

and women.  Same within our politicians.  Monorail from airport to strip and Fremont to build up both 

areas.  Stronger mass transit system. 

• Major family amusement park. Healthcare for all.  

• More sustainable, higher density projects. Promote and offer better public transportation (light rail) 

along major destination (strip/airport/UNLV/Downtown/...) 

• Overcrowding control  

• More care to maintain public lands. Less building.  

• Limit your grade and growth and take care of who's already here we are already one of the top highest 

tourism in the world! More people moving in isn't what we need we need to care for those who are 

already here that are responsible for keeping this city going. 

• And if you leave the city to visit the beautiful country desert around us it is absolutely filled with trash. 

That should be important to our city as well.  

• Preserve public land, bring tech business here, build more affordable housing  

• As we build/expand - continue to highlight and save natural spaces - ease of access to mountains, etc. 

• Slow the population growth we will run out of water and quality of life will decrease 

• We need to reduce the increase in population. We don’t have the water and the environment  will suffer 

greatly with such a large expansion. 

• Keep firm on places like Blue Diamond Hill from being developed over 1 house per 2 acres.  There is only 

so much $ to go into infrastructure and community development.  having 80,000 homes up there when 

we don't have enough $ for schools in the valley let alone giving support services up there .  Glad that 

Coyote Springs was slowed down and wish it was never approved. 

• Clark County needs to have an actual plan rather than just letting builders add incongruent buildings 

and developments in areas that do not make logical sense. Adding additional parks and outdoor 

opportunities for a growing population would add to mental and physical health of residents as well as 

reducing crime. 

• More infilling for development.   

• An ironclad plan to build and a willingness to include citizenry in the planning to create housing before 

the situation gets dire streets laid out with public  transportation in mind instead of build, rip out and 

renovate years later less lot sq. footage and more space for travel lanes and station hubs 

• SET A MORATORIUM ON THE CITY BOUNDARIES LIKE RALEIGH DID 

• Essentially, these are the city limits period. We have limited water, government and medical 

infrastructure to meet the demand for a bigger city. Smart mgmt. or disorganized chaos, that is the 

case. A large well-advertised announcement that only so many Drivers licenses and IDs will be allotted 
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for each other to control growth. No NDL, no NID, you are technically merely a visitor and thusly not 

open to reside or work here legally. It would be a harsh decision at 1st but any mayor of an international 

tourist attraction will understand this.  

• Improve Local Infrastructures 

• Stop building so much. Revitalize older parts of CC. 

• Require builders to make quality houses. They aren’t built to last. Also the homes have no shade. The 

roofs should extend more we live in a desert and I never understood this. Make builders live hear one 

summer to understand our housing situation. I’m positive they do not live here. Build another airport. 

• Aging infrastructure 

• Quit building so many apartments and mini storages, they are a blight in every neighborhood they build 

in. 

• Less massive housing development projects; increased allocation of open space in urban areas; 

increase in country and local parks. 

• Limit growth. We don't have enough water to expand that much.  

• Clean up, rejuvenate downtown housing areas and approve high rise apartment complexes in the same 

areas. If it were safer to live downtown, more people would and it would reduce traffic.   

• Stop allowing developers to re-write the layout. The is a land use plan and they should be required to 

stick by it. People who buy into an area have an expectation of what is to be built around them from the 

Land Use Plan. When that gets ignored, that’s when people get upset and discouraged with the 

direction development has turned.  It’s not that we don’t want anything built, we just want what we 

were told was going to be built. 

• Less sprawl - less roads, more transit more high density housing. Stop building out and build up. 

15 story apartment/condo buildings should be built not another developer neighborhood.  

• Stop unnecessary development of land. Leave the desert as is more often. We don’t need a park or a 

school on every city block. 

• Stop allowing buildings with zero site lines.  Houses are built too close together.   

• Better land use planning and smart growth integration. For the last 50 years Clark County has grown 

outward with single land uses that were not integrated or well connected. This urban growth pattern 

has resulted in urban sprawl and reliance on single occupant vehicle travel which has created traffic 

congestion and air quality issues for Clark County.  

• There needs to be more land released and rezoned to allow development of communities that attract 

all types of buyers.  The more Clark County works with developers and becomes partners with builders 

the better our future will be.  Developers whether be commercial or residential is the heart of what is 

keeping this city moving forward. 

• More density and smaller lots to conserve water  

• Zoning needs to require my green space.  Block walls and concrete do not create a hospitable or 

welcoming city. 

• I believe the city was not prepared for the quick growth of the population and its becoming apparent. I 

think it would be a wonderful thing to have the government teach locals a bit more about how WE can 

get more involved ourselves to improve our own community and not rely on Government to do it for us. 

We are becoming a lazy society that believes that we can't do anything But rely on the government to 

do it for us. 

• Walkable, green neighborhoods 
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• Redevelop older central suburban areas with mixed use, higher density and expanded BRT. Much less 

strip commercial. Should be more community centers created in Towns. 

• Avoid high density 

• More land availability so that too much high density is not forced to take place. 

• Better planning considerations. It seems as if new developments are approved without the thought of 

school overcrowding, road/traffic issues compounding, etc. all for the benefit of the developer and the 

almighty dollar, not the residents in the area. 

• End the sprawl.  Improve our image 3 blocks off the strip.  The entire world and everyone I know, sees 

this place as a great place to visit, but a dump 3 blocks off the strip.  Even longtime residents think this 

way. 

• Again, reduce the building, slow the growth.  

• Districts, corridors, holiday decor, street names, architecture, education 

• Build up not out - do not increase the disposal boundary!! Build in and up - fill in undeveloped areas 

and built more multi-family housing. 

• Do more infilling in the valley, instead of going farther and farther out into the undeveloped areas.  

Promote rooftop and parking lot solar.  Do not permit anymore large, incredibly destructive "industrial 

solar" in the pristine desert. 

• Don’t allow builders to build tall row houses that look like one solid building blocking all views. 

• Clean up the overall look of the city.  More trees, more shade structures, enforcement of traffic laws, 

such as red-light running, speeding, and reckless behavior.  Improve the appearance of our streets from 

the bland walled canyons with pedestrian-unfriendly sidewalks. 

• I want to see more urban environments, less building into virgin land, especially mountains that 

everyone can see and enjoy. More individuality in the housing style and businesses; fewer “cookie 

cutter” communities, more art and culture. More density in master planned communities though 

enforced multifamily development.  

• Denser development with less sprawl 

• More efforts/resources should be put into reconstruction and revitalization of existing facilities and 

housing instead of encouraging/supporting new projects that encroach on and cause over-

development & increasing congestion of open spaces across the state and valley. Over development 

drives away existing/long-term residents looking for a stable location to live in and for consideration of 

potential retirement opportunities. 

• Less sprawl, more infill, more sustainable practices and policies 

• Better planning and to stop the builders from constantly changing the current zoning laws via waivers 

that are approved since the politicians are funded by the large corporate developers. 

• Provide low cost land to developers for more workforce housing.  

• Echelon place 

• Keep the casinos out of residential areas. No more Dottys, Jackpot Joanies etc. 

• Stop the urban spread and build UP more. This will help with pollution.  

• Streamline building permit process to encourage business development. 

• Less CA mindset. Less focus on what the big guys can get at the expense of longtime residents, less “we 

care about you” but it not seeming that way.  

• Look to the future.  Stop thinking about what it used to be.  Start thinking about what it's going to be.  

Las Vegas started by a forward thinking person, so continue that forward thinking. 
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• Transform that buzz about Smart Cities into actionable plans to strengthen our resilience to climate 

change, economic disruptions, and public health challenges. A public transportation system beyond 

just the buses, a robust healthcare infrastructure, heat mitigation infrastructure, and a diverse, robust 

economy are all goals we should aggressively pursue. I understand that this will require billions of 

federal funding, so that's step one for everything here: what's our infrastructure to pursue those billions 

coming down the pipeline, and sustain it? 

• No more suburban development 

• Less urban spread.  Fewer walled-in communities projecting "keep out" mentality.   

• Reduced urban sprawl 

• Decrease rate of growth. Plan adaptively for the climate crisis - drought and increased heat. 

• More walkable communities. Less sprawl. 

• Less sprawl. More mixes use areas with more density in all parts of the valley not just Summerlin. Less 

focus in Strip more neighborhood centers/downtown areas.  

• Slow down the amount of people moving here. Encourage the strip to be 21 & over 

• I would like to see more infill.   More townhomes and apartments are being built and that should help 

with lower income people.   

• Control population vs. water supply. 

• Further gentrify Fremont street 

• Redevelopment funds for deteriorating neighborhoods.  

• More open space and less development.  

• Limit expansion/population in a desert environment.   

• Fill in the open land on Nellis and Boulder  

• Slowdown of building!  Too many homes being built in what was supposed to be BLM land 

• Slower population growth. Real concern with water availability. 

• More urban density, more shopping/food/cultural opportunities in existing neighborhoods 

• Better use of open space. do not clutter major buildings around strip.  

• Stop this growth!  

• More evenly distributed building and development. Greater control/restrictions over growth, especially 

housing.  Do not allow the mistakes made during the 1990s building boom to be repeated. 

• Stop growing so much so fast.  Stop the greed.  Stop killing wild animals because you're stealing their 

habitat.  If you really want a future, start acting like it.  A good future doesn't mean a big house with a 

nice lawn and a pool.  We live in the desert...do you remember that? 

• Not using or taking any more land than they already have.   To coin an old phrase:  Las Vegas will never 

be finished!  The over use of the color gray - it is a very depressing color.  Las Vegas is getting ridiculous 

with the number of especially homes being painted that color.  They have taken what was once a nicely 

painted home and painted it gray.  Also homes for our veteran soldiers should be of a cheery color.  

What ever happened to off white?  More street lights.  Not have the super bowl here or other large 

events which puts our lives in danger.  No more shows downtown wherein residents are not 

inconvenienced. 

• More urban in-fill/redevelopment and less suburban sprawl.  Modern, mass transit on Strip such as 

subways and/or better monorails.  Also, need more diversification of industries/employment. 

• Build up instead of creating more sprawl. Revitalize parts of the city that are in need of it. 
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• The appearance needs work. Unappealing.  

• A slowdown in the population increase to allow the infrastructure to catch up.  More paved road access 

into public lands (e.g. Corn Creek?) 

• I would like to see more infill and development of the land we already have instead of further sprawl  

• Focus on neighbor hoods, spread rental concentrations out and balance with parks and recreational 

areas. Develop some ratio of space to density.  

• Revitalize the aging communities and more access to services for the homeless  

• LIMIT GROWTH AND BUILDING 

• Less crowded 

• Stop encroaching into Red Rock 

• Less Development - we don't have the infrastructure and obviously these multimillion dollar homes are 

not paying their fair share of taxes to make that possible. 

• Less Sprawl; more open space and "livable" city space with plenty of parks and businesses NEAR public 

transportation.   

• Stop development 

• Fill in open undeveloped lots before more urban sprawl.  

• I like the Form Based Code that was set up for downtown area. I'd like to see more uniformity with new 

construction in the County. 

• Plan growth and support of businesses  

• Less building in residential areas.  More walkable planned communities and public spaces. Public 

transportation to key employment locations (strip, airport, unlv, schools, medical centers). Stronger 

protection for undeveloped natural areas.  

• Slow growth 

• I would like to see expansion limits. We need to limit suburban sprawl which will only continue to 

increase the heat island effect and worsen the traffic. We need to think about future generations and 

how expansion of the city will decrease our most valuable resource in the desert which is water. 

• Mix land uses. Higher density. 

• More well thought out roads and amenities (shopping etc.) for each planned community. Clean up the 

crime and low income areas on the East side (not including Henderson) and reinvigorate downtown. 

Clean up empty lots. 

• Revamping of low income area, reduction of homeless people 

• Development in state parks Like Floyd Lamb. Preserve our history and keep places locals use to escape 

the city beautiful.  

• Slow down new construction  

• Responsible growth is positive, allowing neighboring states to influence is negative  

• Stop building to preserve water 

• Revitalizing of the east side.  

• To see the CORE developed. 

• Less building 

• Build for the future. Encourage in-fill development and revitalization rather than outer edge 

development.   
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• The practice of requiring property development BEFORE road expansion stunts growth and, more 

importantly, creates traffic hazards. It means that new traffic for increases in housing and business 

buildings occurs well before new road capacity, and installation of traffic signals lags significantly 

behind. Elsewhere in the US, road expansion LEADS property development, and works better than the 

Clark County approach. 

• Stop building 

• New mixed use areas with an emphasis on lower income housing.  We need to do something to control 

the drivers in our area. Too many traffic accidents and too few drivers following the law.   

• DRIVE THE BUILDERS AWAY!  NO MORE BUILDING!  NO MORE RESIDENTS!  MAKE OUR CITY GREAT WITH 

WHAT WE HAVE CURRENTLY. 

• Have the County work with our elected federal officials to open more BLM land for private (individual 

and commercial) purchase. Underground transportation across the valley.  

• Cleaning up old neighbors  

• Restrict building homes.  Traffic is getting bad 

• Las Vegas is becoming an overcrowded, air polluted environment as the desert is plowed under for 

housing. The freeways will become impossible, the air is not going to be breathable. And there will be 

no water for the residents who already live here. To have 3 million people in the Las Vegas area is as 

insane as shutting down the tourism industry. 

• Preserve desert 

• Less new construction  

• Stop population growth  

• Save more old structures and our history.  Work with Nevada Preservation Foundation and fix the 

Huntridge Theater.   

• Less construction  

• Rehab neighborhoods 

• Less people would be nice. Get rid of all these politicians who know nothing and make believe they 

know everything. It has been shown over and over again that most of them are simply incompetent. 

They are dangerous to the American way of life! 

• Frankly I don't think anything is going to change here. I see the trends continuing -- decreased business 

opportunities, increased unemployment, and deteriorating quality of life. I am not likely to retire here, 

which is unfortunate as I had hoped to.  

• Growth rate here is ridiculously high. It's good and bad. We are based on being an affordable living 

town. But the expansion on Lil Cali into this city has made traffic almost as impossible as California! 

Maybe if we move over and go to an optional 4vday work week for people that will relieve both stress 

and pressure on MOMS and other people who want a less stressful life! 

• Spread out...there is an entire desert out there...why do we have to be so packed in??? 

• More control over development to protect residential areas from encroachment by new commercial. 

Better buffers between those two land uses. 

• Redevelopment of older neighborhoods.  

• Less buildings of mini storage & corner bars. Increase aesthetics in building architecture. 

• Slow down growth so it can be done reasonably 

• Limit zoning and land-use changes in neighborhoods.  
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• Implement a Form Based code in various parts of Las Vegas in order to increase the walk-ability 

throughout the city.  

• Baseball Team, NBA Team Financial District, Medical District , . More land buying opportunities (BLM) 

for the average person not developers  

• Development control. Keeping Las Vegas and Henderson’s unique environment. 

• Better public transport like subway train system.  Better health care facilities. Not allowing builders to 

come in and change single family areas and over develop property.  

• Better and more diverse housing. The County should look internal first, the future growth will happen 

slow enough we plan for it and react at the same time. There are some good people in the County that 

step up when needed. Them and the private sector will provide what the public asks for ...... “demand 

and supply” will get everyone thru the next 30 years. “In-fill” would be a good direction as well, tax 

incentives and multifamily zoning on “in-fill properties.. 

• Revitalization of historic areas 

• Stop the sprawl of cookie cutter block wall neighborhoods 

• Curbing the expansion of building out into the open spaces  

• More land set aside for conservation and recreation.  Less sprawl into outlying areas. 

• Quite buying public land for more housing 

• The sprawl that has been permitted shows a complete lack of concern for water resources. 

• Less new housing developments unless infrastructure and natural resource impact studies support it. 

We have a critical water shortage, and the increase in traffic will affect the pollution levels, resulting in a 

potential increase in allergies and other respiratory conditions in both adults and children.  

• Less expansion out into the desert 

• Discontinue plans to develop into our open spaces & develop/ redevelop areas that need help. I see 

neighborhoods that were once gorgeous declining - Paradise could use some help. Boulder Highway, 

downtown. Stop expanding & focus on improving what we already have. 

• Urban blight.   

• Stop building you greedy fools!! You don't have the water to sustain!!! 

• Build high density close to freeway access and public transit. Build homes on bigger lots instead of 

cramming them on top of each other. PROJECTS THAT ENCOMPASS A FULL COMMUNITY OF ONLY 

HOMES FOR RENT NEED TO HAVE RESTRICTIONS AND ITS OWN LAND DESIGNATION OR REQUIRE A USE 

PERMIT TO REDUCE THE RISK TO CURRENT HOME OWNERS! More notice to the public, receiving notice 

1-2 days before a meeting is not enough. 10 days notice at a minimum.  

• Better planning. Too much mixed use instead of keeping neighborhoods to families.  

• More land conservation, No more arenas!  

• I would like to see the Las Vegas Blvd in North Las Vegas cleaned up. Starting from Lamb and Las Vegas 

Blvd heading south, the area is an eye sore. Better businesses and better housing is needed.  If you want 

to continue to attract middle class people to North Las Vegas then improvements need to be made. 

• More open lands, less urban sprawl 

• More mixed-use development 

• I want to see the city grow up, not out. 

• Limit growth 
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• Create an urban boundary, increase roof-top solar, reduce water use (no pipelines), greater equality of 

opportunity, defund the police, reduce police violence, stop killing black people, more affordable 

housing, $15 minimum wage. 

• Less growth, it is taxing our resources  

• Less people  

• No urban development in or around Red Rock. 

• Stop building. We are growing too fast and getting people move from bad areas in California causing 

negative effects on resource and public safety  

• Developers need to pay for resurfacing of surrounding roads after they have heavy truck traffic to build 

housing.  Many roads need repair from truck traffic and increased population growth. 

• I would like to see the Master plan community ides brought from Summerlin to the rest of Las Vegas & 

Henderson, NV so that the whole Counties can look just as nice.  Trees that are planted along people's 

yards to cover the street in shade would be beautiful  

• Not sure. I probably will leave and retire elsewhere. Vegas was more rural when I moved here with 

space for homes yards gardens small farms and ranches etc. And I will search for a similar environment.  

• Keep people from California out 

• Creating neighborhoods that can self-sustain with space for gardening, and solar.  

• Programs to get people to move out and not come here.   

• We may have to control the number of people coming into the Valley if the drought continues and Lake 

Mead keeps shrinking. 

• Ensure that adding more people does not add to global warming or decrease the air quality. 

• The majority of buildings being built here in the southwest part of the valley are average looking, 

nothing really outstanding in architectural concepts, everything is in the same drab colors. Summerlin 

is definitely more attractive in the planning, the greenery and the building concepts. 

• Less high occupancy building and more use of existing unoccupied properties 

• Cut back on building. Saves water 

• More open spaces  

• Reduce urban sprawl. Create more and more opportunities for residents to interact with each other. 

Create people-friendly neighborhoods.  

• Restrict building, in respect to available water. Expand our income base with different types of 

business.   

• More indoor malls. 

• Increased planning standards and off-site improvements for new construction, less waivers and 

variances for poor design and not meeting on-site landscaping standards, less palm trees and more 

shade trees, increased collaboration between neighboring municipalities, improvements to homeless 

outreach services, increased collaboration with nonprofit and private sector partners to address 

homeless solutions 

• Infrastructure improvement: less public money spent on pro sports facilities 

• More planning with regards to zoning and location of schools in relation to housing vs. 

Commercial/industry. Road planning and expansion; anticipate future growth instead of reacting to 

current situation.  

• No more leapfrog development. Infill. 
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Economic Development 

• A major chain grocery store.  More shopping/retail. 

• We need more diverse industry; reliance on the boom and bust casino industry is hurting our economy. 

• bringing in more tech businesses 

• Improve existing streets/repaving/add curbs/add sidewalks  

• Bring in more businesses, so if the casinos lose revenue, it doesn’t destroy the whole county. 

• Incentives to bring more businesses to the eastside.  

• Our internet infrastructure also needs to be improved. Cox needs to provide the speed they are selling 

and we're paying for.  The uptime needs to improve too.  How do we get more competition in this 

industry? 

• Repurpose more shut down buildings/empty strip malls  

• Please work harder on getting help for individuals and families that have lost their jobs.  There needs to 

be consistent programs to aid with food, shelter, medical needs, day care and unemployment.  Those 

poor people are going to be homeless very soon without assistance through no fault of their own!  

• Unemployment rates decline  

• Less focus on the big corporations and more on small local-family businesses to boost our economy. We 

need less gentrification of downtown, neighboring communities and more resources to maintain the 

history and uplift the communities that currently living in the broken parts of the city. 

• Not outsourcing contracts to out of state contractors. 

• Diversification of the economy 

• better job opportunities and small business owners  

• To survive the impact of coved 19, the county needs to contemplate how to diversify the business 

portfolio. 

• Less business regulations and lower taxes 

• More development of businesses apart from gaming to diversity our economy 

• Better economic structure 

• The wage should go up for a lot of us, the food provide it for kids on school should be better. 

• Inclusion and diversification of economic opportunities. Adding High tech and light manufacturing 

business so we are too reliant on hospitality industry. 

• Economic diversity.  Affordable housing. 

• More off strip decent restaurants and entertainment venues 

• Add a pro basketball and baseball team .... 

• Focus on the small business & Independent Contractors 

• More to welcome tourists 

• Be more pro-business instead of increasing timelines and costs! 

• GROWTH OF BUSINESS & ADDITION OF MEDICAL FACILITIES 

• We should now be so heavily reliant on the casinos. 

• Greater diversity in economy. 

• Less reliance on tourism. 

• More stores, drug store, Target, hospital, work out gym, year round indoor pool 

• Easier permitting for biz. 
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• More business 

• TONE DOWN THE SEX INDUSTRY AND TALK UP THE OTHER SIDES TO THE AREA (OUTDOOR REC, ETC) 

• Increase of labor and employment in Clark County.  

• More services off the strip for residents 

• Been here since 1994 we STILL need to diversify economy so the boom/bust cycles affect the local 

economy less  

• Business friendliness/lower taxes 

• Become more economic diverse.   

• Don't ever shut down the economy again. 

• Encourage more diversification in the economic base (attract more businesses such as tech, 

manufacturing, medical, and non-entertainment services (especially professionals)); and be sure we 

remain very attractive to retirees who make us less dependent on visitors. 

• Lower taxes 

• Business opportunity access 

• More job opportunity like training facilities, looks like CSN extension is planned to construct, when it 

will happen? 

• Expand of new businesses like as retails, grocery, pharmacy, others such as Walmart 

• Disneyland 

• High pay 

• Rebuild/redevelop old businesses and residential areas that are blighted in lieu of building on 

undeveloped land. 

• Manufacturing or office type jobs and less luxury apartment complexes. Continue building complexes 

for average wage earners 

• Introducing more industries like manufacturing and technology to our city. 

• We need to strive for a more diversified economy...we get disproportionately hammered anytime 

something impacts tourism.  

• I would love to see this township grow. We are in an amazing area, river, casinos, fine dining. But we 

need to diversify our area for work. 

• Non-entertainment industry employment  

• Since we use the shopping center structures — an effort to keep them alive. Often these anchor stores 

are lifeblood to communities and too often have they left, killing the center.  

• Diversity economy 

• More diversification of economy. Not dependent on one industry (gaming) 

• Diversification of business, moving the bulk of employment opportunities out of tourism into 

something sustainable and not funded by discretionary income. 

• More local businesses in Laughlin to provide for its residents, rather than all of us counting on Bullhead 

City to provide services. 

• We do need to diversify our businesses and add new types of businesses so that we are less reliant on 

tourism.  That is probably the biggest change I think we need.    

• More variety of businesses (the same restaurants/stores are on every corner), more walkable shopping 

• Increase in small businesses and opportunities 

• Diversified economy = job opportunities. 
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• Our economy needs to diversify so we are not so dependent on tourism  

• More Professional Jobs - Like a Major Expansion in Health Care. Reduction of reliance on Casinos (this is 

another Repetition from the Last downturn) and Major education upgrades to attract better knowledge-

based employers. 

• More economic diversification. More solar/wind power. Entice and incentivize new business verticals to 

relocate and invest, hospitality and entertainment have no skin in the game 

• More economic diversity, encourage more educated people to come here 

• Dependence on casinos/tourism 

• Less dependence on tourism 

• More focus on residents and local businesses, less on faceless corporations that do not invest in the 

community and cut-and-run when convenient. 

• The County is the long-term beneficiary of a bet (pun intended) that was made on gaming and 

entertainment decades ago. While there's no sign that's anywhere near played out, County leaders 

should also look at macro trends in employment and entrepreneurship in the U.S. and be more 

responsive to them -- even if that responsiveness means a bit of discomfort from incumbent players. 

* It should be nearly effortless to start and maintain a home-based business that doesn't negatively 

impact neighbors with customer traffic or other externalities. 

* Research has been very clear that most money spent on economic development -- particularly the 

"Big shiny object" flavor of it too often favored -- is generally money wasted. If the County really does 

want to spend money on this, it should look into ways in which the process could more directly benefit 

local entrepreneurs, not just the locust-like cloud of professional economic development attorneys and 

consultants who exist to sell big projects to every community they pass through. 

• Heavy diversification of the economy. We need to move away from tourism and bring in more tech and 

engineering jobs. To do this we need to heavily invest in education as these industries are wary of 

moving here because there is a severe lack of qualified local candidates to go into these jobs.  

• We need to seriously consider raising taxes fairly and appropriately on the local business giants. We are 

a county and a city in our own right and need not be beholden to the mob run casino industry.  

• Nice restaurants that are not in casinos. 

• Less dependence on Casinos, more IT companies in area needed, conservation of nature, water and 

more trees, more solar 

• Continue to draw diverse industries 

• Stop relying so much on gaming to fuel our economy. Gaming won't always be there to save us in a 

crunch. 

• Build more tourist attraction facilities, not just casinos, especially in the mountain areas, such as sport 

climbing and bouldering, hiking, walking, climatic tourism, etc. This could be established by using 

BOT/PPP-Projects. Think about social, sport and recreation clubs. Kids recreation facilities, such as 

Demo of Disney Land. Think about a shopping mall in N Las Vegas. 

• More people with good work ethic. 

• We need to continue to make Clark County a place to bring new business and continue tourism growth. 

If possible both of these items should not burden residents. We also need to really focus on recruiting 

doctors to our valley. We are sorely lacking in some areas of medical expertise and doctors seem to be 

leaving in large numbers.  

• Diversity of the economy! Tourism can’t do all the heavy lifting. The city, county and state have done a 

dismal job attracting non-tourist related businesses  
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• Not relying solely on the tourism and casino industries for revenue. These industries are too dependent 

on an overall good economy which cannot always be guaranteed.  

• Industry diversification.  

• The person reading this has a job but so many are unemployed and you don’t feel their pain 

• Americans first.  All plans should remember who pays the bill and where the money comes from.  Be 

supportive of small business, don't over tax just to pay for political promises.  Create an environment 

that helps all, not just a politically favorable group.  Most importantly, do not tolerate any illegal activity 

including illegal residency.   

• I can’t wait to go to the new AHL games and hockey center. I’m hoping Henderson keeps pricing 

affordable for hockey lovers. 

• Diversification of businesses 

• Somehow diversify the economy of Las Vegas. The over reliance on 1-2 industries (tourism and mining), 

is putting all of our eggs in one basket. 

• Less reliance on casino revenue. Make medical, engineering and scientific state education free for 

residents for Associates or Vocational degree. Raise the per capital income And expertise thru education 

• Focus on bringing industries with employment opportunities that don't rely on tourism to Clark County. 

• I see a need to economically evolve, the pandemic has shown us the need to diversify beyond the 

entertainment/hospitality industry. Which trickles down to a more succinct and well-funded education 

system 

• A move away from dependence on gaming.  

• Move towards a non-tourism based economy. Better planning for future growth based on limited water 

resources.  

• Encourage vibrant economy. 

• Medical Services & Tech Industry  

• More good paying jobs on south end of town. 

• Like I said earlier, we need a more diverse economy here. Tax cuts, land incentives, etc., for big business 

who move here, anything to have a more diverse and resilient economy that’s not mainly run on 

tourism.  

• Stop destroying neighborhoods with many low value shops. Build up the tech and aerospace industry 

here. Think bigger.  

• The local economy needs to stabilize and diversify before growth can continue/be sustainable. 

• Less dependence on tourism; better screening of police recruits; more recreational facilities. 

• Expand the tax base. Bring in non-tourism business. Fund education in order to lure businesses to Clark 

County 

• More openness to OHV recreation to bring in more tourists. Stop the land grab of Jean  

• I would like to see more local businesses, especially local grocery stores.  

• Even though it somewhat contradicts my comment on bringing Casino Game Dev. back to the valley, 

boy howdy do we need a more diverse economy. 

• Higher level job opportunities, promotion of education, and greater sources of revenue beyond the 

casinos, and additional pools.  

• It would be nice to rely less on casinos for business revenue and bring in other businesses. Also provide 

higher education opportunities so there are people in las Vegas with skills to work in a variety of skilled 

jobs. 
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• Broader economic base 

• Diversity in businesses being established. Gas stations and taco shops don't need to be on every corner. 

The homeless population moving into the suburbs needs to be addressed.  

• More individual businesses in the restaurant area.  

• CC should be the athletics capital of the country. We have everything needed except proper leadership 

and direction. 

• More training/employment opportunities for African American Youth. I would like to see companies 

offer apprenticeship programs as a pathway out of poverty. 

• The county's and state's reliance on the largest of casinos further crippled the already struggling 

citizens during the COVID-19 crisis. Moving forward, Clark County should consider expanding efforts to 

lure additional businesses to the area. 

• Economic strength for everyone. 

• Clark County relies too heavily on tourism and gaming. This needs to change.  

• Need to attract a legitimate business sector that does not rely on gaming.  

• Less chain restaurants as "anchor stores" and more investment in the "outdoor malls" to promote local 

businesses. 

• More Corporations, expand sports, decrease poverty 

• Investment in helping businesses during pandemics. Invite more industry partners to grow in Clark 

County besides gaming 

• Diversification of its economy. Stop taking part in corporate welfare (Raiders) and put money towards 

things that are more pressing. Fix the education problem ASAP.  

• You can't rely on casinos alone for revenue. You must improve education system. Include great 

vocational testing! 

• Enough with all the sports expansions 

• More diverse employment opportunities. More than just gaming and construction. More white collar 

jobs. 

• More economic diversification and a better tax base. Lower taxes are not bringing in new businesses. 

The effects of low taxes (bad education system, limited government services, etc.) are driving new 

businesses away! Quality jobs not just service industry jobs. 

• Work with some of the non-profit apprenticeship programs that are non-union 

• More variety in commerce. 

• Continue to attract non tourist businesses, like data and technology. Move the airport to from the 

center of town to the outskirts. There is too much noise and pollution from the planes. 

• Stricter Zoning of Cannabis Establishments 

• Bring in non-gaming industries to provide high quality, high paying jobs to match the cost of living here. 

• We also need to add more businesses that do not depend on tourism. There's significant land in the 

Apex area that could be used for industry.   

• Diversified economy.  Service sector jobs are transient, low paying, and not resilient to challenges.   

• I would like to see more stores that feature artisanal or hand crafted items, furniture/home decor stores 

that are more unique, and high end restaurants located outside of casinos. 

• More diverse opportunities for work (including economic development beyond retail) 

• More investment in other businesses besides tourism 
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• More job opportunities.  

• The county's economy is too one-dimensional, too dependent on tourism alone. Acknowledging the 

difficulty recruiting new industries to a desert environment, the county would benefit greatly from a 

special effort to find other industries to employ our citizens. 

• Stop corporate owned hotels from raising the prices so high that our tourists feel gouged 

• Bring in more nongaming jobs 

Education 

• More funding to education. 

• Public pools are nonexistent it feels like.  

• Break up the school district. 

• More funding for Schools/ expansion of schools. 

• and beautifying the public schools (most of them are like prisons and so old) and a turnoff to business 

non-gaming moving here  

• Build more middle and high schools. Schools are too crowded! 

• Creating better educational opportunities by funding education, and creating a healthier future for our 

children.  

• Better schools! The school my kids are zoned for is old and run down. 

• More funding for schools.  

• I. Think shopping could improve on the east side , too. I am sorry to see many business either go under, 

or move to more affluent areas of town. I live in unincorporated Clark County, but I pay taxes and vote. 

Sometimes I think more effort could be made out here.  I also  like the wildlife refuges. More of them, 

perhaps? I was sad when the Reed Whipple Center lost some of its funding. I used to attend classes 

there. I want more things for older and younger people to do that don't involve gaming. I want 

petroglyphs and other historical things and natural beauty preserved. I want good schools and 

opportunities for all kids, not just the affluent. I was a public school teacher. Fund the public schools. 

This is on the federal level, but Betsy De Vos needs to go! 

• Improve education  

• Revenue, more funding for education, other industries that can keep our economy afloat when the 

casino industry is on a low. This has happened twice in just over 10 years. More permanent cultural 

events, arts, museums, festivals (think summers in Chicago) 

• Creation of a world class Preschool - high school educational system to help attract businesses that 

need a highly educated workforce.  

• Better education And funding for the public Schools and charter schools. More kid friendly events and 

theme parks etc. Affordable health care and affordable housing  

• Would like to see the Public Education improve.  If it has a better academic system more people would 

want to live here.  Would like more parks built.  Would like to see atv trails built in Mt Charlestown. 

• One day I would love to see all schools have equal funding and care. Not one school look, or have any 

issues that of low-income areas. That our schools are filled with all kids and staff of every color. That 

more principals, deans, and teachers of color are hired into our district.   

• I'd like to see improvements in our public education.  

• Quality of public education  

• Better schools and more non-service employment opportunities. 
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• Improve how our school system functions and is funded. 

• Per student spending is ridiculously low, teacher retention and pay is low, class sizes are absurdly large, 

yet the Superintendent and his ilk continues to draw $400,000 and $100,000+ salaries. However, the 

executive's pay rate is just the tip of the iceberg: CCSD is one of the largest, if not the largest school 

district in America. It is far too big for its own good: there is rampant corruption and for some reason 

every time a budget cut needs to be made the education sector has to take it, yet when the good times 

arrive funding levels never go back up either. 

• Improving/funding the public school system is an ever-pressing issue (not just here, but definitely here). 

Any and all improvements/funding increases to vocational and post-secondary education can only help 

goose the economy/promote marginally happier people. 

• A greater emphasis on better schools, take more from hotels or start a lottery 

• New businesses opening and improvement in education (higher educated population). 

• Improved schools and colleges 

• Increase the quality of education for kids. We should have one of the best school systems in the country. 

• Improved School District 

• Additionally, when we're in a budget shortfall, like now, the first thing we always seem to go to in order 

to cut costs is education.  The lack of good education is what leads to this middle of the road 

acceptance of the blandness of life that people suffer here.  It's disappointing, but as someone who 

holds two jobs on a regular basis, I really hope for more for the children that I work with. 

• Also, the school system is overcrowded, and new schools are not being built fast enough. I have waited 

15 years for the promised high school at Buffalo and Cactus. My youngest will have graduated by the 

time it ever gets built. (She wasn’t born when we moved here). The Marijuana money or something 

needs to put our kids first. Why can’t we have a lottery to support education? If we can have Marijuana 

and the Raiders/ Golden Knights, we can have a lottery. 

• Proper funding for our K-12 public schools. 

• Need to break up the Clark county school district it is way too big to run well. 

• More schools to lower class size 

• Better education system.  

• Better school system. 

• Better schools, improved quality medical care and facilities, affordable housing, less urban sprawl 

• Letting parents have better options for schools. 

• I’d like to see an improvement in education.  I’d also like there to be some sort of police reform.  I think  

something like Colorado did with their police cameras, and not being able to shut them off.    

• Better schools. Rebuild the poor communities without displacing the people that are in the 

communities now. Stop systemic racism. Let Vegas be the example. More diversity. Better public 

transportation. 

• Better support within schools for both college prep and vocational education, and a concerted effort to 

diversify the economy beyond travel/tourism. Better support for avenues to provide for affordable 

housing with flexible zoning and reduced fees/regulations. 

• Better funding for schools 

• Better public education. More technical high schools, advancement classes to enter college classes. 
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• Attract more medical professionals, nurses, nurse practitioners, physician assistants, social workers, 

psychiatrists. Increase medical education programs beginning with collaborations between colleges 

and middle school.  

• More diverse businesses attract more technology, computer, engineering.  We are too dependent on 

tourism for our economy. 

• better schools better public transportation better healthcare 

• We need to address overcrowding at schools, lack of funding for schools and need for more childcare 

and after school care. 

• Education for parents relative to child-rearing and financial responsibility.  Family support. 

• Greater value of education to attract and diversify the local and state economy.  Increase in access to 

medical care.  Connectivity throughout the entire valley, similar vision as the 215 beltway, but by bike 

and walking trails.   

• More schools 

• Fully funded schools 

• Quality of public education.  

• School need more money.  Provide an area of housing and/or camping for homeless, like a compound 

staffed with counselors and medical personnel. 

• Better funding for education  

• FUNDING FOR EDUCTION.  

• For every new school built in the newer neighborhoods around the edge of the valley, a new school 

should be built to relieve overcrowding and deteriorating buildings in the center of the valley. 

• Diverse neighborhoods rather than stratified neighborhoods that exacerbate racial and economic 

differences. 

• Increased focus on sustainability, especially the inclusion of solar panels on every new rooftop and 

carport. 

• Increased investment in education to attract industries unrelated to service and tourism, to make our 

economy more resilient.  

• I’d like to see our woefully pathetic educational system elevated to acceptable standards. I would like 

to see more lower income housing opportunities/programs developed. I also think we need to diversify 

the local economy to be less reliant on travel/tourism. As a county of 2+million people, we shouldn’t be 

as reliant as we are on one industry.  

• Better funding for schools. Less funding for privately owned sports teams. Less funding for police.  

• more teachers and better pay for them 

• More sidewalks, shaded parking spaces in public areas, more electrical auto plug ins, no development 

on public lands and esp. increase in education. money PreK-12, including all day kindergarten and free 

pre-K for working families, smaller class sizes, chrome books for all public EDU student who need them 

and WI-FI! 

• More funding for the schools and jobs for our young youth. 

• Better Schools!!!!!!!  

• Schools medical services  

• Smaller class sizes and better pay/incentives for administration, teachers, and support staff. 

• Investment in education 
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• Use marijuana money to better education. 

• Better schools 

• Education system needs to improve. The new super intendant has proven to be ineffective.  

• Schools less crowded and better education. Transportation buses, trains, bike safe bike routes, bike 

rental citywide, family activities and entertainment for the families living here, locals discounts in all 

resorts/hotel for use of amenities 

• More support towards schools, education, teachers and the children that will be the future of our city. 

• Investment in education 

• Education 

• Minority business that build up their neighborhood and communities. 

• Reestablish community programs for youth mental and physical activities. 

• Respect and represent your old Vegas community that has worked here or abroad to be an inspiration 

to others.  Quit 

• Show another image that millions of dollars make you Rich not wealthy. We need to preach health is 

wealth. 

• Better educational opportunities for youth and adults; a better place to attract young adults and 

parents; better medical system 

• More funding and support for education with diverse subjects and programs that help students either 

pay for higher education or finish high school with work skills. 

• open schools full time 

• Better education 

• An improved school system for my grandchildren. 

• Pay more attention to making life better for the residents and less on bringing in more professional 

sports. 

• Reorganization of CCSD - it's failing our children, has been for a long time, and is even more so with 

COVID 

• The K-12 school system needs to be vastly improved. It is currently failing the majority of the students it 

serves 

• Improved schools and poor neighborhoods 

• Focus on educating our kids, providing a diverse economy that is not only reliant on the casinos and 

tourism. Concerns about over watering/usage.  

• Increased post-high school educational opportunities, public transportation options, street and 

highway expansion, park and recreation opportunities throughout the city, and an emphasis on 

development within green initiatives 

• Improved education 

• Better schools  

• Open schools. Distance learning did not work.  

• We must improve K-12 education and do more to serve our kids. We also need to increase training for 

the trades. 

• Public education is my top concern. Our educators are using online fund raisers to gather materials 

needed for the upcoming school year. We continue to treat public education as a burden on the 

community. Clark county would benefit from a well-educated community. We would attract more high 
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tech jobs and employers. 

We also need greater access to high quality medical and mental health services.  

• Education needs to be a priority, not football arenas 

• The education system here is the worst I have ever encountered. Many (most) graduate poorly prepared 

for life much less contribute to society.  

• Increased spending in education 

• Better schools, and childcare to attract families with children. To 

More parks and family friendly locations. Maybe even some amusement park, or Disneyland. 

Consider raising real estate tax by about 5% to go completely to education to improve schools 

• Better schools, more affordable housing. 

• Education CCSD is abysmal:  to big high overhead, teachers not paid enough, admin paid too much and 

bloated,  

• Education reform, police reform, better mental and public health services, more affordable housing, 

racial equity, livable wages, more and better public transportation, decrease the gender data gap 

• More importance and funding for education. Ranked last or close to last in the nation is not acceptable  

• I would like to see more options to parents for their children’s education.  

• Better, well-funded schools for our children.  We can't continue as one of the worst performing states in 

the country.  

Need to emphasize diversification beyond tourism and casinos. 

• I would like to see more invested in education and housing. 

• More schools 

• Better public schools.  

• Education, public health facilities, freeways and roads to be brought up to standards to handle such 

dramatic population increases. Also, an increase of public transportation that is. both environmentally 

sustainable, but achievable by 2022. 

• Investment in public education. That is, hiring competent people to lead the organization and allocate 

funds more efficiently.  

• The school system needs to have more teachers and get a better education system Make specialized in 

different  language  or subject. 

• Spending priorities - budgeting by the school district is stupid. More management than teachers. 

• quality public education and more diverse economic development 

• Better and more access to education and health care 

• I would like more money allocated for schools.  Our future depends on it. 

• Fund education 100% 

• I would like to see a bigger emphasis put on educated and affordable health care. 

• would like to see better schools, more responsive less negatively reactive police, & any response at all 

from gov't to those who are just ordinary citizens, not builders or casinos 

• Improve education through higher education so businesses will locate here rather than CA or AZ. 

• Level of education in public schools 

• - Better quality schools which would hopefully result in a better educated workforce for businesses 

- Better healthcare to be on par with other large cities (LA, Phoenix, etc.) such as more physicians, 
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especially in specialties 

- More swimming pools and greater availability to pools 

• Newer school buildings and Olympic size pool 

• Better education, more STEM class, arts and sports. 

• More childcare and child development programs in all areas. North Las Vegas, Nellis, and the Centennial 

areas are largely ignored by the county. 

• Improved Education, in tease in outdoor leisure activities/space, and increase in mental healthcare 

resources  

• To build more schools do that teacher to student ratio is 1:20. Now Sig Rogich has unreasonable ratios. 

No wonder, the teachers don’t know students’ names not to mention their learning abilities. We also 

need more mental health counseling facilities for children.  

• CCSD leadership is very poor.    It was bad pre-COVID, and COVID exposed to the parents throughout the 

county that it could be worst.   48th out of 50 states in pre-school enrollment isn't encouraging young 

families to move to Nevada .... 48th out of 50 states in high school graduation isn't encouraging existing 

families to stay.   Re-prioritize education, and start by installing leadership that refuses to settle for 

status quo. 

• Our education system needs a complete overhaul. We also need real government leadership instead of 

a “who you know” setup. 

Definitely more focus on culture and arts programs.  

• If public schools survive the pandemic, I would like to see CCSD divided into 2 or 3 districts. 

• Better education initiatives; better mental health initiatives - we know tourism, now let’s get back to the 

basics - education and healthcare 

• Less focus on education 

The problem is parents 

• I would like our public schools system to be the one of the top ten in the country.  As a desert 

community, we need water!  Along with the Casino Industry, I would like us to take the lead in Global 

Warming Solutions, by retrofitting all existing buildings, including homes and apartment buildings; 

along with strict standards and requirements for new developments, with eco-friendly materials; solar, 

xeriscaping, etc., without exceptions.  We should be leading the world by example, with our Innovation 

and Products! 

• Make education and public safety a priority. Also, utilization of solar power 

• BETTER SCHOOLS - LES TAXES 

• More funding for quality teachers and education. More focus on getting quality doctors out here. My 

friends are good doctors and they said they are so exhausted and can’t even take a lunch. 

• Education 

• the only issue I have is the school district is too big. I believe it should be broken up into Las Vegas 

School District, Henderson School District and N Las Vegas School District. 

• Better education system/opportunities 

• A focus on children/childcare, education, and avenues to civic participation and involvement. 

• Better K-12 education, better college/university offerings 

• Support our schools and teachers. Ensure access to health care for everyone. Look at the services our 

law enforcement offers versus what is needed (i.e. mental health support, community paramedicine).  
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• We need to do something about   K-12 and early childhood education. We need to spend less on police 

and prisons. It does not make sense that you can get better healthcare while incarcerated than if you 

are a law-abiding citizen.  

• Better social services- mental health, housing, job training, better education opportunities 

• Better funding of schools/teachers 

Stronger support for Metro and the work they do 

Neighbors safe for families not gangs 

Better schools 

• no man, woman or child left behind. A teacher knows when a child isn't understanding the material. 

They need to help him/her. It's too important not to. Kids want to learn. Miss just 1 segment of Math and 

the child regresses. Miss 2 or 3 and that's it. That kid has no hope. 

We've always talked about how important education is, yet funds are cut, classrooms understaffed, and 

art is nonexistent. Put your money where your mouth is and stop scrimping by. Children's minds Matter! 

You can change the world. 

• I'd like there to be a stronger focus on education. Our teachers need more support in the form of 

funding.  

• Greater emphasis on supporting public schools, better infrastructure for internet services, more after 

school activities, less funding to the police, more affordable housing, better cycling infrastructure, 

better public transportation, more arts funding. 

• School systems are terrible.  More availability for charter schools is a must.  Make it mandatory to speak 

English enough to communicate to be here legally (regardless of immigration status).  Why do we cater 

to people who hate being an American?  We shouldn't have to read Spanish in order to read a menu etc. 

that is an American business. 

• Better education, access to mental health resources, more access to public services and programs. 

Culture and Arts. 

• Invest in education - both K-12 and higher education. The best way to reduce poverty is by having an 

educated populace.  

• Dramatically improve our education system. Implement innovative solutions to homelessness. There 

are parks and trails everywhere, connect them into one integrated network around and through the LV 

valley & beyond. 

• I would like there to be significant improvements in schools. It is sad that our schools are failing our 

students so terribly when they should be thriving. I would like to see measures in place to prevent 

gentrification and push out in downtown and Historic Westside. “Improving” those areas can come at 

the expense of pricing out the current residents.  

• Adequately resourced education, affordable housing, childcare assistance, health services for low-

income residents. 

• Less car reliant -- greater options for commuting and traveling by bike and by foot. 

• Generally, a greater commitment to making the county sustainable and resilient (beyond the existing 

work being done around water -- looking at other areas of environmental sustainability and social 

equity).  

• Diversity in industries in Clark County, with a less volatile economy. 

• A community that's easier to integrate into -- it's difficult to meet people and find your place here if 

you're new. 

• Make education equitable across the valley. 
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Governance 

• more police 

• I’d also like to see commissioners actually be transparent. 

• Allow people to conceal carry with no permit required. 

• Get rid of gun free zones criminals target them. 

• reduce police military culture, increase training for racial and de-escalation matters 

• Making CC government more transparent, cutting funding for public services.  

• UMC needs to improve (employees), Water Rec needs to improve its employees 

• I would like to see public safety improve.  

• Additional police patrol and organized community events. Also, manufacturing and tech jobs. 

• No state income tax, period 

• Politicians who are from Las Vegas/Nevada would be nice instead of people born in New York or 

California  

• better policing, our police are a do nothing police department, they don’t respond to most calls in 

anything even close to a timely manner. you can call them for a suspicious person prowling and they 

ignore it then when that person breaks into someone’s home, they don’t come out to respond to that.  

• More partnerships with local nonprofits to ease government burden and better serve our growing 

community 

• Protect the city 

• Reduce regulatory overreach by 80% or more. 

(Hint: almost all regulation is overreach) 

• Less government involvement in our lives 

• We should not have villages built for specific religions only. 

I would like to see Nevada run by honest politicians and public officials.  

• I’d like to see more free thinking from County personnel.   Currently, if something doesn't fit in their box, 

they are quick to deny rather than help with a solution.  I'd like to see better education standards.  I 

hate being dang near last in the Union 

• We all live here together.  I know this is mainly a Democratic town, but I get the feeling it is also catering 

to them only.  I like to see more neutral Representatives that will listen to both sides and not just 

support one sided. 

• Smaller government and less bureaucracy  

• Processes and staffing. It is common to wait a week for a return phone call or email with staff; there are 

some very cumbersome processes that could be streamlined with building/development, ranging from 

inspections, planning, building, review times, etc. All needs an overhaul - I strongly suggest you use a 

secret shopper program to really experience what the 'general public' has to go through. You would be 

shocked by attitudes, customer service, wait times, etc.  

• Freedom from HOAs or lowing of taxes as we are forced to pay for both but receive full services from 

only one. Property taxes should be limited to 1% of value & no more than 1% increase per year. 

• Opportunities to be more active in my community. 

• POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY  

• Don't block off more than is needed for the work at hand  

• More local control.   
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• I would like to see land use issues made easier for people to have a voice in by the use of technology.  

Zoom and similar electronic means would allow people to attend meetings and voice their positions 

without missing work and risking infection. 

• More adherence to the Master Plan by elected officials.  A Master Plan is ineffective if it is too easy for 

developers (and I am one) to exert pressure to change it to suit their own needs.  The relative ease of 

master plan/zoning changes has resulted in a very poorly planned city. 

• Mobilize voters to get rid of Governor Steve Sisolak. Hold "peaceful" protesters, anarchists and  

arsonists accountable by arresting these violators and through the criminal justice system.  Enforce the 

laws existing on the books for everyone!  Force out-of-office any elected leadership  who will not 

enforce laws. Improved Road expansion and maintenance of existing roads. Increase the size of Las 

Vegas Metro Police Department. Make available more single story housing for purchase. Incentivize and 

praying retailers to Laughlin. 

• Permitting process more easily available 

• Less HOA 

• Better code enforcement in older neighborhoods with abandoned cars and unsafe building structures. 

• More true respect, as evidenced by actions over false words, by County and Regional Governments, 

including CC School District. More support for things that will bring sensible growth in rural areas. Infill 

in urban valley. Write the Master Plan and Title 30 so future cities could adopt it. 

• More online services that are streamlined and easy to use 

Improved public transportation for both work and recreation.  

• real change for all , instead like  turtles on the freeway, cool but a waste or the springs preserve all that 

money to put  commissioners names  outside that went  to jail,  wolfgang puck , please who could 

afford it, nice but it was unrealistic. 

• Much better traffic control and lowering of speeds in many areas for safety of everybody 

• More traffic calming lower the speed limit on side streets.  Better offsets for sidewalks. 

• Poor.  Priorities in Clark County need to change.  Too much power/attention is paid to the Culinary 

Union, not enough to those of us who aren't members.  Liberalism is a killer.  I'd like to see 

homelessness resolved, I'd like to see federal immigration laws enforced, and I'd like to know that that 

Clark County encourages and fosters patriotism among its residents.  Return Civics and American 

history to the classrooms.  Stop wasting education dollars on administration and grand buildings, pay 

teachers what they're worth, put money into the classrooms where it belongs and teach in an unbiased 

fashion.  In general, the "leaders" of Clark county should stop sucking off the teat of the people and 

really take care of the community. 

• Listen to Laughlin residents...our voice goes unheard.  How about some new senior living complexes? 

• The local government, the Healthcare system, and schooling. Quit trying to turn Clark County into East 

Los Angeles. 

• Single City/County Commission - Elected City/County Executive - if so, maybe increase Commission to 

10 members -assisted by professional people.  Commissioners full time employee - no other job will 

being commissioner - 2-4year terms or 10 year max if appointed to fill out vacancy.  Merger of 

Treasurer/Controller/Auditor Offices & positions.  Merger of all water supply / sewer services - 

Cities/County.  City/County Single Park Services & maintenance 

• Tight fiscal decisions post COVID. Strong rationale for priority projects 

• Open dialogue with citizens, more water conservation initiatives  

• New governor 
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• No ballot fraud and a return to in person voting.   

• No unincorporated areas, all cities to annex the properties.  2 building and safety departments. One for 

the strip and one for all other commercial and residential areas with two different codes.  

• No automatic first impressions by police 

• Uniform codes across all jurisdictions 

• More police officers.   More firefighters.  More teachers 

• I have given up and I will be moving to Salt Lake City.  I would rather pay taxes and have a quality 

community, than not pay taxes and live in a declining community.   

• A more transparent government and more accountability. Working to attract businesses that would 

diversify the economy and provide living-wage jobs. Improve the education system to help attract 

business. Eliminate nepotism and cronyism to create a more qualified government labor force.  

• Diversity of all ethnic group in the government 

• less bureaucracy in real estate development and business regulation, less cost to business formation 

and maintenance, making Clark County more business friendly 

• Police reform 

• Stop comparing us to where you came from. Stop comparing fees, taxes and other costs to other places 

and recognize people came here because it was once affordable. Your killing us with "but in other 

cities...so we can..." Stop deliberately carving us up into separate cultural communities. China town? 

Korea town? I think there was a move to create an Ethiopia zone? Assimilation is good. 

• We need home rule in Clark County.  When we fund the rest of the state while underfunding the valley, 

we undermine our ability to diversify our economy.  We need light rail, much better schools, and better 

funding for UNLV to take Las Vegas into the future. 

• More input to Clark County Commission 

Get rid of Town Manager 

• 1. Require a college degree for Metro police.  A high school diploma is insufficient given the power 

police have.  

2. Ban and enforce short term rentals in the city and county 

3. Light rail from the airport to downtown LV  

• Greater Transparency in government 

Reduction in regulations (not create regulations that common sense should control)  

• Balanced government, County Commission, etc. There is no acceptance of diverse opinions. 

Government here are like sheep that follow the leader without question. 

• More police to better service communities and better schools 

• More coordination with the municipalities 

• Get rid of Sisolak and his Covid policies 

• Smaller government, smaller taxes, no public employee unions 

• Increase in police presence.  We have a major issue of speeding cars and also cars and motorcycles 

racing down Vegas Valley Drive toward Hollywood.  We need more police here to control this.  Please. 

• No masks 

• Reduce all payroll by 20% including the Clark County school district  

• More freedom for responsible adults. Less welfare and social assistance for those who abuse the 

system. 

• Satellite government services 
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• Remove Gov. Sisolak, he is overreaching his current position. 

• Clark County Development Services needs decision makers who work with the development 

community. Presently, the processed are bogged down by middle managers. 

• open up the city, get over this crap. 

• Clark County will need police presence for the safety for US and international travelers,  

• more police 

• local governments working together more as a region.  As we turn to smart cities/communities and 

have the ability to save tax dollars through economies of scale, the competition between locals needs 

to stop. 

• Responsible fiscal measures taken so taxes do not increase at a time when Vegas residents are trying to 

recover from the effects of covid-19. 

• A governor with common sense.  Use the mountain for storage. Control water department. Have tram 

go to airport. School system has to many bosses, reduce. 

• Better police protection. We need more men in the police dept. the schools need better leaders.  

• PFNA fees should be higher  

• Speed to get plans to get thru approval process. Have road and streets completed the whole width 

• New governor  

• Openness and awareness of our local Clark county meetings. 

• I would like to see some conservative Republicans on the County Commission. 

• Stop allowing illegal political signage on the mini-storage facility on the south side of the 215 between 

Town Center and Flamingo. Ever since Sisolak put huge signage up in a corrupt fashion I have seen 

politicians use it illegally. Every time I see it, it is a reminder that Democrats are a do as I say not as I do 

bunch. 

• Morphing into California-like policies.  

• I'd like my commissioner to come to my neighborhood. Next door commissioner come to my local 

senior center regularly. Brave Ms. Kirkpatrick. 

• Government needs to be less involved 

• Lower taxes. Fewer regulations. 

• Removal of every Democratic in office  

• Change time zone to MST no DST 

Better traffic control 

Better guidelines for building to expire permits if constructions does not start. 

Lower taxes. 

• Better communication... with public inputs...  

• The idiotic letting wild animals run free, protected and citizens unable to dispatch. 

• All police forces in county merged into one. Improved school district. 

• Keeping people from career politics 

• less government less budget 

• Stop push for increased property taxes. Property taxes should be regulated to maximum 1% of assessed 

value. End 3% property tax increases annually. 

• more opportunities to participate in council and commission meetings, maybe have them in the 

evening when more could be there? Improve schools 
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• Better traffic control and enforcement of traffic laws.  It’s currently a joke 

• Outlaw smoking in casinos 

• Honest politicians who care about their citizens and state more than their stupid political party, and 

who don't sue their own state for millions, and hide fund disbursements from the public, and ban 

medication instead of testing to see if it works.  

• Cut back many government services except police, fire and rescue, to allow taxes to stay fairly low  

• less good ol boy stuff. Politicians quit dictating everything we do, from how we pick our nose to when 

we can pee. 

• More police law enforcement 

• Enhance traffic control and law enforcement 

• Land use planning, and the unreasonable hold the Aviation department has on undeveloped lands. 

• Master Plan review must be done, at minimum, every five years. 

• Less taxation.  

• I'd like to see widespread adoption of the #8cantwait policies, and more attention to how the county 

contributes to climate change.  I also don't think we're doing enough to stay safe from COVID-19. 

• Stop paying for sport arenas, and start better plans IE: 25,000 parking spots for 65,0000 attendants at 

the Raiders stadium 

• I think that there needs to be broader leadership...it really seems like public policies are made by a few 

to benefit the established business community... 

• I have the opinion that change will be very challenging & wonder what is being done about corruption?? 

• Definitely healthcare & education/childcare... 

• Work to expand internet access as a utility...CoVid has highlighted inequality of access. 

• Also need more State service offices like DMV., unemployment etc. 

• Government agencies with real enforcement capabilities such as OSHA, Consumer protection of every 

kind; not just caving into business interests.  Programs that can really help people become productive 

citizens again that get them off the streets, not just say they do when they don't.  Citizen Review of all 

Police Activities with the Power to make changes.  After all, they are supposed to be working for us. 

• Approvals for housing development and business locations. 

• Getting rid of career politicians. Establishing 1 term government for all politicians will help 

tremendously.  

• Break the county up into smaller counties especially for the schools.  It would be much more 

manageable. 

• Ditch the liberal perspectives. Literally moved AWAY from California and don't want to live there now. 

• Never shut the state down. 

• Traffic enforcement - people are crazy on the roads here, especially in the residential areas. Speeding, 

loud car sounds, and running red lights 

• Stop annexing property to the City 

• Better consistency in enforcing County codes.  More concern about the community and being less 

developer driven. Being more environmentally concerned.  

• I would like to see these 'long range planning' initiatives to remain 'long range' and not be changed just 

a few years from now, when Clark County gets pressure from developers who want to increase density 

again and again, for their own profit margin. 
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• A master plan that respects the wishes of the people who live in a particular area.  Not allowing non-

conforming zone changes unless a majority of the neighbors are on board.  I am tired of growth with no 

apparent plan.  Seems like time and money is spent developing a master plan but a lot of the time the 

plan is not followed. 

• More Police. 

• Better Mental Health Care-we have a very POOR mental health care benefits and facilities for this state. 

• Better Place for Military Vets-housing, healthcare. 

• Stop capricious residential zoning changes.  I’m tired of our officials getting rich off of zoning deals and 

homeowners suffering! 

• Less taxes. 

• County officials and facilities working for the people and taxpayers. The ME attitude of some need to 

change to the WE, everyone needs to come together as we move forward after COVID-19 and as our city 

grows. 

• Stricter guidelines when it comes to the health of the residents with COVID 19. Limit the amount of 

tourists during this time. 

• Increase business taxes 

• Less taxes, more police,  

• Increase in police protection. Drug users off our streets. Homeless mandates. 

• More adherence to master plan, less willingness to change zoning whenever requested by developers or 

builders 

• Overreaching regulations! 

• A greater engagement of country government leaders with outlying communities like Mesquite and 

better transportation connections (i.e. daily commuter transit lines between Mesquite and Vegas). 

Honestly, I'd rather see everything North of US-93 at Apex separated into an independent county.  

• More police officers  

• If Las Vegas has a population of 3 million, infrastructure is going to need to be addressed. Maybe an 

elevated road to use an express way east and west. The police force will need to be expanded, 

evaluation of school population. Are schools located in area of depopulation, is there a way to attract 

families with children back to these areas. 

• bring back the Mounted Unit for LVMPD 

• Over regulation! We are not Las Vegas. Our needs are diverse and not the same as the city. It is so 

difficult to build a house or a business because of the bureaucracy involved from Las Vegas. It is 

ridiculous! 

• Additional law enforcement personnel; 

Decrease in large single-family residential rental developments (i.e. Developer, American Homes 4 Rent)  

• Zoning is awful. They’ll approve building residential next to industrial. I warn people when they’re 

buying a home here and there’s vacant land to NEVER trust the zoning listed. It changes all the time.  

• Burning restrictions. 

Hunting in neighborhoods prohibited. 

ATV law enforcement. 

• New mayor, 

More representation of AAPI community on boards/elected positions, 
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More youth voices, 

New outreach technology to share critical information 

• Less public money committed to sports facilities and more focus on education. Abolishment of unions. 

• I would like to see more emphasis on public safety and improved elementary and high school 

education. 

• Lower our taxes and deregulate 

• Building department is horrific to try and deal with. Very unhelpful...school district needs to offer more 

anonymity to the rural areas 

• government intervention to protect citizens 

• A decrease in wasteful spending 

• Liberal politics 

• I would like to see crime go down, even if just a little. seems like the cops are too busy to respond to 

things and it is scary. it’s hard to feel safe when you know they won’t show up. also, if we weren’t so 

focused on tourists and the strip, maybe we could focus on "fixing up" the rest of the city.  

• The over regulation by government officials lack of morals of government actions  

• I would like to see a greater focus on community led safety programs and less money spent on the 

police. We are going to be recovering from this for a long time and we need well-paid and well-trained 

social workers and teachers and we need to fully fund schools instead of continuing to increase funding 

to the police department.  

• Better communication between its citizens and the govt.  Divert funds from police and fire fights into 

schools and public health.  Retrain police to be respectful of people instead the US VS THEM mentality.  

I don't trust the police based on my dealings with metro, City of Henderson police and Highway Patrol, 

which are some of the angriest people I have ever met.  I don't feel safe nor confident in the police 

forces in Clark County and feel that they are burned out and need to be trained better.  I am afraid to get 

shot and I am Caucasian.  and believe that firefights are overpaid and take advantage of overtime while 

the rest of us lose our jobs and get pay cuts (I work for Clark County)! 

• More Police and Firemen. 

• There are too many rules and regulations for building nowadays compared to several years ago. Makes 

it tough to build something due to all the red tape. Also, a new neighbor moved in next door, called 

code enforcement concerning our horse fence. Code enforcement told us to get a permit, but the fence 

had been there for 30 years when there was no code permit for it. We were forced to pay for a permit, 

the inspector said the code was going away the following week so it wouldn't have been necessary. It 

cost us $500 and a lot of hassle. This is a high priority that needs changed. 

• No more spot zoning 

• dangerous areas & crime cleaned up, more bike lanes, blend old Vegas with the new.  

• Better enforcement of laws 

• DO NOT change name of airport to Harry Reid, he is a socialist to the max. 

DO NOT increase taxes, learn to operate in your means, just like we do. 

• Classes/education to help public understand general county processes/decision making; a single app 

that uses location technology to notify the appropriate local authority of issues such as graffiti, road 

conditions etc. (i.e. if I need to report a road condition west of Charleston and Nellis the app knows that 

it is a Clv road not county and makes the report to Clv. Most don’t know the boundaries and then get 

frustrated with trying to connect to the right local government and then give up on trying to help); 

public/private partnerships to use easements to create walking/horse trails within sunrise manor like 
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the power lines along Sloan wash; Contracting with companies (like HOA mgmt. companies that are 

natural code enforcement to their communities) that can expand code enforcement like efforts into 

areas such as sunrise manor that have few HOAs.  

• The County Commission needs to expand and add a Commissioner for Sunrise Manor 

• Public participation 

• MORE POLICE TO GET THE GANGS OUT!! WE ARE BECOMING LA!! 

• I would like to see a decreased reliance on the use of law enforcement for public safety. I truly believe a 

program like CAHOOTS (https://whitebirdclinic.org/services/cahoots/) could do wonders to ease the 

tension from the public and law enforcement officers alike.  

• The governmental agencies working better with Developers and not have so many layers of processes 

that hold up development as it is all fee driven 

• More plants. More shade!  Stricter laws. Crack down on drugs. Crack down on pollution and litter. Better 

schools. Stop building more homes build better quality. Crack down on illegal immigration. Give car 

insurance breaks for people that drive less! I want more travel options that don’t use gas! Clean up lake 

mead. Make it more beach.  

• A new mayor that isn't off her rocker. 

• Better relationships between communities and the police forces. 

• I would like to see less police violence and corruption. We need to prioritize our environment. 

• Family court injustice to the litigants! I would like to see the law administrated the way it is written in 

court Also, the Constitution needs to be upheld in Nevada Courts.  

• cops, politicians, and billionaire businessmen gone 

• Less militarized law enforcement--less lethal-force incidents.  

• The town board needs to have people on it who are progressively educated! in Zoning, city planning 

and environmental concerns. and can look to a world view for evolution. 

• Permanent mail in voting. Elimination of elected judges. 

• DEFUND LVMPD!!!!!!!!!! 

• lower taxes on homeowners 

• Hire enough LEO to police the park, recreational spaces. All ages, ethnicities need to be safe! 

• Make safer 

• Simplify interactions with Government, I’m penalized for not asking the right question when dealing 

with Government employees......or they can’t help until after their “donut break” or it’s 15 mins until 

closing so they don’t have time to help. Don’t get a job where you service the public, then complain 

about serving the public. 

• Increased accountability for unethical city/county leadership.  

• Crime (many of it petty) is frustrating. Should be able to feel comfortable in your neighborhood and not 

worry about parking your car on the street or having packages delivered. 

• Fire Sizolak! 

Health and Equity 

• improve healthcare system in areas outside of Vegas 

• better air quality 

• more widespread access to social safety net 
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• Walking a roundabout in 115 degrees with a lack a shade in poor air quality is not conducive to good 

health. Recreation needs need to be more realistic. heck misters at a minimum. Hire some people who 

know what they're doing!  

• The lack of community gardens- the real ones. Not the buy a tiny plot ones. More places like The Farm 

and The Orchards. Lack of farmers markets. The disregard and prejudice against farming by people on 

the town board.  

• Making this a safe vacation destination by not only requiring masks but by providing masks for those 

who do not have one. 

• More focus on eliminating food deserts 

• Better representation, equitable opportunities for all areas regardless of income level.  

• The homeless issues need to be addressed 

• Better health care and education infrastructure and services. More diversified employment and 

economy. more diversified tax base. 

• Overall inclusion  

• Increase access to middle class by increasing availability of access to lower cost for-sale townhomes, 

increased childcare options and increased transit frequency to lower overall cost of home ownership 

and employment.  

• Sharing the load of the homeless population and resources. More outdoor activities and space. Traffic 

lights signs and poles updated and replaced.  More green landscaping more law enforcement.   

• Market, pharmacy more activities for seniors 

• Affordable grocery store. Stop the growth of Laughlin to protect our land and keep things low cost. 

• Medical care availability aka local hospital  

• Social justice measures for bipoc - including bail reform and not criminalizing traffic and vehicle issues. 

Increased density of built environment; restraining spread into wilderness areas; new development 

should be regulated for efficient resource management. Fewer projects like bringing Raiders here (I 

hate that). More money for CCSD. 

• Emphasis on Laughlin healthcare facilities: Big Bend recreation transferred to Clark County; Demolition 

of hotel skeleton Laughlin; More residential housing Laughlin. 

• More mental health facilities and eating disorder treatment centers. More educational funding 

• Better health care hands down.  More options for income friendly home purchases instead of all of the 

investors from California buying up homes and putting the residents out. 

• Focus on Influencing Our "Poverty" Level To Promote Significant Growth As An Entire County. 

• Better public programs that help those experiencing homelessness and those experiencing mental 

illness.  Also, more public education toward antiracist actions and helping mend the public's 

relationships with the police, once they have overhauled their training and people to eliminate abusive 

behavior. 

• Clean up the homeless camps.  

• The County needs more sophistication in the types of mental health treatment venues - such as eating 

disorder, depression, clinics, facilities.  We are not addressing these issues to the detriment of our youth 

who have these issues or who have family with these issues. 

• Improved health care and education. 

• Some medical available in Laughlin.  Some Del Webb 55+ gated communities with trails, clubhouse etc. 

in Laughlin similar to the community in mesquite.   
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• Better healthcare- More Dr's and PA's. Better reimbursement for providers and hospitals so the GOOD 

providers stay in Las Vegas. More Police that could actually come to your house when someone was 

breaking in INSTEAD of coming out 4 hours AFTER they leave. More grocery stores and places to eat in 

Summerlin South. Stop building so many houses and leave some desert. How sad. Wildlife doesn't have 

anywhere to go.  

• More investment in mental and physical health. Greater investment in public education and focus on 

valuing arts and education. 

• I would like to see the town not be so transient. Also, would love to see a system in place to help 

homeless population as well as an extensive network of social services to help our community to thrive. 

A focus on education and diversified economy that encourages students to stay in the area.  

• Medical services 

• I’d really like to see us make an effort to care more about children and low income people. I’d like to see 

you focus more on social and mental health over punitive reactions to crime.  

• Access to medical services for residents 

• More inclusive:  less police force.  More social workers.  Public services.  

• Stop encroachment on wild areas.  Build communities and not subdivisions.  Revolutionize education 

and stop looking to vouchers and charters.  These break the system.  Healthcare must be rapidly 

improved and more available. 

• More diversity in more affluent neighborhoods. 

• Better medical.   Smaller school districts.  More housing density near employment.    

• Clark County needs better access to affordable public health incentives and public education. There is 

no excuse that this major city abandons its children year after year.  

• Better medical services 

• Address food insecurity 

• Improve educational services 

• Improve metro relationship/ behavior  

• Equal opportunities throughout- building up the communities instead of the degradation of the lesser 

diverse communities in the county. 

• Improvement in quality and accessibility of health care. Less economic reliance on hospitality and 

tourism. 

• more services for the homeless, diverse school with smaller classroom more parks and trails within 

walking distance 

• More available health care facility 

• the ability of people to make their own choices regarding their health 

• The homelessness & mental issues. We literally have homeless people begging, sleeping, pooping, & 

peeing all over our sidewalks in my neighborhood. They are on every major street corner. They are also 

on the washes. I wish this would change.  

• Better services for seniors and homeless  

• I would like to see better doctors and hospitals in the Las Vegas area. I would like to the availability of 

dentistry for everyone with insurance companies paying better on free codes. We are in the dental 

practice industry and some of the insurance companies have not given us a salary increase in over 10 

years. Doctors will retire and leave the area due to low fee reimbursement for dental and medical 

• Reduce homeless population and increase programs to support them. 
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• I want there to be more responsible growth in terms of how construction and developments are 

approved.  We don't have unlimited water and resources. We can't fund more projects like the stadium 

at the expense of roads and schools and community improvements. We need more responsive repair to 

roads. Some of our roads are terrible and it takes years and years for the construction to be approved. 

Take Eastern Avenue as a prime example!! I traveled on it for years on my way to work and it was like 

being in a third world country! Paradise btw Desert Inn and Harmon is not much farther behind! We also 

need some kind of facilities for the homeless who are all over Clark County's unincorporated areas.  

• Exponential increase in necessary services.  

• Homeless and Beggers cannot be allowed to camp out in the same spots forever! South west corner of 

Flamingo and Koval 

• Focus on decreasing poverty, better healthcare, and more affordable housing options to decrease 

homelessness. 

• Focus on improving health care and school systems.  Strive to be the best in the nation! 

• Better Medical Care 

• Increase in social programs, affordable housing options 

Increase in functional and efficient public transit 

Massive increase in funding and attention to primary, secondary, and higher education 

Diversification of economy 

Bolster status as a forward thinking, progressive, cutting edge city with innovative programs related to 

improving public safety, housing, and welfare 

• Quit catering to only the Hispanic population! This is America not Mexico!   

• More homeless control. Most that create issues won't go to shelters. Need mandatory mental health 

facilities  

• Clark County Public Insurance option that the general public can buy into. why give all the money to 

private companies like health plan of Nevada who could care less about Clark County 

• Quicker access to doctors. It can take months to see a primary care doctor as a new patient. In my area 

many residents go to Los Angeles for serious medical problems and surgery. We can do better. 

Improve the quality of the schools throughout the county.  

• Better Medical Facilities 

• More social services  

• Supermarket, family practice medical facilities/clinics, and Thrift stores. 

• Homelessness; access to primary care in Enterprise 

• Better medical access, better food access 

• I would like to see the county bring in the clinic, preferably banner health which is certified in Nevada 

and Arizona. We have no medical doctors. There’s one walk in clinic across from the casinos that is run 

by physicians assistants. With a large geriatric population, as well as a population of 12,000 people, we 

only have services by PAs, and a veterans clinic. The rest of the population has to go across the river, 

and we can’t find qualified doctors. I was hospitalized in January for a stroke. The only physician 

available to treat me afterward was a physician in Arizona who did not speak English. He was totally 

Spanish-speaking. 

I travel to Phoenix for my medical care. Laughlin can justify, with its year-round, part-time, and tourist 

visitation numbers, at least 4 physicians, a PA or two, a laboratory specimen center, a basic imaging 

center, and a satellite pharmacy. We would need one general practitioner and family physician, one 

geriatric practitioner, a general practitioner/orthopedic practitioner and a gynecologist. 
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It is very difficult for seniors, without transportation, to even obtain medical care in Arizona, across the 

river. The advantage of having better health is it’s large expense of services in Phoenix, including the MD 

Anderson Cancer Center, The best cancer research center offering the best services globally. Cancer is 

known to strike older people and there’s a large number of people with cancer in Laughlin. They would 

be able to access those services in Phoenix.  

• HEALTH CARE 

• Better medical care.  

• Less homeless.  Less beggars.  Clean up litter. 

AND REPAINT CURBS AND CROSSWALKS, THEY LOOK LIKE CRAP AND THE CITY LOOKS DIRTY. 

• No more big business until you Clean up homeless population.   That is the major reason for me 

contemplating going back to Mississippi. 

• Arguably, the worst part of Clark county is it has a poor health system.  Hard to find doctors and I’m 

aware of many peers who travel outside the state for medical care. My #1 reason to leave the county is 

concern over medical care quality and #2. Education  

• Affordability and inclusion. 

• We need better medical care facilities as to not be forced bullhead city or Vegas  

• More affordable after school programs and meal programs for lower income families. More access to 

mental health programs. 

• Affordable health care so we can address Homelessness by an established, consistent process. If we had 

lower care rates, we can afford to house and treat a lot of the homeless population which on the street 

due to mental health reasons. 

• Helping the homeless and low income residents better their lives with mental and physical health, 

social support, work training, drug rehab, childcare, etc.  Better their lives to better our society as a 

whole.  Expand on Green Energy Programs!  Better the govt infrastructure-training, systems, support, 

accountability, hiring.  Police training must be a longer process with social service curriculum, not just 

armor, cameras and tactical equipment. *2 years & BS degree at least.  DMV requiring more $ for a 

license and mandatory driver training back in High schools.  Too many accidents!  Too many bad 

drivers!  Better oversight in new builds towards Green Programs.  Better all-around public 

transportation across the valley-train system along 215 with connectors. 

• More opportunities on how to empower the less fortunate. Educational opportunities on the housing 

property for early childhood education, tutoring, and activities. 

• We need better healthcare, childcare, and schools.  

• Equity for the poor 

• More insight into the homeless problem here. More shelters are needed, more mental health available 

to those in need.  

• I would like to see the vast amounts of money funneled to the police redirected to social services such 

as mental health care, basic food services, and homeless housing. If we can buy tanks, we can build 

some low- or no-income housing 

• We need to stop pretending the population of Clark County consists of only middle and upper class 

residents. I mean this seriously: if we are serious about the American dream, which implies that lower 

class folks have a real shot at improving their station in life, we need to actually make that possible by 

providing more universal services that gives them agency over their lives. This includes truly robust 

public transit in addition to improvements to the safety of non-motor-vehicular modes of transit. This 

includes rent control and a meaningful effort to provide housing to everyone in need, rather than 
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throwing people in jail. This means drastically lowering the budget of the LVMPD in order to fund a first-

rate public education system, funded evenly countywide rather than by property taxes. This means city 

beautification efforts in low income neighborhoods that do not involve kicking those residents out of 

their homes. This means people actually giving a crap about their neighbors because in a more equal 

society, we will all flourish more. Tired of homeless people downtown? Let’s do something about 

homelessness itself, not arrest folks down on their luck without a place to sleep. Last and perhaps most 

importantly, we need to expand our emergency mental health services so when someone calls 911, 

appropriate professionals can respond rather than police officers uncertain how to protect themselves 

without violence. The Clark County Detention Center is the largest mental health facility in the state. 

That fact alone is the greatest indictment of our lack of mental health resources in this county. People 

need to be informed about free mental health services before they end up in jail. Also, can we do 

anything about the heat here? :) 

• Equity for BIPOC, Diversify the economy, invest in education, protect green spaces/wildlife 

• Need to do something about the homeless. There are more and more all the time. Contributes to crime  

•  Fair and affordable mental and health care.  Stop closing vehicle trails, I’m handicapped, thanks for 

taking away my joy... ridiculous statutes that leave no room for common sense.  The continued 

pandering to developers in a city that is running out of water. 

• More and better mental health services and shelters for people experiencing homelessness. 

• I would like to see more access to mental health resources. As well as more opportunities for children to 

engage in music and the arts. It would also be fabulous to see this city's electric grid be entirely 

dependent on solar energy.  

• Massive over hall of public services need to take place FDR style, though they must be much more 

progressive. If they people are not protected and helped as much as possible, the whole economy will 

fall apart. 

• As I stated above, we spend way too much on police. I would like to see that money spent on programs 

that treat the root causes of crime. We need to invest in education, affordable housing, healthcare, as 

opposed to investing in things like police and football stadiums and tourists who don't live here. 

• Education, housing, transportation, medical care, services to support vulnerable people. 

• More care for the community also more help to the homeless community: shelters, mental health help, 

resources to get them out of their situation, we need to help people grow “give a man a fish feed him for 

a day, teach a man to fish feed him for a life time” 

• Our homeless population and mental health population need more support. 

• Better mental health resources, better environment for medical care professionals, less crime & gangs, 

fewer HMOs. 

• Increased investment in community services like publicly owned internet providers and community 

centers. 

• Finding the homeless safer places to camp 

• Better access to medical care including a statewide database for all medical records so doctors can 

share information with ratchetier about patients. Expand Telehealth programs and make them 

accessible for low income families. 

• battling homeless issues 

• Provide housing and resources for the homeless. 

• Dismantle the current police department and create a new Safety Department that has social workers, 

mental health professionals and safety officers who use everything but their weapons to handle the 
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situation. Take away all the tanks, rubber bullets, tear gas, etc. Fire the white supremacist sheriff and 

hire a woman who has our communities best interest at heart. 

• Better shelter care for the kids and children of Clark County. 

• More qualified doctors and hospitals.  

• Address homelessness before the problem gets worse 

• Increased spending for social services (rather than law enforcement).  Increased access to Internet to 

afford all economic classes equal access to educational resources. 

• We need to help the homeless more.  I don't know enough about the issues that the homeless 

population faces or the ways we do try to help. 

• Equitable attention given to all areas of the county 

• Need to clean up the homeless!! 

• Facilities to take in the people who are homeless due to covid-19.  

Housing 

• More retirement communities for active adults.  

• More affordable housing  

• Less development of homes, more parks 

• Quit bring in high density housing to R E zoned areas  

• more affordable housing. 

• A ban on new housing development. Not enough water to sustain the population we have now, and 

stealing it from up North in Eastern Nevada is not an option. 

Pave a road from Cold Creek through Wheeler Pass into Pahrump. 

I-11 project should have been routed through Eastern Nevada along Route 93. 

If Nellis AFB does move all of its mission to Creech AFB, then the 215 Beltway should be complete on the 

Eastern side of the valley, either trenched up on Frenchman Mountain or behind it through Lake Las 

Vegas. 

Harris Springs road should be opened back up. 

Build a highway from the northerly bend on Route 93 near the Apex Solar Facility into Northeast Las 

Vegas through the mountains. Perfect opportunity if and when the Sheep Mountain Parkway ever gets 

built. 

A paved road from Corn Creek to Coyote Springs would be really nice. 

• Cost of living and housing 

• Housing options and affordability of entertainment  

• Spread out the housing. Encourage people to move to other parts of Clark County aside from the Las 

Vegas Valley. We are getting far too crowded 

• More public spaces and better rental properties/housing 

• More land use options that provide / allow for more affordable housing for our younger generation.  

Current and rising house cost is generally unattainable for most of our youth, whether single, married, 

married with kids etc.    

• limit new homes.  Protect the environment.  

• Housing density to high 

• Better housing prices in Laughlin, same as Vegas  
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• I'd love to see a 75% home ownership rate with a booming economy, high-rated schools with an 

emphasis on STEAM programs, ease of access to higher education programs, and a stronger emphasis 

on the families that live and work here as opposed to the tourists who just visit sometimes.  

• stop allowing Section 8, rentals and apartments everywhere  

• Smart planning and diverse architectural housing other than what the developers pockets want 

• More affordable housing, access to better medical care, better highway infrastructure, light rail 

transportation around the city instead of buses at a reasonable price, for-sale housing with more land 

and space in between houses 

• More accessible transportation. More alternative energy initiatives. There should be a railway/tram type 

of system that travels around the valley. Take away the hassle of driving so far things by making it 

convenient to travel by foot especially with an area prone to more drunk driving incidents. Make it 

easier by making the convenience of it better. More green energy initiatives, water conservation efforts. 

Bring in different sectors of economic importance to Clark County. Fight automation and a plan for 

automation before it becomes a problem. Better housing situations, often times people use no income 

taxes as a way to have their own tax shelters in Nevada when that housing can be used by working 

people. Make it easier for working class people to have homes in accessible areas. Rent control. 

Regulations on real estate monopolization. I grew up in Clark County, yet it’s harder for me to buy a 

home in Clark County because people from out of state buy up a ton of property. We are no longer a 

developing city, but one of a significant size. 

• Don't build SF houses on such small pieces of land.  We are on top of each other.  Stop allowing SFR lots 

to be switched to higher density, like apartments.  Get the homeless off the streets and pay attention to 

crime more. 

• House buildings, taking care of environment, gardens in condominiums, buildings, houses allowed to 

plant 

• More affordable housing.  Stop building 5000 square foot homes, and remember the poor and the less 

fortunate.  Why shouldn't everyone be given a chance to own something?  Also, take more care of the 

homeless.  This is all of our problem, not just the homeless peoples' problems.  Have a heart, and get rid 

of that horrible ordinance enacted by the City of Las Vegas. 

• Stop all the building of houses as we have heard for decades of the WATER shortage and continue to 

build homes. 

• Less dense housing tracts that look like the projects. We have a beautiful valley that should be 

connected with walking/biking paths. Most people I know have to walk round in circles at parks when 

they could be walking/biking to different neighborhoods and experiencing/supporting local businesses. 

• Increase high density living in urban areas. There are a loss of transient workers, keep them close to 

work.  

• More affordable housing; higher density with mixed use, slower speeds on arterials (40 mph should be 

max), light rail and transit oriented development along Maryland Parkway, more community-based 

police programs and training on de-escalation, a ban on chokeholds and new policies for disciplinary 

action for police.  More funding toward low income schools- particularly for schools with high rates of 

homelessness and funding for low cost childcare for the working poor. 

• Variety of housing and more defined neighborhoods. Right now, everywhere in Vegas feels the same.  

• More livable communities. better housing options 

• More Trees. Better Tree 
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• Make the counties and cities responsible for greenspace along common areas along roads and 

neighborhoods. HOA's have done a terrible job managing that and it makes the area look shabby with 

constant dying vegetation. 

• Quit giving exemptions to common building projects, follow the plans, stop going around them. 

• stop building houses...too many people all ready 

• No more housing without additional water sources (pipe from ocean desalination) 

• Slow down the growth of houses and catch up with schools.  

• Reformed tax penalties to ensure more affordable housing. Better public transportation options. 

Restrictions on hotel fees so as not to deter tourism (paid parking, amenity fees, etc.). 

• Affordable housing. 

More culture (museums, etc.). 

Traffic handled. It's getting busy out there. 

• Easier to buy homes. Prices are getting crazy.  

• Tiny housing in SAFE areas. 

• Affordable housing. We must resist the commercial use of existing residential such as str. It removes 

hosting inventory. 

• Diverse housing types. Better schools.  

• cease any and all houses for rent subdivisions, want to rent get an apartment or rent a house from a 

private individual  

• Higher Mortgage so we do not get low income residents  

• On the East side, stop building homes in small pieces of land.  Safe places to run or walk or bike.  Nellis 

and Lamb businesses to look nicer.  

• Adherence to zoning in residential areas; improved planning that INCLUDES the citizens in a TIMELY 

manner vs last minute meeting scheduling to intentionally reduce participation. 

• More affordable housing. 

• Reduce housing density to no more than 7 per acre. Reform the building department. They have 

become very hard to work with and over bureaucratic.  It has turned into a CYA organization. 

• Affordable Housing / a better trained Law Enforcement Community / A better school system the magnet 

schools are great but the regular school system sucks... 

• I hate all the new housing developments with as many houses as possible crammed into the space. I’d 

like to see homes with real yards. 

• I also would like to reiterate that we need to diversify our economy. Tourism, conventions and gambling 

have proven unreliable.  

• Stop building houses on the surrounding land. Widen I15  

• Larger yards - less multiple unit residences  

• Cost of living here is getting out of control. Wages are not keeping up. Add more Covid 19 testing sites 

and availability. 

• No more home building. 

• Less new home development, focus on reviving older neighborhoods  

• Reduced housing per acre, less crowding of neighborhoods, improved traffic (less congestion) 

• Affordable housing, improved revenue streams outside of tourism  

• Rent control, giving up a dream of light rail, more respect to education.  
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• Zoning requirements. Don’t build so many homes so close together.  Leave the rural parts rural. 

You are overcrowding the Walmart’s and Costco’s in our area 

• Better housing options and transportation. A focus on local ownership instead of out of state 

corporations. 

• affordable low income housing. 

• STOP BUILDING MORE HOUSES and stop building more commercial building that never get occupied. 

• better senior housing 

• AFFORABLE HOUSING. Homes that aren’t 6 houses to an acre. Bring back the Spacious and affordable 

home.  

• More affordable housing 

• Larger home lots 

• Less apartments, more homes. 

• Can we please please please build homes/communities with budgets of about $150k. Tiny home 

communities or just smaller single homes. Also, we need more freeways!!!! 

• Minimize high density housing. Eliminate low income, high crime racist communities.  

• Limit new housing projects, especially around Redrock. Limit businesses abandoning the inner city and 

moving out farther and farther. 

• More affordable housing, better traffic control, less waste in water and better planning for new parks.  

• Affordable housing developments such as multifamily in other areas outside of Sunrise Manor. 

• I would like to see more upscale areas in which to live so we can attract premium, upstanding residents.   

• Stop building apartment complexes. There are too many people on top of one another. We are getting 

crime that we never had before. I’d also like to see more police enforcing the traffic laws.  

• new housing not so crammed together!  More walkability/bike paths with SHADE! More community 

gardens for food sustainability!   

• Stop building so many apartments.  Would rather see homes with property.  Otherwise we will turn into 

another Los Angeles. Connecting bike/walking paths would be nice. 

• Less new build homes, encourage small business 

• Less apartments 

• less building of huge apartment complexes 

• Affordable housing and more jobs for skilled workers.  

• Affordable and quality housing. Improvements of public schools in minority neighborhoods. 

• Zoning is being changed to allow "cookie cutter" houses on top of each other.  There is no regard for the 

rural nature of some areas. 

• stop new housing. Growth too much and services, water usage, schools can't keep up 

• larger - on average - lots for single-family homes. 

• More residential rights friendly.  No more absentee landlords.  Landlord accountability.  And more 

general respect of the environment, meaning less re-zoning so we can maintain SOME rural territory 

within the County.  And preserve Sunrise Mtn itself, it is historic site and yet the County has allowed 

developments, quarries, schools, shooting ranges, etc., and it's been all but carved up.  Shame on YOU! 

• Cost of rent/mortgage to income ratio. Better paying opportunities  

• More new homes.  Bigger share of water rights.   
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• Larger lots for future homes. Houses need space and backyards!!! Also, there needs to be major 

improvement to the school district.  

• #1) Less apartment complexes/high density housing being approved.  Every new housing development 

is high density, lately.  Builders just trying to maximize profits with no concern for neighborhood 

impact.  

Think about areas with overcrowded schools, limited roads for extra traffic to go and don’t approve 

more high-density housing there!  Approve it in areas that don’t have overcrowded schools. 

#2) more funding for schools focused on reducing class size, increasing teacher pay and in turn, creating 

more competition among incoming teachers to gain employment here.  I’m a teacher, and I know the 

district has great teachers that would be much greater if they had smaller class sizes and more access to 

technology, BUT I also know some crappy teachers with no drive to improve their instruction, 

engagement or positive relationships with students.  If good teachers from other states saw great 

salaries here/credit for years taught, we could recruit them to leave their states and teach here and not 

hire terrible teachers in their stead.  High school and college students who would make excellent 

teachers might actually choose to become them instead of choosing a higher paying career/job. 

#3) Find a better way to make roads the width they’re supposed to be, all the way through.  Every time a 

new builder starts developing, they have to break up the road again and cut traffic down to one lane.  

Over and over again.  Find a better way to fund and build the roads so they have what they need 

underneath from the beginning and don’t need to be broken and rebuilt all the time.  If that’s too hard, 

then require all the road construction to take place at night and as speedily as possible.  Remove the 

cones so people can get to work during the day. 

#4) more community centers with community pools and water slides. 

#5) better police training and racism screening/discipline. 

#6) high speed rail to California 

#7) Major League Baseball and National Baseball Association teams 

#8) more dog parks 

• More affordable housing & transportation initiatives around the unincorporated parts of the county 

• more secure housing areas 

• New build housing and apartments, a hospital, and an affordable supermarket for Laughlin. 

• Eliminate short term rentals. My kids missed 2 weeks of school due to parties by these short term 

rentals. There destroying our quality of life and ruining any sense of community. We have filed with 

code enforcement 

• Increased affordable housing and business real estate for small businesses. Increased walkability and 

more efficient public transit. 

• Address the lack of affordable housing.  You have housing nonprofits that have the ability to develop, 

and acquire properties, but they need financial assistance to do so. 

• 1. We need affordable housing for regular residents. We also need a two-pronged approach for our 

homeless population: more transitional housing options for those trying to become housed and some 

sort of sheltering management for those not able to transition. 

2. Development of different industries besides tourism. 

3. It would be lovely if folks could be less expressive of their racist and otherwise hateful views. 

4. It would be beneficial if local and state agencies could better cooperate together to tackle issues. 

5. More focus on building in the most efficient ways to live in this harsh desert environment. 

6. More communities without homeowners' associations or at least some more limits on the powers 

that HOAs wield 
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• The building of affordable housing especially for young families and the elderly. 

• Reduce construction of 'zero lot line' housing. Get Airport Authority to become a good property owner, 

or sell off the land the Airport Authority owns that is not adjacent to McCarran. For Clark County 

government to create something similar to what many areas have, a single unified Mosquito Abatement 

District to get ahead of the mosquito issues that are here and that are coming. 

• Affordable housing to buy.  

• More home building and modernization.   Clark County lacks number of quality services to choose from 

(i.e. doctors, veterinarians, mechanics, etc.).  

• Slow down or halt construction on new homes. 

Continued flood control.  Continued strict watering regulations.  Continued strict monitoring of our 

water quality.  Increase presence of law enforcement. 

• Protect some of the open land. We need a balance here. Too many houses going up willy-nilly 

anywhere. It is out of control 

• No more high density around RE single family homes 

Covid has illuminated the need for more open spaces not less. Preserve Floyd lamb park and the golf 

course in Silverstone need to be kept without further development 

• More affordable housing and improvement of public education 

• better low income housing and address homeless (adult and youth) population with more social 

resources and mental health facilities 

• LESS HOUSING.  MORE OPEN LAND.  TOO MUCH GROWTH. 

• End of building high capacity housing developments 

• more affordable housing -better educated work force- diversified economy 

• STOP BUILDING HOMES AND APARTMENTS-we have a water shortage in case you need to be reminded. 

Get rid of the HOV lanes-people who work on the strip are not going to car pool and are tired of being 

stuck in traffic while the HOV lanes are empty. 

Also the monorail should have been put down the middle of  the Las Vegas Strip, that would have been 

ideal for the new raider stadium, the airport and allowed access from casino properties on both sides of 

the strip not just the eastside 

• To buy Affordable home in a safe community - with walking path right near you home.   

• More affordable Senior Assisted Living quarters. 

• Affordable housing  

• Affordable housing  

• Increase in affordable housing, a tax on mining, fantastic funding schools, increase in mental health 

services, and defunding the police.  

• I would like to see more affordable housing, more resources to help young people start, scale and 

maintain business, and an action plan to make ecological health and sustainability a priority. Better 

and safer public transportation. Investing in community resources rather than an inflated police force. 

• More solar incorporated into shade structure and housing. There really shouldn't be a new house built 

without solar panels 

• Less housing expansion, more long term infrastructure repair, instead of constant quick fix solutions, 

less dependency on tourism, water conservation, solar power jobs and initiatives. Environmental 

protection.  Less crime, better education system 

• More low income housing 
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• Affordable housing 

• * Flexible, adequate housing, in the age of a pandemic, is no longer just an economic issue -- it's a 

public-health issue. It should be easier to build and adapt -- yes, even if that means people in the 

suburbs having to get used to ADUs in the neighbor's back yard and, yes, even if that means a looser 

grip on the process from the County. 

* See also: Allowing the repurposing of commercial spaces into residential. You're going to have a spike 

in abandoned commercial buildings as businesses move away from brick-and-mortar retail and the 

pandemic fundamentally changes in-person shopping habits. Against that backdrop, it makes sense to 

make repurposing those buildings as easy as possible from a zoning and planning standpoint. 

Obviously, not every failed mall or high rise is a prospect -- if there's a mortgage on the property, you 

can bet the lenders aren't very interested in converting a commercial mortgage to a multi-unit 

residential one. But for properties that are owned free and clear? Make it easier to repurpose them. 

• More affordable housing in less dangerous areas. 

• Better programs to help homeless people find homes.  

• More housing for our low-income and homeless neighbors. 

• Also, affordable housing is going to always be a problem if we don't work towards that now.  

• Affordable housing in Clark County.  

• More help for the homeless & economically distressed--low-income housing, etc.   

• Require apartment complexes to do more stringent checks of their facilities for renters 

Open Space and Recreation 

• More parks and recreational facilities 

• more open spaces preservation to encourage nature exploration and education 

• More green spaces (including public food gardens) 

• equine trails better implemented, mountain bike trails in the NW valley, 

• We need splash pads, better pools, more amenities.  

• Easier Access to Parks/Rec facilities...pools   

• Make Red Rocks free so more people can enjoy the beauty of it. 

• Pools and bike and walking trails.  

• More public swimming pools 

• More swimming pools 

• I would like to see more community centers in Southwest Las Vegas that have pools and recreational 

centers.  Additionally, more traffic lights in the areas that are being built out.  

• Better infrastructure for sports like swimming, diving, water polo etc. 

• I would like to see more pools available to the public and available for swim teams.  I would like to see 

rules for zoning changed to force builders to increase the spacing between homes. 

• Open pools to club teams! 

• More pools. Our kids need more opportunities to swim. The woman who is at Aquatic Springs is so 

unkind and hard to work with. She won’t let anyone use ‘HER’ pool.  

• A new pool for the established sandpipers  

• More recreational facilities 

• More public pools  
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• More pools 

• More recreation  

• More trails, more rec centers, and more affordable housing in my area. More job opportunities. More 

through streets. Add more kid friendly activities. 

• Add more competitive swimming facilities with a 50 x 25 meter pool of at least 10 lanes. 

Add Olympic Trap to Clark County Shooting range so out of state visitors and Olympic hopefuls have 

somewhere to practice.   

• I would like to see a world class swimming facility.  

• More pools and parks 

• More pools 

• More recreational facilities, swimming pools etc.; I would love to see Clark County have an outdoor 

Olympic Size 50 M swimming pool 

• More green space and trees 

• The East side would benefit from some mountain bike, horse, and hiking trails on Frenchman mountain, 

so they have outside good recreation especially during this Covid-19 time.     

• An indoor pool for Moapa Valley or Moapa township 

• More public access to hiking and biking trails. Hard to get places without car or 4×4 vehicle. 

• I want a place to fish and kayak and camp. 

• Developers should make green spaces and Include family friendly amenities in every development. All 

children deserve convenient access to these. 

• My daughter is on a swim team and there are not enough pools to service the kids  

• Think about creating BOT-Projects to enhance the parks. 

• Renovation of community parks and roads 

• More investment in preserving/less selling of natural spaces like parks and open desert. 

• Would love to see expanded recreation areas, playgrounds, parks, bike trails.  Also, traffic is increasingly 

a problem it's insane how long these projects are taking. 

• More money should be put into regional parks within the valley.  County should be building regional 

facilities instead of phasing them in. 

• Adult recreational activities in NW area 

• More parks, focus on education across the board, water conservation 

• I would like to see more recreational facilities, parks, and shaded walking trails.  

• A few more large parks.  More starter homes, but also keep medium size homes for bigger families.  Get 

rid of narrow streets. 

• More parks and open spaces with amenities such as recreation centers attached.  

• More parks, sidewalks, walkability, bike lanes, bike racks 

• A huge Indoor park for children/families to go during the day. Especially during hot days. What are we 

doing for these children who stay home during summer?  More environmental services  

• Add hiking/biking/outdoor recreation on the north end of Vegas (out in the mountains near Aliante 

casino). 

• More green space, more economic development, more opportunities to gather as a community. 

• More regional parks with a variety of amenities 
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• More parks in the downtown area. More parks in all of Las Vegas. More community centers around Las 

Vegas with water parks and pools 

• More parks with water features/ splash pads 

• Preservation of open space. Everyone should have access to the desert. Not just streets and pavement.  

• A parks department that functions above a mediocre capacity. 

• More park development 

• Add additional and improve public parks. 

• Parks & Recreation - need to be open on the weekends and holidays for community enjoyment.  

• More parks, hospitals, freeways & public transportation routes. 

• More parks.  Housing with larger lots. 

• More parks with walking trails and water. 

• More and better parks especially in outlying areas. 

• More focus on community parks and trail systems as new neighborhoods are built and not because it's 

a goal of a master planned community, but because it's a county goal. I want to limit urban sprawl so 

that wildlife has a place to exist without being pushed out to extremes.  

• Better recreation opportunities for people of all ages.  Studies show outdoor activities have a positive 

impact on physical and mental health. 

• More parks, more trails 

• Focus on park improvements and affordable cultural and musical growth for children  

• More space available for Community Recreations Areas.  IE: Parks 

• More parks with trees. Diversify employment sector, more affordable housing, treelined streets, and 

real focus on education (focus on the kids) 

• ***More quality parks and trails per capita. Keep improving Floyd Lamb Park and surroundings. DO NOT 

LET IT DECREASE IN SIZE. Get BLM to add the land between Horse Dr & Iron Mountain Rd and Rainbow & 

Torrey Pines to the Floyd Lamb Park, DO NOT LET THEM SELL THIS AT LAND AUCTION to Developers!! 

*** 

• Follow through with the trails Master Plan of a trail that continues all around the outskirts of Las Vegas 

similar to the Lake Tahoe Trail Rim trail.... this was in the works about 15 years ago, haven't heard of it 

for a while now. 

• ... create more parks & trails and "Great Outdoors" activities. 

• I would like to see more recreational parks open in sunrise manor and more maintenance in the sunrise 

manor area. 

• More bike trials and outdoor parks that are closer to the strip and downtown with water features and 

objects of interest. 

• Repair old parks, create new parks with different variety than existing parks, add adult fitness 

equipment to old and new parks 

• Not closing public parks. 

• More green spaces like in Henderson.  

• More parks in far southwest; better roads in far southwest 

• More parks with fields for different sports. More swimming pools that include lap lanes.  

• More rec pools and centers to provide positive and healthy spaces for people in the community. 

• Protect more Mojave Desert open space in and among suburban developments 
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• More pools and strong park system maintained  

• more outdoor recreation centers  for children  and adults  

• More natural spaces 

• More recreational and walking spaces. 

• zoning w/ lots of green spaces 

• More beautiful design and public spaces that are walkable.  

• Downtown needs to have a park with trails in order to become a desirable place to live and work. 

• I would like to see a greener Clark County, both in terms of more parks for all people especially in areas 

where it's predominately renter based, as they tend to have the least amenities  

• Open spaces being connected. 

• More outdoor spaces (walking trails, bike paths & parks) for residents to use. More trash pick-up in 

Public Areas & Highways 

• More parks and more security. 

• MORE OFF LEASH AREAS FOR DOGS. As well as dog areas with grass and shade.  They shouldn't only 

have a rock run.  Restrictions or surcharges for out of state visitors to the river access areas.  Constantly 

trashing the free areas for residents.  Limits in parks.  We can't use the areas close to us on any weekend 

in the summer. 

• renovate local parks 

• Increase green/open spaces with access for all (parks, walking trails, etc.) 

• For more open spaces/ecosystems/wildlife habitat to be preserved. More parks and walking/biking 

trails. No more sprawl. Terminate the current Clark County Lands bill and start over, this time without 

the huge, unsustainable and ecologically devastating "master- planned community" currently slated 

for the area southwest of Las Vegas. Make the saving of open spaces; and water conservation our top 

priorities 

• Better parks  

• More green spaces 

• More support and development of outdoor recreation opportunities 

• More Green spaces 

• More open space and protections for open space. 

Public Works 

• Improved urban design. 

• Bury the power lines. Widen the sidewalks. Increased use of desert landscaping in medians and 

undeveloped areas. 

• Less road construction and also more museum s 

• The criteria for how wide a road is and speed limits need to be re-evaluated, along with using a timed 

stop light system during all variable volume times. 

• Our roads need to be better maintained.  215 has way too many potholes.  Summerlin Parkway, the 

start of several.  Shouldn't we get ahead of it instead of waiting for the hole to arrive? 

Do more to bring us together as a community. More Cultural Events.  

• Better Roadways and less cookie cutter homes. More No smoking areas 

• Improved on reducing traffic congestion on the highway and major cross streets.  
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• Build more sidewalks, make bus stops larger and allow for them to have cooling such as fans or a/c. Set 

up a light rail system. Invest in more homeless shelters and mental health services for the homeless. 

Invest in green energy; place solar panels in all government buildings and potentially set up a " wind 

turbine farm" in the outskirts of the county. Reduce amount of money that goes into pensions for 

government employees when they retire. Prevent police from using year gas, guns and rubber bullets 

for crowd control, use the high powered water hoses to disperse crowds.  Find other ways to diversify 

revenue other than taxes from services I. E. Depending on gamblers. 

• Better roadways to accommodate the growth. Fix the current roadways that are damaged through wear 

and tear    

• Repaving of roads and widening of sidewalks in older residential neighborhoods. Expansion of major 

arterials with fewer traffic lights (ex. Desert Inn). Penalties for allowing vacant properties to remain 

vacant for two years or longer. Increased installation of roundabouts at four-way intersections. Break 

up the school district. 

• traffic signals need coordination, more traffic enforcement, investigate the govt services tax that is 

included on vehicle registrations - highly unfair 

• Road repair and maintenance - having too many major corridors under construction at a time making it 

difficult to transverse the valley.  I'm speaking in general and am not referring to the stepped up work 

during the virus. Thanks to all for their efforts during this difficult time. 

• More storm drains installed in older neighborhoods, better flood management, and consistent 

infrastructure and style. 

• More shaded parking. 

• A CHOICE regarding garbage service.  More rural preservation; better water conservation measures;  

strict enforcement and active determent of illegal fireworks use;  better support for law enforcement 

• Lack of trees/green 

• Improvement of major road arteries throughout the valley 

• Expanding freeways. 

• Roads that don’t cut off for a 1/4 mile stretch like on Ann Near Revere, Clayton near Hammer, Clayton 

Near Hammer. 

• build roads big enough in the first place. 

• Wider sidewalks and lamp posts with more speed limit signs posted and working light posts which turn 

on SOONER during daylight savings between September through March 

• Streets are coming apart.  unions of state workers, firefights, police 

• Finish roads 

• Something besides housing built in the north-east area:  parks, retail, adult education 

• Continued efforts to repair roads and improve infrastructure.  

• Roads need to be upgraded to match the requirements of the population growth in the SW valley 

• Improve infrastructure prior to expanding communities and the increase of people rather afterwards.  

• More infrastructure. Shopping dining  

• Fewer orange cones on every road in town blocking traffic.  

• more 4way stops and traffic lights 

• pedestrian crosswalks marked better 

• Roads!  Need more limited access arterial roads.  Less traffic lights, more roundabouts.  Quit with the 

emphasis on sports teams...majority of residents can't afford them anyway. 
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• Clean up the roads, highways and landscape. Clean up graffiti, make people who have to do community 

service work and clean. 

• Better roads. Safer city. Better schools. Better businesses in older areas put a cap on California people 

moving here  

• The transition ramps from I-15 to 215 are already totally inadequate.  With this growth, rush hour traffic 

will become intolerable. 

• I'd for the county to stop trashing my neighborhood and using it as an urban junkyard and stop turning 

Boulder Hwy into the most undesirable parts of the valley.  The planning commission and dept should 

be completely revamped. 

• Maintain the line stripping and road repair 

• city roads and streets fix  

• have the title of "world's Cleanest city" 

• Better roads in the older sides of town. 

• Fix the drought or stop expanding. 

• Don’t raise the minimum wage we all know were going to look like California here soon and no that's 

not a good thing. 

• In no particular order: 

1) elimination of all overhead power and telephone lines (probably mostly in NLV). 

2) larger police presence 

3) continued rehabilitation of older, more run-down areas of town 

4) while I realize this may be cost prohibitive, implement features of master planned communities 

throughout the country, e.g. wide sidewalks positioned many feet from streets. 

5) continuation of implementation of downward-facing, targeted LED streetlights to limit light 

pollution. 

• Widened roads and nicer sit down restaurants, preferably in restaurant row-like setups. Fewer fast food 

and storage places. Especially in Mountains Edge area. 

Rural Development 

• More county resources so Laughlin residents do not have to drive to Las Vegas. 

• enhanced zoning protections for the RNP areas from development  

• Leaving the rural areas free from housing density! 

• More interest in the rural areas. Housing, business, transportation to health care 

• There are more towns/places in Clark County besides Las Vegas. The needs of these places and people 

need to be taken into account.  

• More growth in rural areas 

• If Laughlin has to be considered part of Clark County, then Laughlin should have all the amenities And 

employment pay as Las Vegas Laughlin is never considered when they are planning for Clark County 

everything is for Las Vegas only 

• Pay attention to communities outside of Las Vegas. We too need planning zoning inspections without 

waiting 6-8 months 

• Rural areas should not be held to the same planning standards as the city of Las Vegas.  No one size fits 

all.   
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• Stop ignoring Laughlin and only listening to **** and ****. They build new housing, yet refuse to address 

basic medical and shopping needs of the community. Another high priced Adalphies charging $4.00 for 

a loaf of bread and high price produce and meats is NOT a solution for families and seniors. 

• Searchlight should receive more opportunities.  

• pay attention to small towns that need help in growing  

• I would like Laughlin to be part of the county. We feel very left out here. They rarely even cover the 

weather here. 

• More interest in Laughlin 

• Laughlin TO BECOME A CITY 

• Focus on people who live here.  It just tourism. Make everywhere a great place to live. Give special 

attention to your unincorporated areas as they don’t have anyone other means of getting things.  

• Searchlight is not an Agricultural community.  We do not want large livestock in the center of town.  

Large livestock need to be on acreage 3+ acres.   Minimum lot size for building needs to be 75 x 100 

• Start devoting some resources to the Laughlin Township. 

• Acknowledge needs of unincorporated areas.   For example, a grocery store, neighborhood street 

maintenance and medical options. 

• Grocery store in Laughlin 

• More financial support of small, rural communities like Laughlin.  

• 1.  In Laughlin, the Mohave Generating Station site must be developed in a way which neutralizes the 

brown field nature of the site.  I just learned that one of the utilities has sold its interest; I hope that its 

environmental obligations were transferred to a viable entity.   2.  I want to see the Planning process be 

more transparent to ordinary citizens.  The Town Board representative who will join your meetings 

quarterly should be REQUIRED to solicit input at public meetings before he describes any position as 

"representative of Laughlin's views".   

• No real business area in Laughlin & no health services:( 

• I would like to see Laughlin become incorporated if that is what it will take to get some basic necessities 

brought here 

• More small business opportunities for Laughlin. No town incorporation at this time. 

• Build up more in the rural areas. 

• Stop the treatment of rural Clark county areas as minimal need/3rd world areas.  They need just as 

much county support as the main cities. 

• More opportunities in Henderson for families with teens/kids. 

• Prosperity, some local grocery store in Laughlin  

• Laughlin needs a plan for slow controlled growth  

• More thought and responsibility to the rural areas around Las Vegas and Henderson. For example, 

where we live they’re just building and building and destroying all the wildlife habitat. There doesn’t 

seem to be any kind of a plan for ingress and egress to these new so-called master planned 

communities. I’m specifically referring to Inspirada and the surrounding new construction areas and 

Anthem.  

• More attention to rural unincorporated areas  

• More support for rural towns 

• keep the rural aspects in current rural zoning for horses and larger lots, less commercial development 
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• put the med bulding back in use for Laughlin and add a doctor, so we don’t have to go to AZ or drive to 

Vegas for services. and shopping. 

• Stop allowing the destruction of what little rural area is left.  

• More attention to rural areas. 

• Just don't bring all those people out here in my little community to live. 

• more protection for rural neighborhoods and better planning on development land use 

•  As to Laughlin, I believe development of the former site of the Mohave Generating Station--in a manner 

which ensures that no environmental issues occur in the future-- is crucial.  It's unbelievable to me that 

a data storage center or similar facility couldn't be found to develop that property.  I consider 

development of the Southlands to be less pressing.   We need to improve transportation options to 

quality medical care in this area. 

• Keep the Rural Preservation Zone as it is.  People are there for a reason. Don't force development on 

them. 

• Protect rural preservation areas.  

• More opportunities/access for the unincorporated areas: shopping, health care, and upkeep of the 

infrastructure. 

• Be more proactive in unincorporated areas. 

• Increase in protections for public lands. 

• preserve open space 

better funding for schools to decrease class size 

• Keep the real areas rural.  That is why we moved out here. 

• quit trying to change our rural areas.  

keep retail grocery open so people with transportation issues can get to the stores easily.   

• Have the county commission LISTEN to neighborhood citizens who are concerned about rampant 

growth in southwest without sufficient roads, schools, parks, all infrastructure. 

• More attention to the unincorporated areas - It seems that Commissioner Naft has started in that vein - 

but it really needs to be strengthened 

• Rural preservation.   

• Expanding Blue Diamond west of Rainbow.  

• Leave rural communities alone. 

• More development in the SW sector. Better mass transit. Would LOVE high speed rail to California! Even 

to Phoenix.  

• slowing of development at the edges of the valley; NO development on mountainsides 

• Rapidly increasing housing density and uncontrolled, unplanned overbuilding in former parts of town 

that were mostly rural estates {SW] has degraded the health, values, air quality, and lifestyle of our area. 

would like to see planning for preservation of rural estate zones and connectivity to existing parks and 

trails preserved. 

• Don’t allow the overdevelopment South of Redrock area.  

• For allocations to help North Las Vegas gain momentum as other cities in the valley. 

Sustainability 

• water waste 
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• Look at ways to incorporate green initiatives (solar power, water conservation). 

• I would like to see a greener Clark County, in the sense of requiring more sustainable building practices. 

It would be really nice to encourage more rooftop solar.  

• more focus on renewable energy 

• Design the community to be more resilient to increased temperatures. 

• Investing in fighting climate change to help create a sustainable future. 

• Everybody should have solar to offset the electric. 

• Mandatory solar on all new homes being built. 

• Ripping up the desert isn’t good for the environment and creates heat islands. Paint streets white like in 

AZ. 

• More sustainability 

• Air quality is also getting worse and climate change will only exasperate the problem. 

• Clean up all the trash entering and leaving this community. 

• Respect for the natural environment by politicians, real estate developers, and businesses. 

• -More solar and wind energy 

-buildings,  and homes that are actually designed for our desert environment 

-transform the strip into a shaded walking space with no cars but free trams, moving walkways, and 

other such modes of transportation.  There are so many innovations out there; we need to use them 

- More, I mean a lot more environmentally friendly low code housing that is tied to new developments 

that are replacing our current low income housing in poorer neighborhoods.  

• Change current building codes for Greener housing, schools, and businesses. More shade trees on 

sidewalks. More groceries stores for healthy options. More walkable neighborhoods. 

• More sustainable living. Childcare and programs for kids. Local food and shopping options outside of 

the casinos. More art and culture.  

• improved air quality - enjoyed the clarity during the shutdown. Can we somehow have better air during 

normal times? More bicycle lanes for cyclists who want to do errands safely without a car. And the 

energy issue here will be very important going forward. A/c costs are high on homes which let in too 

much heat in the summer. The best is to have mostly north and south windows and minimal east and 

west windows. We built a home, and this was one of our goals. The energy cost is low compared to our 

old house. Builders should be given incentives to produce homes that are more properly designed for 

our climate. And prefer housing that is modern. Allow duplex style homes for multigenerational family 

living and allow smallish apartment attached to a house for elderly parent. 

• Temperament towards people and the environment, most people that live in the desert treat others 

with kindness for there is no greater danger than the desert. Hell hath no fury like a women scorned, 

and I think we pissed off Gaia.  

• I would love to see sustainable programs developed throughout town, especially for great recycling for 

all areas, composting, and connectivity of bike paths and green spaces. It would be really wonderful to 

see vacant lots converted to something where open spaces could be used with walking gardens with 

native plants, shade, and pathways for locals to get to the store or the post office or whatever errands 

they have. 

• More solar, less individual water waste from homes and businesses. Spend more money on education 

and healthcare. Stop issuing more water meters. Uncontrolled makes life unbearable for those that live 

here and people would not want to come here. 
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• More protected public lands, climate change resilience, less sprawl/more infill, more focus on locals 

and less focus on big gaming. 

• Access to a permanent source of water, and to secede from the river if possible  

• Unlimited H2O source opens Clark County to hundreds of $billions of revenue across all aspects of 

essential commercial growth which means good-paying jobs, a strong balanced economy, and 

resilience against other economic downturns across the globe. The county needs science and 

commerce representation, not simply "health sciences" across all boards and leadership effectively 

immediately. Also, break up the union in K-12 EDU so we can finally FIX what ails the systems and 

processes.  

• Access to public lands for infrastructure and solar/wind electrical generation. Modification of Title 30 so 

rural areas can have development that is not so restrictive.  

• Preserve the desert areas. Increase nature spaces. Please campaign for recycling and composting like 

you do water conservation.  

• more water and wildlife conservation. More arts and culture outside of downtown. More interactions in 

our suburb "villages". Less large city feel (outside Las Vegas proper) and more neighborhoods, with 

neighborhood watch/ accountability rather than overarching metro. Increased access to education 

across the board.  

• Need more water options other than the Colorado River  

• More water conservation, selling less to California...  

• Light pollution! (More downward facing lights) Especially in outskirts so we can enjoy the night sky in 

our desert. 

Timing of lights on roads! It takes forever to drive across town. There is no flow of traffic on major 

streets 

Redevelop old communities instead of expanding into the desert. Businesses on first floor with condos 

and apartments above 

• Addition of arts and multicultural events, better public transportation, improved school district with 

more funding, improved social and public services. Please start planning for possible water shortages 

and devise a solution advance of the future problem. Also, better recycling and environmental 

programs across Clark county.  

• We need to limit the number of people until we can secure enough water.  Also, we need to address the 

dangers of the nuclear plant.  

• Solar on all homes 

• More effort to deal with climate change including sustainable housing and alternative transportation, 

diversifying local economy 

• We need to be cutting edge in solar technology and transportation. We need to attract new businesses 

to diversify our economy  

• More green initiatives, more public support programs, more affordable housing (high or mid rises). 

• I would like Nevada to be more green. More trees, white pavements, recycling bins, more shade, more 

public transportation, more community gatherings, a bigger presence in social media for community 

events, and overall more care of how the city looks 

• More conservation, lowered cost of living, less HOAs  

• air quality, less dependence/utilization on automobiles 

• Focus and take action on Climate Change, and overall health of residents and visitors. 
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• More solar. Less meat consumption equals more water—no one talks about this 

• Less Water Use for non-essential activity (gushing fountains, etc.) 

• More effort regarding a sustainable water supply.  I don't support the pipeline from Central Nevada.  I 

would support efforts to pay California to use desalinated water in exchange for their taking less water 

from the Colorado River. 

• Protection of environmental resources (water, air, etc.), improved/increase of public transportation, 

controlled/guarded growth. 

• Clark County does not have the water resources to support this growth.  

• More environmentally aware and progressive.  

• Require biodegradable plastics in all casinos & restaurants. This is easy to do. Boston, Mass. has done 

it!!! If they can, we can! More bike paths & safer bike paths. Thank You. Train - public transportation. 

Require solar on all new housing and provide incentives to retrofit homes for solar. Rewards for buying 

electric, hybrid & cars that get over 40MPG. Invest in our young people with public - NOT CHARTER - 

schools. Pay school teachers what police officers earn - that would be fair. Investing in our kids means 

less crime in our community. People have to get that it's an investment in their property and safety. 

• Where is the water coming from for all these new people? I would like to see an economy NOT based on 

growth as the driver. 

• It would be great to see Clark County become a national leader in solar and wind energy.  With our 

abundance of both here it seems silly not to take advantage of it and incorporate it into all new public 

buildings, parks, and housing developments.  Many emigrants to the area I believe would be responsive 

to those kinds of changes. 

• Need a water master-plan to ensure enough water available for the future.  

• Less pollution and safer bike/pedestrian pathways as pedestrians and cyclists are still hit here every 

year! 

• A more accepting view of the potential nuclear fuel repository at Yucca Mountain that could generate 

thousands of high paying jobs. 

• Better air quality, moving to sustainable energy sources and away from fossil fuels. Also, faster access 

to the middle of North Las Vegas, possibly changing some streets into arterials. 

• More conservation of natural resources - esp. water.    Stronger environmental building codes.    Use of 

white pavement on road to reduce heat.  Plant more trees. 

• Improve air quality  

• Environmentally friendly initiatives to improve air and water quality for all communities, affordable and 

quick mass transportation, maintenance of natural beauty. 

• Water and drought concerns.  Public road improvements 

• Water use and law enforcement including traffic enforcement  

• Responsiveness to climate change, more green cover, less asphalt, mandatory water conservation  

• Less gas and electric and more solar power 

• with all the building and water permits and knowing we don't have the water to sustain it all why are 

you building like crazy 

• Water conservation more stringent.  

• How and where new supplies of water are found. 

• Better water conservation. 
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• We need to look at increasing the conservation of public lands. Attention should be directed toward 

more NCAs and National Monuments. Preservation should be on as high a level as development. 

Working closely with local and national conservation groups.  

• To address flooding in the county property on Maverik, wisenheimer, Jones in the Northwest 

• Where will the water come from????? 

• Keep “Green areas” a main priority.  Keep up the good work on road upkeep.  More senior living 

options. 

• More concern for future water availability for increased building.  Better public transportation.  Better 

regulations on hospital costs and better breakdown of hospital costs for a patient. Better policing for 

traffic accidents. 

• RECYCLING! Please mandate it! 

Improve the potholes in roads- esp. Decatur 

• Saving our desert. 

More public pools 

• Planning for environmental concerns that affect pollution and air quality, more safe bike lanes for 

commuting and recreation, more concern for community neighborhoods that would reduce congested 

roadways, better public education that considers new ways to provide the best for students, teachers 

and parents to enable more success in providing Clark County with an educated and engaged human 

resource for its growth. 

• 1.)->Increase water conservation. (Get rid of "grandfathered" water wasting landscapes in Lake Las 

Vegas, Spanish Hills, etc.) 

2.)->QUIT spending public money on commercial sports teams facilities!!  

• I would like to see continued expansion of water conservation resources, making creation of parks and 

expanded public lands protections a priority, linking bicycle trails in a safer way (less need to ride on 

streets, for example), and making solar and wind electrical energy a priority for the future. 

• Sustainable housing development that incorporates integrated environmental modeling. Community 

and school gardens. Environmentally friendly building components. Also, reduce government waste. 

Coordinate and plan projects to avoid digging up roads for sewers, paving them, and then several 

weeks later digging up the same roads by some other utility. Stop installing new signage and other 

amenities only to turn around within one year and tear them down to build something else. Coordinate 

roadwork so that businesses are detrimentally effected for extensive periods of time (example City of 

Henderson). Improve high school crosswalks and traffic lights so that children are safe while still 

allowing traffic to move efficiently (i.e. Green Valley High School). Encourage use of empty business 

locations prior to building new locations (incentives?).  

• Recent years I have seen trees get planted. I would love to see more trees especially around the trails 

and park. This will improve environment.  

• Increased use of solar energy 

• As stated earlier, I'd like to see us start handling water issues sooner rather than later.  I think we do a 

great job, probably better than most any other city in the country, but it's still not enough with the 

dwindling reserves, and the increase in population. 

• Stop the building before Clark County empties Lake Mead. As everyone drains the water coming from 

the Colorado River for their own uses, there soon won’t be enough water to fill the lake and replenish 

the aquifers. 

• More water conservation. Why is there so much green grass in some areas? 
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• More environmental actions being taken. I want Las Vegas to be more sustainable. 

• GREEN NEW DEAL! Make our state an example of energy efficiency, and high paying jobs in renewables. 

Make the city clean green and futuristic! More public landscaping across the city. Less grass more trees. 

Invest in making the city beautiful. More parks and public spaces. Public gardens.  

• Less destruction of the remaining natural areas. Increased attention to traffic flow and upgrades to 

infrastructure. Please keep in mind the finite amount of water supplies when developing housing and 

shopping complexes.  

• A FAR BETTER action plan for epidemics/pandemics to aggressively get Nevadans BACK TO 

WORK/SCHOOL ASAP, also a plan for MAJOR earthquake recovery, that addresses water issues.  

• Sustainability: reduction in plastic pollution and food waste, better education on single use items, bring 

back bulk items and reusable items 

• More sustainability!!!! We could and should be doing so much more.  

• A focus on renewable energy; increase in opportunities within higher education to draw businesses in 

need of a skilled and educated work force  

• More environmental regulations, make landlords and businesses provide recycling services 

• cohesive neighborhoods efficient use of solar and possible wind power 

• Water conservation, distributed solar, more parks and trails, better public transit with amenities like 

shaded and safe from street bus stops. 

• continued improvement in regional coordination 

protection of natural assets that help drive tourism to Clark County 

Focus on infill development that lessens strain on support services and encourage alternative 

transportation options 

• less pollution 

• A well-developed vision which would deal with how to live better/harmoniously in the desert and how 

to develop our local economy so that it is not dependent on a few major industries.  2.  More 

involvement of the community in governmental affairs such as including citizen watchdogs on different 

boards, such as the county commissioner board to the Las Vegas Valley Water District's board.  These 

citizen watch dogs would be randomly selected instead of being appointed. 

• Solar power as a necessary addition to any new buildings. A focus on environment and pollination 

initiatives. 

• More availability of nature, improve the quality of housing in older areas, more conversion to renewable 

energy including encouragement (i.e. building facilities for) of hybrid and electric vehicles.  Major 

improvements in CCSD.  In fact, I think CCSD is too big and should be broken down into smaller 

districts.  How can anyone justify being 49th in education in the nation and not make radical change?! 

• Be creative and shoot for the moon so to speak. Greener buildings (we MUST build for the future of 

clean energy. It will be more expensive to modify later), diversified industries (especially for funding our 

city. Gaming CANNOT be this much of our funding anymore), public coalitions of diverse people to bring 

usable activities and transportation to the city as a whole, investment in bringing up our poorer 

communities and supporting them to bring all of Las Vegas up (and listening to them for how to do it, 

and maybe recruiting local leaders for more leadership roles in this), less police funding and divert 

many of their funds and roles to new community organizations that will be much more qualified to 

focus on them (police are a catch-all right now and absolutely should not be. That’s lazy and dangerous 

organizing.)  
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• Impact on water and energy needs. We need to focus on implementing renewable energy options and 

water free landscaping for new housing and buildings. 

• More solar more environmentally friendly policies and buildings, lower cost of living, better education 

about water conservation and environmental issues.  

• Clark County government buildings, private properties and businesses should be completely solar 

powered by 2022.  The air quality and the water conservation would be at an all-time high!  Clark 

County is small enough to start being the example to the world that going green can be easy and 

achievable.  

• Greater citizen participation in caring for our public lands. 

More educational opportunities for school age kids to learn about our unique environment  

• Increased protection for natural resources like air quality and water and wild lands  

• Clark County should be the leading county in the country in terms of green energy due to the 

abundance of sunlight that we get year round.  It’s pathetic that in the year 2020 the city isn’t running 

on 100% renewable/clean energy.  

• More sustainability when it comes to new development. We live in a desert and no one seems to see 

anything wrong with the out of control urban sprawl that will continue to make this city unlivable in the 

future. Climate change is real and any plan in the decades ahead needs to acknowledge that Clark 

County has already dug its own grave when it comes environmental sustainability. Stop building! Not 

far into the future, this place will be like Saudi Arabia in the summer. Money is great but the earth is 

better.  

• Managed growth and water resources  

• More environmental and sustainable energy initiatives. Rent control and affordable housing options 

free of bed bugs or help options to get rid of them in rented properties.  

• Clark County becoming a greener state 

Transportation 

• Keep up on road maintenance & crosswalks. 

• Traffic relief, too many cones with no work happening  

• the traffic is horrible, it is so stressful to drive to and from work. the lights need better timing to allow 

traffic to flow better at high volume times 

• Access roads improved before developments are in place. Example, Ft. Apache, Rainbow, Buffalo, 

Jones, etc. these feeder roads are not adequate, some one lane roads.  

• Better roads.  The traffic is already terrible. 

• The streets 

• Better street upkeep 

• expansion of roads, and improvements of current roads 

• Roads finished, standardized so that they don’t continually go from one to three lanes and then back to 

one lane. 

• road repair 

• completion of roads sidewalks and parks 

• Traffic control and finishing construction of roadways that were left to developers and property owners 

but not done. 

• Expansion of existing traffic lanes of major streets need to happen, i.e. Flamingo, Eastern, Sahara, etc. 
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• Better roads especially in old Henderson  

• Better timing of streetlights and more police presence is suburban areas. 

• The roads must be cared for better 

• Road work  

• More shade/covered parking 

• Address the warped streets on Maryland, Eastern, and Pecos.  

• Road repairs/improvements. 

• It would be good for Laughlin and Clark County if NV could work with CA and the Federal government to 

expand US-95 to two lanes each direction, and straightened, from the NV state line to I-40.  Expedite the 

second bridge between Laughlin and Bullhead City, AZ. 

• Get rid of carpool only lanes. This is a county that runs 24/7 and carpool lanes are a waste when 90% of 

the workers have different schedules. They are underutilized and cause more traffic 

• Fake shade (over sidewalks, etc.) should be a thing. 

• Laughlin should make a golf cart/bike path from the Senior center to the casinos. 

• Need the third bridge from Laughlin to Bullhead City/ Mohave built soon 

• Not sure if this applies, but construction on roads are ridiculous. They’ll fix a road and then rip it up 3 

months later. 

• Better road maintenance in established residential areas. 

• Better traffic planning instead of ripping major thoroughfares at the same time. 

• They need to fix the issue whereby roads are only developed when the adjoining property is developed. 

It’s insanity!!! 

• The roads need to be upgraded. 

• We need more urban connectivity that work better than busses and uber - Sidewalks need to be set 

inside not facing the street - There needs to be pedestrian / bike scooter dedicated lanes/ zones Away 

separate and apart from vehicle traffic with concrete divisions in between.  

• Improve older areas of town (fix sidewalks, streets, repaint buildings). I also really like the traffic signals 

in Tempe, AZ. Street signs are easy to read and it just provides a cleaner, nicer look overall. 

• Public transportation increased 

• beautifying the roads and highways 

• A covered bench at every bus stop. 

• Elimination of resort fees and parking fees. 

• More bike paths, trails for safe outdoor activities.  Better and safer crosswalks.  

• Bike paths protected from car access 

• Additional freeway transportation options.  Possibly an east loop to the I-11 build which will serve the 

east side of town. 

• More Bike Only Paths and Dedicated Lames 

• A better form of mass transit- i.e. more roads/highways, effective transportation (Monorail / carts / 

buses) I feel that people now a days would like to ride public transportation if it is designed 

sleek/Trendy and clean. I'd like to see an architecture change to diminish the island heat effect.  

• Direct public transportation from all suburbs to the strip. Most employees work on the strip. 

• - Increase in bike/pedestrian safety 

- Increase in scientific opportunities 
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- Improve public transit (a tram or similar that connects airport, Strip, university area, and/or 

Downtown would do a lot to improve traffic)  

• More biking route and better mass transit system 

• Better transportation like a light rail system. More parks similar to how Henderson which has parks 

within 1/2 mile of all homes. More connected neighborhoods with safer walking paths and sidewalks. 

Eliminate dangerous 4 way stop signs and replace with traffic lights (Buffalo and Robindale intersection 

is very dangerous especially for kids wailing to Sierra Vista High school) 

• Traffic is getting VERY bad!!! I think their needs to be a focus on roadways and alternative 

transportation.  

• Better public transportation. E.g. rail system/trollies 

Unincorporated Clark County should be a city or put into cities. We should be able to vote on the City 

Government 

Clark county district E is way too large and needs to be reduced in size with an additional county to 

absorb the other part.  

• Be more like Singapore.  Extremely business friendly, safe and clean, focus on tech.  That tunnel as a 

waste of money, but I like the sentiment.  We should be the first city with autonomous drone taxis. 

• Planning that involves less cars.  

• increased types of mass transit, eliminate bike lanes 

• More superhighways. Speed lanes vs. carpool lanes 

• More walkable communities and business areas. 

• Improved public transportation  

• A rail system that connects bicycle and hiking trails to the Strip and Downtown 

• 1. improved public transportation on the strip to reduce car traffic. i.e. expand Boring tunnel system or 

monorail to go up and down entire strip+downtown 

• 2. don't know if this is something CC would control, but would like to see less lush green lawns at 

people's houses. We live in a desert and should be more conservative about our water usage at the 

residential level. Keeping lawns at parks and public spaces is fine.  

• Ease of access, the long promised bridge. A few more amenities and a DESIRABLE population change. 

• better public transportation or increasing capacity in current roadways to handle to larger population. 

As it is, the current roadways are barely able to handle the amount of cars on the roads, especially 

during peak times. 

• Public transportation—also more access affordability for locals. There are not a lot of affordable 

options of activities for families. Also, any event for families is always so crowded because they are few 

and far between. More frequent family oriented activities are needed 

• Better freeway system.  

• Public bike access 

• Better mass transit. We have too many cars on the roads. Light rail better bus system.  We also should 

have solar everything.  

• More freeway access. Police substations in more neighborhoods 

• Light rail in Henderson  

• Available transportation to outlying county area 

• accessibility 
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• There should be reasonable mass transit throughout the valley (e.g., light rail). The County should keep 

the sprawl within the Vegas Valley to reduce commute times, pollution, urban heat island, and water 

loss. Building upward will help to mitigate all of our major issues. The future of Las Vegas should be one 

that relies on science and the community, rather than dictated by the County. 

• Light rail transit throughout the valley for the residents 

• Same answer for question 18 and other means of public transportation besides for buses 

• light rail/public transportation options 

• Better public transportation, better public schools 

• Better light rail options for the region. Easier access to affordable housing in NICE neighborhoods.  

• Expansion of public transit around the suburbs, improvements and expansion of the roads. Don't just 

wait for a home builder to foot the bill to expand major roadways. Expand now and bill them later. 

Casinos and big business moving back to appreciating locals, instead of alienating us.  

• Increased type and quality in public transportation especially out on the edges of the Valley. 

• Implement regional road impact fees,  Growth does not pay for growth! 

• Better investment in mass transit other than bus. More emphasis on water resources.  

• Wiser roadways/freeways, public transit system, trains above ground railways etc.  

• (1) Transit - this is a crucial need that would have so many beneficial impacts (climate change, 

poverty/employment, traffic) and yet we have essentially none. 

(2) Tax system - the lack of an income tax and the very low gaming tax compared to other places are 

both severely hampering our ability to fund education, public health, etc. - this is why Vegas is at the 

bottom of so many lists of socioeconomic indicators. 

(3) Sprawl - exacerbates so many other social problems, and is bad for the environment besides. 

• more mass high speed transit options that have right of way to avoid traffic, abandoned or run down 

properties demolished and redesign centered around public transit 

• I have noticed from my position in the tech community that bikes are becoming more and more trendy. 

No more, car payments / insurance. If you work from home in a place like Vegas, there is no need to 

really even have a car. Food can be delivered to your house. The bus services are pretty damn good, and 

so much is open 24 hours. (Tech people are late night creatures.) I also have the option of uber 24-7 if I 

feel like grabbing a drink with friends.  

• Additional Bike/walking paths that have bridges or tunnels to avoid large intersections.  Denver would 

be a great model.   

• Transit and transportation options need to be enhanced substantially 

• - a mass transit system to be envied by cities across the world 

- More green spaces (we have Henderson as a great example of what can be achieved) 

- Investing in existing communities instead of always chasing the next shiny project 

• Better mass transit 

Consistent road betterment (East side doesn’t appear to get the same attention as Summerlin) 

Discounts for us locals 

• Treat cars for what they are, a death machine, that churns out pollution.  We are tired of your lip service 

and your elitist motorist.   

• Better mass transit in the valley and connect the airport to the Strip via monorail for all tourists. It 

shouldn't take a visitor 1.5hrs to go from McCarren to MGM Grand! 
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• A lot of the area is built for tourists, but let’s remember the locals. Adding more low cost transportation 

options to the airport from areas like Summerlin. More walkable dining/entertainment options like 

Downtown Summerlin. Let’s make Las Vegas a place people want to live/move to. 

• Better traffic flow. More access to public lands 

• Transportation has been the biggest issue in Clark county for a long time. the only viable public 

transport is buses, and standing in the heat of summer for 30 minutes is not safe. a light rail being 

constructed in the high traffic corridors could help improve safety, decrease traffic, and provide 

transportation corridors to encourage  

• I would like to see more opportunities for commuter rail expansion. 

• Bike transportation should be improved.  Safer communities.  Wider range of restaurants (we have too 

many fast food and taverns).  Fewer gas stations. 

• More access routes to the spring mountain area. Right now, there are only two highways (156 and 157). 

And more parking spots in the spring mountains please.   

• Traffic congestion, pollution, and air quality control.  

• More bike paths. Please look at Boise and how they have bike paths all over the city. 

• Better public transit, such as rail options 

• More walkable. the "zoned" areas are too large. It takes me an hour to walk to a grocery store. 

• Increased public transportation options 

Bring more industries to the county so all revenue is not based on casinos and tourism 

Invest in social services, education, and healthcare and decrease the amount invested in policing 

More county support of nonprofit and social service organizations 

• Improved public transportation 

• More dense, walkable neighborhoods 

• More developed streets with all types of developments for better traffic flows 

• More bike paths, less gates 

More convenient mass transit, light rail options 

Regional, coordinated approach to homelessness 

• Better alternatives to auto transportation. 

• Lack of mainline rail transportation is Clark County's most significantly limiting factor to attracting new 

business and industry.  This may not be able to be solved due to geography, but any lobbying that is 

possible to bring in the infrastructure necessary to allow businesses to ship goods in and out of Clark 

County as cost effectively as possible would greatly increase opportunities to enhance business, 

industry and manufacturing. 

Setting a priority on education at all levels is critical in ensuring a future educated and capable 

workforce that can keep Clark County healthy into the future. 

• Easier transportation for personal vehicles. Once the Raiders stadium opens it is going to change the 

way we get around. This will be an on-going problem. Keeping our security, keeping us safe. Do not 

defund our police department. 

• Less cars or wider roads.  We don't have room for all the additional cars.  Close Strip to pov's.  EASY way 

to get from Airport to Strip. 

• Transportation: there needs to be more investment in public transit options and bike lanes. 

Housing: there needs to be more affordable housing opportunities, no more new resorts, no more 

single family neighborhoods. 
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• Get the pedestrians out of the cross walks to allow faster exit and entry of vehicles.  A well planned and 

efficient/fast light rail in place from airport to all main tourist destinations on Las Vegas Strip and 

Freemont street.  Making this a subway with stations at all Casinos, Conventions centers and Malls in 

the tourist corridor would the vision of the future.   Once you see the increase in tax revenues then you 

can focus in on quality of life issues previously mentioned. 

Advertise the diversity of activities and opportunities.  Where else in the world can you Snow Ski, Water 

Ski and Golf all in the same day? From Hiking to mounting biking to sky diving to zip lining while eating 

at great restaurants for breakfast, lunch and dinner.   Business meetings to Conventions to lounging.  

ATVs to target practice to museums, arts and botanical gardens.  It not just about gaming but all that is 

around gaming! 

Continue to build up the NFL, NBA, MLB, NHL, NPSL, NRF & NRA and the entertainers and tourist will 

come. 

• Smoother freeway exchanges 

• Build roads, freeways, streets, housing, communities with the future in mind. So, when you do it, do it 

right the first time.  

• Forward thinking when it comes to transportation. Instead or purchasing buses that look like trains, 

actually put trains in. 

• Transportation options, water reclamation and preservation, nature protection, better architecturally 

attractive communities that better reflect the inhabitants of Clark County instead of the developers 

boring "greedy" interests, better recreational attractions for the younger citizens, better law 

enforcement regarding traffic, crime and public relations, etc....  

• Better mass transport opportunities as we grow 

• More walkable and bikeable with easy access to public transportation. Thoughtful growth with a 

priority on not just growing businesses and housing development but also growing ALL the amenities 

needed including schools, parks, libraries, trails, recreational facilities.  The ones we have now are nice 

but are overcrowded because there are too few of them.  

• Integrated mass transportation along with integrated solar power in new construction. Incentives for 

retrofits for existing construction 

• Proactively ensure fresh water supply to the County. 

• more pedestrian, bike, and golf cart accessibility to reduce on emissions and vehicle traffic 

• Transportation. Mass transit 

• Better public transportation. 

• More safe and accessible public transportation. 

• More sidewalks connecting Downtown/Arts District to the Medical District (many transplants to Vegas 

who live in this area are from big cities and miss a walkable urban environment). 

• Better transportation options  

• Increased access to public transportation.  Improved sanitation and street trash.  Hide vacant lands and 

improve public works and art up scaling its communities. 

• transportation 

• Light rail systems running East to West and North to South- through the neighborhoods. Not the strip. 

Living wage for the employed.  

• public transit; police services 

• More reliable public transportations throughout the city. 
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• Rapid transit like most cities not just for conventioneers. 

• Mass transit  

• Better mass transit 

• High speed transportation options from rural areas to the strip, downtown, and airport. 

Our ability to pipe in water from overly wet areas like the east coast and the Mississippi Delta due to 

floods from major storms i.e.. Tropical storms and Hurricanes. We need to think outside the box of 

water availability. We have to work with Congress and other states to create a pipeline to assist those 

that have too much during these severe weather events and provide a surplus that will sustain our cities 

growth and demand for water. 

• Integrated and expansive public transit (Think BART in the Bay Area) 

• Better public transit 

• Public transit. Job diversity. We depend on the strip way too much. And funding the schools needs to 

pass!! The $per pupil is too low. 

• Focus on public transportation that takes the reality of commuting into account. Water security, solar 

power.  

• Decreased traffic congestion, decreased violent crime 

• Transit, safety, infrastructure, public service employees response to new business plans.  

• More bicycle friendly trails. 

• Better traffic flow. Less crime and poverty. 

• Public transportation! Light rail! Also invest in our schools. 

• Eliminate “complete streets” 

• Better public transport 

• An integrated plan for better pedestrian access and bicycle travel across moderate distances (5 -10 mi). 

• More public trans other than the bus 

• light rail options for transportation 

• Public transportation is a travesty here. It will need to be severely upgraded. Also, would like to see 

more public lands get into private developments. 

• I will no longer be living in Clark County as of 01 September 2020, but quite obviously public transit and 

the availability of specialist medical facilities is a must for any metro area of mention in the continental 

U.S.    Currently, the Vegas metro area is embarrassingly lacking in both of those... 

• Better mass transit. 

• Controlled access to Mount a Charleston. 

• Implement better Public transportation; education - organize smaller school districts; focus toward 

public safety to be world class; public housing for the homeless; better medical services 

• I would like to see the entire city become more walkable/safe for bicycles. Promoting alternative 

transportation.  

• Make it a more walkable city or much much better public transportation options so that there’s no need 

to continue to pave more roads. The spaces for roads can be used to preserve land or create cultural 

hubs that invite makers and builders into the city. Divestment from police and police unions and more 

funding to community building, housing for homeless and low income folks, and cultural and 

educational programs for areas of the city the least served.  

• Easier traffic, less HOA power, people movers on the strip or even close it and have trolleys.  
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• Light rail or subway transportation; work to improve the lower income communities as far as services 

are concerned. look to the public for volunteer help. 

• Better public transportation to all ends of the valley. Monorail expanded, express rail or bus routes for 

better and faster commuting.  

• Light rail or some other public transportation system on par with cities like Sacramento.  

• More nonstop rapid transit from outlying areas to downtown and the strip. 

• 3D Mass Transit options such as double-decker highways (expressway/minimal exits on top), Monorail 

connecting Airport, Downtown, Stadium, Summerlin, etc. 

• This idea of wider sidewalks and bike lanes is stupid. They only get used 5.3 months of the year. This is a 

foolish waste of money for appearances when it could be put to better traffic/street uses 

• Mass transit options 

• More public transportation. 

• Less traffic. 

• Our infrastructure needs to grow. My commute (precovid) is about an hour. When I first started where I 

work it was 25 minutes. A great mass transportation system connecting all parts of the city and be held 

accountable to being on-time and being accountable for their employees who decide to jump off the 

bus to run in and get a Slurpee at 7-Eleven. 

• Allow for more space to traverse without the use of a car. Create a better public transportation system, 

more grocery stores. 

• Transportation. Green energy and buildings. Environmental improvements are so important.  

• Would like to see the improvement of infrastructure in older parts of the county. Paving or repaving 

roads to assist with encouraging alternative transportation such as cycling or walking. Improving 

infrastructure will encourage renewed growth in areas developed early on in the County's growth and 

revitalize the neighborhoods. 

Decreasing speed limits on streets where cycling lanes and walking paths connect will improve safety 

and encourage neighbors to get out and move even where there aren't parks or paths built in. 

One example, decrease the speed limit on Twain and re-stripe the bike path. Or, add a bike lane on 

Spring Mountain and decrease the traffic speed.   

• Cleaner, pedestrian and bike friendly, more continuity  

• Push for people getting out of their cars, which means enhanced public transportation with bus stops 

placed at end of blocks, places like the library set up for pedestrians and people by bus, etc. get Nevada 

to have pedestrians have prima facia right to streets like 46 other states and thereby eliminate 

dangerous intersections (Maryland & Sahara, Paradise & Sahara, across from hard rock, etc.) 

Get rid of the RTC. They seem more interested in pie in the sky ideas that repeatedly fail, as opposed to 

getting a system that works. 

• more mass transit, better long term planning for I215/I15.  Tropicana I215/I15 section has been a mess 

for years, should have built it properly in the first place.  I215 expansion from Decatur to Charleston also 

an example, should have overbuilt in 2006 when the work originally started. 

• More walking and biking paths throughout and targeted road improvements 

• More accessible and affordable transportation! 

• More transportation avenues, more affordable housing, more community-based services and less 

policing, easier access to health care, and higher minimum wage, and completely run on clean, 

renewable energy. Also, there needs to be more funding in our schools to give are kids the tools they 

need to thrive and not just survive. 
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• A well-developed public transit plan, including local resources (light rail) as well as long-distance travel 

- like connectivity to Phoenix, Salt Lake City, and Southern California by way of high speed rail.  

• Increase connectivity of sidewalks and bike paths. Keep gyms open for physical/mental health. Open 

casinos for job opportunities/increase tourism. Increase walking paths. Clean up trash around the city! 

Too many corporate looking hotels. We need old school Vegas back! 

• Widen the roads that have current bottlenecks. Options for light rail in heavily traveled areas (Maryland 

pkwy, Charleston, Boulder Hwy, etc.) Use of more energy efficient technology. Solar parking garages, all 

government buildings should run on solar. We should be leading the world in this!  

• More bike paths, dog parks and public transportation  

• Reduced reliance on cars, more walkable environment, diversified economy (less reliance on tourism), 

an environment that protects us from summer sun, improved social services, and processes that 

improve life for our minority and low-income populations. 

• Mass Transit and car-pooling.  Most people are traveling to the same places. Have direct buses or light 

rail. Carpooling management to match up drivers is needed. Our air quality will improve. 

• -traffic/highway efficiency that can handle the influx of people. 

- County commissioners need to be more visible and accessible to the public 

-County support in attracting and retaining educators 

• Make strip vehicle free.  

• Better mass transit. Airport connector to strip to reduce traffic/congestion and parking needs. 

Affordable housing and less non-conforming development. Stadiums are only good if they Are open and 

people are willing and able to attend large public events. 

• Rapid expansion of Elon Musk tunnel system. 

• Better transportation 

• Better, more efficient, low emission, public transportation. 

• More accessible public transportation. 

• Better streets and medical 

• Better transportation options (light rail and bus service improvement).  Solar on all public buildings 

rooftops and covered parking areas.  More “stop traffic" crosswalks on busy and long streets .  Similar to 

what is now in place on East Charleston to make the city more pedestrian friendly.  Increase home 

builders money to allocate to parks and schools.  More community centers.  Moratorium on growth. 

• Hydrogen Fuel cell infrastructure  

• To have transportation and medical of the future. Monorail, mass transit from downtown to strip to 

airport. 

• Traffic isn't bad compared to some cities, but it could be better.  I think some of the speed limits are set 

too high, but if people are going to speed, a sign won't stop them. 

• Above ground rail system for additional public transit 

Increased use of electric vehicles 

Smart-city technology 

More sustainable living emphasis 

• improved traffic flow and roads to keep up with growth. 

more separation of low income housing, apartments, and single family homes. 

better design for shopping centers and housing - add some character and make more walkable. 

add trail/biking system off the main streets that allow people to move around the city safely. 
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improve education, add more colleges. 

get rid of the beggars on every street corner and create affordable housing options. provide low income 

housing options for people without any criminal record or association so that they have a safe place to 

live. 

create a public transit system that doesn’t interfere with existing traffic and moves people quickly - 

something other than buses.  

• Better and efficient public transportation, need for additional affordable housing, better employee 

wages, proper funding for public schools, efficient public health benefits, better funding for mental 

health care, etc. 

• In Mesquite, more connections between neighborhoods. for walking biking, etc. that avoids walking on 

streets! Better landscaping along the same.  Make it easier to start and expand new business! Better 

educated workforce! 

• Better mass transit.  Need light rail/tunnel from airport to downtown via the strip.  Higher speed east 

west transit such as light rail.  Integration monorail with other systems and extension to Raiders 

stadium. 

• Improved public transportation.  Direct access to busy areas such as the Strip and airport from different 

parts of the city. 

• All pedestrian crosswalks should be put above the streets when not at major intersections around town.  

More bike trails, more parks w/swing sets, and more trees planted around the valley to help w/the 

winds and heat.  Don't allow people to have real lawns at all.  We need to conserve water as much as 

possible.  Let people do their own rainwater collection and other alternative building strategies that are 

proven to work as well.  People deserve more freedom than what they currently get.  The way houses 

are built out here is ridiculous and they're only done in the cheapest fastest way so the developers can 

get in and out and collect money on them fast.  NO houses should be built w/wood and drywall, but we 

should be using the super adobe or earthbag and other techniques to build more natural homes 

w/natural insulation in them so we don't even need A/C even on the hottest days of summer out here.  

But no, normal businesses don't want to deal w/the labor of that even though it would provide better 

homes that would last a long time and not require as many resources to build (just mostly the earth you 

dig up to do it - no wood waste except for windows and door frames) and also they won’t use so much 

energy because we wouldn't need to heat or cool them anymore when they have over 1 foot thick walls 

and are built more into the ground.  We do the same thing over and over again for decades, but is it the 

best way? No, just the cheapest and fastest for business.  Time to think better than that if you care 

about our long term sustainability and happiness here.  More transparency and communication w/the 

people on where our taxes are being spent. 

• Avoiding traffic congestion  

• Completion of main roads where they go through undeveloped land areas such as along Warm Springs. 

Multi-lane roads narrow to two lanes in many places in the county 

• Light rail, less dependence on tourism, less litter, and better sidewalks and pedestrian access. 

• Contained expansion of the northern area of the 215 beltway and the 95 fwy. 

• Make the city to be more walkable. See less smoking I.e. smoke free casinos. More family entertainment 

on the strip. Successful medical schools. More Charity events. Light rail access across the valley, airport, 

downtown and resort corridor 

• Better public transportation for all. 

• Transit 
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• transportation, water resources and managed growth 

• Plan for increased population and traffic, we don’t want to end up like LA with permanent traffic jam. 

Expand residential areas gradually, do not drop quality of living just to cram another 1000 houses in 20 

acres. Less restrictive laws/ordinances. 

• Increased public transportation, focus on education and public health services, including mental health 

• Light rail, more cultural enrichment 

• More sidewalks and more shade. Less grass.  

• Assuming COVID19 is brought under control so that life returns to "normal," we need good rapid transit 

county-wide that reaches not only employment centers, but also recreational centers and schools. Also, 

there's no good reason why we can't turn our streets into solar farms, and the tops of our buildings into 

organic gardens. That would be a boon regardless of what happens with COVID. Also, any expansion 

should be designed for walk-ability. When we lived in Braewood (our 1st year here), I could walk to 5 

grocery stores and 3 pharmacies, as well as the library, hair care, and other shopping. Here, in Lone 

Mountain Village, only 1 grocery store and 1 pharmacy are in walking distance, no library, sparse 

shopping. 

• Friendlier streets, more places to recreationally explore. Less traffic and less construction problems. No 

more carpool lanes - it’s a waste of money and space that I’ve rarely seen being used. 

• Congestion in traffic.  

• Don't build anything without parking, for example our new stadium. That is the most ridiculous plan 

this city made. 

I'd like to see success with sports. 

More planned communities. All with parks and walking trails. It must be affordable housing. 

• It seems like the light rail projects currently underway or in planning address tourism and not locals 

traveling to work. The expansion of the express way will never keep up with the increase in traffic. There 

need to be more focus on public transportation from the suburbs to the strip. Public transportation 

needs a face lift so that it’s not perceived as for the poor, but for everyone.  

• The first man in Nevada Statue in Lorenzi Park need to go 

We need to invest it quality public transportation to decrease traffic and air pollution. 

We cannot continue to have homeless people living on the streets in the desert and our city is 

increasing in heat. We have to invest in affordable housing and long term solutions  

• More community based activities and resources so less need to travel great distances - maybe specific 

hotel shuttles for employees to reduce traffic, more green spaces, (or water responsible brown spaces 

well maintained by local people paid to maintain them. 

• Increased density, increased walk-ability, more transit options like light rail  

• Improved public transportation. More green space. Neighborhood groceries within walking distance to 

homes.  

• Less driving more public transportation. We don’t need more beltway. We need monorail that travels 

the 215 and monorail from the airport to hubs in the cities.  

• slower speeds on roadways, wider sidewalks, bike lanes with added comfort (shade, buffers). Variety of 

commercial businesses, more breweries, unique shopping, less fast food and taco shops, nail salons 

• Congestion  

• More transit options. Our bus system is just not effective for commuting to work or for recreation.  

• 1). transition between clark county and other city jurisdictions need to be seamless- road lanes and bike 

lanes should not suddenly disappear and reappear from block to block! 2) Connected bike & multiuse 
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paved and unpaved trails. People commuting by alternative modes such as mass transit, bike and 

walking where possible. 

3). Prioritize climate change action - mitigation and adaptation 4) Diversification away from tourism & 

growth dominated economy - this is a huge vulnerability as demonstrated during the great recession 

and now we will experience it again with this pandemic. When are we going to truly diversify and stop 

depending on tourism and unending growth? 

• More use of electric vehicles for government employees and mass transit 

• Public transportation, Highway, good environment jobs, education, 

• Transportation  

• I want to see the area change from isolated and car dependent to tight-knit and incredibly walkable. I'd 

love to see improvement in education in the area. Also potentially consider embracing the Las Vegas 

metropolitan area's atomic burst midcentury vibes? 

• Better mass transit.  I've often heard light rail being discussed.   Also, high speed rail to & from So. 

California 

• Public transportation, air quality, protection of public lands  

• Public safety and roads fixed 

• High speed train to California, strip and airport 

• I would like better planning relating to road/street/interstate design than what’s been designed 

recently. For example, exit ramps that only allow you to go one direction. Or roads that go back and 

forth between 2 & 3 lanes constantly on the same stretch of road. 

I'd also like for the county to bring in more business that don't solely rely on tourists & visitors to 

survive. The expansion of the town from gaming to more entertainment, sports, dining, events, etc. has 

been great but it still relies on out of town visitors just like gaming. 

• Better public transportation for everyone. This provides more access to jobs for everyone 

• Better public transportation. Monorail or light rail. 

• Switch natural gas buses to electric buses 

Parks and recreation! 

Environmentally friendly public transit! 

Carbon neutral rideshares! 

Bike sharing system! 

• More clean energy, less homeless camps in Las Vegas, higher education standards starting with 

kindergarten for all of the county not just private or select schools.  

• Traffic is just awful  

• More traffic lights to reduce high-speed drivers who speed past red lights. Reduce number of new 

residential dwelling units for quality of life. More off-campus higher education colleges for retired 

population to take courses of interest to them 

• More mass transit bus, light rail, monorails to stadium and airport. 

• Clark County needs to prioritize pedestrians and cyclists, open neighborhoods and developments with 

visionary architecture, housing the homeless, and funding the arts of all ages - not just young children 

and seniors. 

• Better traffic movement. 

• Increase safety for bikers, including finishing bike trails that randomly stop 

• Increase the number of street lanes to minimize high traffic at peak times. 
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• More public transportation in the way of a light rail system or improved bus system. 

• .....more lighted crosswalks.......need more streetlights to replace 4 way multi lane stops which are too 

crowded..... 

• I'd like to see more roads closed to passenger vehicles.  

• Proper rail lines for commuters. 

• More cross walks with lights so people don’t have to j walk.  

• More pedestrian and bike access to businesses and amenities. More trees. 

• Get rid of monorail and have another strip transportation instead. 

• More connection and access to natural areas and public lands. More transportation choices that are 

safe, accessible, and reliable. 

• Better and more efficient public transportation ESPECIALLY light rail! 

• Create better mass transit systems. 

• growth of the Monorail and Tunnel Boring Company 

• Better bike lanes  

• Better and easier public transit... I wouldn’t ride a Las Vegas bus if you paid me. 

• more connectivity to parks and trails, bike paths. 

• Continued construction of roads in areas of growth, but less use of wasteful road space, such as lanes 

restricted to "high occupancy vehicles".  Better ways for visitors to travel between the airport and 

Strip/downtown hotels. The monorail is a joke (low capacity/not convenient/slow and overall 

inefficient). Require road work/construction to emphasize keeping traffic moving during all 

construction - that aspect is poor (sometimes very poor) here compared to Colorado, where I lived 

previously.  For an economy based on visitors, it is poor practice here to emphasize blocking more lanes 

(and using thousands of traffic cones) rather than keeping vehicles moving. 

• I'd also like more public transportation options with a focus on efficiency. Finally, road quality is poor 

with numerous potholes, rough roads, and fading road markings. This is especially evident on Russell 

Road. 

• Make areas of Las Vegas that have been neglected usable again.  Increase public transportation options, 

increase bicycle lanes, decrease parking lots.   

Q 20: What aspects of Clark County would you like to see stay the same in 

the future? 

Affordability  

• no taxes 

• Cheap cost of living  

• Affordable housing 

• Low taxes 

• affordable housing 

• Cost of living and availability of housing 

• Low cost of living.  Affordability of living, low taxes. 

• Affordability 

• Clark County is affordable, has a lot of new things to offer. 
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• Cost of living 

• Housing prices have always been a reason to stay in Clark County. Do not want to see a limited 

availability of homes push the market too high. 

• Cost of living/ property taxes  

• Cost of living, no state income tax  

• low taxes 

• Cost of living 

• Cost of living  

• Tax rates. Do not let Sisolak impose an income tax to compensate for his epic economic failures.  

• House prices.   

• The cost of living and housing. 

• Affordable cost of living. availability of medical care 

• low cost of living. 

• Cost of living, most people move here for the low cost of living. Adding a state tax like the governor 

wants to do would hurt a lot of people on fixed incomes who moved here for retirement  

• Affordable cost of living 

• Our overall cost of living is great. 

• Economics, affordability 

• Affordable housing.  

• Cost of living 

• Affordable housing and cost of living.  

• Affordable cost of living 

• Cost of living,  

• It is very good overall for retired senior citizens who have financial security, pension incomes,"in the 

bank" so-to-speak resources etc. 

• Affordable  

• Obviously things like low property taxes are nice, but I can't say changing something like that is a deal 

breaker. 

• Lower cost of living.  DO NOT BECOME California.  If we have to sacrifice people movers, so be it.   

• Cost of living 

• Affordability  

• Our ability to stop making this the most expensive state to live in! We are becoming more expensive 

every day. Affordable city life is what we need. Better budgeting! 

• Affordable housing  

• Cost of living, no state income tax, 

• relative low cost of living,  

• Cost of living affordability  

• I would love for the cost of living to stay similar. 

• Would like home price to stay up so that I can move out of here in a few years 

• Affordability 

• Affordability 
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• keep cost of living within reason. 

• Cost of living would be great to stay relatively equivalent 

• Affordability  

• Home prices.   

• Low cost of living 

• Affordability 

• Low cost of living. No personal income tax.  

• Cost of living 

• cost of living  

• Keep taxes low.  

• low(er) taxes 

• try to keep taxes low 

• Keep taxes as they are.  Do not raise them.  

• Cost of living  

• Affordable housing.  

• Affordability 

• Cost of living 

• Keep housing supply steady. Summerlin and Henderson are killing us in home prices  

•  relatively low cost of living.  

• It was extremely affordable to rent or purchase a home in 2001 and when 2009 when the market 

crashed, not anymore. The hourly wage needs to be much higher to live here 

• Cost of living 

• Low cost of living 

• The creation of new affordable housing 

• Low taxes. 

Cleanliness 

• Keeping the city clean -  

• Cleanliness.  I think Silver State Disposal is doing a good job keeping our roads clean.  I like the regular 

street sweeps.  Other communities don't have it that good. 

• cleanliness 

• The cleanest of this town is hands down the best. 

• The cleanliness and no graffiti. 

• Beauty and cleanliness  

• Cleanliness, 

• Cleanliness 

• clean environments such as clean up the streets 

• Keep everything looking new.  I live in a newer area and I like how it looks. 

• Beautifying SE Las Vegas 
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Community 

• The small town feel. I feel like I belong to a community here. I know my neighbors and like living here.  

• multigenerational households & community 

• I love the small-town feel of Las Vegas and believe some of it will be preserved by not allowing the city 

to Annex any more parts of the county for mass housing.  

• We have a generally tolerant and accepting community that bands together during times of need. I 

generally truly love living in Clark County.  

• Diversity and focus on family/community 

• Nothing will ever stay the same.  I came here in 1974 when Jones Blvd was a 2 lane road and was 

considered "out in the boondocks". Change is always good as long as it represents all in our 

community. 

• There are a few 'small town' aspects that are good 

• Keep gambling and visitors where they don't disturb residents. 

• CLOSENESS OF COMMUNITY 

• Diverse communities 

• Small city environment 

• Small town environment. Quiet, safe and friendly.  

• small town feel 

• Small town atmosphere in Laughlin.   

• Henderson seems a safe place to live hopefully it will stay that way might move back there if we don’t 

get anything built here in Laughlin  

• Small town feel 

• All of it 

• Our diversity  

• Can do spirit, willingness to experiment re question 19 

• people and entertainment 

• The sense of community. 

• quiet community  

• I like the 24 hour nature of the community.  Let me go to church.   

• Communication with the community  

• As someone born and raised here, I love that even though we have become a big, cosmopolitan city, it 

still feels like a smaller town with a sense of community, which I hope we retain.  

• The openness and acceptance is beautiful, and I hope it stays that way. ALL are welcome in Las Vegas. 

• Creating a sense of community, defining what makes our county great beyond “sin city” 

•  Openness. 

• Family values. 

• Friendliness 

• Being visitor friendly, access to our elected officials  

• High quality of life 

• Feeling of community. Our police and firefighters need to stay the same and grow. 

• Diversity  
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• The population. 

• Recognition of how Nevadans come together in times of crisis. 

• Vegas Strong and pride spirit! 

• Work with families, save our communities. 

• This is our home.  Protect and foster the image of safety and progressiveness. 

• Although it is a large city, there is a small intimate nucleus.  

• Everything seems fine as it is except the educational opportunities for the kids 

• Hometown feel  

• I love that the people and businesses in the community are always reinventing themselves to match the 

opportunities available. That's not really a County planning issue except to the extent that the County 

should minimize how much it gets in the way of that dynamism. 

• Community pride 

• Vegasstrong 

• sense of community 

• Small town feel 

• Friendly people with a hospitality spirit. Nice wide roads that are easy to navigate.  

• Community activities sponsored by Clark County.  

• Our incredible attitude of hospitality. I love how welcoming we are as a whole 

• Established neighborhoods allowed to have more say in what projects, businesses, etc. are brought in 

by outsiders. 

• I think we do a good job with openness and acceptance, keeping in mind that you cannot legislate 

morality. I love that we continually have new housing starts and I hope that continues. 

• Protect the open and welcoming nature of Clark County. It was a closing point on our decision to move 

here.  

• I WANT IT TO GO BACK TO THE 1990'S WHEN LAS VEGAS WAS A CLOSE KNIT COMMUNITY AND NOT AS 

MUCH CORRUPTION 

• Our unique and American characteristics of free thinking, work hard, forge ahead even through RISK, 

with no risk there is no gain. Be brave, not cowering in your home, love your neighbor, allow them to 

worship, not shoot officers in the head and destroy the city.  

• Using technology to connect with community 

• Small town feel of Water Street and the history of it. 

• General feel and openness. 

• The hospitality.  

• Pioneering spirit?  Summerlin is pretty nice and doesn't necessarily need to change. 

• It’s a generally happy place.  

• General feeling of freedom. 

• The openness and acceptance of everyone. I love the diversity of people here. 

• The progressive nature to change when needed.  

• Community  

• Commitment to family and residents 

• "Small town" friendliness 
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• While a few idiots will always ruin it for everyone (see CV-19), the is for the most part a pretty solid 

"esprit de corps" among the people here. And that's not something easily manufactured. 

• the community 

• Safety 

• Small town feel, even though we are a large city. Bringing the Golden Nights and Raiders to Vegas has 

helped create a sense and feeling of community that was much needed. 

• Summerlin is a well planned and executed community within Clark County, don't screw it up. 

• Diversity, recreation, affordability 

• We're all in this together -- Vegas Stronger.  Great resiliency, if one part hurts/suffers/ we all hurt/suffer. 

• inclusivity  

• The *$&%#* people to keep living here while decent people like me and my husband to live somewhere 

nice 

• Smaller town and neighborhood feeling. 

• Respect for individual liberty and freedom 

• Family events  

• I love the general mix of humanity and   lack of prejudiced social hierarchy re where I grew up back east.  

I love the forward thinking search for new and better...however attention to preserving what already 

exists and is perfectly adequate is required too.  New just for new's sake is like cancer. 

• The sense of community  

• quiet small town atmosphere 

• The adaptability to change 

• The small town feel like back in 1997 : ) 

• A vibrant, welcoming and diverse population 

• Community programs and events at community centers 

• Continue to work on giving residents a voice 

• The dedication to being a family friendly county. 

• the openness  

• Community Events  

• Population 

• The economic, ethnic, racial, and political diversity is one of our greatest strengths.  

• The strength of this Valley! Our commitment to tolerance, openness, & kindness to all, regardless of 

color. The way we pull together in times of tragedy.  

• Activities, openness and acceptance. 

• I believe school children are very tolerant of the diverse population here 

• The people. There's so much diversity in Clark county and I want to see it flourish. 

• Once you are away from the downtown and strip areas Las Vegas kind of has a small town feel about it.  

A sense of community if you will 

• The openness and acceptance of all races & ethnicities. 

• Love the Henderson community  

• A great place for people to vacation, by empowering our community that drives this vacation dream 

spot. 
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Conservation 

• Clean streets and highways. Water conservation methods. 

• limits on new construction taking up the desert. 

• We prioritize water and energy conservation. 

• creation of clean energy for Nevada's use, 

• boundary pushing (as far as environmental conservation and social environment), restore buildings and 

don’t destroy and rebuild. 

• Continue the forts to mitigate flood waters and promote xeriscape landscapes. 

•  We need to ensure we preserve places like Red Rock, Mt. Charleston and the Desert Wildlife Refuge. 

• Good weather/typically good air quality aside from dust/forest fires. 

• Preservation of natural habitats 

• Water conservation efforts 

• Retain natural beauty of surrounding areas  

• Water conservation.   

• conservation lands, Springs Preserves expand around county. 

• We need to protect the rural land preservation in the southwest.  

• Amount of public land 

• Access to public lands - please don’t expand out into public lands! 

• Don't destroy the historical aspects of the valley 

• Continue pursuing important properties along the Virgin River for conservation 

• Water shortage should limit the builders of new homes. 

• open space and public lands 

• Parks and open spaces to be preserved for future generations.   

• Water conservation  

• Drought resistance landscaping 

• Public lands stay public 

• The undeveloped and undisturbed Mojave Desert and surrounding mountain ranges 

• clean air 

• Good flood control and emphasis on sustainable landscaping.  

• Desert landscaping. 

• Saving parks and trails 

• The beauty in Summerlin 

• Availability of public lands and natural beauty so close to home 

• Water conservation.  Global warming initiatives. 

• Water conservation efforts 

• Focus on water shortages  

• Programs for water conservation, with even bigger fines for transgressors.  Faster response to reports of 

water waste.  Again, need I repeat we live in the desert?   

• Protection of scenic-recreation areas such as Red Rock Canyon, Valley of Fire and Mt. Charleston. 

• Water conservation  
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• Access to public lands.  Please save the Desert National Wildlife Refuge from Air Force takeover. 

• Wide open spaces 

• Focus on open spaces and recreation, culture and events 

• Our beautiful public lands.  Keep them wild and beautiful. 

• Open spaces.  Protect the dinosaur bones area 

• The nature and the people 

• more natural.  Stop the monetization of Floyd Lamb Park.  Stop using public lands/money to compete 

with local businesses, like wedding hosting. 

• The size, protection, and access to public lands 

• Solar power we already have 

• I would like us to continue with strong water conservation efforts.  

• open free spaces for horses and hiking.  This was once a good place to live and is the wild west for 

goodness sakes. The changes don't need to leave that out 

• Access to open desert.  Stop sprawl. 

• Care of open space 

• BLM land not used 

• The access to and abundance of nature.  

• Leave the BLM land undeveloped. Leave it for outdoor recreation and not building. 

• The size of Moapa Valley! 

• Nothing in particular. Lived here most of my life. Social things will always change over time. Natural 

amenities (lack of snow, lack of bugs and natural disasters) are going to stay the same, we don't have 

control over those. 

• Keep maintaining our open space as well as our parks. 

• I would like to see the open space preserved.  

• Preservation of desert  

• Open spaces  

• preservation of open areas and rural designations 

• open space maintained, 

• Leave Red Rock alone. Make Lake Mead a beautiful, thriving resort again.  

• Mountain views 

• Keep open spaces 

• Protect our rural preservation in the southwest. We do not want it turning into a crowded city area.  

• Open spaces, parks and rec,  

• Keep our historic / outdoor areas for the future generations 

• Access to natural areas is a strength of Clark County. I would not want to see these natural areas 

developed on for residential or business use. 

• Protection of public land and limits to overuse of resources. 

• Water conservation and recycling 

• Keep public lands public!  

• Natural resources- especially Red Rock Canyon, and open park spaces.  

• red rock 
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• Continue providing open spaces & community enrichment.  

• Continue efforts on increasing alternative energy sources and continuing water conservation. 

• THE BEAUTY OF THE LANDSCAPE(S). PRESERVATION... 

• I am proud of Clark County for managing our limited water resources well. 

• current access to open land 

• Please leave all of the BLM land west of Fort Apache undeveloped. 

• More access to public lands and do your due diligence to keep the roads and Paths open so people can 

access those lands instead of continuing to shut them down 

• I love any of the attention that gets paid to the natural environment - the focus on the Spring Reserve 

for example - and the various programs on the subject on CC's TV channel 

• Conservation efforts for nature 

• No change to the Lone Mountain Preservation area 

• More open spaces 

• Maintaining the Wetlands and other outdoor environmental areas. 

• We need to keep land open and stop selling off the Red Rock Canyon and other parks 

• 1. Green Energy Programs   

• Respect, conserve and recycle water as population increases. Quality of life. 

• Preservation of areas zoned RP.  Continuation of adding trees/shade.   

• Expand the RNPs. 

• Keep RNP zoning. If I bought in an RNP you shouldn’t have the right to change my zoning  

• The climate. 

• Maintain the neighborhoods that individuals have invested in. 

• Open undeveloped spaces outside of the valley; again, quit bulldozing pristine desert for thousands of 

acres of solar panels that should be in the built environment. 

• The public lands and natural state around Las Vegas are one of the primary reasons my family moved to 

this city. I've grown up seeing more and more public lands fall to urban sprawl, all while existing 

incorporated territory is undermined by a lack of maintenance and attention. I would want to see the 

current public lands we have stay the same, and would much prefer to see already developed areas 

invested in for growing population rather than bringing in more natural land for urbanization. 

• I do like the focus on preserving nature, but honestly it is time for a change. 

• Related to my response to question #19, please do not further encroach on public lands adjacent to the 

greater Las Vegas area.  This could very well include the implementation of buffer zones and/or green or 

brown belts.  This county's ease of access to outstanding public land venues is nonpareil.  Red Rock and 

Sloan Canyon National Conservation Areas,  Lake Mead and the Spring Mountains Recreational Areas, 

the Desert National Wildlife Refuge, Tule Springs National Monument and the list goes on.  Having such 

ready access to these magnificent landscapes should never be taken for granted.  Don't spoil it by 

permitting urban sprawl of any kind.   

• As much open public land as possible 

• Parks, open spaces, green initiatives  

• Water conservation efforts; sidewalks and existing trails and parks maintained;  

• Public lands mountains and desert.  

• Desert landscaping, natural environment, less development, less expansion into natural areas 
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• water conservancy  

• We are surrounded by a wealth of public lands. 

• Lots of open public land.  

• Provisions for more solar energy use.  

• Leave Tule springs alone it doesn’t need basketball or tennis courts. 

• Our water conservation is the best! Let's keep that!  

• Beautiful parks and slow growth in Boulder City. It would be nice if the rest of the valley followed our 

lead. 

• Water Conservation. Parks and trails. Public arts 

• Water conservation  

• natural surroundings 

• Continued conservation 

Culture 

• Continue to celebrate our ethnic and cultural diversity. Remain the Entertainment Capital of the World. 

• Legal cannabis 

• Diversity 

• We are a diverse community. 

• Diversity. 

• People from everywhere. 

Acceptance of oddity. 

Creative expression. ↑ 

• Diversity of population. Neighbors from around the world. 

• Diversity 

• The diversity in the population 

• Highly Diverse 

• Liberal and open minded. 

• Diversity.  I moved for a few years in 2000 - 2004 and I never realized how much I missed the cultural, 

religious, ethnic diversity of Clark County.  We are blessed to have so many people from some many 

places that can share their lives with us. 

• (1) Diversity/tolerance 

• access to arts/cultural events. 

• Freedoms to ride ATV's, enjoy firearms, open businesses without excessive regulations and enjoy the 

outdoors. 

• Diversity and inclusion. 

• However, we need to invest in culture quality of life for our families so they can prosper. 

• suburb appeal, cowboy/ wild west feel 

• Not to become California. 

• shopping 

• I Love the additions of the sports teams and arenas. We enjoy the NFR and PBR annually. Try to attend 

concerts as often as possible. I hope those things will be able to return soon, for the sake of the city. 
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• Open culture 

• All the fun! 

• emphasis on FUN 

• Entertainment 

• Continued artistic affectations added to new construction; revitalization and development of Art 

District and Downtown area 

• Lots of entertainment, great restaurants, places to walk outdoors (wetlands park, red rock conservation 

areas are great). affordable tax rates so I can stay living here as a retired individual. 

• Entertaining and providing for our community.  

• Our diversity. We are an openly diverse city with different cultures all in the same neighborhood and 

schools. That diversity should be celebrated. 

• I love that old town downtown Las Vegas is being renovated, and there’s art and things for locals to do. I 

love the murals around town, and hope that they can be conserved. The art installments around town, 

whether people like them or not, give locals something to connect over, and something we can all 

identify with.  

• Diversity and inclusiveness 

• Professional sports and their stake in community building; we cannot forget our importance as a place 

tourists want to visit & industries want to convene at. 

• Diverse choices for food and entertainment. 

• The number of casinos is plenty 

• The desire to bring in big business (continue with pro sports, arts, culture, and big corporations.  

• The amount of casinos in the city. 

• Entertainment, water conservation efforts 

• The cultural and racial diversity here is fantastic. The food is even better. The water conservation efforts 

are impressive. We are mostly going in the right direction on many other things. All of these are to the 

credit of the community and the poor person reading my long-winded answer here. 

• Let Las Vegas stay chill.  

• Growing arts district 

• Willing to change, focus on culture like the Smith Center, mob museum, springs preserve 

• Gaming and entertainment  

• The diversity.  

• Maintain downtown and Fremont street. Maintain Red Rock & Mt. Charleston  

• I love the diversity of the people that live here. Let’s keep everyone supported and engaged. The 

highway art is awesome. I appreciate the low nighttime light levels away from the Strip. I like the plans 

to expand public trails. I like the medical campus expansion. 

• 24 hr. community  

• Entertainment/tourism focus 

• I feel we have wonderful food & entertainment. Don't change that please. 

• 24 hour activities and Restaurants open 

• Our history, (buildings, etc.) 

• The strip 

• Installing and incorporating public art into building and infrastructure projects. 
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• Great arts & entertainment. 

• gaming and entertainment. 

• Gaming & Casinos 

• The improvements in the convention center, new mega resorts, new entertainment like the mgm 

sphere, and blue tech park are all great need to keep on brining those ideas into Vegas 

• the gaming is good as it is 

• Cultural richness, rural feeling in most areas. 

• To continue being a major tourist destination and desirable city to live. 

• Outdoor entertainment like concerts and spring mountain state park shows 

• The body and soul of what made this city what it is. The entertainment capital of the world but keep the 

vintage feel. 

• Entertainment, restaurants, recreation activities 

• The Clark County Fair and Rodeo. 

• free Jazz event 

• Growing pro sports, gun laws, police presence/funding 

• Would like to see the arts and entertainment stay 

• A free and easy old time live and let live atmosphere without government meddling with every detail of 

people's lives. 

• Worldwide destination, 365 sunshine, surrounded by miles of open spaces. 

• I'd LIKE to see us still being a destination for people from all over the world, but I'm not sure the 

pandemic is going to allow that. 

• Great sports venues and concerts!  Top rate Fire Department and Metro!   

• Neon lights  

• Access to entertainment resources; community services, like police, fire and EMT. Continue to add 

professional sports to our community. Low taxes--our growth comes from California. 

• Continued cultural growth. 

• Continue progression of the Arts district.  

• Entertainment options 

• The variety of downtown and recreational activities.   

• entertainment 

• Keep Clark County strange! Stop trying to change it to make it entirely family friendly 

• the beautification of the city with art on the freeway walls and the utility boxes, that is great and should 

continue and e 

• Continue to encourage large scale gaming or entertainment developments within neighborhoods (i.e. 

Downtown Summerlin / Red Rock Casino & The District at Green Valley Ranch / GVR) by finding ways to 

reduce costs to develop and hasten the ability for developers to start construction. 

• Culture that appreciates desert recreation, continue increased appreciation for arts and culture. 

• Tourism and shows, continuous improvements 

• A vibrant ethnic mix in the population 

• Cultural (parks and rec) and educational (library system) offerings. 
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• Casinos keep the fun alive... Tourists need to be allowed to have fun and blow off steam.  They can’t be 

afraid of coming to Vegas. 

• Progressiveness, Culture, Transportation 

• Great cultural events and spaces 

• Tourism, Gaming, Professional Sports 

• the wonderful mix of international cultures 

• DTLV needs architecture to remain true to its roots and not allow for large buildings to take over. The 

historical significance is particularly important to draw in new business. 

• I would like to see older landmarks such as Tule Springs, Historic Westside preserved 

• cultural events 

• Support for the arts. 

• It shouldn't be all about glitz and glamour. You still need to incorporate the wild west of it into the plan 

• Great atmosphere for tourists.  

• Continued access to entertainment/concerts/festivals 

• Go cups. The outdoor opportunities and parks. Art in the park. Farmers markets.  

• Still has somewhat of a small city feel.  Like to see more cultural arts or facilities like Smith Center. 

• food availability, racial diversity 

• 24 hour culture, recycling program 

• Casinos 

• Historic buildings and all parks should remain 

• I think Winchester Cultural Center is doing a great job. 

• Good food, great entertainment, bright lights, Viva Las Vegas Baby! 

• Casinos  

• Culture and police 

• Our wonderful Hospitality. 

• The overall feel 

• Entertainment and recreation. 

• Off strip community events such as theater productions 

• 24 hour lifestyle.  

• Entertainment options 

• Good shopping, restaurants, shows 

• We are who we are. An entertainment capital. Keep and enhance our personality, even as we expand to 

other industries. 

• Cultural inclusivity 

• Increase restaurants and diversity of food at medium cost 

• Casinos need to stay. Maybe change the layout for safety but it’s the only thing this town has. 

• I would like the return of the 24hr town. And my area to stay an RNP zone. 

• Rec centers events  

• The strip, entertainment and good food.  

• For the Casino industry to maintain its status as leading in the world. 
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• Tourism destination. 

Unique neighborhoods (less cookie cutter and master planned). 

• I like the gaming; I like 24/7 we need it...nobody else does both with drinking. We need to connect the 

properties even more to keep guest in the hotel's and not out on the streets. They can walk with their 

drinks without getting run over, it isn't as though the weather is what brings people. I want the old style 

all you can eat shrimp cocktails they brought to your table back they can be 9.99 instead of .99  but it 

was amazing what you used to find before that was not a buffet. 2.99 steak and eggs what happened to 

these things? Now it is $200 for 2 to eat anywhere on the strip. I like the showgirls and Elvis. What Las 

Vegas without Elvis? 

• Springs Preserves Cultural Events, musical festivals, family friendly events, property tax caps, 

environmental conservation 

• I love the funding that goes into things like the Art District off of Fremont Street. 

• Restaurants are good. The strip is beautiful, but I don’t like some of the new stuff. I am.75, and it is hard 

for me to and park and walk anywhere. I liked the designated nation parks that the Obama 

administration did.  I don't think they are in Clark County though. I like the Smith Center and the 

Children's museum. I can’t afford to attend many concerts though. I like the diversity of people here. 

• I hope that we can maintain our status as one of the world's most popular tourist destinations. 

• Quality of life 

• Community events honoring different cultures.  

• Las Vegas is a gem for entertainment dining and cultural options. I hope that part of the environment 

can rebound.  

• Entertainment and gaming 

• Entertainment options, tourism accessibility, low cost of living 

• Old part of Las Vegas strip.  Never replace or tear down our legacy.  Revere it. 

• the aspect of tourism and big events 

• Quality of life 

• opportunities  

• We can always do more to improve the quality of life for everyone in the community  

• Cultural diversity  

• We need a major Shakeup. Example: I am born in Las Vegas. I was a former star athlete in high school 

and college. I played 10 years professional sports coached 2 years college basketball and was "rejected" 

and turned away to help the high school that I once held on back. Oh, I am African American. This can't 

stay the same. 

• The quality of entertainment on the strip and downtown and OPEN SPACES 

Economy 

• Stay at home jobs becoming a requirement now 

• This town was built on hospitality and while we need to diversify we need to keep that spirit of 

hospitality and giving as a core concept 

• better use of tax for schools, make lotto available asap for the future of clark county 

• expansion of sports entertainment and large development projects 

• Employment opportunities assistance programs, educational assistance and fair housing opportunities 

and assistance. 
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• Pretty much everything.  love this town.  Just want to see the small businesses being foremost on our 

minds as I truly feel they will lead us in the charge to get us outta this event.   

• Clark County has tremendous employment opportunities and economic development potential, it is 

one of the great places in the country where anyone can earn a good living.  

• And employment pay as Las Vegas Laughlin is never considered when they are planning for Clark 

County everything is for Las Vegas only 

• The tourist industry  

• A county on the cutting edge of technology offering programs and services to all of its residents. 

• Tourism remains largely isolated to The Strip. 

• Tourism 

• Availability of supermarkets and large range of local restaurants (many of which may not survive the 

Covid recession. 

• Mom and pop businesses. 

• Expand Henderson or Summerlin into family destinations. Bring lodges like Great Wolf Lodge, and a 

theme park. Bring more professional sports teams to Vegas. Each city in the Valley should have some 

type of tourist draw. 

• easy opportunity 

• Maintain health and safety of our community to make it attractive to residents and visitors. Continue to 

diversify businesses and industries coming to So. NV to support economy if casinos are struggling.  

• The emphasis of adding to the gaming industry as a major leg of economic development the industrial 

and business segments as the Global Alliance and Governor's Office are doing very successfully. 

• Re-developing downtown.  This is huge, and there is so much more that can be done, still.   

• Business friendly environment. 

• (2) Tourist orientation (I mean we need to economically diversify, but I think tourism should always be 

the primary thing) 

• Since that maybe population is increasing here, we need more training facilities to help adults get a job. 

• The strip.  

• Diversity of small businesses, and being a 24-hour city.  

• Less focus on tourism and more on Medical including long term care and mental health  

• Tourism 

• Make the casinos pay their fair share 

• Bringing in tourism  

• Attractions for tourists 

We need revenue and folks don’t register their cars here. Fix this.  

• Access to stores outside the strip/downtown  

• A leader for convention attendance.  

• FREE parking at casinos. Get rid of the resort fees which double or triple room rates. Hire INTELLIGENT 

government employees who can listen, fire those who can't ASAP. 

• tourism is fine when things were normal 

• Inclusiveness, business opportunity. Ease of opening a business.  

• the conv. of open stores 

• Inventiveness of the private sector 
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• tourist destination (but we also need to expand out of this so our economy can survive) 

• Keep finding ways to attract tourists and visitors and let us be the place where we can implement and 

try out new, cutting edge technologies for the whole US and world to see. 

• Large volume of tourists and events  

• tourism 

• Union strength and care for the working class. 

• Business friendliness 

• Farmers markets 

• Job opportunities. 

• Nothing. I think the county is going in the wrong direction on jobs and the economy.  

• Keep economy rolling; stop punishing residents by raising taxes 

• Medical and Technology areas (such as Northwest Med/Tech around Tenaya/Cheyenne), great 

parks/rec access, keep improving traffic flow/easement. 

• Business growth 

• Shopping is fine 

• Legal cannabis, legal prostitution, solar aeroponic greenhouse food production, lake Meade 

infrastructure overhaul water parks  

• I do like that projects to increase an opportunity for our economy to flourish beyond being the 

gambling/partying capital.  

• The economic opportunities 

• We have enough casinos! Stop the insane building!  

• Continue to invest in infrastructure for jobs  

• I would like to see stores open for 24 hrs. a day stay the same. 

• We need a few employers that are not casino. But pay higher than convenience store  

• A diversified economy 

• More businesses bigger corporations  

• the tremendous opportunities that are here and wide open spaces for all to enjoy 

• tourism focused 

• It was nice seeing the diversity in industry i.e. Zappos, Hyperloop, Tesla, Raiders. We need to keep that 

forward thinking momentum. 

• The economic development opportunities/focus on attracting business here is great, partnership with 

local universities and CCSD on public policy solutions is good 

• It is my hope that our gaming and entertainment industry can successfully survive the COVID crisis that 

will then support employment opportunities for our residents. 

• Support Tourism which is our life blood for everyone and every business. 

Surprise and Delight opportunities of food, entertainment, and fun for both Locals and Tourists. 

• Tourism 

• Emphasis on gaming and hospitality 

• Live the variety of businesses available 

• Shopping 
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• Strong economy with an emphasis on growth. We HAVE to plan for growth; we HAVE to provide ample 

opportunities for new construction. Staff needs to be supportive of that, the outlying areas need to 

allow for higher density (less OL designations in areas that have been built up for a decade - with all the 

OL in the southwest, you are creating an issue where residents THINK an area will be rural, you've got to 

catch up and plan for growth). You need to plan for 10,000-15,000 new homes per year for the next 

decade. How do your land uses accommodate that? How does the popular southwest accommodate 

that? It can't all be 'urban', we don't have light rail to support that yet; we don't have the land area to 

justify that (one can still purchase a new build home 20-25 mins from the center of town - if those 

commute times change interior land values will justify central core development; until then you really 

have to plan for suburban growth). So, be reasonable; study your planned land use densities on Vacant 

land - are you creating a culture of NCZC's or are you heading that off at the pass by accommodating 

100,000-150,000 new dwelling units through the master plan by 2030? Where do they go? Take a really 

hard look at what needs to be done for that, please, we need it.   

• tax base 

• ease of starting a business and growing it; lots of options for retail/ commercial 

• Continued tourism growth and employment diversification.   

• I really don't understand the construct or relationship of the county and Las Vegas and the casinos 

• Continue to attract tourists from across the globe--they love this place. Continue to protect our natural 

environment. 

• Tourism 

• Tourism 

• I love that everything is always open 

• A city built on tourism and entertainment. I hope we keep growing and maintain the parks and park/rec 

resources like that of Henderson 

• Gaming 

• Gaming 

• Open to the world via our magnificent entertainment draw and airport. 

Beautiful vistas of the mountains from anywhere in the city. 

• We have a thriving county. 

• Access ability of shopping 

• Pro-business, pro-development 

• The convenience of almost everything being accessible 24 hours a day.  

• Keep traffic low, let business grow 

• The Casinos. 

• Open free parking and 24 hour availability 

Governance 

• freedom from strict regulations 

• citizen access and input to town boards considered in zoning changes. 

• Keep police/law enforcement agencies. 

Stay focused on good growth. 
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• Focus on the regional issues and regional service provision (especially air quality, social services, 

assessment, elections, recordation, etc.) and bringing the cities and other organizations (RTC, SNWA, 

etc.) together to solve problems. That's the County's biggest strength. 

• . Neighborhood meetings with council members and police   

• no personal income tax, casinos and mining increase taxes from these fields 

• Community involvement in government affairs 

• Also, sufficient law enforcement and leadership support of law enforcement. 

• Excellent support of our great Police!  

• No state income tax 

• Mr Naft who takes a genuine interest in Searchlight. It was not always like that.  

• If you mean pre-2020: All casino amenities, buffets, no personal or corporate income taxes of any kind. 

• Keep taxes down, keep regulations down, keep and protect gun rights  

• A fully funded police force who are respected.  

• Low taxes focus on livability, diverse population. Continued focus on water efficiency to support 

growth. 

• more new parks, inclusive government 

• Maintain older neighborhoods so people feel good about their homes.  Limit number if squatters living 

in rental homes. 

• DEFINITELY NOT the current state of policing, training, accountability, or joe lombardo 

• No income tax or tax on groceries. 

• Would like to see the current level of regulation stay about the same.  

• Police are doing an excellent job in our community. 

• Safety in law enforcement. 

• Taxes. 

• No state income tax 

• Stay politically neutral 

• 1) do not start a property tax, keep it as it is, no property taxes. 

2) the roads are great, keep them the same—no need for doing road construction in the same places 

again. 

3) keep our parks and green spaces! Open the playgrounds for the kids. 

• Respecting the First Amendment and Second Amendment of the US Constitution. 

• The cooperation among cities in the county. 

• No county taxes. 

• Education a priority. 

• Taxes - keep property and sales tax rates from increasing.  They are already high enough.  Continue with 

no state income tax.   

• Civic input and consideration to government activities. 

• Strong police force.  

• Taxes. 

• Law Enforcement. 

• public response, illegal dumping hotline, graffiti hotline,  
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• LVMPD 

• Stop the increases in the sales tax.  

• Public safety (police and fire), both provide excellent service to the Laughlin area. 

• Open and inclusive govt.  

• No state income tax 

• No income tax 

Great tourist attractions  

• More permissive laws and codes that some other counties/states (weed, building codes, gun laws). 

Really great improvement to our downtown/arts district and a really good culture around that. I really 

like our library district and wouldn’t mind seeing more of them and from them. Affordable. We have a 

fantastic restaurant and bar scene.  

• Individual liberties need to continue to be protected.  

• Overall review of all jobs, duties, functions of Gov't. 

• COVID and resulting crisis will affect Nevada for a decade.  I think Clark struggle. 

• Metro police service is excellent, would not want a decrease in our service. Thank you. 

• Police 

• Just enforce the current law. Less regulations on small businesses 

• NO STATE TAX!!! 

• None. This entire place needs to be rebuilt from the ground up. 

• NO STATE INCOME TAXES EVER and keep a control on property taxes and get the Casinos to stop 

charging for parking these three items are impacting tax revenues and expansion. 

Reduce fees on business licenses.  It is hard enough to start a business, but the fees are stifling small 

startups. 

You have one of the most beautiful public Gun Range Facilities in the world, encourage community 

involvement and gun training opportunities so people are not so politized or poorly educated about 

gun issues from unrealistic presentation of guns in news and entertainment media. 

• Clark County and the municipal governments must remain at least as strong as they are now. 

• Government business offices days/hours Monday - Friday, 8am - 5pm 

• By keeping our state, the way it's been, by not changing laws to make this another California. I know it's 

by residents voting, but you asked what I would like to stay the same in the future. 

• level of government services 

• low taxes. 

• Taxes 

• Split the school system into 4 districts. 

• No State Income Tax 

• Strong Police force! 

• our police dept and fire dept. 

• Enforce existing zoning 

• NO state taxes 

• Work on stop wasting our tax dollars. 

• Freedom, period. 

• Courts closed 
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• cooperation with small cities and a level playing field for everyone. 

• LVMPD's high standards. 

• taxes 

• low taxes  

• No weapons zone in Clark County, no homelessness in Clark County, no more business of Bail and  bond 

in Clark County . 

• Very few, based on the wishy washy policy positions!  Come out with one concrete position! Stick with 

it! 

• Less Californication. Their problems are fast becoming ours. 

• County offices are easy to communicate with  

• low taxes 

• Property taxes need to stay as they are... 

• No income tax.  

• low taxes 

• Keep property taxes low. 

• Low property taxes, reduce sales taxes, increase veteran and senior property and vehicle taxes 

exemptions. 

• No new taxes 

• Continued support of the Police by Gov't Officials.  

• Keep our police strong 

• Tax rate.  

• No state tax.  

• Keep Metro PD 

• Taxes 

• Other than the above improvements needed I would like to see human trafficking, sex trafficking, 

minors sex trafficking, etc. all eradicated in Las Vegas completely. 

• Using technology to provide access, openness and transparency.  Assessor's office website and search 

is very useful.   Building Department on-line processes.    

• We have an excellent relationship with law enforcement. It can always be improved but the changes 

that have been made in the past 10-15 years are good ones.  

• Get rid of the governor  

• Keep taxes from ballooning out of control, I don't mind paying more but ease up, 3% or less at a time.  

Tax big businesses such as Walmart and mining more to be equitable. 

• Gun laws  

•  I'd like significant planning to go into any construction that will bring more people into an area. 

• No state income taxes 

• Police force, ease of highways.  

• Conservative values; avoid excessive government intervention on businesses - low taxes and low 

legislative intervention keeps Clark county businesses successful 

• No federal taxes  

• another 24 yrs. of a Goodman as mayor name change 
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• Taxes 

• Mayor lee and mayor Goldman 

• no state income tax, republican leadership getting stronger 

• Freedom, less control by government 

• Lower taxes to citizens and a fair tax to casinos and business.  

• Current tax structures  

• Size of police force 

• Smaller city/county views 

• I enjoy the accessibility to our county leaders as well as accessibility to government planning.  

Intentional involvement of community members to develop complete streets, master plans, and 

recreations infrastructure should remain well into the future.  

• Downsize the commission. 

• More cops and fire personnel are needed 

• I think we are facing a new normal that requires government and communities to shift and respond. 

Leadership needs to be open to creative new solutions instead of trying to just return to how things 

have always been done  

• Please keep the very favorable taxation and freedom for adults to behave as they chose.   We do not 

want to become California!  

• Funding for police, safe and clean neighborhoods.  

• Low tax 

• Police 

• Early voting 

• Not much........too much regulation, Entitlements to difficult, we have to hire Attorneys to get zoning 

changed now. Permitting to cumbersome. Public transportation to archaic.  

• Metro Police and Fire services. Youth recreation services. We really don’t have many other services here. 

• I’d like educational choice to stay the same  

• Police and fire increase 

• Lack state income taxes.  Keep Smith center, Tule Springs preserves etc.  Mountain bike trails and open 

spaces near Red Rock.  Limit development near Red Rock and Mt. Charleston areas. 

• Law and order, cleanliness, roads 

• None. Get rid of the top people ‘good old boys club” We need new visions. People with new insights and 

new ideas. We are stuck in a rut.  

• Maintain strong presence of LVMPD throughout Clark County 

• Freedom.  I move here to get away from govt overreach, and now the same restrictions are slowly 

creeping in.  No more arms restrictions. 

NO INCOME TAX POLICY MUST STAY. 

• Secret of law enforcement and EMS 

• Strip needs to remain unincorporated. 

• Non-conforming zone changes require a neighborhood meeting, more notice should be given to the 

public. 

• The relationship the sub stations have with the neighborhood watch programs and the classes that 

north police hold 
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• I would like to see county laws to be enforced, parks to be maintained and public areas to be kept 

clean. 

• we must continue to grow and better prepare for the next emergency pandemic or economy fall out 

• Taxes 

• Metro 

• No state taxes,  

• Early voting works! 

• ITS GETTING WORSE YEAR TO YEAR. HAVE LIVED HERE FOR 28 AND TAXES HAVE GONE UP, CCSD IS ONE 

OF THE WORST 

• Police department. Stricter oversight on people not caring for their home. Stop ridiculous laws about 

squatters.  

• No state income tax 

• Tax FREE income 

• Clark County is definitely one of the more thoughtful counties I have lived in.  The parks and recreation 

are some of the nicest in the country.  Mountain view/Pyramid Canyon are spectacular and very well 

maintained.   

• Neighborhoods: enforcing zoning and codes. Noise is my pet peeve.  

• The whole system needs an overhaul! 

• No state taxes. Low housing tax. Lack of heavy traffic.  

• Government and private industry working together to help maintain a good quality of life for residents 

of Clark County.  

• Corruption, lobbyists 

• County commission, responsible leadership 

• MORE FUNDING FOR POLICE! 

• Safety of all citizens, Low taxes 

• I like that the commission meetings are televised. 

• public works standards, zoning as designated 

• Nevada freedoms. No state tax.  

• Low property taxes, lower sales taxes, government not trying to be all things to all people, requiring 

vagrants to do something to help themselves rather than trying to live their lives for them. 

• NO STATE TAX! 

• Keep planning decisions close to the citizens. More town board, less planning commission. We are a 

residential suburban, not urban community. Don't screw it up. 

• Police force and medical community continue to grow  

• Ease of access to elected officials  

• Accessibly of elected officials.  

• I want it to stay a Republican state. But I like the style of our city. Keep red rock the way it is.  

•   Right to work state, taxes to stay low.  

• Continue good fiscal practices. 

• police force staying strong 

• Low taxes 
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• Relatively low taxes 

• I love our gun laws and I would love for them to stay just as they are.  

• Careful path forward 

• Not much really. The last 40 years of damage the Republicans have been doing to our country have put 

us in this position. 

Growth 

• Growth 

• Limits to development that do not contribute jobs or housing for mid to low income residents. 

• Small business and restaurants are doing well. Continue to incentivize more to build.  

• The size of the strip, make them build upwards. 

• Growth 

• The population. I liked it in 2008, when many left town, no need to expand any more in my opinion. 

• low density, sprawl 

• slow growth  

• Don't let Las Vegas turn into another Los Angeles  

• Everything should stay the same, but add more for the future. 

• Number of residents 

• Focus on growth.  

• Stop encroaching on the county islands. 

• The attention to detail. I feel like you guys do a pretty good job with design and architecture.  

• The way the County plans for the influx of people 

• Steady growth 

• More developments need to be balanced and with proper growth to ensure there is the right mix of 

homes, schools, parks etc. 

• I think everything can support change.  I think change is a good thing. 

• Continue to look for ways to improve 

• Too much new construction...will we have the resources available to support. 

• Minimize growth up to and surrounding Red Rock Canyon 

• no more hotels. use the same ones, just renovate. better use of taxes. 

• Growth 

• The county has already gotten too large—corporations own the strip. Las Vegas has lost its appeal.  

• Don't try to turn Nevada into California. 

• Expanding/revitalizing the downtown area and, making the strip a safe place for tourists. Also, continue 

to bring great sports and entertainment to the city.  

• Growth of single family homes, new construction and expanded shopping experiences. 

• Size, Vegas is a beautiful place and there is no longer a need to continue the urban sprawl while 

destroying natural beauty and animals habitat of which I came here for. 

• Population size 

• Part of growth.  Can't stay the same but do enjoy the look of Las Vegas.  Keep the modernization.  Love 

how the freeways look.   
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• Honestly this place needs an overhaul and face lift so badly that I’m cool with everything changing. 

Keep the cost of living low and don’t turn into California  

• Don’t let all the new people, (the liberals from California) change our city to be like California.  They 

moved here to get away from California’s high taxes and ridiculous rules but then they change Las 

Vegas to be what they just left. 

• Communities that are existing within Mountains Edge should remain the same and zoning changes 

should not be given to Developers to overcrowd the already existing roads and schools and parks. 

• We need a guarantee water is available for residents now and in the future 

• 1. Quiet and secured communities. 

• Continue to thrive and grow as a city.  

• Building beautiful homes and master planned communities like Summerlin and Anthem 

• Master planning.  It is a godsend for ensuring a balance of services and residences, transportation, 

recreation, etc.  

• Planned housing development that meets a high standard.   

• Population. Clark County needs to make the year 2020 disappear and go back to 2019.  

• the vision of a controlled growth before we get to overcrowded. 

• Adopting the most recent home building energy codes, especially the significant warming of the Las 

Vegas arear from Climate Change and the Urban Heat Island.   

• I would love to see more affordable mini ranches in town. More places for people to roam. And for our 

elected officials to stop trying to change who we are and the efforts to make us more like California. 

Nevada is unique and should stay that way. 

• Continue creating affordable housing homes throughout the county. 

• It's small size city wise very is attractive and that not every square inch of the unincorporated parts not 

be overbuilt 

• rate of homes/condos being built and taking over public land is reprehensible; while this  development 

could create employment for many who lost their jobs due to COVId, I feel there is too much building 

going on affecting air quality, traffic, noise pollution, etc. 

• Continued planning for growth and public input.  

• Avoid urban sprawl by maintaining open spaces and protected BLM land from future development.  

• Land use 

• For the developed area to stay within its present bounds. 

• It's size 

• Very little.  CC has to keep growing and progressing.  What was good enough even 5 years ago may need 

to be addressed once again. 

• Low rise suburban development with low density of developers  

• The current urban boundary, outdoor recreational opportunities, the pipeline stays dead, traffic levels. 

• Continue to allow the larger lot sizes to be used as horse property or small scale agriculture. 

• Continued growth of the downtown area. Renewable energy for public buildings. 

• 1) Keeping urban growth in places like Mt Charleston at a very slow pace 

• 2) keeping downtown as it was, with old Vegas charm 

• 3) keeping the showrooms filled with top acts to bring in tourist 
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• Building It is out of control Once again. Save some of the open land. Especially in the unincorporated 

areas. Some *$%_ BLM land should be set aside for this. 

• Building growth needs to be prioritized and limited. 

• Never-ending hunger for growth while being inclusive and mindful of people's identities and situation. I 

cherish progressive values. 

• That there be more defined zoning. Residential areas should remain residential, businesses should be 

contained in areas that are commercial. I am seeing too much commercial mixed into residential areas 

here in the southwest part of the valley. Also, I am concerned about long term growth and the water 

supply. I think I am the only one worried about water being available here in the valley. If the water 

dries up, we will become a ghost town. 

• continue with the downtown redevelopment 

• Growth to stay the same 

• Growth and development 

• LEAVE THE RE ZONING ALONE. KEEP 1/2 LOTS FOR ALL HOUSING IN SW AREAS STILL ZONED THIS WAY. 

STOP CROWDING US. LEAVE OUR HORSE PROPERTIES ALONE.  NO SIDEWALKS, STREET LIGHTS IN 

THESE COMMUNITIES.  KEEP OUR RURAL AREAS RURAL. AND. BUILD WHAT YOU BUY (THE ZONING). 

• Balance of growth and environmental protections  

• Progress & Change is good  

• Reduce the ability of builders to change the codes to allow more high density homes.  People want and 

need more space. 

• stability 

• Good quality development  

• population  

• I'm open to significant changes. 

• The county’s ability to adapt quickly to change 

• Construction work 

• It's really important that we don't develop outside of the valley drainage basin, which would 

necessitate not getting return flow credits. 

• It needs to change to ease the frustration and added fees for Developers 

• cap on growth 

• Continued growth, upkeep, 

• Development 

• The current urban boundary. 

• Maintain the disposal boundary 

• Things always evolve. I haven’t got a clue 

• Planned expansions of housing  

• The same urban footprint of the community.  The same access to natural areas.   

Infrastructure 

• Good roads 

• wide streets 

• Highways 
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• Street quality  

• and fairly ease of traffic. The county really needs a transportation strategy because it (i.e. highways) can 

get too congested really quickly 

• Convenience of driving 

• Traffic 

• Infrastructure is good. 

• Overall organization of the County’s infrastructure is good.  

• access to world class amenities, easy to travel through 

• Continued upkeep and maintenance of public roads and facilities 

• Ease of transportation. 

• Our Metro, silver rider 

• Wide streets, good street maintenance.  

• The road quality is generally much better than most of the rest of the country.  The police seem less kill 

happy and more community oriented than most other places in the country.  

• the road system is easy to navigate and as the county expands the road system should be planned for 

future growth.  

• great airport 

• Quite a bit.  I like all the new trails, new parks (need more in central LV however), HOV lanes, new 

blinking pedestrian crossings (need many more) 

• Upkeep of freeways and roads 

• Large 3 lane roads with a shoulder.   

• continued road replacement and repairs 

• Retaining street names instead of changing them to suit master planned communities. Easy access to 

libraries. 

• continue the focus on improving education and health care systems. 

• Bicycle lanes, RTC bus routes, water conservation are some of things that should remain front and 

center. 

• Continue major transportation/flood control projects 

More cultural amenities similar to Smith Center 

• I have become accustomed with the uniformity of the streets and districts of Clark County.  

• The steady improvement of the mass transportation system with the buses and disability transport. 

• Open spaces. 

• I like the landscaping requirements for new developments.  We do need more friendly bicycling 

opportunities, as bicycling on streets is dangerous.   

• Availability of senior housing  

• Fixing downtown Henderson  

• Homes remaining in their original color or close to it.   

• Roadway improvements like CC-215 getting attention. 

• continued road improvements.... 

• Housing 

• More for sale housing to encourage family minded owners. 
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• We have great streetlights & sidewalks. Our roads are getting better. Our traffic lights are fabulous.  

• Traffic signal control 

• housing and schools 

• Housing and relatively low taxes 

• Airport is good. There is a lot of food diversity which is good. 

• Transportation  

• rural road design standards, soft shoulders for equine travel,   minimal to reduce street lighting for a 

"dark sky" environment,   

• Although there's no integrated plan, sidewalk access for pedestrians and bicycles is pretty darn good. 

• Rapid transit 

• I love the connecting hiking trails. 

I love the feel of water street and the way it’s being modernized. 

• A county wide transit system 

• Roads are well cared for typically.   

• Good roads and connectivity  

• Traffic...probably not though.  Great police department  

• Keep freeways numbers 93 and 95 when new interstate 11 comes through.  

• The education system.  

• Great job on keeping the freeways improved to handle the increased traffic and population. 

• Improvement in streets. 

• Keep Nellis active! 

• Better transportation system like a subway that would go around the city. Copy Arizona model.as a city 

it has great recreational park in every 

• I am happy with the development of the trail system for biking and walking.  I would like to see that 

continue in the future 

• Maintain the high quality well-designed sidewalks 

• School  

• Public transportation  

• underground utilities 

• Access to county pools. Access to county swim programs 

• Quality of public parks 

• Good parks, good bikeways, HONEST GOVERNMENT, good roads. 

• passenger train options/conservation/keep rural areas rural 

• Maintenance and increase in neighborhood parks. 

• Commitment to outdoor spaces like parks and rec facilities. Good libraries.  

• Availability of safe parks and outdoor recreational opportunities within walking/biking distance of 

living communities. Natural landscaping. Cleanliness. Safety.  Diverse businesses. 

• road improvement and beautification of our roads 

• Large, uncrowded streets 

Ease to recreation opportunities 

• Attract tourists from out of Clark County to help offset infrastructure expenses.  
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• Infrastructure  

• the parks 

• Maintenance and upkeep of County parks; 

• Maintenance and construction of roadways 

• continued expansion and maintenance of freeway system 

• The amount of parks and diversity of parks is wonderful. 

• Our parks and recreational amenities.  

• Amount of parks per ratio of people 

• Access to public spaces 

• Continued focus upon a good highway and road system to accommodate growth in areas that are 

growing faster than average 

• The access to freeways and shopping centers.  

• Lots of great parks! I also love the freeway artwork. Thank you! 

• The guidelines establishing parks to be built in new neighborhoods.  Road maintenance. 

• Xeriscaping with labels to show names of the plants. More poop stations for dog walkers along with 

signs emphasizing the law on waste. 

• Parks and public safety 

• I like the parks. 

• Every area of the County needs the access to outdoor areas that richer areas like Summerlin currently 

have.  

• It's great that there are so many parks and recreational spaces. 

• The beautiful parks and walking trails. The safety and low crime living conditions. Well maintained 

roads and public spaces.  

• I think the parks and recreation has always been solid and the offerings in urban areas are high quality. 

• Plenty of parks. Although we could use more SHADED leash free dog parks.  

• The parks are nice. 

• Requiring developers to put in parks has made them very accessible at least in newer areas of town 

• The development of alternative routes to get home quicker and safer.  

• access to parks and open spaces 

• Diversity and maintain vision for infrastructure improvements. 

• Continue to keep the roads in good quality, graffiti abatement and healthy, working relationships with 

each city's leadership. 

• Need public transport to Mt Charleston & Red Rock as both are well run & maintained. Need public 

transport to Lake Las Vegas.  

• Keep developing and expanding highway 215. 

• The streets are awesome, and the freeways are great  

• continue building bike lanes, they are great  

• The quality of parks is excellent. We love them! We just wish we didn't have to drive 10+ minutes to get 

to one. Even before COVID, we visited parks 4-6x per week.  

• The addition of parks 

• The Henderson Parks and Rec is excellent and should remain so. 
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• Most places do have bus lines, at least. The parks here are well kept. The suburban zoning also is not as 

bad as other North American cities (but more use of mixed-use development is the more desirable 

option). The plans for high-speed rail to California in the near future is amazing. 

• I appreciate the amount of tree-lining on large roads. There are some places that I will happily take a 

leisurely walk even during the hottest times of the day, to the surprise of people who don't live here. 

The painted bike lane network is extensive, but could definitely use reworking (i.e., physical 

protections) and have more ambitious expansion. 

• Existing parks are nice. 

• The Summerlin vision of infrastructure.   Continue planting trees.  Continue the metal plants and metal 

wildlife.  Continue attracting people from around the world. 

• Good work has been done in local parks and rec opportunities as well as trying to fix drainage 

problems. 

• roads are good, economic development is good, food is amazing 

• The continuation of bike paths being built 

• keep buses out of mountains edge! 

• The constant modernization of public areas.  

• Open convenient highways and section access.  

• Ease of transportation, moderated tourism. 

Library 

• Truly excellent LVCCLD branch - the Laughlin Library facilities, borrowing program and WONDERFUL 

staff are a treasure of this community! 

• I think the Clark County Libraries are wonderful, especially the addition of the library on Bonanza and 

28th.  I have seen it become a community gathering place and a positive hub for kids to hang out. 

• Good libraries 

• I like our libraries and hope to stay well-maintained. 

• I love all the public libraries and the parks are wonderful. 

• The libraries are great! 

• It appears that the library is fairly active in serving the community. Unfortunately, I can't walk there, so I 

don't bother anymore. 

• Parks and libraries  

• Beautiful libraries, nice parks and Eb’s at those parks 

• Libraries 

• Libraries 

• Libraries 

• our good library system 

Recreation 

• Gaming, sports, recreation 

• Access to recreation 

• access to public lands. The access to public lands makes quarantining and social distancing less of a 

hassle. 
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• Parks 

• keep adding park space with great amenities. 

• keep public land space available for activities. 

• I'd like to see Red Rock stay as it is.  

• Our access to public lands is good as well. 

• Lots of water splash pads, bike paths, beautiful parks, community engagement  

• I like the number of parks we have available in our community.  

• Access to community recreational facilities, parks, and walking trails.  

• Keep the parks and libraries available. 

• All the parks around my house. 

• The wonderful landscape and art of our freeways and throughways 

• The wide range of recreational activities. Clark county also does an amazing job with their parks, splash 

pads, trails. 

• Keep the excellent parks, libraries, and YMCAs. Keep water conservation efforts up. Continue to build 

vibrant arts culture. 

• Keeping great recreational opportunities within easy reach of all citizens. 

• Parks and access to open land 

• lots of open spaces. 

• Parks and open spaces 

• Supply of parks and recreation, access to schools. 

• Keep the parks & BLM land. Do not destroy nature 

• Local parks are great; love the access to recreational areas (wetlands. Red rock, mt Charleston etc.).  

• I think adding recreation areas and parks have been a good addition to my area of town. 

• Parks, open spaces, trails, community activities 

• Keep the parks clean and open, I’ve never lived in a city with so many  

• Access to public recreational facilities 

• Recreational availabilities 

• the access to parks and trails. Continue to protect the parks and wildlife. 

• Parks and recreation stay open but add more 

• Access to open lands and undeveloped recreation 

• Th County has been enriching the outdoor experience - bike trails, etc.  Good job - Keep it up! 

• Making developers put more money into recreational and trail opportunities 

• The vision for recreation, parks, trails, etc. 

• Continue making parks and trails. Keep the beauty of the parks. 

• The diversity and all the attractions. The hiking in Mount Charleston and Red Rock. Keep Nature free of 

charge always. 

• Access to public open space 

• Access to well-maintained parks and recreation... love the park in Laughlin! 

• Well maintained open space  

• The way they maintain the parks. 

• I love the parks and rec aspects and hope to see that grow even more.  
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• lone mountain 

• -Availability of outdoor spaces beyond parks/trails 

• Entertainment Parks 

• Access to public lands. 

• the easy access to public lands like the surrounding mountains and Red Rock area should be preserved. 

the county should not allow any more expansion into the red rock area. 

• Access and protections of public land and water use. 

• I would like to maintain the availability of nearby recreational activities and scenic areas. 

• Wetlands Park is nice. There are some good trail systems.  

• Commitment to providing outdoor spaces for residents 

 

Focus on arts and culture 

• Access to public lands and recreation opportunities 

• Emphasis on parks and public art, transparency of government, diversifying economy, development of 

major sports,  

• The quality and care of our parks is outstanding as well as biking and hiking paths.  Kudos again for the 

efforts. 

• Hollywood Rec Center is very nice!  Hollywood Ranch Townhomes are nice but the area around is ugly.   

• Parks 

• There are some nice parks out in the suburbs. 

• Access to parks 

• hiking and bike paths are all positives. 

• The commitment to parks and recreation. Use of SNPLA funds. No local income taxes 

• sports programs for the youth. 

• Parks and recreation us wonderful.  Keep it up.  Keep expanding RTC. 

• Good parks and recreation; great improvements to the freeway system.  

• Same attention to parks and rec. 

• Tourist-friendly, with lot of national parks, national preserves, parks, both family - friendly and adult 

entertainment in good variety and with high quality. 

• Leave Floyd Lamb park alone and undeveloped. Keep it as it is - special, unique.  

• Parks and recreation areas are high quality.   

• offering recreation services for children and families that is affordable and high quality, with equal 

access for all (including behavioral needs) 

• recreation and entertainment 

• Access to recreational areas. 

• Available ATV and other outdoor recreational  

• I would like to see all the recreation sites stay the same but there can be activities added to them. 

• recreational access 

• Recreational activities/emphasis 

• Recreation  

• Great recreation opportunities. 
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• Recreational spaces and parks 

• Rec centers and libraries 

• Parks and recreation  

• Wide variety of activities  

• Don't close any pools or make CC Shooting range any smaller 

• Parks and recreation. 

• access/relationship to natural environment, 

• The cultural events, entertainment and sports.  

• I would like to see more open spaces and recreational areas 

• Parks & rec opps 

• Availability of outdoor recreational activities, places for Equine activities 

• The pretty landscaping that has already been done in many areas along w/palm and other trees planted 

throughout the county.  Keep access to the national parks we have close by year round.  

• Access to trails. 

• Recreation 

• Parks 

• bike paths 

• Quality trails, plenty of open space and parks, access to world class recreational opportunities, and a 

vibrant and diverse dining scene.  

• I think our city does well with their focus on recreational fun. we have trails and fun stuff to do in almost 

any neighborhood or at least a short drive.  

• Leisure activities 

• The strip 

• access to public lands 

• The access to public lands 

• you need to fight for a blanket percentage of SNPLMA $ to come straight to cities & counties for 

parks/rec & conservation. Its generated here, we shouldn't have to compete for it 

• Maintain as much existing open space that remains in the Las Vegas Valley. No new monstrous 

residential tracts. No new large warehouses destroying open space.   

• It would be Great to have more places like the Wetlands park in other parts to the city. 

• Access to public lands and recreational opportunities 

• Entertainment capital of the world 

• Affordability 

• Public land access; keeping tourism strong; funding the arts. 

• Ease of employment and hiring, access to quality recreation. 

• Continue with parks and recreation areas. 

• access to wild areas 

• Access to green space  

• Access to parks and trails.  

• trails open BLM land 

• Parks. Events.  
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• Access to outdoor areas (both parks, trails and green spaces in cities/residential areas and the more 

rugged hiking trails/federal lands farther out). 

• The Nevada/Las Vegas "vibe" here -- it's a place unlike any other and that personality should be 

protected and promoted.  

• Appreciation for nature away from the strip.  

• Excellent parks and recreational programs  

• keep creating parks for all your community. Keep making developers add parks and amenities.  

• The area I live in has great parks. We should keep public parks as part of the county wide plan  

• Access to public lands 

• Keep construction away from outdoor recreational area. No building in red rock, mt Charleston or lake 

mead  

• Recreation 

• recreation opportunities in nearby open spaces. 

• Access to recreation 

• Parks & Recreation 

• State & National Parks & Recreation Areas 

• Green energy initiatives 

• Parks are great.  Keep up the good work! 

• I enjoy the natural scenery and access to parks and recreational activities 

• We have beautiful parks. I want to see land preserved so our Vegas Valley can continue to have wild 

places, like Red Rock Canyon.  

• Open spaces and parks. 

• Open areas such as parks and recreation areas 

• Emphasis on activities for families 

• Access to public lands. Variety of entertainment and arts and cultural activities.  

• Parks program 

• Access to parks and recreation. 

• Continue nature preservation and protecting our natural resources. 

• Parks and recreation areas such as Red Rock needs to be protected from development. 

• Bike trails, accessible parks, free or low cost family-friendly entertainment opportunities. 

• Keep our wonderful public lands public. 

• access to public lands  

• Parks and rec in Henderson. 

• promotion of recreational amenities continued diversification on economy to withstand economic 

downturns 

• Parks 

• Generally, Clark County is a good place to live. There are lots of parks and outdoor areas are very 

accessible. I’d like to see water conservation efforts and other green efforts to continue.   

• Parks and trails in the city are useful and easy to get to.  

• Great access to the outdoors and entertainment. Affordable place to live compared to other urban 

areas. 
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• The weather in spring and fall is to die for. I guess that won’t be changing anytime soon. 

• Neighborhood parks are plentiful. That's a great thing. 

• Lots of parks, friendliness 

• Tourism, Stadium, Casinos 

• Availability of recreational activities/music events  

• The park system is nice. LVMPD’s attempts to adjust to the social/political climate seems good. The 

availability of water and other necessities. 

• Recreational  

• Access to beautiful public lands, parks, entertainment  

• I appreciate all the bike trails and the number of parks.  

• Walking trails and access to McCullough Hills trails 

• We have lots of parks.. keep them open and keep them clean 

• Access to nature. Range of recreational activities. 

• Parks 

• Park access 

• Keep the gun range.  It’s perfect. 

• Parks and recreation. 

• access to great entertainment and great outdoor activities 

• Good job in developing all kinds of parks. 

• the great parks and recreation centers. 

• access to red rock, keep our beautiful deserts and protected areas preserved, access to parks and 

playgrounds 

• Continuation of advertising of recreational activities 

• Vast expanses of undeveloped natural areas to enjoy without crowds and "management". 

• I love all the parks and splash pads. Family focused. 

Rural Areas 

• Keep Rural areas such as RNP's rural!! 

• Do not alter the RNP 

• Small town feel in the outlying areas 

• Unincorporated Clark County to stay unincorporated and not be illegally annexed by the City of Las 

Vegas. 

• Keep lands open and free 

• Large lots.  Quiet. Rural. 

• RE and RNP 

• Do not incorporate us. 

• Small town of Laughlin to stay small  

• Keep the RNP in place, limit growth in RNP. Add more parks in NW. 

• For those of us in Laughlin, a grocery store would be very, very helpful.  

• Keep Laughlin rural. 

• I don't want Laughlin to incorporate. 
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• We need a quality grocery store with a pharmacy, we need healthcare services. Other than that, we 

have almost everything we need. 

• Maintain rural residential areas. 

• The small town aspect of it. It’s harder now that it’s grown so much.  

• Unincorporated and small business only 

• Diverse neighborhoods (RNP vs more urban densities).  Income tax free. 

• I like the rural nature of where I live in Lone Mountain Rural Preservation Area 

• Keep all RNP zoning as is, no subdivisions complaining about the way we have lived for 20+ years 

• Wide open space, cleanliness 

• Outskirts not infringed upon. 

• Keep our public lands free from development.  

• rural live 

• I love the community on the edges where we have space and less dense living 

• Keep the lot size requirements and rural zoning in place for this area. 

• Lone mountain stays rural 

• Keep the name of McCarren Airport and keep Unincorporated Clark County away from the City of Las 

Vegas, we do not belong to the Goodman Mafia and don't want to. 

• Rural preservation 

• Open land in unincorporated areas, Low traffic, affordable cost of living 

• allow designated "rural" areas to remain "rural". It seems our representatives are not responsive to the 

citizens living in particular areas- but very responsive to developers trying to change areas where the 

citizens living there DO NOT want those kinds of changes.  

• Horse and home properties protected. 

• Rural flavor. 

• Keep Enterprise rural. We do not want high density apartments or businesses on or near Dean Martin 

between Blue Diamond and Cactus.  

• Rural portions east of Hollywood. 

• More rural preservation areas and parks 

• I would like to see the areas like Lone Mountain remain largely single family, 1/2 acre homes with the 

more rural feel retained. 

• Leave Unincorporated Areas as Unincorporated!  

• We need to save our rural areas!!    

• Wide open spaces 

• The RNP areas.. 

• Laughlin needs to retain its small-town character--that's why many of us chose to move here.   We need 

to retain Metro police and fire/ambulance services.    Any incorporation should occur only after 

independently reviewed financial projections clearly demonstrate feasibility and the residents have the 

opportunity to vote on incorporation in advance. 

• Enterprise rural preserves should stay rural preserves.  No state taxes 

• RPZ 
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• I would like the more 'rural' parts of the county to be helped, nurtured and assisted to keep their 

characters, so that more space and a more rural lifestyle is possible for the mental and physical health 

and wellbeing of future generations, who will need it! Please help Protect the RNP Areas! 

• Maintain rural preservation areas.  

• keeping areas (think horse properties) "un-citified".  

• Quietness in Laughlin 

• Keeping Laughlin a small town feeling. 

• Rural zoning for Enterprise 

• Small town feel 

• I love the rural pockets, the large green parks and ponds, all the parks that have been built.  

• Needs to stay rural. That’s why we moved to this area.  

• Stick with the Rural Desert Preservation Zone that we worked hard to get 

• Keep the real areas rural. 

• Leave rural areas alone, we aren’t the same as the city.  We don’t want sidewalk, streetlight 

requirements.  Less regulations, more OHV freedom, stop restricting our access to nature areas.  

• I would like to see Floyd lamb park stay rural; Silverstone golf course have no homes built. The former 

clubhouse needs to go back to being an event center for wedding and gaming could be added to 

increase profitability of the golf course. 

• Leave rural communities as they are 

• Keep as much RNP land as possible, and when it is not for a particular area, designate more somewhere 

else  

• Rural Neighborhoods 

• Rural preservation, Maintenance of park facilities.  

• Rural type areas remain.  Open areas protected 

• I would like to see our rural preservation housing areas stay rural.  There is room in the valley for all 

types of housing, but it seems the rural is getting taken away from us. 

• Respect and support of the rural lifestyle  

• Rural lands, boutique ranches, horse riding, 

• Clark County has been a place where people can live who do not want to be in high traffic, congested 

living areas. I would like for rural areas to be preserved for people who have animals, gardens and enjoy 

the outdoors. 
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